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I. Introduction and Sumnary

Study Purpose and Approach

1. The World Bank/Unesco Cooperative Program (CP) study examined the
workings .f a program in operation for 12 years to determine how it might
be rendered more efficient, effective, and beneficial to the organizations
and countries concerned. The study was felt to be needed because of.several
factors, Including recent growth in Bank staff and lending for education, or-
ganization change in the Bank and Unesco, and shifts in operating approaches
and procedures. Both organizations also sensed that problems existed in
work planning and scheduling, coordination, and relationships.

2. The study was conducted in both Paris and Washington by a joint
Task Force consisting of education, management analysis, and external rela-
tions staffs from the Bank and Unesco reporting to a joint Steering Commit-
tee; the participants are listed in Table 1.

3. The Task Force examined CP operations, organization, activities,
and procedures; conducted extensive interviews (with some 150 persons seen);
performed quantitative and statistical analyses; and surveyed 25 recent Bank
projects. Findings and proposals were discussed with policy and operating
staffs in the two organizations. In general, an attempt was made to see
how each organization could tap the considerable resources, knowledge, and
experience of the other. The study, as agreed, did not attempt to define
Unesco or Bank educational philosophy or evaluate the educational or socio-
economic impact of CP work or Bank financing. There was a strong presump-
tion in the study's terms of reference that the CP would continue.

CP Background

4. For a brief background on the CP, we discuss below the CP's objec-
tives and current structure and outline its traditional activities.

Objectives of the CP

5. The CP is an instrument of the Bank and Unesco designed to facili-
tate the financing of education projects in developing countries that are
members of both institutions. The Program was started in 1964 to assist
member countries in identifying and preparing education projects for Bank
financing, appraising those projects, providing end-use supervision for
their execution and operation, and arranging for technical assistance re-
quired to implement them. Unesco was to assist primarily in identifying
and preparing projects, wlth the Bank responsible for project appraisal,
financing, disbursement of funds, and end-use supervision. Where agreed
with the Bank, Unesco could also help ascertain if educational objectives
were being attained and, when executing agency, would provide or arrange
for technical assistance on Bank-financed projects. These aspects are
set forth in the Memorandum of Understanding, included for reference as
Annex I.
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Organization Structure

6. Unesco's designated unit for carrying out the CP is the Education
Financing Division (EFD), consisting of 25 project officers, 2 administra-
tors, and 18 support staff and located in the Secretariat's education sector
under the Assistant Director General for Education (ADG/ED). EFD also now
has a functional relationship with the Assistant Director General for Coop-
eration for Development and External Relations (ADG/CPX). EFD is, as the
original Agreement spelled out, "an identifiable group ... of specialized
personnel ... devoted exclusively and continuously to this work." Unesco's
organization chart is included as Annex II.

7. Within the Bank, the Education Department, in the Central Projects
Staff (CPS), is responsible for CP liaison with Unesco and determines poli-
cies for, and monitors the results of, Bank education work, including that
of the CP. Since 1972, this Department has exercised a "staff" or func-
tional authority role over Bank education operations. Before that time it
directed project operations centrally. Bank education operations are car-
ried out by 5 educational divisions, located in 5 of the Regional Office
Projects Departments. (The sixth Bank region, South Asia, is serviced by
the East Asia and Pacific Region's education division). The Bank's organi-
zation chart is included for reference as Annex III.

Traditional CP Activities

8. For the first 8 years or so of the Program, Unesco (EFD) performed
identification and preparation as agreed, with the Bank undertaking subse-
quent steps in the "project cycle." The division of responsibilities was
clearcut and understood by all concerned, including member countries.

9. This sequence of activities typically first involved Unesco perform-
ing a Project Identification Mission (PIM). This was initiated, with Bank
agreement, when a country expressed interest in Bank financing for education.
The PIM consisted of both sector survey work and project identification. 1/
Each PIM proposed project items and gave indicative costing data. As the Bank
developed its own staffing capability and wanted first-hand country knowledge,
it began mounting its version of a PIM, the reconnaissance-in-depth (RID)
mission, 2/ essentially the same in scope and coverage as a PIM. The Bank
might follow a Unesco PIM mission with a brief reconnaissance mission, often
with Unesco/EFD participation, serving to affirm the project identification
in the Bank's terms and to pave the way for project preparation. This next
step would then be performed by Unesco in a project preparation mission (PPM),

I/ For planning purposes, the proportions are considered to be about 3/4
sector and 1/4 identification work.

2/ Not, however, in the same countries in which Unesco had done a
recent PIM.
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resuttLnf in dr:,friTg the government's loan requesL to the Bank. This
was largely a "feasibility" effort comprised of project item descrip-
tioinns and ju;tifIcatios. The Bank then appraised the project, using the
Unesco feasib.ility data, supplemented with other justifications needed for
Bank Board approval. After Board approval, detailed architectural designs
would be prepared and more detailed curricula developed as part of project

implementation. 1/ In subsequent steps, schools would be constructed,
equipment purchased, services retained, and the project completed by the
borrower. Throughout this process, Bank supervision missions would be
conducted. Unesco/CP was little involved in these latter steps. This tra-
ditional sequence is depicted in Table 2; changes to this pattern are dis-
cussed below.

Summary of Findings and Recommendations

10. As a result of the changed operating conditions of the last sev-
eral years, coupled with managerial and administrative "gaps," the Bank/
Unesco CP telationship is ndw showing increasing signs of strain. At
present, EFD's end products - its PIM and PPM reports - may not be used
in whole or in part by the Bank. The CP/EFD unit is increasingly being
used as a '"labor pool" by Bank educational units. Activity duplications
and overlaps occur, particularly in the field, and the borrowing countries
themselves are becoming somewhat concerned by what appears to be Bank/Unesco
disharmony and inefficiency in certain instances.

11. Therefore, the Task Force concludes there is a need for change in
two aspects of the CP if it is to continue effectively and as a "true part-
nership" arrangement. The first is to adjust and clarify EFD's work pro-
gram to capitalize on EFD's experience and help ensure it is not working
at cross purposes with the Bank. The second is to institute a program of
managerial and administrative improvements in both agencies that will help
buttress and support the substantive work to be done and reconstitute a
meaningful partnership between the Bank and Unesco in the CP. None of
these changes is extreme, but taken together can mean the difference
between a program that could fall into disuse or one that provides use-
ful, effective support to member countries through the combined efforts
of two preeminent international agencies in educational development and
financing.

Findings and Conclusions

12. The Task Force finds much that has been constructive and worth-
while in the Program since its inception in 1964. As involvement in educa-
tion was then still a new venture for the Bank, 2/ it had little experience

1/ Commitment was made "earlier" in the project cycle in education than
in some other Bank sectors.

2/ It began Lducaticn financing in 1962.
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in this field; Unesco had already gained much education experience since its
beginning in 1945. The CP arrangement enabled Unesco to contribute almost
from the start to the Bank's build up in education financing.

13. Since that time, the Bank has added an important dimension to the
development of education through its large volume of external capital assis-
tance. To June 1975, the Bank lent $1.28 billion to its member countries
through 120 education projects. Unesco/EFD has contributed importantly to
this assistance by participating in 443 missions in 82 countries, a consid-
erable record for a group numbering at most only 25-28 professionals. 1/
The CP has identified and/or prepared about 2/3 of the projects financed
by the Bank over the 12-year life of the Program. During the first 3 fis-
cal years of the Program, the Bank lent $81 million in 8 countries and 10
operations; EFD was involved in 4. In the last 3 fiscal years, the Bank
lent $670 million for education, an 8-fold increase. This lending was
made to 47 countries in 49 operations covering primary, secondary (includ-
ing vocational and technical training), and university education. , The number
of student places provided in the last 3 years, about 1 million, is approxi-
mately the same as for the previous 9 years. Of the last 77 projects (fiscal
1971-75), EFD was involved in identifying and/or preparing 49. 2/

14. In qualitative terms, Unesco has been a contributing factor to the
broadening of Bank lending. For example, the Faure report, Learning to Be,
has widely influenced Bank thinking in education. EFD has also influenced the
Bank in its work. A recent study 3/ of over 600 project items proposed by EFD
indicated that 1/3 were "new" items, i.e., for educational assistance not pre-
viously existing in the countries concerned; many of these items were accepted
for Bank financing. EFD frequently proposed lending in categories which the
Bank was not prepared to finance at the time, but which it eventually did
finance, such as curricula development and primary education. Bank lending
today is even broader and includes financing of technical assistance and
minimum basic education. The cooperation between the two institutions is
acknowledged by many Bank staff as having a favorable impact on this evolution
in Bank education financing. Overall, the Program has demonstrated that
two large and quite different agencies can work together effectively toward a
single, common objective: that of strengthening educational development in
member countries.

15. However, at this stage in its "life cycle," the Program is under-
going stress. The Bank is staffed (with over 80 professionals) to do much
of what EFD did in the early days of the Program, Countries themselves are
gaining more experience with Bank policies and procedures as they become

1/ Full time staff; supplemented by part-time Unesco staff and consultants.

2/ Annex IV provides basic data on CP activities.

3/ By EFD staff, January 1976.
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recv pients of secon' or subsequent loans, increase their ability to do their
own project preparation work, and are encouraged to do so by the Bank. This
calls into questioi Unesco CP's traditional role of performing on-site project
preparation for countries.

16. The Bank'3 reorganization in 1972 caused major changes that affect

CP operations. The Bank's 5 regionalized education divisions, under a decen-

tralized form of operations, began moving toward maintaining a more "contin-

uous dialogue" with their assigned countries, based on deeper country knowl-

edge, more frequent visits, and closer collaboration with country officials

on all aspects of project lending, including those formerly performed pri-

marily by Unesco/EFD. Bank regions have diversified their approaches to
project lending in their respective regions and now employ a greater variety

of "tailor-made" mission sequences, combinations, and responsibility assign-

ments than were in place earlier, partly to speed up the project cycle.

Bank procedures are also evolving, with new emphasis on sector work, issue-

oriented project briefs, and revised approaches to preparation and appraisal.

These changed procedures have not been brought regularly to EFD's attention

or factored into its work, causing frustrations and inefficiencies in both

organizations. And, increasingly, education projects are viewed by the Bank

within a long-term lending strategy for education that takes into account

intersectoral relationships and overall country development needs.

17. The above factors have made it increasingly difficult for Unesco/
EFD to maintain a "close fit" with Bank activities or share easily in the
Bank/country dialogue. More importantly, in the face of these considerable

changes, no specific efforts have been made to adjust CP work processes

so that the Bank and Unesco could continue to work together effectively.

EFD's activities, as agreed earlier by the two parties, have continued to

be largely identification and on-site preparation missions since 1964; its
staffing has also remained stable over the past 5 years (25-27 project
officers). EFD's traditional activities of relatively fixed content have
become less applicable than before, with resulting duplication in informa-
tion gathering, overlap of effort and ensuing concern by member countries.

18. Running an effective CP across an ocean - particularly under
these changed circumstances - would require close coordination, frequent
communications, and efficient work planning, scheduling and review. These
elements have not been in place satisfactorily. Since the Bank's reorgan-
ization, the Bank's Central Projects Staff (CPS) Education Department has
played only a limited central coordination role on CP operations or in
initiating needed work program changes. Communications between the two
agencies have been inadequate either in conveying new Bank procedures, pro-
viding timely information to Unesco/EFD on specific operations, or in pro-
viding useful feedback on EFD's work to those responsible for it. This
interaction is especially required in a program such as this one, in which
participants often work on a relatively autonomous, independent basis. CP
work planning and scheduling have not been systematized in the Bank, leading
to problems in setting Bank-wide priorities and consolidating overall require-
ments. As a result, planning lead times are often short and subject to last
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minute changes, and EFD staff is inefficiently used, with considerable

productive time lost. EFD staff scheduling and deployment is rendered

difficult and calls for the EFD, Acting Director, to deal directly with

each Bank division chief on planning and most other matters.

19. On Unesco's side, we find that EFD has been relatively isolated,

for most of its 12 year existence, from the rest of the Secretariat. EFD

has been protectively managed and is viewed as "elite" and "the Bank" by

the rest of Unesco. (It does have higher grade levels, on average, than

other Unesco units and is not involved in Unesco administrative work as

are other Units.) One result of this separation has been a difficulty in

drawing fully on Unesco's reservoir of education and.other experience for

the CP. Another result is that EFD's country and education financing ex-

perience has not been made available as fully as it might be to the rest

of Unesco, which is now more country and operations oriented since its re-

organization. Some steps have recently been made to improve this coordina-

tion, but more such cooperation is needed.

20. Internally, EFD appears underadministered, with only two admin-

istrators, an Acting Director and an Assistant, managing 27 professionals

and support staff. We also find that improvements are needed in EFD's work

quality control function and in following up regularly on educational devel-

opments and Bank project financing in particular countries, as a means of

maintaining better continuity and improving the support provided to both

the Bank and Unesco.

21. In summary, under the present circumstances, two categories of

problems exist for the CP: those in program operations, resulting largely

from the evolution in Bank education financing and in Bank relations with

countries; and those in program coordination and administration, in part

due to not keeping pace with the managerial implications of changed oper-

ating conditions. We conclude that change is needed if a workable coopera-

tion is to continue and be fully effective, efficient, and beneficial to

the countries concerned. Such change can be accomplished, in our view,

without radical program alterations.

Summary of Recommendations

22. The Task Force recommends that restoring the effectiveness of the

CP partnership calls for (a) adjusting CP/EFD's work program and clarifying
its assigned tasks and responsibilities and (b) improving CP planning and

scheduling, communications, and management and administration in both or-

ganizations.

23. As to the CP work program, the Task Force recommends 4 categories

of contributions that Unesco/EFD should make. The first is sector analysis

work, which we believe Unesco could perform well as a relatively autonomous

function, in coordination with the Bank. This work would replace the iden-

tification work (PIM's) that EFD does currently. This is not as major a

change as it first appears, given that the majority of PIM work consists of



SecLor analysis. it would leave identification Ler s, perhaps 1/4 of the

total, for the Bank to work out directly with the countLry, as is often the

case at present. The sector analyses we recommend call for Unesco's

independent assessment of countries' educational policies, plans, issues,

and needs, and its external financing requirements. Sector coverage would

become broader than the sector aspects of a PIM, and sector work would be

planned to include a variety of missions and desk studies over several

years for those countries covered, unlike the more episodic PIM's. EFD

sector work should provide products useful to countries, Unesco, and the

Bank while drawing on EFD's experience and its access to Unesco's resources

in education and other areas. Such work should be more susceptible to

multiyear planning than current EFD work is and remove one source of

operating confusion and uncertainty for all concerned. About 1/3 of all

education sector work done would continue to be performed by the Bank;

however, the two parties would not duplicate each other's sector work in

given countries.

24. Secondly, we believe Unesco should continue to provide assistance

to countries in project preparation, but believe that the form of that.

assistance should change: from direct responsibility for doing the prep-

aration for the government in a single, on-site visit, as is done currently,

to that of assisting governments in their preparation, more than likely

over a somewhat longer elapsed time period, involving two or more visits.

The amount of applied time per preparation by EFD should, in most cases,

be less than at present. In some countries, a more active (i.e., on-site

preparation) role may still be needed for some time. Preparation work

would need to be undertaken with improved communications among all con-

cerned, to avoid misunderstandings or work that is at cross purposes.

25. In the future, some Bank projects will be appraised and approved

later in the project cycle, that is, after rather than before detailed

architectural design and curricula development work as at present. We

believe EFD could continue to play a useful role in assisting countries to

prepare feasibility studies under these circumstances, i.e., in helping to

lay the groundwork with the country for the detailed design work and for

subsequent Bank appraisal (or combined preparation/appraisal) missions.

26. Thirdly, we recommend that Unesco/EFD continue to participate

as members of various types of Bank education missions, particularly for

subsequent followup and continuity where Unesco performed earlier sector

analysis or preparation assistance work. This involvement should help

ensure that EFD's knowledge and experience is brought to bear and, in turn,

that its sector analyses and other work remain relevant and closely linked

to operating and project realities. We do not see major overlap or dupli-

cation occurring on these Bank missions if a free and frank exchange of

views and information occurs. We also recommend that Bank staff partici-

pate more than at present on EFD missions.
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27. Fourthly, we believe EFD should set aside a specific portion of
its time to support Unesco Secretariat activities related to EFD's regular
work, e.g., Unesco country programming or participation in Unesco training

of country officials on project preparation. A planned CP/EFD contribution
to the Secretariat has not been in place before; the Task Force recognizes
this as necessary and desirable and a legitimate "cost of doing business"
from a Unesco base. This planned support should help support two-way EFD/
rest of Unesco cooperation.

28. After a suitable transition period, we would see Unesco CP deployed
about as follows: 50-60% of its available time 1/ on sector analysis, 30-40%
on preparation assistance and participation on Bank missions 2/ and 10% on
Unesco Secretariat activities. The 10% would be a net figure, resulting
from a 20% EFD contribution to the Secretariat, offset by a 10% participa-
tion by other Secretariat staff in CP activities. (For fiscal 1971-75, PIM
work averaged 53% of EFD time; all other project work, 28%; and other, in-
cluding unplanned activities and "down time," 19%.)

29. To support the work program adjustment we recommend, we also believe
that improvements are needed in Program management and administration, work
planning and scheduling, and in communications. A key need is to reassert an
effective central staff coordination role in the Bank by CPS Education. This
role would include Bank guideline preparation, work plan consolidation, and
review of CP work to help ensure that it remains viable and to initiate
corrective action if it does not. On Unesco's side, we recommend strengthen-
ing administration of EFD by appointing a permanent director so as to have 3
administrators in all, improving the quality control function, making "country
coverage" collateral duty assignments, and establishing coordinating mechanisms
for linking EFD better with the rest of the Secretariat. The Task Force recom-
mends - and defines in the report - a new planning approach and procedures;
some aspects of this approach have already been incorporated in the fiscal
1977 planning effort, following working level discussion in the two agencies.
We also delineate communications improvements needed within and between the
two agencies.

30. In summary, the Task Force believes it has outlined an improve-
ment program which, if adopted, should permit the CP to continue produc-
tively for several years, at no appreciable cost increase, but with poten-

tial benefits in increased efficiency and effectiveness. The recommended
improvements are described in sufficient detail to permit implementation,
including provision of a draft implementation plan. Much of the burden
in the relationship falls on EFD, as the CP's operating arm, to provide

1/ About 1000 man-weeks, based on a 40-week man-year, plus 3-4 man-years of
consultant time, as needed .

2/ Bank mission participation has run about 10% of EFD's time in recent
years and could so continue or increase.
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hJg'y qi I1y t.i y and relevant work. The Bank, on its side, will need

to keep Unesco/EFD fully informed of its expectations, procedures, and con-

cerns as wcll as 'o provide timely suggeFtions for itproving iP work.

31. We believe it will be important to'assess CP results periodically
to ensure they meet the needs of all concerned. The semiannual planning
meetings should afford an opportunity not only to plan the next cycle of

work, but also to take a hard, retrospective look at past performance.

While one year from now is likely too early to perform a definitive

assessment of work produced under the changes we propose, such a review

should be performed in about 3 years.

32. Operating a Cooperative Program between two large international

agencies with differing objectives and constraints on matters requiring
close coordination across the Atlantic is not easy. This Program has

demonstrated over much of its history that, if it is well managed, bene-

fits can be derived for both organizations and, more importantly, for the

developing countries. While operational staffs on both sides are charged
with the bulk of this management responsibility, top management in both

agencies will need to observe its progress periodically, support its use,

and take corrective action if and when needed.

33. The Task Force, within its terms of reference, did not examine

at first hand the benefits of the CP as viewed by the member countries or

"pretest" with them its recommendations. However, we did identify the pos-
sible benefits and implications of our recommendations for those member
countries and we recognize that the basic objective of the CP must be to serve

their education development needs. For example, we believe that the country

will find sector analysis as defined in this report an improved tool for

assessing its overall needs, issues, and external financing requirements.

Moving away from EFD project preparation for the country should, over time,

encourage development of a country's own preparation skills. And, clarifica-

tion of the CP work program and improved planning should cut down on confusion

and overlapping activities at the country level. These and other expected
benefits are highlighted for the member countries, the Bank, and Unesco in

Annex XIII.

Organization of the Report

Chapter II provides the Task Force's findings and recommendations
on CP operational work.

Chapter III covers findings and recommendations on CP management
and administration.

Chapter IV covers two other matters reviewed in the study: other
areas of possible cooperition and technical assistance.

Chapter V discusses implementation of proposed changes.

Supporting material is contained in Annexes I-XII, which are

referenced in tie body of the report.
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CHAPTER I
Table 2

Basic Education Project Cycle/Mission Relationships*

Education Project Cycle Phases Traditional Bank/Unesco Missions * Comments

Country/Sector Analysis 4 Economic and sector analyses - Bank; Unesco educa- - Unesco has done several sector studies to date; these do
001_ tion sector studies s neevrlecrstdetode;tsed

tio scnot usually identify projects; about 1'3 of all sector
- 3 work is done by the Bank.

Project Identification 1/4 (Project Identification Mission (PIM) - Unesco-led - These two categories of mission are essentially synonymous-(Reconnaissance-in-Depth Mission (RID) Bank-or in content ; they typically involve about 3/4 sector analy-(Unesco-led 
sis work and. 1/4 project identification per se; they are
triggered by country request for project lending with Bank
concurrence. Use of RID may mean shorter project cycle.

Prefeasibility Reconnaissance Missions (RM) - Bank-led, often -Typically a brief mission that serves tov
with Unesco participation 

projects identified in PIM or RID missions andsets stage for preparation work; if country well known,may serve to identify projects, in lieu of PIM or RID.

Feasibility Project Preparation Mission (PPM) - Unesco-led - Delineates project objectives and justifications and provides
general specifications as basis for government request to
the Bank; typically done by Unesco on a one-visit ("para-
chute") basis in which Unesco prepares request for govern-
ment in field; some transition to "assistance t govern-
ment mode, but not yet typical.

Appraisal*** Project Appraisal Mission (PAM) - Bank-led, with Essentially an appraisal of feasibility work, with further
some Unesco participation detailing and costing of project items; where Unesco not

involved in preparation, may be combined with elements of
preparation; provides basis for Bank investment decision.

Detailed Design/Engineering *** (Various Bank-led implementation (supervision) -(Very limited Unesco involvement; under a "two-stage"
(missions to monitor design, engineering, curricula (appraisal approach, design/engineering would he done as
(development, procurement/disbursements, project (the second stage of appraisal following current-style pre-(completion (paration or feasibility as the first stage and prior to

(loan approval).

Supervision/Completion

*Because definitions and mission purposes and contents vary, the comparison must be viewed as illustrative only.**Normal mission sequence to about 19.72; mission contents, sequences tended to vary thereafter.
***In future, where project preparation facility approach is used, these phases would be reversed.
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II. CP Operations

1. The Task Force presents in this chapter its findings, conclusions,

and recommendations on CP operational work. By "operational work" we mean

the substantive work carried out by Unesco and the Bank under the CP Memo-

randum of Understanding and associated with country education development

and Bank education financing.

Findings and Conclusions

2. We find that significantly changed operating circumstances have

taken place in Bank lending for education over the past several years; these

have in turn altered the functioning of the Bank/Unesco CP. These include a

40% increase in Bank education staffing in 5 years; the regionalization of

the Bank in 1972 with corresponding changes in Bank relations with coun-

tries; and changes in operating approaches and procedures. Each is dis-

cussed below.

Bank Expansion

3. Bank project lending has grown rapidly, particularly since 1968.
Over 120 Bank projects were approved to the end of fiscal 1975, with a value

of $1.28 billion. As a consequence of this increased work load, the Bank's
staff working in education has grown from 47 to over 80 professionals in
the last 5 years in a wide variety of disciplines. This staff level com-

pares with a near stable EFD staff of 25-27 project officers over that same
period. 1/ EFD's proportion of total Bank plus EFD staff has declined from
35% to 25% in 5 years. Thus, the Bank is now equipped to do more of what
Unesco did - and perhaps was uniquely qualified to do - in the early days
of the Program. One implication of Bank staffing growth has been the natural
tendency of managers to use their own, directly controllable staff where pos-
sible rather than to rely on staff in'residence an ocean away.

Bank Reorganization

4. The Bank reorganization in late 1972 significantly changed the
Bank/Unesco relationship. As a result of the reorganization, essentially
a regionalization of operations, Bank education operations were no longer
under a single department's jurisdiction but were decentralized to 5
regional education divisions, servicing 5 and, more recently, 6 Bank
regions. 2/ The Education Projects Department became a staff department
within the Central Projects Staff (CPS) exercising "functional" authority,

1/ Annex IV provides tables profiling Bank and EFD staffing.

2/ Eact Asia and Pacific services South Asia in education.



but io lijer eccrt.ig direct "line" operating authority. Pegioiial educa-

tion division chiefs reported up through the regional hierarchy to their
respectiie Regional Vice Presidents on all operating rnitters. CPS Educa-

tion was charged with developing education policy guidelines and monitor-
ing operations for quality assurance and consistency. As to the CP, CPS

Education waq to handle overall Bank liaison.

5. In practice, the regional education divisions became relatively

independent of CPS Education and began adapting to the various management

styles of their regions and to what they considered were the particular

needs of their assigned countries. As a result, strained relations have

existed between CPS education and the 5 regions. CPS played only a limited

role in coordinating the Bank's overall use of the CP, e.g., in determining

overall work priorities, in resolving planning and scheduling conflicts, or

in presenting a consistent set of Bank operating requirements for the CP

to Unesco. As a result EFD's acting Director must deal bilaterally with

each Bank division chief on planning and most other matters, which puts an

excessive amount of the CP coordination burden on Unesco.

6. On the positive side, the regionalization of Bank staff has re-

sulted in a considerable improvement in Bank dealings with countries on

education over the past 4 years. The Bank's education staff, formerly geo-

graphic generalists, are now much more familiar with their assigned countries

and the regions in which they are located, in part through far more frequent

visits. For example, on a single project, Brazil Education II, the Latin

American and Caribbean region staff visited Brazil in 6 consecutive quarters

and in 10 out of 13 quarters overall. 1/ Bank staff have closer contacts and
greater continuity with education, planning, and finance officials, often now

in coordination with other Bank regional project and program staffs. This

greater familiarity with country needs and officials has resulted in an almost
"continuing dialogue" with many borrowing countries. Among Bank education

staffs, this is held to~be a major improvement in delivering education financ-

ing. It also poses practical problems for EFD as it attempts to fit into this

new Bank/country relationship, in some cases in countries it has not visited
recently. For example, succeeding EFD missions to Chad and Bolivia were 6 to
7 years apart.

Project Cycle Approaches

7. It is not surprising that under the changes in working relations
between the Bank and its borrowers since the reorganization there is an in-
creasing variety of more "tailor-made" Bank approaches to project generation
activities. While projects still get identified, prepared, and appraised -
in other words the "classic" functions are still performed - the mission

_/ See Annex VI, Table; does not count other education visits to Brazil
that may have occurred over the same period.
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formats, combinations, and sequences and the variety of agents (country,

Bank, Undsco, consultants) performing the key activities have increased

considerably. This phenomenon has been referred to as "project cycle

fluidity' and has been analyzed by the Task Force. 1/ Three trends emerge

from this analysis and indicate the variances in approach currently at 
work:

(a) The traditional mission sequence of Unesco

identification, Bank reconnaissance, Unesco

preparation and then Bank appraisal has

nearly disappeared, and is recognizable in

only 3 among the latest 25 projects. This

is a marked, and fairly recent, change.

(b) The survey indicates a surprising variety of

project conception modes - or the identifica-

tion of the "project idea" - in lieu of the

traditional Unesco Project Identification

Mission (PIM). These alternative modes

include the government's own sector work

and Bank economic, planning assistance,

sector, and reconnaissance missions. In

the survey, the alternatives accounted

for 18 out of 25 projects. As a result,

Unesco's leading role in project identifi-

cation has clearly declined over the past

2-3 years.

(c) New patterns have emerged in project prep-

aration. Only 7 of the 25 projects sur-

veyed involved Unesco on-site preparation

(PPM's). Bank-led preparation or combined

preparation/appraisal accounted for 14 of

the 25. This trend can be partly explained

by Bank streamlining of its operations and

avoiding, where possible, the need for in-

formation transfer between different mis-

sions in different agencies on similar

activities. Where Unesco prepares as an

independent activity, via the PPM, the

Bank staff may follow up in appraisal

asking the same questions. While only

1/ Annex VI summarizes the Task Force's sample survey of 25 recent Bank

projects, 5 of the most recent per division.
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4 projects of the 25 were preparcd pre-
dominantly by the goveiriments, an in-
creased government capability to do this
is emerging, and is being encouraged by
the Bank as an element itself of the de-
velopment process. 1/ Further, countries
are gaining familiarity with preparation
requirements as the Bank/country dialogue
continues and they become recipients of a
sequence of projects, e.g., 33 countries
have received a second project and 12 have
received a third one or more.

Implications of New Approaches

8. The variety of mission approaches, sequences, and combinations has
been a fact of life for several years in Bank education financing. Partly
it is a natural result of adapting to specific country needs as opposed to
using standardized approaches. Flexibility in approaches and use of Bank
missions can speed up the delivery of education financing, often by 1 to 2
quarters. Bank staff interviewed by the Task Force felt generally that this
adaptability enhances Bank lending effectiveness. While the sheer variety
of mission approaches may diminish to some extent in the future as regions
find more effective patterns than others through experimentation, we do not
envision a return to a single, standardized approach to conducting project
missions, given the Bank's decentralized operating structure and its indi-
vidualized relations with borrowing countries. Under these conditions,
Bank/EFD coordination on project work, while not impossible, is rendered
far more difficult than in the past.

9. The question of the impact of project cycle fluidity on project
quality since the Bank's reorganization is a complex one, and the Task Force
offers no simple answer; our 25 project survey shows some evidence of accel-
erated delivery of projects, but provides no evidence of "corner cutting"
or functions left out to speed up processing. In fact, some further stream-
lining in terms of mission activity may be possible. 2/

10. In the Task Force's view, the following implications emerge by
major project cycle phase of the above changes in working environment:

1/ Over 1/2 of projects financed in sectors other than education are pre-
pared principally by the borrowers (Source: Bank's Operations Evalua-
tion Department (OED)).

2/ Annex VI discusses this subject further.
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(a) Sector Work - This has been an important segment
of EFD's overall work, e.g., about 3/4 of PIM's,
which comprised 53% of EFD's time from fiscal
1971-75. Such work has generally been con-
sidered useful to countries, the Bank and Unesco
and can be performed by EFD. There is less
likelihood of activity duplication and over-
lap 1/ than in project work, and coordination,
while needed, need not be as close as is re-
quired when dealing with detailed project speci-
fications. The Bank is increasing its emphasis
on education sector work, e.g., by preparing
"sector memoranda" for most if not all borrowing
countries.. EFD sector work could provide a good
foundation for the Bank's sector lending strategy
as well as for its subsequent project generation.

(b) Project Identification. This activity is, among
all EFD work, the most called into question cur-
rently. Under current (and likely future) con-
ditions, the Bank tends to identify projects
for its financing as a natural outgrowth of its
direct, regular dealings with the country and
its continuing analysis of country needs and
opportunities. And, project selection is
increasingly done in the context of the Bank's
multiyear education lending strategy, taking
into account intersectoral considerations,
e.g., links with agriculture, industry, or
rural development. It is particularly dif-
ficult for EFD, on an infrequent interven-
tion basis in a given country, to contribute
effectively to this function or any longer
perform it as a primary responsibility per
the 1964 Agreement.

(c) Project Preparation - EFD has continued this
as an appreciable segment of its work (19
missions from January 1973 to June 1975 and
23% of its net available time), 2/ essentially

1/ Assuming the Bank and Unesco agree on which countries each will cover
and when.

2/ Annex IV provides further details.



on a ono visit or "parachute" basis, as t
hrs been called. Outside preparatioo for a
country may speed up processing time, but ft has
limited value in helping the cot'ntry develop its
own preparation capability or its understanding

of and commitment to the project. It may create
in the country a sense of alienation, either

with Unesco or the Bank. The Task Force believes
there are major limitations in attempting to
achieve quality by performing a final project

preparation in a single, 4-5 week field mission,
including both fact finding and report writing.
While considerable preparation assistance will

still be required in many countries, we believe

the form of that assistance should change to that

of assisting the government in its preparation.
This was, in fact, the original intent of the CP

Agreement, but has not been borne out in practice.
In the future, the timing of Bank commitment
will come later in the project cycle for many

projects, as more detailed architectural design
and curriculum development or syllabus prepara-

tion work is performed 1/ before rather than
after loan approval as at present. The sequence
could then be initial preparation (as at present,

a "feasibility" step) followed by Bank first-
stage appraisal, followed by detailed preparation
(design work), followed by second-stage appraisal. 2/
Under this format, Unesco could still provide
preparation assistance to the government for the
initial preparation stage. In those instances in

which appraisal continues to be done as at present
on the basis of a feasibility study, some aspects

of preparation may be combined with appraisal, in
a Bank-led mission. This appears appropriate
from a managerial point of view in that some of

the information content is similar. Under this

circumstance, EFD could pave the way for the Bank
mission through advance work with the government

and participate, as appropriate, in the Bank
mission.

1/ In some cases, aided by "project preparation facility" financing;

two such projects in education have been funded to date.

2/ However, other combinations are also possible.
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(d) Appraisal/Supervision - EFD's participation in

the project cycle other than for preappraisal

activities has been limited: averaging under
2 man-years for appraisal, fiscal 1971-75; and

only 20 man-weeks for supervision and 5 for com-

pletion from 1973 to mid-1975. Such participa-
tion is viewed positively by EFD as a follow-up

on its earlier work and to suggest modifications

to future work. Some Bank division chiefs view

such participation favorably as part of main-
taining continuity in the project cycle. How-
ever, EFD staff are normally cut off from these

subsequent activities and even when involved tend

to be viewed as a source of consultant manpower.
This has not contributed to creating a firm basis

for a CP partnership. The Task Force concludes

that EFD participation - at least as much as at
present - in Bank appraisal and post-appraisal
activities, particularly where EFD was involved

earlier, is appropriate, draws on EFD's experi-
ence, and enhances the relevance of its other

work.

Conclusions: Operational Work

11. The changed circumstances discussed above, particularly in the

Bank and in its dealings with countries, have led to difficulties in adapt-

ing EFD's traditional work to that of the Bank and, we understand from

sources in both agencies, causes some irritation and confusion on the part

of borrowing countries. The organization and other changes noted above

have not been accompanied by modifications to CP work processes and, as

discussed in the next chapter, communications have been inadequate. We

conclude that adjustments to the CP work program and a clarification of

responsibilities between the two organizations is needed at this time.

Recommendations

12. We discuss below our recommended changes in the CP work program.
Before considering those changes and their implications, we touch briefly
on other alternatives considered.

Alternatives Considered

13. The Task Force's terms of reference assumed the continuation of

the CP between the two agencies as a "given" in the study, and we did not

examine seriously the alternative of closing down the Program. Moreover,

during the course of the study our work has shown us that the CP has worked

reasonably well in the past and with continuing management and attention

should be able to function satisfactorily in the future.



14. We considered the "status quo" alternati'-a, -hat of leaving the
Progrie as is, with no work program change. Ot couirse, enange has already
taken place in the 1964 Agreement, as the Bank and member countries as well

as Unesco have become more involved in project identification and preparation.

However, with both the Bank and Unesco involved in similar activities, often

on the same projects, inefficiencies occur and all participants must attempt

to cope with Lhe ensuing confusion. The Task Force believes that continuing

as at present would mean that the CP would fall into disuse within a relatively

short time.

15. We also considered the implications of using CP/EFD staff exclusively

as members of Bank-led missions. This could cut down duplication of effort.

However, the Task Force does not believe that using EFD purely as a manpower

source for the Bank would represent a partnership arrangement or reflect the

spirit underlying a cooperative program between the two agencies - or be

acceptable to Unesco. As a practical matter, this approach would be ineffi-

cient and difficult to administer across the Atlantic, even more so than the

present arrangement. More unproductive EFD time than exists at present could

be expected to result from this arrangement.

16. In summary, the Task Force considered a work program adjustment

and clarification of Bank and Unesco/EFD responsibilities to be the most

workable solution. To be effective, these changes will need to be accom-

panied by managerial and communications improvements. Given the rapid

changes and continuing evolution in education project work, major atten-

tion will need to be devoted to Bank/Unesco CP "work process interrelation-
ships" as a prerequisite for a sound Program.

Criteria for CP Work

17. In our view, any changes to CP/EFD's work program should take

into account the following criteria:

(a) Changes should be consistent with the objec-

tives, policies, and broad roles of Unesco and

the Bank; this implies the need to operate the

CP as an effective partnership based on a ra-
tional division of effort in aid of country
development and on a certain autonomy within
an overall climate of close coordination and
collaboration.

(b) The work program should not result in both
agencies performing the same or similar

activities at the country level.

(c) The work program should result in providing

high-quality advice and assistance to member

countries from the vantage point of each part-
ner's particular competence and experience;
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work should be consistent with the present
and expected distribution of skills, expe-
rience and aptitudes of the staff in the
two organizations.

(d) The work program should recognize that cer-
tain tasks are not delegable by the Bank as
the lender.

(e) CP work as redefined should be susceptible to
fairly simple, but rational, planning.

Review of Principal Functions

18. The Task Force analyzed broad project cycle functions and consid-
ered them in light of the above criteria to arrive at an optimal and feasi-
ble distribution of activities between the two institutions. These func-
tions are discussed below:

(a) Sector analysis - This is a function with which
EFD has long familiarity through its PIM missions.
Sector work draws on EFD's experience and provides
a vehicle for tapping other Unesco resources.
End products under this function can be of value
to all parties: countries, before or after their
national plan preparation; to Unesco, for example,
in its country programming; and to the Bank in
its sector lending strategy and project work. It
can be performed autonomously by Unesco, i.e., in
Unesco missions with Unesco reports produced,
although in coordination with and supported by the
Bank. Managerially, sector work is attractive
because it does not require as close an operational
"fit" with the Bank as does identification and it
is susceptible to longer-term planning. For
these reasons, sector analysis is a feasible
function for EFD to perform.

(b) Definition of Bank lending strategies - Unesco/
EFD could not be expected to have a lead or
autonomous role in defining Bank lending
strategies. This is a Bank matter, involv-
ing such factors as country creditworthiness,
Bank staffing constraints, equity in lending
distribution, availability of IDA or Third
Window funds, etc., that relate to overall
Bank lending and Bank country program plan-
ning decisions. If Unesco were to do sector
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work, how& er, we would expect this work to

provide an important input to Bank strategy

determination.

(c) Identification - This function is increasingly

performed as a natural outgrowth of closer and

continuing Bank/country relations and it is

now difficult for Unesco to have a primary,

independent role here. Of course, sector work

can pave the way and "narrow the focus" for

the identification analyses and discussions

performed by the Bank with country officials.

(d) Preparation - Some of the need for this activity

from outside sources should diminish as countries

develop greater capacity to do this work. However,

in many cases, outside assistance for preparation

will still be required, and we believe EFD is
equipped to aid countries in this "feasibility"

work, often independently. 1/ Even where prepar-

ation/appraisal are combined in a Bank mission,
EFD could well be involved in early-stage prepar-

ation work and/or participate in those Bank
missions.

(e) Appraisal - This is a function for which the
Bank is responsible as the lender, and which
EFD could not undertake independently. We

believe that Unesco/EFD can and should par-

ticipate in Bank appraisal missions, where
this is appropriate, particularly where EFD
has been involved in pre-appraisal work.

(f) Post-appraisal - These functions include
supervision, completion, and evaluation.

Unesco/EFD has not been significantly in-

volved to date in these post appraisal

1_/ Unesco, other than EFD, could become involved in providing detailed

curricula development support via its technical assistance role, on

request of the country.
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activities. Supervision of approved proj-
ects is not delegable by the Bank, but EFD
could participate selectively on Bank super-
vision missions, again particularly where it
had been involved in earlier preparation.
Completion is in the same category and is
becoming routinized as a Bank function. Some
EFD participation would be appropriate. As
for evaluation, which might be defined as
the process by which a project's impact
on socioeconomic development is traced ind
assessed, the cooperation of Unesco/EFD
within the framework of the Bank's Opera-
tions Evaluation Department (OED) missions
might well be useful in attacking the dif-
ficult, and often still unsolved, methodo-
logical problems associated with this kind
of effort.

Work Program Recommendations

19. Therefore, the Task Force recommends four work program elements
that we believe Unesco/EFD should perform. The first is sector analysis,
which the Task Force believes EFD, with its experience and detachment from
many of the day-to-day concerns associated with current Bank lending oper-
ations, would be highly qualified to undertake. We propose some differ-
ences between this work and the "sector portion of a PIN report;" these
are discussed later in this chapter.

20. Secondly, we believe Unesco should continue to provide assistance
to countries in their project preparation work; wherever possible, this
should take the form of guiding countries in their own preparation. We
believe that where Unesco provides the assistance, it could be in a rela-
tively independent capacity. The circumstances and form of this assistance
are described below.

21. Thirdly, we recommend that Unesco/EFD staff continue to serve as
participants and advisors in all other stages of project cycle work and in
this capacity take part regularly in Bank missions or provide other input
as required from their country, subsectoral ot other knowledge and experi-
ence. The amount of this assistance has been running about 10Z of EYD's
available time; this could remain steady or increase somewhat.

22. Fourthly, we recommend that a certain amount of EFD time be set
aside on a regular basis to support appropriate Unesco Secretariat activi-
ties. These activities would include, but not be limited to, country pro-
gramming, advice on technical assistance, and education finance training,
e.g., giving courses at the International Institute of Educational Planners,
a Unesco affiliate. Part but not all of this time (see below) would be off-
set by time to be provided by non-EFD Unesco staff to EFD or Bank education
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activities. This recommendation recognizes that EFD has been relatvely

isolated from the rest of Unesco in the past, has not contributed its ex-

perience fully to the rest of the Secretariat, and has had difficulty in

obtaining Secretariat support for CP activities, 1/ An exchange of time

should help reestablish a two-way working cooperation between EFD and the

rest of the Secretariat, which is both necessary and desirable, and part

of the "cost of doing business" from a Unesco base.

23. It would not be realistic for the Task Force to recommend rigid

proportions of EFD's time for each of the main activity areas above. Some

flexibility will be needed to permit the Unesco/EFD resources to be applied

where they are most needed and this will vary somewhat from time to time,

country to country, and among activity categories. We would envision the

approximate time proportions as follows, after a suitable transition period

of one year or so. EFD, as a division, would devote 80% of its available

time 2/ to the first three categories listed above and 20% of its time to

related Unesco activities. Unesco, other than EFD, would contribute an

equivalent of 10% of EFD's available time, or about 100 man-weeks, on a

time sharing basis to CP activities, i.e., those in the first three cate-

gories. Therefore, in the aggregate, the equivalent of 90% of EFD's time

would be allocated to sector work, preparation assistance, or participation

on Bank missions. Overall, we would envision sector work eventually com-

prising a majority of the total time available (EFD plus Unesco and con-

sultants), perhaps 50-60%, with preparation assistance and other project

work running 30-40%, of which 10% or so would be for participation on Bank

missions. Non-EFD Unesco staff would be applied either to EFD or Bank led

activities, according to need. A comparison of current and proposed time

is provided in Table 1.

Sector Analysis Work

24. As to sector analysis work, the Task Force recommends that an

"Education Sector Reporting System" (ESRS) be established to carry out

this portion of the CP work program. This newly defined sector analysis

work would differ from the "sector portion of a PIM" in two respects.

First, it should be a broader analysis than was typically made in a

PIM. 3/ Second, it would provide a more comprehensive, longer term

program comprised of a flexible array of missions and studies. PIM's,

by contrast, often tended to be rigid in format and episodic in cover-

age, e.g., sometimes with several year intervals between EFD missions.

This sector analysis work should provide the country concerned, Unesco,

and the Bank with:

1/ This problem is discussed more fully in Chapter III.

2/ Approximately 1000 man-weeks, based on a 40-week man-year.

3/ Annex IX provides a fuller discussion of this subject.
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(a) objective assessments of the country's education
and training system and its capacity to promote
economic, social and cultural development effi-
ciently and equitably;

(b) an analysis of the needs, gaps, imbalance or other
impediments in the present education policies,
strategies or processes which affect the sys-
tem's contribution to overall development;

(c) an outline of alternative strategies of educa-
tional development and an examination of their
implications in terms of resource requirements
and availability, including priority areas for
external financial assistance.

25. In the context of these analyses, education would be viewed as a
comprehensive system of learning embracing formal, non-formal and informal
education. Consideration should be given to those informal channels that
may affect the learning process, such as mass media, on the job training,
cultural activities and community and family relationships. The role of the
educational system as an instrument for applying scientific research to the
solution of development problems would also be considered.

26. This approach implies that a multiyear work program would need to
be prepared for each country to be covered by the CP and that this program
would rely on a variable combination of sector mission formats ("basic,"
updating, subsector, and special missions) over time, all designed to fit
the specific conditions and key education issues of each country selected
for this work.

27. The selection of countries and specific sector activities would
be based on a regularly updated work program, agreed on in a collaborative
effort by Unesco and the Bank. Not all countries could be covered by EFD, and
priorities would need to be set. In setting priorities, weight should be
given to needs expressed by the respective governments and to their commitment
to derive tangible benefits from this work. For all CP/EFD sector missions,
theBank would be consulted on draft terms of reference and would also comment
on the draft reports. While Bank comments and areas of concern would be taken
into account, the end product, as are PIM's today, would remain a Unesco
responsibility and communication to the government concerned. Briefing
sessions would be organized by the Bank to provide CP sector mission teams
with the Bank's development perspective and concerns.

28. Sector analysis would become the principal CP/EFD activity in
time, but would not become an exclusive Unesco responsibility. The Bank
would continue to perform perhaps a third of all sector work done, as it
does at present, and would also undertake certain sector activities, such
as preparing Bank sector memoranda and sector briefs for Bank country
program planning documents as its direct responsibility. Unesco's sector
work would be designed to complement - and not replace or discourage -
sector work to be conducted by the countries themselves.
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Project Preparation Assistance

29. The Task Force believes that where EFD provides 
project prepara-

tion support to governments, it should 
move progressively toward a "guidance"

or "assistance" rather than a "direct 
responsibility" mode.. 1/ This approach

iiould seek to develop the country's 
own preparation capability, in itself 

a

form of educational development. This would mean that instead of writing a

government's preparation report in a single field 
visit (as PPM's do), a

series of shorter visits, over a longer period of time, but with fewer staff

per visit, would be made. For example, a first visit could help set up

the preparation effort, .a second 
could check the progress at mid-point 

and

a third could review findings and conclusions. 
This assistance would vary in

number, type and format of missions, in keeping 
with the more tailor-made

approaches to project work being 
undertaken generally. Assistance of this

type would likely take more elapsed time, 
assuming that governments are less

familiar with the mechanics of project preparation 
than EFD. However, it

should in many cases require less applied time and costs 2/ by EFD.

30. Where the "bus-stopping" mode is used, 
EFD's work will need to

be planned further in advance than 
at present. What was set up as a one-

month or so task may now take three months or longer. 
Some time phasing

in implementing "bus-stopping" may be necessary. In some least-developed

countries, or with new borrowers of the 
Bank, a more active preparation role

by EFD, i.e., on-site preparation, may still be 
needed for some time, even

though viewed as a less desirable approach.

31. While EFD's assistance, where requested, 
could be relatively auto-

nomous, it would need to take place in a 
climate of much improved communica-

tions, to avoid potential conflicts. We found in the study that when EFD

must fit closely with the Bank on project 
operation details, duplication

and overlap can occur. In this instance, there should be a clear 
under-

standing by all three parties - the country, Unesco/EFD, and the Bank -

as to what project items were to be prepared. 
3/ This was not always true

in the past, with the government or the Bank 
having on occasion different

understandings than did EFD as to the items covered 
or likely financing

available. As in other areas of the CP, this will require before, during,

and after-the-fact coordination.

1/ This approach was referred to as "bus-stopping" in the recent World

Bank/FAO CP study.

2/ Cost implications are discussed further 
in Annex X.

3/ Without committing the Bank prior to appraisal 
and Board approval.
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Feasibility of Work Program Change

32. Questions have been raised in the study concerning (a) the possible
manpower loss for the Bank's regional divisions stemning from this work pro-
gram and (b) the existence of sufficient demand for an EFD major empbasis on
sector work.

33. As to the first point, more time would be devoted by EFD to sector
analysis (after a transition period) and no tine would, in the future, be
devoted to project identification, per se. However, the increased time in
EFD sector work should help, in those countries covered, to narrow the range
of options and to focus and perhaps correspondingly reduce the time spent
by the Bank in its -subsequent identification. The "loss" of identification
time to be spent by EFD should be viewed in the context of this work's cur-
rent usefulness to the Bank and the activity repetition and backtracking the
Bank's education staffs typically do. The overall amount of preparation
assistance time needed would likely diminish as the per preparation applied
time would not be as great by using a "bus-stopping" approach. And, as in-
dicated above, in some projects, EFD preparation assistance would not be
needed or needed to the same degree, In any event, this change in form of
assistance would be phased in and would not leave the regional divisions
caught short in the near term. Time freed from preparation could be applied
to other ptoject activities.

34. As for the second point - the level of demad for sector work -
Unesco has been providing in recent years some 450-500 man-weeks o' sector
work per year (fiscal 1974-75 ivera ee 512 man-weeks). Bank data show
that the ank-allocates about 200 mn-weeks per year to sector work out
of its own manpower. This means the total demand level is about 700 man-
weeks. On the basis of- growth in the Bank's education program as meam-
ured by, number of countries covered- (74 in fiscal! 1975-79 vS.. 58 in the
previous 5 years) plus informal regional ndkcationus, the total sector
workload in education could increase to 900 or more man-weeks by '190.

35. Under the Task Force proposal, Unesco/EFD's share would be friu
about 500-650 man-weeks or lower thau the present aggregate dengian level.
This means that Unesco/EFD could satisfy about 2/3 pf the total Pjgojted
sector work demand, following a phase-in period, with the Bank dotng tfe
remaining 1/3, thereby maintaining the present proportional involvement
in such work by both organizations.



Table 1

TASK FORCE PROPOSALS ADJUST, BUT DO NOT RADICALLY ALTER, CP/EFD TIME DISTRIBUTION . . .

Average Annual Distribution Proposed Distribution of CP/EFD
CP Work Categories of CP/EFD time FY1971-75(%) Time-Task Force Recommendations (%)--

Sector Work 41 - 3/4 of PIM's plus several 50-60
sector studies

some interchange possible among
Project Identification 12 - 1/4 of PIM's - categories (includes 80% of EID

time proper, 10% from rest of
Project Preparation 18 20-30 Unesco)

Participation in Bank missions 10 10

Other activities/time spent 19 - includes ad hoc, unplanned - Some "down time" may still occir
activities; "down time"; in other categories
planning slippage

Participation in Unesco - no time previously set aside 10 - Net figure: 20% EFD time min<s in,;
Secretariat activities equivalent from rest of Urnesc to .

100% 100% (EFD plus Unesco "House," consultaits'

1/ EFD net available time calculated at 1000 man-weeks (40 man-weeks X 25 project officers) plus
3-4 man-years of consultants, as needed.
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III. CP Management and Administration

1. Managing an effective CP between two major international agencies,
particularly under the changed operating circumstances described above,
requires close coordination, frEquent communications and efficient work

planning procedures. Problems have arisen in these managerial and adminis-

trative aspects of the CP, especially since the Bank's reorganization of 1972.
In part, the problems stem from the participants not keeping pace with the

managerial implications of the altered operating conditions of the Program.

While not insoluble, we believe these problems must be addressed for the

Program to continue on an effective footing. Our recommendations on manage-
ment and administration are designed to complement and support the adjustments

to the CP work program we recommended in Chapter II. This chapter provides
the Task Force's findings and recommendations on program coordination, plan-
ning and scheduling, communications, time and cost sharing, and EFD internal
management. Finally, cost implications of Task Force recommendations are
considered.

Program Coordination

2. Several program coordination concerns exist among and between the
organization components of the CP; in particular, we comment on Bank CP

coordination and Unesco CP coordination. 1/

Bank CP Coordination

3. Since the Bank's reorganization, and the decentralization of educa-
tion program operations, CPS Education has been assigned a staff, functional

authority role over Bank education activities, with the regional offices,

specifically, the 5 regional education divisions, responsible for program
execution. As we described earlier, this decentralization has led to diver-
gent approaches to carrying out Bank education activities. In this changed
circumstance, we find that CPS Education has played only a limited central
coordination role on CP operations or in initiating corrective action where
needed to maintain overall Program efficiency and effectiveness. Several
implications ensue from this cordination problem. One is that EFD's Acting
Director relates to the 5 education division chiefs increasingly on a one-
to-one, bilateral basis. While direct communication is appropriate on spe-
cific projects or missions, the task of managing EFD is rendered difficult
in the absence of a single, consistent Bank "voice" on many CP matters,
including planning and the interpretation and potential impact for the CP
of new Bank policies and procedures. Second, relations between CPS Educa-
tion and the regional divisions hive been strained as regions adopt their
own outlooks and management styles. And, the kind of work program adjust-
ments we describe in the preceding chapter have not been made regularly
as the program evolved.

1/ Selected views of the participants based on interviews are included in
Annex V; these illustrate existing coordination/relationship problems
furtrher.
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4. We believe CPS Education has dn impoitant function to perform in
managing and overseeing Bank aspects of the CP. It should continue to have

- and to strengthen - its overall responsibility for Bank liaison and coor-
dination with Unescd/EFD. It should maintain an overview of CP operations

and the patterns and trends in the use of CP/EFD resources. It should ini-

tiate corrective action and follow up on, and help to keep from reoccurring,

the inefficiencies and work program problems identified in this report.

We believe CPS Education must take this lead role for the Bank in that it
is the only unit below the level of the Senior Vice President, Operations

Office that can observe the pattern of activities in education in all of the

Bank's regions and in the variances that are likely to continue in their

approaches to education. Specifically, CPS education should coordinate a Bank

position on CP policies and procedures; keep abreast of the nature of, and

problems associated with, CP work; and review CP work products for quality and
.relevance to the Bank. CPS Education should also ensure that EFD is kept fully

informed so EFD can do its work effectively. CPS Education's participation in
CP missions would also be appropriate (as would that of the Bank's education

staff generally).

Unesco CP Coordination

5. EFD has been relatively isolated from the rest of the Secretariat
in that it was protectively managed for most of its 12-year existence. EFD
has been viewed within Unesco as "elitist" (partly because of its higher
average grade levels and its lack of involvement in Unesco administrative
matters) and as "the Bank".1/ The isolation has inhibited an effective
two-way cooperation between the rest of the EFD and the Unesco Secretariat.
On the one hand, the Bank and EFD are unable to draw fully on Unesco's re-
servoir of education and other experience, e.g., mass media or book special-
ists, one of the anticipated benefits in having a CP. On the other hand,
EFD's considerable country and education financing experience has not been
made available as fully as it might be to Unesco, particularly when Unesco
is becoming more country and operations oriented since its recent reorgan-
ization. Some steps have been taken over the past year or so by EFD to
improve this coordination, but more such cooperation is needed.

6. In the context of Unesco CP coordination, we considered the
question of the optimal organization location of the CP unit within Unesco.
We conclude that the Unesco CP unit, EFD, should a) be retained as an integral
unit of professionals and b) remain in the education sector at this time. We
believe that EFD's strength in the past has stemmed in large part from its be-
ing a separately identifiable unit of professionals benefitting from their
close collaboration. Second, we believe that at present and over the foresee-
able future, CP/EFD's work will be primarily in the field of education and
that most, but not all, Unesco working contacts will be in that sector. 2/

1/ Annex V characterizes these views.

2/ A fuller discussion of.other areas of possible cooperation is discussed in
Chapter IV.



7. Whiie we ?ropose no change in organization location, wa believa

improvements ate needed in EFD/Unesco working relatiftshiips. One ',uch im-

provement Js to establish EFD country coverage assign:Lents 1/ f(r EFL staff
to facilitate channeling country knowledge to and from EFD. Another is to

set aside tiie formally for EFD to contribute to appropriate Unesco activ-

ities. Later in this chapter we discuss time and cost sharing that siould
help facilitate a two-way exchange of staff. We also believe a new working

climate is needed that encourages better knowledge and experience transfer

among EFD and other Secretariat staffs. Ensuring a two-way cooperation and

exchange of staff between EFD and the rest of the education sector should be

directed, in our view, by the Assistant Director General for Education. Where

staff exchanges or other forms of cooperation between EFD and the rest of

Unesco go outside the education sector, as they will for EFD's sector analysis

work, a coordinating role should be performed by a mechanism already in

place: Unesco's Coordinating Committee for Operating Activities (CCO) under

the Assistant Director General for Cooperation for Development and External

Relations. We recommend that the Director, EFD be made a member of CCO,

given EFD's unique role within the Secretariat.

Planning and Scheduling of Work

8. Work planning and scheduling are among the principal operating

problems in the CP. 2/ Central Bank coordination has been limited, requiring

EFD to work out, and seek to balance, resource needs and staff availablility

individually with each region. Bank education division chiefs' variances

in operating approaches also extend to planning. Some divisions plan ahead

further than others in practice, with some maintaining ad hoc flexibillity,

e.g., to permit sending out a mission on several days' notice. Taken to-

gether, firm regional plans for CP involvement do not extend beyond 6 months

and often are quite tentative more than two months ahead. This uncertainty

means that familiarization time before a mission may be lost and that those

whose missions are postponed may not be usefully employed while awaiting

imminent departure. EFD morale is affected, efficiency is lost, and a sense

of CP partnership is eroded. EFD is often viewed by Bank division chiefs as

a source of consultant manpower. Requests are made for specific individuals,

and others may be considered unacceptable as participants in Bank missions.

Among the results of these planning problems are peaks and valleys in work-

load, particularly at the individual level, e.g., 2 EFD staff members were in

the field more than 5 months last year; one had only 5 days at home between 2

lengthy missions. Individual scheduling and assignments are rendered diffi-

cult because of the "by name" requests. And, without overall, coordinated CP

planning on the Bank side, and in coordination with EFD, there is no assurance

that EFD services are provided to those countries worldwide where they are

most needed, i.e., a first-come, first-served, as opposed to an overall

priority, approach is used.

1/ Discussed below under EFD internal management and in greater detail in

Annex VIII.

2/ Planning and scheduling problems, proposed solutions and procedures are

discussed separately and in greater detail in Annex VII.
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9. One key focus of EFD's future activities is to be on sector analy-

sis. This work should be highly susceptible to advance planning. Preparation

assistance will also need to be planned further ahead than at present, e.g.,

two years or more. We recommend that these EFD activities be planned on a

multiyear basis, with an annual review and semi-annual plan adjustment. The

sector planning effort should consist of

(a) Identifying those countries needing - and receptive to - Unesco

sector missions; this identification would be based in part on

the state of existing sector knowledge of that country, from

whatever source;

(b) Determining priority countries for EFD attention on a worldwide

and regional basis; this assumes EFD to be a limited and rela-

tively "fixed" resource in size.

(c) Determining the most appropriate type of sector work, i.e.,
basic, update, subsector, special mission or desk study;

(d) Identifying the appropriate timing of EFD's intervention, e.g.,
within the Bank's project lending program, Unesco's country pro-

gramming exercises, and the country's national planning cycle.

10. The above factors should be considered individually by each Bank

region and then collectively through the mechanism of a CP Planning Committee

that includes Unesco participation (discussed below). This approach to

planning takes into account overall needs and priorities, determines the

work to be done, and allocates the available resources accordingly. Once

established as an agreed plan, individual staffing assignments would be EFD's

responsibility. (Bank staff would be able to propose types of disciplines

needed and review the draft terms of reference.)

11. A need to perform near-term planning will continue, e.g., 6 months

ahead, for participation in Bank missions. This will entail identifying and

aggregating requests and resolving scheduling conflicts that may occur. This

near-term planning will also be applicable to EFD participation in Unesco

Secretariat activities susceptible to such advance planning, i.e., those

requiring one or more man-weeks of time.

12. To make this near-term planning element work effectively, EFD

administrators will need to know the following:

(a) Bank/Unesco mission schedules for 6 months ahead for which EFD or

Unesco participation is requested.

(b) The country, project, and type of mission involved and the

characteristics of EFD/Unesco participation needed.

(c) The types of disciplines and man-weeks involved and the start

and end dates, including field and Washington. phases if appli-

cable.



(d) Tems of reference (in advance of the mis. sion) id a

description of the end products required-

13. As to the Bank's coordination, the Task Force believes that an

essential prerequisite for successful planning is the need to aggregate

at regular intervals overall Bank-wide requests for Unesco/EFD services

and to express them in a consolidated, consistent manner to Unesco. This

planning effort should be done in the Bank by a CP Planning Committee com-

posed of a representative of the Education Department and the five regional

education division chiefs. CPS Education should chair the Committee. The

EFD Director or his Assistant should be invited to participate-in these plan-

ning sessions. Where a resource allocation conflict exists between two re-

gions that could not be resolved by the Committee, the respective Assistant

Project Directors would be asked to intervene, in consultation with the CPS

Education Director. Further appeals would go up through the regional

hierarchy, culminating in the Senior Vice President, Operations, if need be;

this should be a very infrequent occurrence. The CPS Education Director

should monitor the overall.pattern of CP use and if it appears inconsistent

with the CP Agreement, he should express his concerns to the Senior Vice

President, Operatioas, via the Vice President, Projects; this should also be

a rare occurrence. Procedures, illustrative documentation and descriptions,

and other aspects of work planning and scheduling are discussed in more detail

in Annex VII.

Information and Communications

14. Information gaps and communications problems have added to the

strain in Bank/Unesco relationships in recent years. A key information gap

has been EFD's lack of useful, timely information of direct relevance to

its own operations, before and after the fact. Briefings before EFD missions

have often been limited. There is little formal or informal constructive

feedback on EFD work products provided by the Bank to EFD, although such

criticisms are fairly commonplace in Bank internal memoranda. Accordingly,

there is rarely an opportunity for an EFD rebuttal or clarification of mis-

understandings or for a subsequent change of approach, if needed. In gen-

eral, the exchange of comments on each other's work has not resulted in a

satisfactory or free and frank exchange of views.

15. In part because of its concentration on the early stages of the

project cycle, EFD is often cut off from knowledge about subsequent Bank

appraisal or implementation and may not find out how the project progressed

until much later. There is no specific follow-up mechanism or assigned

responsibility for tracking this subsequent action or its consequences within

EFD. As a result, EFD may be uni-formed as to why its proposals were not

adopted by the Bank, if they were not, and unable to take those reasons into

account in subsequent work,

16. Another gap has been EFD's lack of awareness of recent Bank policy

and procedural changes that have - or can have - a direct bearing on EFD's

work. For example, the initiation of Bank sector memoranda and the estab-

lishment of the project preparation facility were brought to EFD's attention
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for the first time only during the course of, and because of, the Task

Force's review. Communications to EFD from the Bank have become more diffuse

and are sometimes confusing since the Bank's regionalization. No consistent

Bank "voice" on education policies or approaches is presented to Unesco/EFD

as a basis for its work.

17. Changes in the CP's work program, in the approach to operations,

and improvements in planning, to become fully effective, will need to be

accompanied by corresponding improvements in communi'zations and information

exchange among the various participants in the CP. Our communications recom-

mendations are recapped below and described more fully in Annex XI. 1/

(a) Between EFD and the rest of Unesco: A first step will be to

improve the coordination mechanisms for exchanging staff and

information, under Unesco's education sector and via the

Coordinating Committee for Operating Activities. EFD "country

coverage" assignments (a part-time collateral duty) should be

made as a vehicle for ensuring that EFD country knowledge is

regularly made available to apropriate units of the Secretariat.

The advance reservation of EFD time for Unesco activities should

facilitate knowledge transfer among these units. Periodic staff

rotations between EFD and appropriate Unesco units should be

encouraged on a 1-2 year basis.

(b) Between EFD and the Bank - A key need is for an improved mechanism

for exchange of policy, organization change, and procedural informa-

tion, particularly from the Bank to Unesco. 2/ CPS Education

should take the lead here, drawing on other units as appropriate.

Improved guidelines for CP work are needed, including changes in

definitions of work roles and processes, expectations, and areas of

Bank concern, in close cooperation with EFD. Staff rotations on a

"tour of duty" basis between EFD and the Bank staffs should be

encouraged. Professional seminars by discipline, e.g., economists

or architects, should be established periodically. More frequent

management and working staff visits to the other agency are encour-

aged, as is a greater participation by Bank staff on EFD missions,

an infrequent occurrence at present. The EFD "country coverage"

assignments would also provide a more formal means of tracking Bank

actions in given countries.

(c) Between CPS and the Bank Regions Thp key communications improve-

ments are to reassert CPS Education's functional authority role,

particularly by taking the lead in monitoring Bank operating pro-

cedures with those of EFD as they relate to the CP and initiating

corrective action as needed; and to establish the CP Planning

Committee and make it work.

1/ A number of these improvements are also discussed in other contexts within

this Chapter.

2/ Unesco policy changes relevant to the Bank have generally been available

via EFD.



Cost and. ' irne SIari..

18. I. Bank's share of direct costs (s,-, aries and operating expenses)

of the CP (EFD plus its consultants) is 75%, with Unesco paying 25%. However,

Unesco pays, in addition, the Director's salary (or the Acting Director's

as at present), space rental and EFD's share of overhead. As assessed by
the Task Force, and on a total cost (direct plus indirect) basis, Unesco

pays about 47% and the Bank 53%. 1/ This is closer to cost parity than is

generally realized. The "75/25" direct cost sharing arrangement and the

view held within the Bank that it is largely paying for the Program, has

tended to inhibit a true partnership between the two parties and to put the

EFD on a "consultant pool" footing by Bank education staff.

19. We recommend that the cost arrangements for the Program be left as

at present, at "approximate parity" on a total cost basis. This approach

appears equitable and in line with the concept of a substantive partnership

between the two agencies.

20. During the study, the issue came up as to which institution should

pay for travel and subsistence on which missions. This is set forth in the

existing Agreement. We believe the present arrangement, in which costs for

EFD missions are paid out of CP funds and participation in Bank missions is

paid out of Bank funds continues to be appropriate. Moreover, we understand

that provision has been made (but not separately itemized) for the latter

costs by the Programming and Budgeting Department as part of the Bank's regular

budgeting process. In other words, Bank divisions are not penalized in using

CP/EFD staff for their missions.

21. As to time sharing, no arrangement exists at present without a

corresponding cost reimbursement. The Task Force feels such a "barter"

(no cost) arrangement should be possible between EFD and other Unesco units

with which it exchanges staff. This could help promote improved EFD/

Secretariat relations and the exchange of advice and experience. We recognize

that cost reimbursement may need to continue is some instances where EFD

obtains assistance from a specialized unit to which it can provide no shared

time in return.

22. With costs at approximate parity, we believe the CP time proportions

should reflect a similar parity. As proposed, on an indicative basis, about

10% net of EFD's time would be provided to Secretariat activities and about

10% for Bank missions. The remaining about 80% would be for sector work

and preparation assistance led by CP/EFD. The sector work would benefit all

parties: countries, Unesco, and the Bank. Preparation assistance would

principally benefit the country while being of interest to the Bank. It

would also be a direct contribution to development made by Unesco and thereby

reflect favorably on Unesco as well. In summary, we believe the Task Force's

1/ See Annex IV, Table 7 for methodology used.
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cost and time sharing recommendations are in keeping with the principles
of partnership and "approximate parity". In a broader context, all CP work
is ultimately geared to aiding member countries' educational development,
and the two organizations have an equal interest in supporting that objective.

EFD Internal Organization and Management

23. The Task Force examined EFD's internal organization and management
because EFD is the only unit set up explicitly to carry out work under the
CP. 1/ We found EFD to be a collegial and highly professional group with
significant experience in education and in developing countries. 2/

24. The internal EFD organization and management problems are not
considered insoluble, or even particularly unusual in a group such as this
one. Our findings and recommendations follow:

(a) EFD Administrators: EFD needs three full-time administrators:
a permanent Director, a Deputy, and an Assistant to the Director.
An Acting Director, aided by an "Assistant to," cannot manage
this group of 27 professionals and support staff adequately.

(b) Country Coverage Assignments: There is no current mechanism for
keeping abreast of country education activities on a regular
basis, except informally and on a personal interest basis, given
EFD's world-wide, generalist orientation. This may mean long
gaps in EFD knowledge of certain countries and makes relations
with the Bank and with the Unesco Secretariat (now more country-
oriented) less effective than they might be. We recommend
assigning each EFD staff member with "country coverage" responsi-
bility for 3-4 countries, as a collhteral duty. This assignment
would entail keeping abreast of external and Bank financing and
other key educational developments in those countries. Where
possible the individual would go on missions to those countries,
but if not possible, would brief EFD missions teams that did. 3/

(c) Quality Control: EFD needs a surer mechanism than exists
currently for ensuring quality, consistency, and timeliness
of its work products rather than to rely exclusively on the
EFD divisional or Unesco review meetings. The divisional
meeting in particular can be an effective review vehicle if
the reviewing staff is available and able to devote the time and
attention necessary for a sound review. We recommend that this

1/ This subject is discussed in greater detail in Annex VIII.

2/ Annex IV, Tables 2 and 4 provide EFD experience data..

3/ See Annex VIII for a further discussion of and rationale for this
proposal.



wrrk revicv function be strengthened. For example, a small

group of senior EFD staff could be given the explicit review

assignment, unuer the Diiector or Deputy Director's leadership.

(d) Efficient use of Project Officers: With all Project officers

at a senior level (P-5's or "M" equivalent in the Bank), they

must often do detailed statistical compilations because no re-

search assistants or more junior staff are available to assist

them. Consideiation should be given to hiring such staff, as

openings occur, to permit delegation of some routine work and to

establish a training program for potential new project officers.

25. We also looked at various other aspects of EFD organization and

conclude that no additional supervisory layer is needed at this time, but

the Division is about at maximum size for the present arrangement. We con-

clude that regionalization of staff, e.g., rigid assignments by geographic

area, are not approfriate for a group as small as EFD. It would make schedul-

ing impossible without requiring such a large number of exceptions 
that the

original assignments would be rendered meaningless. Further, physical decen-

tralization of some staff to the field, e.g., to Unesco (or Bank) regional

offices, despite the current relatively heavy travel load, does not appear

appropriate at this time, i.e., neither sector work nor preparation assist-

ance, as defined, would require permanent residence. In addition, valuable

contact with colleagues in Unesco headquarters would be lost.

Cost Implications of Recommendations

26. In the Task Force's judgment, the work program as redefined will

not cost significantly more than present. No staff increase is proposed,

except for the third administrator in EFD, and provision for this position

is already budgeted in the CP. Other suggested changes in operating pro-

cedure -are not expected to have an important effect on the 15% or so of total

CP cost that is other than salary cost. Of course, this is only one aspect

of the overall cost "equation". A further question beyond the cost of the

CP is the total cost of Bank and CP activities given an adjustment to CP's

work program.

27. In looking at this broader question, one should consider that the

Task Force proposal is essentially to redistribute project cycle activities

among the various participants (Unesco, Bank, and government), rather than

to add fundamentally new activities. 1/ In part due to reducing duplicative

activities and in part through improved planning and scheduling, we believe

that existing resources can be used more efficiently than at present.

1/ Sector analyses would be broader in coverage for those countries in-

cluded.
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28. It should be pointed out that the proposed CP work program
change would take place in a climate in which the Bank is increasing its
overall emphasis on sector work in education. The change in Unesco/EFD's

work in this area could be followed by increases in overall sector work
resources. While this may well be important - as a means of improving
project quality and country knowledge - it would not be a consequence of
the proposed changes in this report. This subject is discussed further
in Annex X.
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IV. Other Areas Considerei

1. In this Chapter we discuss two further macters reviewed during

the study: other areas of possible Bank/Unesco cooperation and technical

assistance.

Other Areas of Possible Bank/Unesco Cooperation

2. As part of the study's terms of reference, we considered the possi-

bility of enlarging the cooperation between the Bank and Unesco into other

sectors of activity than those covered in the Agreement. Specifically, we

assessed cooperation in science, cultural tourism and communications, and

how possible mutual interest in these areas might best be accommodated if

a closer cooperation appeared warranted. Each of these areas is outlined

below.

Science

3. We found a considerable difference in approach toward science in

the two agencies. Apart from implementing UNDP country projects, Unesco is

primarily concerned with the promotion of international cooperation through

major intergovernmental programs, such as "Man and Biosphere" or those in

oceanography or hydrology. It is interested in advancing and communicating

the state of current knowledge.

4. The Bank, by contrast, finances projects that meet clearly defined

needs in member countries and that contribute to the promotion of economic

development. As such, the Bank's science interests tend to be more a "means

to the end" of financing a variety of specific projects, typically using

available and tested technology. Its types of projects in science or the

environment, therefore, vary considerably from country to country and project

to project. Most of the Bank's science-related projects support development

of local industry or correspond to defined local or regional needs (e.g.,

nutrition, agriculture, transport, water supply). International research

arrangements, such as the Consultative Group on International Agriculture

Research (CGIAR) have been set up or supported by the Bank I/ in cases in

which certain well-defined and concrete needs have an international dimension,

and can therefore be met through international or regional cooperation.

5. The basic difference in approach to science in Unesco and the

Bank is reflected in the way in which the two institutions are organized and

deployed to carry out their respective science activities. Unesco has an

overall science program implemented by a major sector for science and headed

by an Assistant Director General. The Bank, on the other hand, has no science

sector, and is served by a small science staff: a science adviser and an

environmental adviser reporting to the Vice President, Projects. Science in

the Bank is therefore carried out largely within the context of specific

project lending operations.

1/ In this instance, only after many years of proven experience under private

foundation management.
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6. The Task Force was unable, in its brief survey, to identify existing
or possible new areas of science that are highly complementary and which would
lend themselves to near-term "joint venture" type cooperation between the two
agencies. By this we mean cooperation of the type that takes place in the CP,
in which considerable manpower and financial resources are expended and tangi-
ble end products are prepared as a result.

7. We understand that recent discussions have taken place among Bank
and Unesco science staff to explore possible areas of mutual interests. As a
result of these discussions, there may be areas, such as hydrology, ecology,
and earthquake research, in which a fuller exchange of information and views
is appropriate. We, of course, support this kind of exchange and cooperation
or "working dialogue". In the future, joint working groups might be considered,
if both sides agree, to explore further any scientific opportunities that may
arise from the informal dialogue approach.

8. Science education appears to be one area in which close -- and
perhaps closer than at present -- cooperation is appropriate. This is an area
already covered within the framework of the basic CP Agreement and has been a
tangible subject for Bank/Unesco collaboration for some time. For example,
when dealing with Bank lending for higher education, a Unesco input may be
needed for questions related to engineering or in building scientific research
capabilities generally. Obtaining this assistance as needed from Unesco's
science sector staffs may require some procedural and/or communications
improvements between the CP and the rest of the Secretariat.

Cultural Tourism

9. In this area, we do see tangible cooperation emerging. Unesco's
culture staff, particularly those involved in historic monument restoration-,
have begun to participate in EFD and/or Bank missions and to help identify
projects for possible Bank financing. The Bank's Tourism Department is
working on its first project that focuses on the restoration aspects (Jordan,
Petra Project); this was Unesco assisted.

10, In this sector, we find the "complementarity" necessary for coopera-
tion. In effect, there is a direct and tangible relationship between Unesco's
specialized expertise and Bank project financing action. The site or monument
may be the project itself or the "attractive center" of a broader tourist
infrastructure of hotels, roads, etc. The two organizations are also plan-
ning to collaborate on a joint seminar on the cultural aspects of tourism.

11. At this stage, however, the relatively limited degree of involve-
ment in number and volume of projects leads both parties (the Unesco's Cul-
tural Tourism staff and the Bank's Tourism Department) to proceed cautiously
and, for the foreseeable future, on an informal as opposed to a "cooperative
agreement" basis. We conclude that there need be no change in present prac-
tices to accommodate this mutual interest in cultural tourism.
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6ommunications

12. We note that Unesco experts participate from time to time in EFD
missions relating to communications in education, e.g., mass media or book
production specialists. Preparation of textbooks and learning materials has
been a traditional part of Bank education project financing. This collabora-
tion is covered within the context of the existing Agreement. As to book
publishing more generally, this area may be appropriate to explore further on
an informal basis, given its potential on both social and economic grounds.

Conclusions: Other Areas of Cooperation

13. The Task Force considers that any emerging areas of new potential
cooperative interest between the two agencies should proceed informally for
some period of time (a) to see if the initial interest is sustained, (b) to
determine that cooperation of a tangible "joint venture" nature emerges and;
(c) to permit identification of those modes of cooperation susceptible to and
appropriate for more formal cooperation, i.e., through an interagency agreement.
Therefore, we do not recommend establishing any new Bank/Unesco agreements or
expanding the existing one at this time.

14. The broadened sector analysis work we propose for CP/EFD may serve
as a useful vehicle by which possible new dimensions of cooperation develop
between the Bank and Unesco. For example, on a selective basis, participants
from science, culture, or communications sectors might join CP/EFD sector
analysis missions, leading to follow-up activities with the Bank in sectors
other than education. In any event, the exchange of information on program
policies, activities and results from both agencies should be intensified and
put on a more regular basis via EFD, CPS Education and the respective external
relations functions in the two agencies.

Technical Assistance

15. As part of its terms of reference, the Task Force briefly reviewed
two aspects of technical assistance (TA), defined as the provision of expert
advisory services or fellowships to a country through bilateral or multilateral
aid sources. These are TA financed through a Bank education project and TA
not related to Bank project lending,

Background: TA in Bank-financed Projects

16. The CP Agreement states that Unesco and the Bank will cooperate in
arranging for TA required to implement Bank-financed projects. Until 1968, TA
was not included in Bank/IDA financing for education; since that time it has
been included for appropriate projocts. From 1968 to the end of 1975, 19
agreements had been signed between Unesco and the governments concerned. Some
$12.5 million in Bank-financed TA is now being administered by Unesco, covering
provision of field experts, consultants, fellowships and the organization of
training activities. This figure represents about 30% of all Bank-financed TA
in education.
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17. Unesco feels it should have a privileged relationship with the Bank
for providing TA. The Bank's position continues to be that the choice of
executing agency should be left to the government to decide. The Task Force
concurs in this basic principle. It also feels that the Bank staff, in
discussing TA with the country, could suggest Unesco as one of the possible
sources for providing TA. One area in which such TA may be appropriate is in
developing detailed curricula and course syllabi for Bank projects.

Implementatiof Problems: TA in Bank-Financed Projects

18. Certain problems have arisen between the Bank and Unesco in implement-
ing TA on Bank-financed projects. These include the following:

(a) There is a time lag between credit/loan agreement signing and
effectiveness of the TA agreeement between Unesco and the govern-
ment concerned. This can take six months or more, and efficiency
may be hampered by the lack of a standard instrument that could
be used (or adopted) covering such fundamental questions as facil-
ities, privileges, and immunities. We recommend that Unesco look
into establishing a basic document, such as exists for UNDP, to
shorten Unesco/government negotiation time. We also suggest that
the gray cover appraisal report now sent to EFD be circulated
to the operating division in Unesco's education sector.

(b) Recruitment of TA staff has been slow, but recently shortened
through better Unesco and Bank procedures. The Bank requirement
to review each expert's qualifications has resulted, according
to Unesco interviews, in improved standards for expert selection,
and a corresponding improvement in expert quality. We would not,
therefore, recommend changing this requirement.

(c) The amounts allocated in the loan/credit agreements to finance
the programs of TA can be insufficient, due to unrealistic
estimates of the costs of experts' services. Inflationary
trends and the failure to consider local adjustment factors are
among the most common sources of underestimates. The provisions
for TA in the "unallocated" category may also be insufficient.
Both base-line and contingency cost estimates for TA programs by
the Bank should take these factors into acount more fully.

(d) Conflicting supervision instructions given TA staff in the field
have been a source of strain. Unesco, as executing agency, the
government, and Bank supervision teams all have a say in technical
supervision. It may be appropriate from time to time for Bank
staff members to coordinate directly with the assigned Unesco TA
project officer 1/ in addition to the government and the TA field
staff.

1/ Who would be in the education sector, but outside EFD.
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Ohc.r Techniai Assistance

19. The Bank has received recent requests to provide, or to arrange for,
TA in education not related to Bank project financing, 1/ and in some cases the
Bank has requested assistance from Unesco. The CP Agreement does not discuss
TA other than in the context of Bank-financed projects.

20. The Task Force has defined in this report the kinds of activities
it believes CP/EFD can best perform at this time, including sector analysis,
preparation assistance and other related activities. We believe it would
be appropriate for CP/EFD to provide this same kind of assistance, on request,
to a country not financed by the Bank, e.g., an OPEC country. If such assis-
tance were to be provided, it should be planned and scheduled as would any
other appropriate EFD work, e.g., giving consideration to overall work prior-
ities, individual travel loads, etc. We believe that assistance requests
falling outside the scope of the work program we propose for EFD should then
be handled by Unesco as it would other forms of TA.

1/ From members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC).
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V. Implementation

1. Implementation of the Task Force's recommendations has two aspects:
accomplishing the work program and operating changes and effecting the manage-
ment and administrative improvements. We first discuss implementation factors
and then provide an action program for making the needed changes.

Implementation Factors

2. Implementation will entail adapting the two organizations to the
shift in work emphases and task definitions and moving toward a distribution
of CP/EFD available time according to the approximate time proportions indi-
cated in the report. Bank staff will also need to accommodate to these CP/EFD
activity adjustments. A number of specific efforts will need to be undertaken
during the transition period, including the following:

(a) An early identification and selection will need to be made of
the nucleus of countries to be covered by CP/EFD sector analysis
work, along with agreement on a multiyear work program for EFD-
led work, and the introduction of "country coverage assignments"
within EFD. (This latter step should not be difficult; tenta-
tive assignments are already under consideration.)

(b) Given the assignment of a majority of sector analysis to EFD
and project identification per se to the Bank, attention must be
given to adapting mission formats and approaches to help ensure
EFD's work is used effectively and to reinforce the linkages of
that work to Bank project identification specifics. The first
objective could be met, for example, through preparing or updat-
ing the country Sector Memorandum in the Bank following Unesco's
sector work. The second objective would require, for example,
the redefinition of Bank RID and reconnaissance terms of refer-
ence to focus on identification and avoid repetition of sector
work, when performed by EFD in a particular country.

(c) Adopting progressively a "bus-stopping" form of preparation assis-
tance by EFD implies a phasing out (or back) of traditional PPM's,
except perhaps in some least-equipped countries. Some countries
-- or projects at critical stages in the lending program pipeline
-- may continue to need the more traditional approach for some
time. This transition could take 2 or more years to complete.
Where EFD preparation assistance is called for it must be planned
well in advance and the sequence of events leading to commitment
(i.e., with detailed design before or after appraisal) thought
through carefully.

(d) The managerial and administrative improvements proposed will also
need to be given concerted attention over the next 9-12 months.
In particular, CPS Education's role needs to be reestablished,
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LIe pla-ing mechanisms installed and fthe communications
improvements specified in this report inLtiated _ver this

period.

Action Program

5. The Bank education division chiefs are already moving in the direc-

tion indicated above, and the overall transition period may be shorter Lhan

expected. Based on available information, the division chiefs have requested

a considerable amount (nearly 500 man-weeks) of EFD time for sector analysis

(as opposed to PIM) work for fiscal 1977. The Task Force believes this aspect

of its recommendations can be substantially achieved by early fiscal 1978.

6. Annex XII provides the key elements of a proposed implementation

plan for effecting the changes proposed in this report. It includes key recom-

mendations, related action steps, and an indication of responsibility assign-

ments and approximate timing. The indicative dates may need to be modified.

7. As needed, a more detailed timetable, set of task descriptions and

assignments will need to be worked out by the principals involved. Periodic

Unesco/Bank meetings covering the CP during fiscal 1977 should address prog-

ress - and problems - in implementing the agreed changes.
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH RESPECT TO WORKING ARRANGEMENTSBETWEEN THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATIONAND THE INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
AND THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Unesco and the Bank* have for several years been cooperating on an ad hoc basis on matters of commonconcern. Now that the Bank is entering into the field of financing educational projects, most of which areexpected to be of types falling within Unesco's field -of responsibility, this cooperation will have to beintensified and it appears desirable to both Unesco and the Bank that working arrangements be agreed uponsetting forth the principles to govern such cooperation.

These working arrangements, as agreed upon by the Director-General of Unesco and the President ofthe Bank subject to the approvals specified in paragraph 7 hereof, are as follows:

1. The Cooperative Program

Unesco and the Bank will cooperate together in the following fields:

(a) Assisting countries of common membership in the identification and preparation of educationalprojects of types which fall within Unesco's field of responsibility and which, in the framework ofits economic development objectives and general policies, the Bank is willing to consider for financing.

(b) Appraising projects of the foregoing types.

(c) Providing end-use supervision of the execution and operation of Bank-financed projects of the
foregoing types.

(d) Arranging for technical assistance required for the implementation of Bank-financed projects.

Assistance- to member governments in educational planning is recognized as an important foundationfor investment programs in the long term and this activity, being a part of Unesco's own program, willcontinue to be the sole responsibility of Unesco.

2. Allocation of Functions within the Cooperative Program

(a) Assistance to Governments in the Identification and Preparation of Projects

It is agreed that, as between the two organizations, Unesco has primary responsibility for thisfunction. Unesco's program of work in this connection, insofar as it forms part of the cooperativeprogram, will be agreed with the Bank. Upon the request of Unesco, and assuming personnel resourcespermit, the Bank will be prepared to attach a staff member to serve as an adviser to a Unesco missionengaged in this work.

From time to time, the Bank sends general survey and other types of missions to its membercountries whose functions may include identification of promising projects in various sectors. Uponrequest of the Bank, Unesco will provide, as part of the cooperative program, staff members orconsultants to serve as advisers to such Bank missions.

All references in this memorandum to the Bank shall be taken to include both the Bank and the InternationalDevelopment Association.
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School design and construction fall within Unesco's field of responsibility. The Bank also has
competence to assist member couritries in planning and other work connected with the physical facilities
involved in educational projects. To the extent that Unesco provides assistance in this field in agreement
with the Bank, the work of the Unesco staff members or consultants involved shall be considered
as part of the cooperative program.

(b) Appraisal of Projects

The Bank will be responsible for the appraisal of projects, upon the basis of which its financing
decisions are made. However, at the request of the Bank, Unesco will provide staff members or
consultants to serve as educational experts on Bank appraisal missions. The work of such experts will
be part of the cooperative program.

(c) End-Use Supervision

The Bank will be responsible for the disbursement of funds and for the end-use supervision
of the construction of physical facilities, the purchase of equipment and the maintenance of both
facilities and equipment in connection with Bank-financed projects, and to this end will be responsible
for such review as may be appropriate of the specifications, bids and awards of contracts, for examination
of all documents relating to disbursements, and for whatever inspections of the project are necessary
in this connection. Unesco will, in cases agreed with the Bank, assume responsibility as part of the
cooperative program, to ascertain, both through field inspections and trough review of periodic reports,
and to advise the Bank whether the educational objectives of the project are being achieved and whether
the obligations undertaken by the borrower in this connection are being fulfilled. The results of Unesco's
end-use work on the educational aspects of projects financed by the Bank will be made available to
the Bank and, in the event that representations to the borrower should be necessary on educational
matters, Unesco and the Bank will consult together on how they might best be made.

(d) Technical Assistance in Project Implementation

In cases agreed with the Bank, Unesco will provide or arrange for and will exercise appropriate
supervision over technical assistance required for the direct implementation of a Bank-financed project.

3. Personnel*

It is agreed that the cooperative program requires a unit of specialized personnel of high calibre within
the Unesco Secretariat which can devote itself exclusively and continuously to this work. The Director-General
of Unesco will, therefore, establish such a unit (hereafter referred to for purposes of this Memorandum as
"Educational Financing Division") as an identifiable group within the Unesco Secretariat. Unesco and the
Bank will agree from time to time on the appropriate size of the Educational Financing Division and on
the types and classifications of positions to be included within the Division, and the Director-General of
Unesco will consult with the Bank on the appointment of staff to the Division. The Division, although it
will be devoted exclusively to work in connection with the cooperative program, will be an integral part
of the Unesco Secretariat and will operate under the exclusive authority of the Director-General of Unesco.

Both Unesco and the Bank agree that it is desirable to use Unesco regular staff members, to the greatest
practicable extent, for work under the cooperative program. However, it is recoganized that, from time to
time, and particularly in the early stages of the program, it will be necessary to employ outside consultants.
It will also be necessary and desirable, from time to time, to use Unesco staff members outside the Educational
Financing Division for purposes of the cooperative program. In cases where Unesco intends to appoint -an
outside consultant to serve as educational adviser to a Bank mission, it will consult the Bank as to the
person proposed to be appointed.

* As amended effective January 1, 1967.
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4. Finan -ai Arrangements*

(a) Subject to the qualifications se forth below, the costs of Unesco ii cornection with agreed
worK under the program, including salary, allowances and other benefits and travel costs of the
nducational financing Division, of outside consultants, and of other Unrsco staff members assigned
to such work will, until December 3 , 1966, be shared equally by Unesco ar.d the Bank up to v
ceiling figure to be fixed from time to time by agreement between the two organizations.

(b) The travel and subsistence expenses of Unesco staff members and consultants while serving as
members of Bank appraisal, general survey or other missions, will be borne or provided for by the
Bank.

(c) Unesco will pay for invisible overhead costs (including space) and for identifiable indirect costs
(except as provided in sub-paragraphs (d) and (e)) involved in its participation in the cooperative
program.

(d) The Bank will bear the cost of documentation, reproduction and translation undertaken by Unesco
in agreement with the Bank.

(e) The cost of technical assistance directly required for the implementation of Bank-financed projects,
including an amount for Unesco's estimated administrative costs in arranging for such technical assistance
in cases agreed with the Bank, will be paid for out of the proceeds. of the financing or will be otherwise
met by the Bank. The amount for estimated administrative costs will be 12 percent of the direct
cost of such technical assistance except where technical assistance is provided under contract between
Unesco and some outside entity, in which event the amount will be fixed by agreement between Unesco
and the Bank.

(f) For the calendar years 1965 and 1966, the agreed ceiling figure for purposes of sub-paragraph (a)
above, to be shared equally by the two organizations, will be $600,000 for 1965 and $700,000 for
1966. If Unesco's costs should exceed this amount, the Bank will reimburse Unesco for the excess,
provided that Unesco will not incur or commit itself to incur costs in excess of $750,000 in 1965
or $900,000 in 1966 without the prior approval of the Bank.

(g) For the calendar year 1964, Unesco's contribution under its existing budget cannot exceed
$75,000. Accordingly, the agreed ceiling for 1964 for purposes of sub-paragraph (a) above will be
$150,000. Unesco's costs in excess of this amount will be reimbursed by the Bank. provided that
Unesco will not incur or Commit itself to incur costs in excess of $300,000 during 1964 without
the prior approval of the Bank.

(h) The Bank and Unesco will agree on the procedures for payment of funds from the Bank to
Unesco, and for accounting to the Bank by Unesco, in connection with the cooperative program.

(i) Beginning with the calendar year 1967, the costs of Unesco for agreed work under the program
as defined in sub-paragraph (a) will be shared in the proportion of 25% by Unesco and 75% by the
Bank, subject to the qualifications set forth in sub-paragraphs (b), (c), (d) and (e). The cost-sharing
ceiling figure for each Unesco biennium will be fixed from time to time by agreement between the
two organizations.

5. Relations with other Agencies

It is expected that most of the projects in the educational sector which are likely to be considered
for Bank financing will fall within Unesco's field of responsibility. There may be cases, however, where,
because of the type of project involved or because of special circumstances, it would be appropriate and
desirable for the Bank to look to some other international agency, such as ILO or FAO, or to some national

* As amended effective January 1, 1967.
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agency, public or private, to perform some or all of the functions which Unesco would ordinarily performinder these Working Arrangements. It is agreed that in all such cases the Bank will consult Unesco on theaction it proposes to take. It is also agreed that the Bank will not subject Unesco's advice on educationalmatters within its competence and covered by the cooperative program to review by any outside agency.
6. Modification and Termination

These Working Arrangements may be modified or supplemented at any time by mutual agreementbetween the two organizations. Each organization may, after reasonable notice, terminate the arrangements,provided that, if they are terminated by the Bank, the Bank will reimburse Unesco for the financialconsequences of cancelling personnel commitments entered into for purposes of the cooperative program.Continuation of Unesco's responsibility under these arrangements beyond 31 December 1964 is subject tothe decisions of the General Conference.

7. Effectuation of the Arrangements

The Working Arrangements set out in this Memorandum of Understanding will become effective whenapproved by the Executive Board of Unesco and the Boards of Governors of the Bank and IDA and signedby the Director-General of Unesco and the President of the Bank and of IDA. It is contemplated that thenecessary approvals will authorize payment by the Bank to Unesco retroactively to March 1, 1964, of expensesincurred for purposes of the cooperative program which would have been eligible for payment if these WorkingArrangements had been effective on that date.

(Arrangements initiated on an interim basis by exchange of letters between the President of theBank/IDA (March 30, 1964) and the Director-General of Unesco (April 3, 1964), pending approvalby the agencies 'governing bodies. Approved by the Bank/lIDA Boards of Governors April 30, 1964,and by the Executive Board of Unesco June 5, 1964. Signed by the Director-General of Unesco June 5,1964, and by the President of the Bank/IDA June 15, 1964).

SUPPLEMENT TO MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

WHEREAS a Memorandum of Understanding with Respect to Working Arrangements between theUnited Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization and the International Bank for Reconstructionand Development and the International Development Association, was signed by Unesco on June 5, 1964and by the Bank and the Association on June 15, 1964, and was amended by an exchange of letters datedJune 27, 1967 and July 7, 1967, respectively; and

WHEREAS both Unesco and the Bank desire to include in the Cooperative Programme provided forin said Memorandum, as amended, the services of Unesco experts outside the Educational Financing Division(EFD) and to expand the scope of the Programme;

NOW THEREFORE the Memorandum, as amended, is hereby supplemented as follows:

I. Extension of Co-operative Programme

In addition to the activities provided for in said Memorandum of Understanding, as amended,the Co-operative Programme shall include, as may be agreed between Unesco and the Bank from timeto time: (a) the preparation of sector studies and of recommendations for country programmes forthe education sector; and (b) other services and studies relevant to particular aspects of educationaldevelopment.

Q-II-4
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2. Add+ '? Personnel

Uneis o wHl provide, through its Educational PMarning 'id Adninistration Divisicn EPAD) and
it Depirtment of School and ligher Education (EDS), for agreed activities in the Co-operative
Programme, such man-years of professional services per year as shall be agree. from time to time
by Unesco and the Bank. Accordintly, there shall be established in EPAiD anz EDNS a corresponding
number of Co-operative Programme posts at such levels and for such periods as shall be agreed from
time to tine by Unesco and the Bank. For an initial period of two years, commencing July 1, 1970
there shall be six such posts at P/5 level, three in EPAD and three in EDS.

3. Agreement on Activities

(a) All services to be performed under the Co-operative Programme by staff members of EDS
and EPAD will be agreed in advance by Unesco and the Bank. They may be proposed by either Unesco
or the Bank. Such agreement will normally be reached and subsequently reviewed during periodic review
meetings of the programme. In reaching agreement the activity will be defined with respect to the
country involved, the type of activity, the numbers and types of personnel required, their terms of
reference and the timing and schedule of the activity. An estimate of the total man-months (or weeks)
required will be made and travel and other supporting services (when necessary) will be indicated.

(b) Activities will normally be such as to require a substantial allocation of time (not less
than one man-month). To ensure prompt completion and a high standard of performance, it is expected
that staff members will be assigned to the activity on a full time and continuous basis to the fullest
extent possible. Unesco will notify the Bank of any significant change in this expectation or in the
forecast schedule for the activity.

4. Selection and Assignment of Personnel

(a) Appointment of Staff to fill the Co-operative Programme posts established in EDS and
EPAD will be made by the Director-General of Unesco.

(b) To provide the agreed man-years of service to the Co-operative Programme by EDS and
EPAD each of those units, following consultation with the Bank, will designate a panel of an agreed
upon number of staff members of the unit for Co-operative Programme activities. Assignment of these
staff members to agreed programme activities will thereafter be made by the Director of the unit.
Occupants of the Co-operative Programme posts may or may not be designated as members of the
panel. When necessary to accomplish an agreed activity within the Co-operative Programme, Unesco
may propose other personnel in EDS or EPAD not on the panels and with the agreement of the
Bank assign them to the activity.

(c) Nothing in this agreement is intended to preclude services by Unesco personnel outside
EFD, EPAD, and EDS, as contemplated in the Memorandum.

5. Accounting for Services

Any services, including identifiable supervisory services, provided by the staff of EPAD or EDS
for the Co-operative Programme will be chargeable against the man-years of service agreed from time
to time under paragraph 2 above.

6. Communications

Communications concerned with normal operations of the Co-operative Programme will be through
the Director of the Educational Financing Division.
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Except as otherwise provided herein, this Supplement and the activities provided for herein shall
be governed by the said Memorandum of Understanding, as amended, and related administrative
arrangements.

(Approved by the Executive Board of Unesco June 18, 1970, and signed by the Director-General of Unesco
June 30, 1970. Arrangements initiated on an interim basis July 1, 1970, pending approval by the Bank/IDA
Boards of Governors. Approved by the Bank/IDA Boards of Governors August 31, 1970. Signed by the
President of the Bank/IDA September 9, 1970.)

Secretary's Department
March 29, 1974
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Basic Data

1. The Task Force analyzed various statistical and quantitative aspects

of the CP. These are summarized below under the following headings and de-

tailed in the attached Tables 1-19. For convenience, a summary table high-

lighting this data is provided before Table 1.

- Staffing (Tables 1-3)

- Costs (Tables 4-9)

- Activities (Tables 9-19)

Staffing

Growth and Size

2. The Bank's total staff devoted to education has grown dramatically.

In the period 1971-76, total authorized higher-level positions increased by

79% (from 47 to 84). Its on-duty strength increased over the same period

from 47 to 77. CP/EFD's staff over the same period remained basically stable

ranging from 25 on duty in 1971 to 27 in 1976. Thus, CP/EFD staff as a pro-

portion of total on-duty CP and Bank education staff decreased from 35% in

FY71 to 26% in FY76. 1/ Some regional education divisions grew considerably

faster than others. From 1973-76 Eastern Africa (EAF) and Europe, Middle East

and North Africa (EMENA) grew 56% in authorized strength, while Asia grew

20%, and Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) and Western Africa (WAF) each

grew 33%; CPS Education also grew markedly over the same period in authorized

strength: 45%.

Tenure

3. The median tenure of CP/EFD staff is considerably longer than that

of the Bank's regional education projects staff: CP/EFD - 6.5 years; Bank

regional education - 2.5 years. Comparing educators, 63% of CP/EFD educators

have been with CP more than 5 years, while 49% of Bank Educators have been

with the Bank less than 2 years. For economists, 72% of CP/EFD economists

have been with CP more than 5 years; 54% of Bank regional education economists

have been with the Bank less than 3 years. A comparison of Bank regional

education divisions shows median tenure in LAC is 1.5 years; in EMENA, 2 years;

EAF and WAF, 3.5 years; and Asia, 4.5 years.

Years of professional experience of CP/EFD staff before

joining CP (Table 3)

4. Median professional experience of CP/EFD operational staff before

joining CP is between 15 and 20 years. In education exclusively, prior

1/ It should be noted that the Bank operates on a July 1 to end June fiscal
year (FY) and Unesco on a calendar year (CY) basis.
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experience was between 12 and 15 years (median). This experience, in almost

all cases, was both in teaching and research, as well as in administration and

plarfning.

CP/EFD staff experience relating to developing countries prior

to joining CP (Table 3)

5. Almost all current CP/EFD staff (24 out of 25) had prior experience

in education in developing countries (median: between 12 and 15 years).

Twenty-two out of 25 or 88% of CP/EFD staff lived in developing countries

prior to joining CP (median residence: between 9 and 12 years).

Use of Consultants (Bank/EFD)

6. In FY75, Bank education divisions udsed in total 12 man-year equiv-

alents of consultants' time. Almost half of this time (5.6 man-years) was used

for appraisal, and 3.3 man-years were used for preappraisal; the rest was

devoted to supervision, technical assistance and sector work. LAC and EMENA

were the heaviest users of consultants: 4.6 and 3.1 man-years respectively.

East Asia and Pacific (EAP) and EAF used about 1 man-year each, while WAF used
2.4 man-years.

7. CP/EFD's use of consultants has varied. In CY1971 it used 6.4

man-years; in CY1974, 3.4 man-years, and in the first half of CY1975, 2.0.

Consultants include non-CP Unesco staff, staff from other UN agencies, and

those outside the UN.

Cost

Cost of CP/EFD to the Bank (Table 4)

8. While the number of man-years provided by CP/EFD has remained

basically stable in the last 4 years, the actual cost to the Bank went up

from $1,004,000 in FY72 to $1,614,000 budgeted for FY76, an increase of 61%
in 4 years. In real terms, because of high inflation in recent years, the
cost has risen far less.

CP/EFD expenditures in CY74 (Tables 5,6)

9. Excluding the costs related to the Supplementary Agreement, CP/EFD's
total expenditures in CY74 were $1,473,029. This amounts to $53,602 per CP/
EFD staff man-year, excluding consultants and borrowed staff. It should be
noted that this figure excludes an allocation for overhead provided by Unesco

(see below).
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Bank aid Unesco shares of the cost of the Cooperative Program

(Tables 5, 7)

10. Although the Cooperative Agreement stipulates a 75-25 Bank-Unesco

direct cost-sharing arrangement, this does not truly represent each organi-

zation's contribution to the CP. Based on assumptions concerning the cost

of space and indirect Unesco costs attributable to the CP, we found that

for the biennium CY73-74 the cost sharing proportion, in terms of total

cost (direct plus indirect Unesco costs), between the Bank and Unesco is

respectively 53% and 47%. (This figure does not take into account some time

spent by CPS Education staff or regional education divisions in maintaining

liaison with the CP or the attendant Bank indirect costs.)

Cost of a CP/EFD man-year compared to a Bank project

man-year (Table 8)

11. Based on FY74 data, the average cost of a Bank project staff 1/

man-year is $61,100 (including salaries, personal services, office occupancy,

cost of secretaries, travel and other selected overhead items). The direct

cost to the Bank of a CP man-year (based on CY74 data) is $40,202, while the

cost to Unesco (direct and indirect) of a CP man-year is estimated at $35,104.

(The latter amount is based on the above assumptions regarding allocation

of Unesco's space and indirect cost.) 2/

Activity

Bank Regional Education Divisions' Activities FY71-75 (Table 9)

12. Based on the Bank's time reporting system, regional education divi-

sions in toto have applied their operational time in FY71-75 as follows: pre-

appraisal - 18%, appraisal - 41%, supervision - 28%, sector work - 8%, nego-

tiations and Board - 4%. Some regional differences 3/ are: EMENA spent,

relatively, the most manpower on appraisal - 49%, while SAsia spent the least

- 32%. In contrast, SAsia spent 26% on preappraisal, while EMENA spent only

16%. Sector work is highest in EAP - 12% and lowest in SAsia - 1% and WAF -

6%. Supervision is high in SAsia - 38% and low in EMENA - 23%. In absolute

number of man-weeks, regional differences are small over F71-75, with the

1/ Figures are for all sectors.

2/ As the assumption for indiract cost is rather high, i.e., $21,704 per

CP man-year, one should exercise caution in making comparisons with

the cost of a Bank projects man-year. CP/EFD indirect costs were

determined on a different base. In addition, direct costs for EFD

run higher because of higher average grade levels and tenure.

3/ The Task Force has not attempted to determine reasons for these

differences.
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exception of SAsia which had only 641 man-weeks. All other regions had between
2,050 and 2,450 man-weeks in total applied time for FY71-75. While the absol-
ute amount of time on all activities has increased 60%, in the period FY71-75,
supervision has increased the most: 82% more time in FY71, as compared to
appraisal, with a 48% increase.

Bank regional education activity: Detail for FY1974-75 (Table 10)

13. The Bank's preappraisal activity, 18% of its total time in FY1975
and 21% in FY1974, was classified under identification and preparation
categories separately for the first time in 1975. For all regions, the pro-
portion of total preappraisal time was 39% identification and 61% preparation.
This varied by region, with LAC and EAP heavier on identification (71% and 52%
respectively) than the others. WAF devoted 92% of its preappraisal time to
preparation work. As to sources of staffing for preappraisal work, projects
staffs comprised 79% of all staff devoted to education work exclusive of
Unesco and FAO, with CPS Education providing 2% and other sources 19%. For
all regional work, projects staffs comprised 89%, CPS Education 2% and others
were 9%.

CP/EFD Man-weeks by activity and by Region, FY1971-75 (Table 11)

14. Based on CP/EFD's time reporting system for the five-year period
FY1971-75, EFD spent 41% of its total time on project identification-related
work. Assistance.on project appraisal comprised only 5.5% of its total time.
All other operational work (sector, economic, or project supervision) comprised
6.2%. Stated another way, CP/EFD devoted 83.5% of its net available time
(exclusive of leave and general time) over the period to its traditional
activities: identification and preparation work. In FY1975, this percentage
was 73%, but when its sector work is added (including two sector surveys),
the proportion is 91%. As to patterns of Bank usage, LAC and EMENA regions
used CP/EFD more for identification than did the other regions (25% and 22%
respectively) from 1971-75. EAF and SAsia used EFD the least for this pur-
pose (8% and 10% of the total). As to preparation, EMENA used EFD the most
(24%), with LAC, WAF, and EAP close behind (20, 19, 18% respectively). EAF
received 12% and SAsia 7% of EFD's total preparation time over the period.
As to the proportion of total operational work over the period by region,
EMENA and LAC received the most: 23% each, with WAF at 19%, EAP at 16%, EAF
at 11% and SAsia at 8%.

CP/EFD missions by region (Table 12)

15. The total number of missions carried out with CP/EFD participation
decreased from 47 in CY72 to 33 in CY74. In 1975 the number increased again
--19 missions from January to June 1975. In the 3-1/2 year period, January
1972 to June 1975, all regions, except for Asia, had between 27 and 32 mis-
sions. Asia had only 17. LAC, a high user in 1972 (16 missions) decreased
to 3 missions in 1974. WAF also dropped from 11 missions in 1972 and 1973,
and each dropped to 5 in 1974. Other regions have had an increase in CP/EFD
missions over time: EAF 6 in 1972, 9 in 1974; Asia: 4 in 1972, 7 in 1974. The
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types oL mfission6 carried out by CP/EFD were primarily identification 
missions

(PIM, RID, SS), 1/ 21% of the total, and preparation missions (P M, RMW, 1/

47% of the total.

Unesco staff participation in Bank missions (Table 13)

16. In CY1974, Unesco staff participated in 32 Bank missions, with a

total of 35 participants. This was considerably more than in CY1973: 18

missions with 21 participants. Input by CP/EFD staff in man-weeks to Bank

missions has been about 10% of its total time available. Unesco-non CP

staff had about one-fourth the time input of CP/EFD staff. The types of

missions in which Unesco participated were mainly combined preparation/

appraisal missions and appraisal missions. In 1971 Unesco staff participated

for the first time in a Bank-led reconnaissance-in-depth mission. Its in-

volvement in preparation/appraisal missions decreased in CY1975.

Bank staff participation in CP/EFD missions (Table 14)

17. Bank participation in CP/EFD missions has been very limited, varying

from 5 to 14 man-weeks per year for CY1971-1974. This represents 1% or less

of total EFD staff time.

CP/EFD Staff field time (Table 15)

18. Total CP/EFD field time has been increasing, despite a decrease 
in

the number of missions (see para. 15 above). In 1973, 288 man-weeks were spent

in the field (including report writing in Washington); in 1974, 329 man-weeks.

Most of the time (70%) was spent on CP/EFD-led missions; the rest (30%) was

devoted to Bank missions.

Bank approved projects with CP assistance (Table 16)

19. Of 77 education projects approved by the Bank's Board in FY71-75,

49 were identified and/or prepared by CP/EFD. Some regions received more CP

support than others; e.g., in EAF, CP/EFD was involved in 5 out of 14 projects;

in LAC, CP/EFD was involved in 12 out of 14 projects.

CP/EFD report writing time (Table 17)

20. Total time applied for a CP report (PIM, RID, SS) took an average

of 32 man-weeks In 1972. For the first half of 1975 this figure is 56 man-weeks,

a 75% increase. Elapsed time also increased from 15 weeks in 1972 to 25 in

1975. Principal causes for the increased time is the breadth of report cover-

age, e.g., inclusion of primary and non-formal education, and 
in part due to

broadened Bank lending criteria.

1/ Project Identification Missions (PIM), Sector Surveys (SS), and Recon-

naissance in Depth (RID), Project Preparation Missions (PPM), Reconnais-

sance Missions (RM).
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CP/EFD consultants' time (Tables 18, 19)

21. As stated before under staffing, CP/EFD's use of consultants has

decreased in recent years. As a proportion of total CP/EFD time it decreased

from 26% in 1971 to 12% in 1974 and in field activities from 53 to 27%. Con-

sultants have been used mainly for CP/EFD's own primary activities, identifi-

cation and preparation-related work (81%). Two-thirds of the consultants'

time was spent in the field.
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Basic Data: Inventory of Tables

Table Title

1 Growth and Size- Higher Level Staff - FY1971-76
Unesco-CP/EFD and World Bank Education Projects

2 Tenure in Years of Unesco-CP/EFD and Bank Regional Education
Projects Staff in Total and By Functional Group as of
January 31, 1976 in Percent and in Absolute Numbers

3 Years of Professional Experience CP/EFD Operational Staff
Before Joining CP and Years of Activities in Relation to
and Residence in Developing Countries

4 Cost of Unesco/CP to the Bank (FY 1964-76)

5 Bank and Unesco Shares of Total CP/EFD Cost (CY1973-77)

6 CP/EFD-Expenditures CY 74 in Total and Per Manyear in $

7 Calculation of Unesco's Indirect Costs, Attributable to the
Cooperative Program, Biennium CY 1973-74

8 Cost of a CP Man-year Compared to a Bank Projects Man-year
(in $) Based on CY74 (Unesco) and FY74 (Bank) Data

9 Regional Education Projects Divisions Man-weeks By
Activity - FY71-75

10 World Bank - Education Man-weeks By Activity By Region FY75
& FY74 Broken Down Within Region: Regional Projects, CPS-
Education and Other (Excludes Unesco and FAO-CP)

11 CP/EFD Man-weeks by Activity and by Region, FY1971-75

12 CP/EFD Educational Missions to Developing Countries With
Participation of the CP (Regular) Staff and Consultants to
the CP By Geographical Regions

13 CP/EFD Unesco Staff Participation in Bank Missions (Man-Weeks)
Calendar Years 1973-1975

14 CP/EFD Participation of Bank Staff in Unesco CP Missions
(Man-Week .) Calendar Years 1971-1975

15 CP/EFD Field Time of CP (Regular) Staff By Type of Mission,
Calendar Years 1973-1975
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Basic Data: Ir.ventory of Tables (Cont)

Table Title

16 Cooperative Program Assisted (Identified and/or Prepared By
Unesco) Projects as a Proportion of All Education Projects
Approved By the Bank in FY71-75

17 CP/EFD Distribution of Time For Report Writing By CP
Regular Staff and Consultants on Reports (PIM, RID, SS)
Produced During Calendar Years 1972 - 1975

18 CP/EFD Consultants Time to the CP in Man-Weeks:
Calendar Years 1971 - 1975

19 CP/EFD Consultants Time to the CP in Man-Weeks By Type of
Mission: Calendar Years 1973 - 1975
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SUMMARY OF SELECTED BASIC DATA

STAFYING ACTIVITIES

1. Growth and Size: (Higher Level Positions) 1. Bank Reg otal Education Activities (Manweeks)

Bark Education CP/EFD - Total time spent, FY71: 1,892 m/w; FY75: 3,028 m/w

Authorized On Duty Authorized On Duty - PrcTortion FY71-75: preappraisal, 18%; appraisal,
41%; supervision, 28%; sector work, 8%; negotiations

- 1971 47 47 33 25 Lnd Board, 4%

- 1976 84 77 32 27 - Preappraisal time, all regions, FY75: 39% identifica-

tion, 61% preparation

2. Median Tenure
2. CP/EFD Manweeks by Activity/Region

Bank Regional Educators CP/EFD
- Proportion of total time FY71-75: 41% identification,

- Total 2.5 years 6.5 years 18% preparation, 5.5% appraisal assistance, 6.2% other

- Educators 49%<2 years 63%;.5 yrs. - Proportion of net available time( same period) 83.5%

- Economists 54% <3 years 72%>5 yrs. identification/preparation
- Total proportion of time by region: EMENA, LAC 23% each;

3. CP/EFD Prior Experience WAF 19%; EAP 16%; EAF 11%; S.Asia 8%

- Median Total. 15-20 years 3. CP/EFD Missions

- In Education: 12-15 years
- Work in developing countries: 12-15 years - Total for CP since inception; 443 missions

- Residence in developing countries: 9-12 yrs. - Total: CY72, 47; CY73, 35; CY74, 33; 1st half CY75, 19
- Jan.'72 to Jun.'75 by region: 27-31 missions each, ex-

4. Use of Consultants (Manyears) cept S.Asia, 17
- Types of missions (same period): identification (PIM,

Bank CP/EFD RID, SS): 36; preparation (PPM): 26; combined pre-

paration/appraisal (PP/PAM): 14; reconnaisance: 29;

- FY75: 12.0 m/y - CY71: 6.4 m/y other: 21

- CY74: 3.4 m/y - EFD participation in Bank missions: CY73, 7.3%; CY74,
11.5%; 1st half CY75: 9.9% (of total CP time)

COSTS - Bank participation in CP missions (as % of CP time):

CY71, 2.7%; CY72, 1.1%; CY73, 2.3%; CY74, 1.3%; let

1. Cost Arrangements half CY75, 3.0%

- Direct costs: 75% Bank, 25% Unesco 4. CP Support to Bank Projects

- Indirect costs (space/overhead), director's
salary: Unesco - Total Bank projects to end FY75: 120; value $1.28 billion

- Actual zotal cost share (estimate): 53% Bank, ($768 million Bank, $513 million IDA)

47% Unesco - Total projects approved FY71-.75: 77, of which 49 iden-

tif ied or prepared by the CP (64%)

2. Cost of CP/EFD - CP involvement by region: EAF, 5 of 14 or 36%; WAF, 11 of

15 or 73%; EAP,8 of 12 or 67%; S.AsiaO of 2; EMENA,

- Total (CY74): $1.47 million 12 of 17 or 71%; LAC,12 of 14 or 86%

- Bank share, FY72: $1.00 million; FY76 $1.61
million (budgeted)

- Direct cost per CP manyear, excluding
consultants and borrowed staff: $53,602
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BANiK STAFF IS INCREASING, WHILE EFD STAFF REMAINS RELATIVELY STABLE . . . TABLE I

1/
GROWTH AND SIZE - HIGHER LEVEL STAFFING - FY1971-76

UNESCO-CP/EFD and WORLD BANK EDUCATION PROJECTS

Growth in percentages Higher Level Staffing - Authorized and On Duty

World Bank

FY UNESC -CP/EFD Education Projects Bank 3/
over base over previous over base over previous UNESCO- Education EAF WAF ASIA-' EMENA LAC CPS

year 1971 ear year 1971 year CP/EFD 2 Total

OnOn On On On On On On OnOr
Auth duy uth. duty Auth. uty Auth. duty Auth duty Auth duty Autp AAu duty Auth uty Aut1x,32ty

71 33 25 47 47

72 0 0 0 0 15 13 15 13 33 25 54 53

73 - 3 4 -3 4 28 21 11 8 32 26 60 57 9 10 9 9 10 10 9 8 12 11 1 9

74 - 3 12 0 8 45 36 13 12 32 28 68 64 11 11 10 10 11 10 10 10 12 11 14 '2

75 -18 8 -16 -4 68 51 16 11 32 27 79 71 12 12 12 11 11 11 13 11 16 3 15 i3

76 -18 8 0 0 79 64 6 8 32 27 84 77 14 14 12 11 12 11 14 12 16 13 16 15

Bank numbers based on June 30 authorized position lists; CP/EFD numbers as of June 30 each year.
UNESCO/CP/EFD staff numbers exclude "Supplementary Agreement".- East Asia Education Projects also serves South Asia.
Since 1/1/73 salary of EFD Director has been fully charged to UNESCO, thus a reduction of 1 position.

- FY76 numbers are as of Jan. 31, 1976



ON AVERAGE, CP/EFD STAFF HAS MORE TENURE THAN COMPARABLE BANK STAFF . . .

TABE2
TENURE IN YEARS OF UNESCO-CP/EFD AND BANK REGIONAL EDUCATION PROJECTS STAFF

IN TOTAL AND BY FUNCTIONAL GROUP AS OF JANUARY 31, 1976
IN PERCENT AND IN ABSOLUTE NUMBERS

Organi- % Total Staff Educators Economists Architects Managers
zation and

No.
Years Years Years Years Years

1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6- 77 41 1- 2-3 3-414-5 5-6 6-7 >7 1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 17 11 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 >7 41 1-2 2-3-3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7

CP/EFD % 11 7 7 4192230 12 12 12 19 19 25 14 14 29 14 29| - 50 50

No. 3 2 2 1 5 6 8 2 2 2 3 3 4 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1

Bank % 1820 13 8 12 8 13 8 6 10 10 10 3 3 1818 18 9 9 9 9 9 23 15 151 8 23 8 8 63 37

No. 11 12 8 5 7 5 8 5 6 8 4 3 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 1 3 1 1 5 3



CP/EFD STAFF HAS CONSIDERABLE EXPERIENCE IN EDUCATION AND IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES . . .IV

TAIBLE 3

YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE CP/EFD OPERATIONAL STAFF BEFORE JOINING CP
AND

YEARS OF ACTIVITIES IN RELATION TO AND RESIDENCE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Years of Total Professional Experience Non- Activities Related to Developing Countries Residence
Experience Experience Teaching Adm/Plan. Total Educational In Non- Total in Developing
Intervals & Research & Rel.Act. Education Education Educational Rel.to Dev C's Countries

0 2 1 0 9 1 15 0 3

0 %3 1 2 2 1 3 5 2 2 4

3:4 6 9 7 1 8 1 4 2

6:9 7 6 3 1 4 2 3

9_12 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 4

12415 4 2 2 7 8 6 7

15,20 5 4 7 1 3 2 1

>20 12 4 2 6 4
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AUCH OF CP COST INCREASE HAS BEEN INFLATIONARY - TABLE 4

COST OF UNESCO/CP TO THE BANK'/

(i.e., 75 percent of total cost)
(in $1000)

Total 2/ Operational- Other

FY Cost Fees- Travel Expenses

1976 1,614 1,364 167 83

6/
1975 1,222-/ 1,034- 128 60

1974 1,389 1,195 194 54

1973 1,130 928 155 47

1972 1,004 790 157 57

1971 747 565 163 19

1970 645

1969 530

1968 416

1967 331

1966 179

1965 207

1964 35

1/ Source: General Ledger and P&B budget data.
2/ Includes regular salaries, consultant feesZ- home leave, resettlement, etc.

3/ Includes consultants travel.

4/ 1976 - budgeted.
5/ FY75 costs appear lower than FY74, because in that year a reimbursement

of $163,000 by UNESCO to the Bank took place on account of the Supple-

mentary Agreement, which was discontinued.
6/ Only a total for fees and other expenses was available, i.e., $1,094,000.

Assumption made: other expenses: $60,000.

7/ From past experience it appears that consultant fees are around $35,000 to

$40,000 a year, i.e., approx. 1 manyear.



ON TOTAL COST (DIRECT PLUS INDIRECT) BASIS, UNESCO AND BANK SHARE COSTS MORE EQUALLY THAN
IS GENERALLY RECOGNIZED . . .

BANK AND UNESCO SHARES OF TOTAL CP/EFD COST

CY1973-77"

1973 1974

Total Bank UNESCO Total Bank UNESCO
US$ US$ US$

irect Costs

Funded under the CP
(75% Bank and 25% UNESCO) 1,381,879 1,036,409 345,470 1,473,029 1,104,772 368,25

Salay o theEFD2/
Salary of the EFD Director- 28,500 - 28,500 31,500 - 31,5on

Sub-Total 1,410,379 1,036,409 373,970 1,504,529 1,104,772 399,757

B. Overhead/Indirect Costs
provided by UNESCO

3/
(M) Indirect costs- 423,572 - 423,572 451,575 - 451,575

(ii) Space facilities- 132,000 - 132,000 130,000 - 130,000

Sub-Total 555,572 - 655,572 581,575 - 581,575

Grand Total (A+B) 1,965,951 1,036,409 929,542 2,086,104 -4,772 981 32

Share in % 100 53 47 100 53

1/ Based on actual expenditures, excluding the Supplementary Agreement.
2/ EFD Director salary paid by UNESCO; the amounts represent 70% of salary cost estimated to be attributable

to CP.
3/ Indirect cost computation, see Table 7.
4/ Space facilities cost, see Table 8.



BULK OF CP/EFD COSTS RELATE TO SALARIES . . . ANNEX IV
TABLV 0

CP/EFD-expenditures CY74-
in total and per man-vear

in $

Total CP/EFD expenditures Cot pr a -e r 

A. Staff Costs

1. Management and Operational

Salaries, allowances, other

staff cost 1;063,645 39,703

2. Administrative and Secretarial

Salaries, allowances, other
staff cost 222,451 8,304

Total Staff Cost 1,286,096 48,007

B. Staff Operational Travel 119,948 4,477

C. Reports

Printing, postage 29,945 1,118

D. Consultants and Staff Borrowed

(a) Fees and salaries 10,225

(b) Operational travel 26,815

Total Consultants and Staff Borrowed 37,040

3/
TOTAL 1,473,029 53,602 '

1/ Excluding cost of Supplementary Agreement

2/ In 1974 total management and operational man-years were 26.79
excluding the Director. who was Daid for. from Unesco budget.

Total, excluding consultants and borrowed staff.



IIIJIECT COITS BORNE BY UNESCO ARE CONSIDERABLE, EVEN kNNFy BI

SElECTIE ESTIMATING PROCEDURE IS USED . . . Calculation _ "NESC S
Indirect Costs, Atcribouabl to he

Cooperative Program, Biennium CY 1973-74 *

(1) (2) (0) (4) (5)

Applicability Applicable Indirect CGus Tnior. Cost At-

Category of Expense 
1/ of Indirect Indirect Attributable 3/ tributabl to,,

Expenditures Costs to CP Costs to CP - ;P in 19,4

A INDIRECT COSTS US $ % US $ US $ us

1. General Policy 721,595 0 0 0
General Conference 1,064,655 0 0 0

Executive Board 448,300 100 448,300 13,547

Director General 136,300 100 136,300 4,119

External Audit 1690 100 169,800 5,131
Joint Inspection

Total General Policy 
2,540,650 754400 22.797

2. General Administration ami Program

Supporting Services' 741,500 100 741,500 22,407
Executive Office of the D.C. 519,650 0 0 0

Bureau of Studies for Programming 1,085,400 100 1,085,400 32,799
Bureau of Management and Data Processing 350,900 33 116,965 3,534

Legal Affairs
Bureau of Relations with Member States and 50 2,636,785 79,678
International Organizations and Programs 5,273,575 50 26,978 7,,49

Office of the ADG for Administration 1,394,700 100 1,394,700 42,145
Bureau of the Budget 2897,000 100 2,857,000 86,333
Bureau of the Controller 5,458,800 50 2,719,400 82,175
Bureau of Personnel 3651.30 0 66 2,434,200__ 73 557
Bureau of General Services

Total Gen. Adm. & Progr. Supp. Serv. 21,595.725 14,268,850

3. Common Services

Total Common Services 2 100 12,062,200 364.495

4. Other Support Services 50 423,500 12,797
Computerized Document. Service of UNESCO 847,00 50 423,500 12,97

UNESCO Library, Documentation & Archives 1,056,400 50 528,200 15,961

Statistics relating to Education etc. 1,847,900 50 923.950

3, 751. 300 1,875.6H 5&. 67 8
Total Other Support Services 28.961.10 875.147 451575
Total Indirect Cost 39,949,875 -

B Direct perating Costs
2!

1. Program, Operations and Services 82,887,1CF

2. Publications, Conferences, Documents etc. 11,589,600

Total Operating Costs 94.476.7__

Based on revalued expenses 1973-1974 as recorded "Indirect cost attributable to CP" in 1974 is arrived

in Draft program budget 1975-76. at by multiplying total 1973-1974 attributable cost
2/ rby a factor representing the proportionate share of

Total Program, Operation and Services Cost exclud- 1974 expenses of total 73-74 expenses. This factor is

ing certain costs considered "indirect", which $1,473,029 (CP 1974 expenses) + $2,854,900 (CP total

are included under "Other Support Services" (A-4) expenses 1973-74)- 0.5160,

."Attributable to CP" is arrived at by multiplying

the amounts of column (3) by a factor represent-

ing the proportionate share of CP in the total

UNESCO operating costs. This factor is $2,854,908

(CP expenditure 1973-74) + $94,476,710 (UNESCO

total operating cost (see table section B)) =

0.030218.

* N.B.: indirect costing is an estimating process and underlying assumptions 
may vary over time and among these performing the

estimates. (Source: EFD staff, with Unesco Budget Office assistance).



J /FD COSTS :END T0 RUN HIGH, IN PART BECAUSE OF HIGHER AVERAGE GRAVE LEVEL, TENURE IN EFD* . . .
ANNEX IV
TABLE 8

Cost of a-CP Man-year Comnared to a Bank Projects Man-year (in S)

Based on CY74 (UNESCO) and FY74 (Bank) data

Cost to the Bank Cost to UNESCO

Bank Regional Projects Staff!! $61,100

CP Staff 40,202 (75% share) $13,400 (25% share)
16,856 (Indirect cost)-
4,848 (Space) 6/
35,104

Bank Consultants (fees only)7/ 38,600 -

CP Consultants (fees only) 8/ 17,355 (75% share) 5,785 (25% share)

- Includes regular salary at $22,575; other personal services (retirement, dependency allowance, staff benefits and
tax reimbursements) at $10,560; overhead/office occupancy, representation, staff hospitality and contractual ser-
vices) at $7,675; the full cost of secretaries and assistants at $9,780; and travel at $10,50C-(P&B data for FY74)

- Total amount per CP man-year is $53,602,including salaries, allowances, staff benefits,operational travel and
report production. For details see Table 6.

- See Table 6. .75 x $53,602 = $40,202

- See Table 6. .25 x $53,602 = $13,400.Not included in CP share is the allocated cost of the Director CP/EFD, who
is paid by UNESCO but spends an estimated 70% of his time for CP. At the same time the cost of Bank management time
spent on CP work is not included as a Bank cost.

See Table 7. Total "Indirect cost" (UNESCO overhead) attributable to CP in 1974 is $451,575. Cost per CP man-year is
$451,575 t 26.79 = $16,856

Space: Estimated at $200 (900 FF) per square meter per year (charges not included). Cost based on information on
the cost of office rents published in "le Figaro" (Dec. 12, 1975), and on the original cost of construction of
UNESCO's building at Place de Fontenoy (1958) updated on the basis of indices of construction costs and applied at
rental percent of 7% to the updated cost. Total space cost attributable to CP in 1973-74, thus derived,is $262,000.
This amount divided by the total man-years in that period (54,4) gives a space qopt per man-year of $4,848.

Bank consultants; fees based on daily fee of $148.00 times 260 billing days. This amount excludes operationaltravel, which for a3 Bank projects staff was $10,500 per man-year (see footnote 1),but which for' consultants is
probably much higher. Also excluded are physical and clerical overhead n ou n aaosts.

CP consultants; fees based on average fee per manweek for 1974 of $445 times 52 wegks.= $23,140. This amount ex-cludes operational travel, which for a CP/EFD staff member was $4,477 per manyear in 1974, but which for consul-tants is probably much higher. Also excluded are physical and clerical overheads, procurement and CP managementcosts.

*N.B.: Indirect coating preisies differ in the two agencies and too close a comparison should not be made.



OVV, "'4 OF BA " EDUI AT)ON eROJ7: -( TAFF TIle IS DEVO- M TO APPRAISAL AND SUPERVISION . . . ANNEX IV

TABLE 9

REGIONAL EDUCATION PROJECTS DIVISIONS

MAWEEKS BY ACTIVITY - p71-75

(Source: TRS )

Appreinal Neg1tAppraisal- Supervision sector Work TOTAL

Prearaspprapraulal 
N oaid ____________Total____________________

All__ _ Region. 977.9 -otal 12,281.7

All egion 5013.7 537.8 3475. .

7-5 2277.0 335.6 140.0 853. 6 234.4 2,567.8

76 573.3 871.4 85.1 265.9 2,400.5

73 371.4 955.4 132.1 569.5 219.2 2,292.3

463.8 949.7 90.1 107.5 1,892.2

43. 901.6 90.5 487.9

,1 304.7

EAF 108.3 620196,7 .9 2,327.68.

7175466.5 894.1 10. 66.00 ,. 7L

71-75 29 .9 88.3 43.5 154.1 10.5 626.0

75 2.6 254.0 16.9 133.0 . 62601

74 7.4 146.3 15.2 158.1 134. 5 71.9

73 47.4 17.5 1.8 117.6 47.2 340.9

71 94.8 188.0 30.9 101.2 -
20.8

WAF 117.2 629,0 129.3 2 26.

71175 395.8 161.6 .4 171.3 20.0 526.9

75 134.6 150.1 8.6 144.7 55.3 423.1

73 44 5. 
102.7 23.7 490.4

81.2 257.8 25.0 10.6 30.3

73 0.5 152.8 29.9 100. 4.

71 65.1 270.5 14.3 109.7

EMENA 1205 .2 107.5 570.3 189.1 2.457 0

75110.4 287.1 22.0 8.4 94.6 417.5

74 390.8 178.1 13.3 161.1 25.2 4.

73 3.4 202.7 23.5 122.8 485. 3

72. 269.7 21.0 86.9 417.0

72 1.7267.6 27.7 51.1
71 70.6

LA7 942.3 69.8 801.2 221.814 630.1

75 80.1 28 .1 16.6 223.9 19.9 566.2

74 115.5 247.8 20.5 162.5 38.8 460.5

73 90.4 193.1 15.5 122.7 141 7 545.5

72 78.9 162.7 3.3 141.7 249.6
71 1.9 50.6 13.9 133.2 -

71 51.9

7371 
569.9 235.5 2,040.3

E75 771.2 115.2 _=3. 0 7.7 409.0

74 5 . 184.9 120.3 394.5
70.1 41.4 25.8 379.9

74 22.1 31.2 40.5 121.6 9.

72 97.4 277.8 34.1 86.0 107.5 361.6

71 
72.3 124.1 3.3 54.4

SA1 
19-8 242.9 5.5 640.8

175 8. 208.1 7.0 67.9 2.3 219.7

75 28.7 113.8 69.4 3.2 140.5

74 - 9.4 24.3 12.4 47.8 123.2
73 69.2 1- 23.
72 34.5 .8 .4 38.3 63.5

71 24.0

1/ Includes some CPS-Education time spent on regional activities.

2/ Absolute numbers understate total time spent since not all time was recorded; also consultants were not always included.

General time, training, leave and holidays, etc., take up an additional 27% of time on average.



ONLY 18% OF BANK PROJECTS STAFF TIME IS DEVOTED TO PREAPPRAISAL; THE MAJORITY OF THIS IS PREPARATION RELATED .NNEX IV

TABLE SO

WORLD BANK - EDUCATION

NANWEEKS BY ACTIVITY BY REGION FY75 & FY74

1/

BROKEN DOWN WITHIN REGION: REGIONAL PROJECTS. CPS-EDUCATION AND OTHER-

(EXCLUDES UNESCO AND FAO-CP)

Source:TRS/

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) Total

3/ Negotiations Sector Work (1) to (5)

Id-ntificatio_3/ Preparation- Preapp aisal Apasl & ad Suevin 75ol

(Preappraisalf Tol:4 Appraisal & Board Supervision Total

75 75 75 74 . 5 4

Alal ) (370.8) 612.7 584.4 1351.1 9334 221.1 119.1 1089.5 925.0 150.9 234.4 3425.3 2796.3

A2434 
-. 85.5 1 82.8 46.1 842.7 93.1 212.3 2863.1 498.4

Prjta (9.)(293.3 491.1 .505.1 1292.8 855 100 28 861 V.

Cojetd. (1.6) (29.1) 22.7 18.2 42.8 15.9 - 2.3 42.5 10.9 35.9 21.6 143.9 68.9

r 3.) 6. 98 9 61.1 15.5 62.0 81.1 34.0 200.9 71.4 21.9 .5 418.3 229.0

EAF 4 3L ( 73.9) 115.2 234.0 318.7 268.9 64.1 22.0 264.0 1.66.4 4.9 10.5 766.9 71.6

Projects (35.3) 52.2) 87.5 202.1 267.6 253.4 4 16. 7 .1 1.3 28.9 13.6

CPS Ed. ( 1.7) .7) 2.4 11.5 20.7 .6 .2 5.7 31.4.7187.9 75.8

other ( 4.3) 21.0 25.3 20.4 30.4 14.9 20.6 5.1 109.9 35.4 1.7

WAP 
74 8 (0. 22 9 20

Tot.l1 12.4) (n37.5) 149.9 74.4 207.9 168.8 748 1.3 2360329 2.0 5.7 4617.7

Proe. .7 163 134.0 64.3 =161.5 146.8 39.4 8.6 . 160.9 143.8 7.9 54.3 50. 418

Projects (7.7) (126..33)- - 9

CPS Ed. ( .2) ( .4) .6 .1 .1 3.3 10.4 .9 7.0 .8 18.1 4.9

other 4.5 10.) 15.3 10.0 46.3 18.7 35.4 1.7 52.3 8.2 5.1 .4 154.4 39.0

EoENA 72.5) 75.6) 148.1 58.6 299 7 184.0 28.6 22.5 157.6 172.0 94.6 25.2 728.6 462.3

Projects 59.4) 42.5) 106.9 37.8 287.1 178.1 22.0 13.3 148.3 157.3 57.8 16.9 622.1 40.4

CPS Ed 13.3) ( .2) 3.5 2.0 
.1 3.8 26.9 8.3 30.5 14.1

other 9.8) 27.9) 37.7 18.8 12.6 5.9 6.6 9.2 9.2 10.9 9.9 - 76.0 44.8

LAC l 63.9) 16.3) 90.2 121.3 314.6 265.8 30.6 35.4 234.0 170.4 21.4 19.9 690.8 612.8

Projects 
-52.8) E8) 74.6 112.2 284.0 239.9 16.6 20.2 201.4 162.5 19.0 19.1 595.6 559

IFS Ed ( 5.0) .5) 5.5 3.3 4.1 7.9 3 22.5 1..9 .6 34.0 12

Other ( 6.1) 4.0) 10.1 5.8 26.5 18.0 14.0 14.9 10.1 7.9

lAP 
462_ 1 410

Total 41.9) 38.1) 80.0 25.9 217 6 45.7 6 2 140.8 190.1 7.7 120.3

Projects 133.4) ( 29.7) 63.1 20.8 184.0 37.3 11.5 24.0 11.9.2 .178.7 3.6 109.6 381.4 370.4

CFS Ed ( 3.2) ( 3.8) 7.0 1.3 12.7 4.1 1.8 3.8 6.2 10.6 23.5 24.0

Other ( 5.3) ( 4.6) 9.9 3.8 20.9 4.3 4.5 2.9 17.8 5.

1ATotal ( 9-9) 118) 29.3 70.2 128.6 .2 7.0 .2 69.5 73.2 2.3 3.2 236.7 147.0

Projects 9.2) . 15.8) 25.0 67.9 108.6 7.0 67.9 69.4 1.7 3.2 210.2 140.5

IPS Ed 1 .2) 13.5) 3.7 - 5.28. 
-

OCher .5) ( .1) .6 2.3 14.8 .2 .2 1.6 3.8 .6 17.6 6.5

1/ "Other" is; Programs, field, CPS-non Education, other, regions.

2/ IRS (Time Report.ing Rystem); Absolute values understate actual time spent since consultant

maweeks are not always, included and, generally, not all time spent is recorded.

3/ Breakdown available for FY75, only.



SOME 84% OF CP/EFO NIT AVA iLAB) E VINE (NOT COUNTING GENERAL AND LEAVE) IS DEVOTED

1 3ECTO W/1RK, PRVJEC; ENT1ICAIION ANT. PREPARATION . . .

UNESCO COOPERATiVE PROGRAM

CP/EFD KANWEEKS BY ACTIVITY AND BY REGION, FY71-75*

Gross Suppir-
SPctor No. of Manneeks mentary

Project Project Related Economic Project Project Project Avoai-- Progrr 0her
Y0 General Leav-J Identification Preparation WorkQ. Work Appraisal Soperviosi Total FY Officers. able- Staff.- t ,

All Rkgias 71-75 961.3 765.0 2446.8 1073.3 227.5 59.7 327.5 80.1 5941.2 75 25.0 1300.0 96.9 74.r
75 99.3 170.0 390.5 361.1 178.9 6.0 74.2 11.6 1291.6 74 24.3 1263.6 126.6 41.8
74 120.0 146.0 626.5 107.0 48.6 29.3 124.7 31.5 1233.6 73 22.5 1170.0 144.0 131.0
73 230.0 169.0 488.0 166.8 - 21.4 48.4 23.4 1147.0 72 22.6 1175.2 94.2 101.6
72 260.0 143.0 530.8 152.4 - - 63.2 13.6 1163.0 71 21.9 1138.8 76.0 191.0
71 252.0 137.0 411.0 286.0 - 3.0 17.0 - 1106.0

E. Africa 71-75 202.2 127.8 45.7 6.0 76.3 7.6 465.6
75 35.7 55.9 45.7 - 15.5 3.2 156.0
74 76.1 10.7 - - 50.8 3.4 141.0
73 17.4 20.2 - 6.0 1.0 1.0 45.6
72 73.0 17.0 - - 1.0 - 91.0
71 - 24.0 - - 8.0 - 32.0

W.Africa 71-75 399.8 205.4 37.1 17.2 89.8 36.5 785.8
75 3 63.2 16.9 - 9.5 7.4 155.3
7 4 - 3.4 20.2 1.8 25.3 15.3 66.0
73 69.3 64.2 - 15.4 22.0 13.8 184.7
72 67.2 10.6 - - 29.0 - 106.8
71 205.0 64.0 - - 4.0 - 273.0

EAP 71-75 434.6 192.4 22.5 - 21.7 - 671.2
75 1=.2 80.3 22.5 8.5 - 221.5
74 46.8 2.0 - - - - 48.8
73 141.8 21.1 - - 1.4 - 164.3
72 13.8 29.0 - - 11.8 - 54.6
71 122.0 60.0 - - - - 182.0

S.Asia 71-75 256.6 76.0 12.5 - 2.0 1.0 348.1
75 190.0 41.4 12.5 1.0 1.0 164.9
74 99.0 0.4 - - 1.0 - 100.4
73 5.6 0.2 - - - - 5.8
72 -
71 43.0 34.0 - - - - 77.0

EMENA 71-75 540.9 256.4 73.4 12.0 78.2 21.6 982.5
75 38.6 102.9 ~47.4 ~6.0 15.0 209.9
74 282.6 28.0 26.0 3.0 24.2 2.0 365.8
73 132.9 31.7 - - 12.6 8.6 185.8
72 56.8 39.8 - - 21.4 11.0 129.0
71 30.0 54.0 - 3.0 5.0 - 92.0

1AC 71-75 612.7 215.3 36.3 24.5 59.5 13.4 961.7
75 38.6 17.4 33.8 - 24.7 - 114.7
74 122.0 62.5 2.4 24.5 23.4 10.8 245.6
73 121.0 29.4 - - 11.4 - 161.8
72 320.0 56.0 - - 2.6 378.6
71 11.0 50.0 - - - - 61.0

Net of Supplementarv Cooperative Program and Outside EFD Staff.

I/ Sick and Annual Leave (excluding public holidays).
2/ Includes Sector Surveys.
3/ Sector briefs, etc.
4/ Estimated manyears.
5/ 52 m/u per Staff.
6/ Corresponds to m/w of services rendered to the Bank.



EXCEPT FOR ASIA, WHICH HAS HAD FEWER MISSIONS, CP/EFD MISSION COVERAGE IS ABOUT EQUALLY SPREAD AMONG REGIONS .. NEX
TABLE 12

CP/EFD

.DUCATIOALr. MISSiONS RI DEVELOPING COUNTRIES WITI PANTICIPATION
OF THE CI (REGULAII) STA? AIM CONSULTAN'S T0 THE CP

B3Y lEOGRAPHICAL REGIONSI/

Tyr) 01 1 9 7 2 1 9 7 5 1 9 7 4 1 9 (1st half)
iion ---Un/ WAF ASIA E]EN LAC TOTAL EAF WAF ASIA EENA LAC TOTAL EAF WAF ASIA EILNA LAC TOTAL EAF OAF 1Aif A

1I,/niD so - - 5 7 13 2 2 2 4 2 12 2 - 3 1 - 6 - 2 - 2 1
iii 2 1 - 2 2 7 - 2 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 3 7 1 2

FP >A S' - i 1 - - 2 4 2 - - - 6 2 2 1 1 - 6 -
1 5 2 - 5 11 5 4 - i 5 11 4 - 2 5 - 11 1 1 - 2

oth 5 3 1 5 2 14 - 1 - - - 1 - 2 - 1 - - I

Total 6 11 4 10 16 47 9 11 3 6 6 9 5 7 9 5 5 4 3 5 4 1)Percentage l
2
.u 23.4 6.5 21.3 34.0 100 25.7 31.4 8.6 17-1 17.1 100 27.2 15.2 21.3 27.2 9.1 100 15.5 21.1 15.7 26.3 21.1 1

!roportional distribution of the number of Mo.milsions by region (1972 - 19!')

EAF 27 20.2
WAF 31 23.1
ASIA 17 12.7
ELENA 30 22.4
LAC 2_ 21.6

134 100.0

1 *,itrihution by geographical region follows Bank classification of countries - rAP = Eastern African -r-ects
WAF = Western African -r_1ects
ASIA = Asia
EME-NA= Europe, Middle East and North Africe
IAC = Latin America and the Iaribbean AreaJnnuary to June inclusive.

0O_9:- Special missions which are not geared to a specific developing country have not been included, nor are those missions carried cutby other organizations, e.g. F~AO, in which Unesco has participated with non-C? (Regular) staff.



CP,'EfE PAR'0I ' MAT-0N IN BANK HIISIONS SAS BEEN RUNNING ABOUT 10% OF ITS AVAiLABLE TIME .

TABLE L3
CP/EFD

EDUCATIONAL I 2NANC DIVISION

li CO STA PATICIIATION IN DlII MISSIOIAS (NCLK

CALENDAR YEARS 197L - 191

S97 3 19 7 4 19 75
TypeNo. of Man/ No. of 0. f Man/weeks 110. of !an wees

isoion 1. or Participants M No. of Participants 1 0. Participants

iissIono 2' o- 2/ Non- Missions Non- 2 Non- Vissions 2 1:on- 2 !on-
CP - 2 CP. CP Cf CP

6 7 1 11.6 2.4 10 5 4 14.1 8.o j 7 - 3.6 -
PI AM 6 2 36.5 13.6 6 6 2 4o.4 16.0 - - - - -

lul 2 2 - 9.2 - 6 6 - 30.9 - 1 1 1 5.9 6.1

C1'ssiotancc - - - - - - - - - - 7. 7. 1 13.4 -

- - .. - - - - - - - 2 4 - 26.2 -

uorvicion 7. 8 - 8.6 - 3 7 - 7.5 - 2 2 - 7.4 -

- conomi 9urvcy 2 1 1 4.4 2.5 4 3 1 12.2 6.3 1 1 - 4.1 -

jojmlion - - - - - 1 1 - 4.9 - - - - -

Innioser - - - 1 1 1 13.3 1.7 - - - - -

1pec"i 1 1 - 4.4 - 1 1 - 4.0 - - - - -

Tot 1 16 17 4 74.7 18.5 32 27 8 127.3 32.0 12 14 2 56.9 I4.r
CP lan/Weeks as % of 93.2 159.3 71.7
Toti CP Time _7.3% 11.i -

1, January to June inclusive.

2/ Means 1fegular Cooperative Programme including CP Management.

hote : Aeport writing in Washington sometimes takes place the calendar year after the mission was carried out in the field. In this case
the mission is allocated (under No.of Missions) to the year the visit to the country took place. The input time (man weeks)
for report writing is, however, allocated to the year during which this took place in Wshington, and the staff engaged in
this unction is not considered as participating during the report writing year.



BANK STAFF PARTICIPATE VERY INFREQUENTLY IN CP/EFD MISSIONS ANNEX IV
TABLE 14

CP/EFD

PARTICIPATION OF BANK STAFF IN UNESCO CP MISSIONS
(Man/Wqeeks)

CALENDAR YEARS 1971 - 197-5'

Type of 1971 1972 1973 1974 197Mission "

PIM - - - 8.0 -

RID 8.0 - 5.0 --

SS - 4.0 - - 2.8

PPM 5.0 1.0 8.8 - 7.0

(i) Total 13.0 5.0 13.8 8.0 9.8

(ii) CP staff time
on missions 483.7 437.8 6C7.3 625.9 327.7
(field plus
report writing)

() as % of (ii) 2.7 1.1 2.3 1.3 3.0

1/ January to June, inclusive.

Note There is no record in Unesco of report writing time in
Washington for some of the participants in PIM, RID and
SS, therefore total time input and the corresponding
percent may be underestimated.



BULK OF CP/EFD FIELD TIME IS FOR PIM AND PPM MISSIONS . . .TL

CP/EFD

FIELD TIME OF CP (REGUIAR) STAFF BY TYPE OF MISSION=

CALENDAR YEARS 1973 - 1975

Type of 1_9 7 3 1 9 7 4 1 9 7 5 (First half)

Mission No. of Man/ No. of No. of Man / No. of Man /
Missions Weeks Missions issionPartici Weeks Percentpants --------. .pants pants

PIM/RID/SS 132/ 36 131.8 .45.7 6 22 104.9 31.9 5 13 62.0 30.4
PPM 5 17 81.1 28.2. 8-/ 21 111.1 33.7 7 22 92.3 45.3
Ri 7 7 12.0 4.2 11 7 15.3 4.6 4 4 4.4 2.1
PPM/PAM 4 5 30.9 10.8 5 6 38.5 11.7 - - - -
PAM 2 2 9.2 3.2 4 7 31.6 Si6 2 11.0 5.4
Econ.Survey 1 1 4.4 1.5 2 2 7.5 2.3 1 1 4.4 2.1
Impl./Super. 2 2 11.6 4.0 3 3 7.5 2.3 2 2 3.4 1.7& End-Use

Completion - - - - 1 1 4.9 1.5 - -

Prep.Assist. - - - - - - - - 2 2 8.3 4.1
Special 3 3 6.8 2.4 5 5 7.8 2.4 5 6 18.2 8.9

37 73 287.8 100.0 45 74 329.1 100.0 28 52 204.0 100.0

l/ Includes only those missions in which CP (Regular) staff has participated and excludes management time and consultants'
time.

2/ January to June inclusive.
3/ Includes one FAO mission.
4/ Includes two FAO missions.

Note : Report writing in Washington is included as field time. This time is considered as part of a mission and is not
counted separately as another mission. The same applies to participants.



CP/EFD HAS IDENTIFIED AND/OR PREPARED ABOUT 2/3 OF BANK ANNEX IV
PROJECTS IN LAST 5 YEARS - - . TABLE 16

COOPERATIVE PROGRAM ASSISTED (IDENTIFIED AND/OR PREPARED BYUNESCO) PROJECTS AS A PROPORTION OF ALL EDUCATION PROJECTS
APPROVED BY THE BANK IN FY71-75

Of Which Identified and/or
Regions FY Total Number of Projects Prepared by

Approved UNESCO

All Regions 71-75 75 49
75 19 12
74 10 7
73 18 8
72 14 10

14 12

E. Africa 71-75 14 5
75 7
74

73 3
72
71 4 3

W. Africa 71-75 15 11
75 4 4
74
73 3
72 4 371 3 2

EAP 71-75 12 8
75 1
74 2
73 4 2
72 4 3
71

S. Asia 71-75 2
75 -
74
73 2
7.2
71

EMENA 71-75 17 12
75 3 3
74 3. 2
73 3 2
72 5 3
71 3 2

LAC 71-75 14 12
75 4 3
74 4 3
73 3 3
72
71 3 3
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100 MAN-WEEKS PER YEAR ON AVERAGE, LAST 3 YEARS . . . ANNEX IV

TABLE 18

CP/EFD

CONSULTAUTS TIE TO THE CP (REGULAR) IN MIANEEKS

CALENDAR YEARS 1971 - 1971

Supplementary Non-CP Unesco Staff - Staff from Consultants Total
CP Staff from : other UN from other Non - CP CP Staff Time (v) as %

Year Hdqs. (Parks) Field Agencies Sources (Regular) of (vi)
Field Hdqs. Total Field Hdqs. Total Field Hdqs. Total Field Hdqs. Total Field Hdqs. Total Field Hdqs. Total Field Total Field Total

(i)ii (v) (vi

1971 34.0 20.0 54.o 25.6 32.4 58.0 12.0 - 12.0 24.3 4.0 28.3 44.2 61.5 105.7 140.1 117.9 258.0 262.7 982.0 53.3 26.3
1972 46.5 4.0 50.5 12.3 19.9 32.2 8.5 12.8 21.3 16.5 9.6 26.1 35.7 42.3 78.0 119.5 88.6 208.1 238.3 991.5 50.1 21.0

1973 43.0 39.8 82.8 4.o - 4.0 5.0 3.2 8.2 11.4 7.8 19.2 20.6 37-1 57.7 84.0 87.9 171.9 287.8 1,022.1 29.1 16.8

1974 60.8 19.3 80.1 8.0 5.6 13.6 - - - 13.5 11.7 25.2 10.3 2.0 12.3 92.6 38.6 131.2 329.1 1,109.3 28.1 11.8

1975 - - - 19.2 - 19.2 - - - 14.8 10.6 25.4 21.8 16.9 38.7 55.8 27.5 83.3 204.0 575.6 27.3 14.5

January to June inclusive.
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TA2LE 19
CP/EFD

CONSULTANTS TIME TO THE CP IN MAN/WEEKS BY TYPE OF MISSION

CALENDAR YEARS 1973 - 1975w

197 3 197 4 197 5
PPP/ o Missio PIM/PP Econ. T I t a 1 PMI, T

Mission RM RID/ PPM PA RM RID/ PPM P Sur- Tota RM RID/ PPM PAM Super-i Tot a
SS No. Ss Vey No. % Ss 5son

Source :

1. Supplementary CP
(Total) 2.2 65.4 8.0 7.2 82.8 48.2 lo.6 17.6 57.5 9.0 5.4 8o.1 61.o
Field 2.2 25.6 8.o 7.2 10.6 6.0 29.8 9.0 5.4
Hdqs. - 39.8 - - - 11.6 7.7 - -

2. Other Unesco Staff
(2 th tal) - 4.o - 8.2 12.2 7.1 - 5.6 - 8.o - 1.3.6 10.4 2.0 4.6 9.6 2.0 1.0 19.2

Recruited from
(a) Hdgs.

Field - 4.0 - - - - 2 - 8.0 - 2.0 4.6 9.6 2.0 1.0
Hdqs. - - - - - 5.6 - - - - -

(b) Field
Field - - - 5.0 - - - - - - - - - -
Hdqs. - - - 3.2 - - - - - - -

3. Other UN Agencies
(Total) - 15.8 3.4 - 19.2 11.2 - 21.2 4.0 - - 25.2 19.2 - 10.0 15.4 - - _

Field - 8.4 3.0 - - 9.5 4.0 - - - - 14.8 - -
Hdqs. - 7.4 0.4 - -11.7 - - - - 10. 0.6 - -

4. Consultants from
other sources

(Total) - 48.7 9.0 - 57.7 33.5 - 8. 4.0 - - 12.3 9.4 - 17.9 6.2 14.6 - 8 i6.
Field - 12.4 8.2 - - 6.3 ' 4.0 - - - 3.o 6.2 12.6 -
Hdqs. - 36.3 o.8 - - 2.02 - - - 14.9 - 2.0 -

Grand Total 2.2 15. 20.4 15. 171.9 100.0 10.6 52.7 45.5 17.0 5.4 131.2 100.0 2.0 32.5 31.2 16.6 1.0 n. lo. -o

Field 2.2 50.4 19.2 12.2 84.0 48.9 10.6 21.8 17.8 17.0 5.4 92.6 70.6 2.0 7.6 )0.6 14.6 1.o - 7.
Hdqs. - 3 1.2 3.2 87.9 51.1 - 50.9 7.7 - - 38.6 29.4 -24.9 o.6 2.0 - 275 0

l/ January to June inclusive.

2/ Report writing following a mission carried out the previous year.

2/ Report writing as a Consultant following field part of the mission carried out as UP staff.
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SELECTED VIEWS OF THE CP BY THE PARTICIPANTS

1. A summary or "characterization" of the views of the CP par-

ticipants: EFD, Unesco at large, and the Bank's education units, is included

in this annex as background. It is based on comments made during the Unesco

and Bank interviews by the Task Force. The Comments do not necessarily

coincide with those of the Task Force. Further, they may not represent the

majority views of members of the respective organizations.

EFD Views

2. Some EFD staff members feel there is little cooperation from the

Bank regarding the CP. The Bank is viewed as using the CP as a source of

standby manpower, which it can turn on or off as it wishes.

3. CP work is duplicated by the Bank out of lack of confidence in

it. This duplication is perceived to be due to Bank insecurity in using

others' data, which arises in turn from increasing Bank lending pressure and

the Bank's hierarchical review process.

4. EFD sees itself as part of Unesco and is therefore concerned

with the overall Unesco approach, which is viewed as broad aid to country

educational development. Therefore, EFD's orientation may include assisting

countries in locating financial assistance from other sources than the Bank or

in providing non-financial assistance for policy, organization change, etc.

EFD staff feels that some of its project proposals may be more difficult to

implement than those which, in general, the Bank may be willing to consider,
i.e., local self-help schobl buildings or extensive non-formal training

schemes in dispersed geographic areas.

5. The end products of EFD's work, PIM's or PPM's, are considered
by EFD to serve the government concerned, other aid agencies, both bilateral
and multilateral, while also being of interest and use to the Bank.

6. The CP serves as a meeting ground between the Bank's short-term,
economic, financial and pragmatic perspective and Unesco's longer term,
basic social rights' perspective, a broader approach. EFD regards itself as
"caught in the middle" between these differences in approach inherent in each
organization's orientation.

7. The CP staff considers itself innovative, having proposed many
kinds of projects at first ridiculed, then years later accepted by the Bank,

i.e., primary schools, educational television, curricula development.

Unesco View

8. If aware of the Cooperative Program, Unesco Secretariat staff

regard it and EFD as, respectively, a Bank program and "the Bank Group".

(Note: There is a role conflict for EFD staff as they view themselves Unesco

and Unesco views them as the Bank.) Unesco staff considers that the CP could
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work independently of the rest of Unesco, and that EFD is cxcessively loyal to

the Bank.

9. EFD is seen as an isolated, elite unit, in part because all EFD

staff have P-5 grade level (similar to "M" level in the Bank), and in part

because the unit is organized to do exclusively professional work and no

program administration. The amount and variety of EFD travel is also viewed

as an advantage by the rest of Unesco.

10. EFD work products are seen as of high quality, but treated too

confidentially within the Unesco "house", in part because EFD group was

considered to be "over-protectively" managed for many years.

11. Unesco staff feels that the CP should respond to more Unesco

concerns than exclusively those of education; for example, cultural tourism

has considerable economic potential; engineering and medicine are key areas

for development in LDC's; mass media for many different uses are not being

sufficiently examined.

12. Unesco's basic "subject matter" orientation -- now changing

somewhat toward a country orientation since the Unesco reorganization -- has

created communication difficulties with EFD's country-oriented approach. In

large part, EFD's end products vary from Unesco's end products -- project

financing in specific countries versus conferences, seminars, and reports on

world-wide, intergovernmental, or regionally-oriented subjects. Work style is

therefore different, an example of which is the house-wide PIM review sessions

in which participants have appeared inhibited in presenting candid views in

EFD's "peer group criticism" environment.

13. EFD is viewed as being caught in the middle between Unesco and

the Bank as specific policy differences may arise in education; an example is

the issue of basic education as put forth in the Bank's education sector

policy paper, i.e., with targeted groups in the population, which contradicts

Unesco's General Conference resolutions on equality of opportunity and right

of access to all ladders within the education system.

Bank Education View

14. There have been extensive changes in Bank practices which make

the original CP role unsuitable; thus, the EFD is viewed as an extension of the

Bank or as a source of trained manpower rather than as an independent entity

within the project cycle. (With more staff and the natural tendency to use

their own, and controllable, staff, Division Chiefs tend to use less outside

staff from any source.) Prior to the Bank's 1972 reorganization, on many

occasions, the use of the C1 was decreed, which gave rise to resentment.

Since the reorganization, a more continuous Bank/country dialogue with more

flexible short-term work scheduling, has made use of the CP as a third party

very difficult.
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15. In general, the Bank Is much lds aware of the CP than EFD is
aware of the Bank, its policies and procedures. There is some insensitivity
to the EFD/Unesco institutional role and the constraints inherent to a UN
Specialized Agency.

16. Bank staff feels that the CP/EFD should be able to provide more
access than it does to other Unesco specialized services, i.e., mass media,
rural development, text book production specialists; statistics; computer
models.

17. The CP's "success" is often measured by EFD's ability to
provide financeable projects for the Bank; the Bank staff tends to ignore its
other contributions, which are viewed as academic and of relatively little
value. Bank staff feels the CP deludes itself if it considers that PIM's
serve broader needs than those of the Bank's investment program. In the Bank
staff view, cooperation with Unesco should contribute to the Bank's specific
project lending work, not just development in general.

18. The Bank staffs feel EFD should participate in Bank evaluation
activities and Bank completion activities, especially the educators; accor-
dingly, CPS should organize a training seminar in evaluation for EFD. It was
viewed by some in the Bank as somewhat inappropriate that the Bank alone
evaluates its own projects.

19. There are mixed feelings regarding the quality of EFD staff; on
balance, the feeling is that they are equal to Bank staff with some exceptions.
However, "there are good and not so good professionals in both the Bank and
EFD". Exchange of staff between the Bank and Unesco is generally supported on
a six-month or longer-term basis. The inability of the Bank to request EFD staff
by name for missions is viewed by the Bank as creating a problem.

20. EFD's end products are viewed as being over-ambitious in scope.
PIM reports try to combine sector analysis and project identification to the
detriment of each. The CP is viewed as more skillful in sector analysis.

21. The Project Preparation Mission and the report Is viewed as too
much allied with a "Government shopping list."

22. The CP architects should be used in sector/identification work.
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PROJECT CYCLE ANALYSIS

OF

25 RECENT EDUCATION PROJECTS

Introduction

1. One of the most visible consequences of the regionalization of Bank

education divisions has been the increasing variety of approaches to project

generation and definition - a phenomenon often referred to as "project cycle

fluidity". This has affected the Bank/Unesco Cooperative Program in a number

of ways. The purpose of this Annex is to analyze the nature of project

cycle fluidity, and assess its impact on the functioning of the CP.

2. This analysis is based on a sample of 25 recent projects - the last

five projects presented to the Board or ready for Board presentation by each

of the five regional divisions. Although in a few cases the beginning of the

project cycle dates back to the period before the Bank's reorganization, most

of the activities covered by the sample are concentrated in the last 2 or

2-1/2 years. On the other hand, the sample does not cover any project whose

processing has just started - which implies that very recent variations in

approach to the project cycle may not surface in the analysis.

3. The main results of the survey are tabulated in Table 1. Although

an effort has been made to standardize terminology, this has proven to be a

difficult task - perhaps not surprisingly, as the proliferation of "non-

traditional" missions (i.e., missions not classifiable under the old cate-

gories) is the essence of "project cycle fluidity". By the same token,

under the new approaches it is sometimes difficult to determine exactly the

moment of "project conception",with the result that all inferences related to

project cycle length have an element of ambiguity and subjectivity.

4. It should be made clear that the purpose of the survey was not to

perform an in-depth analysis of the project cycle per se or to suggest a
"preferred model" approach, but rather to examine the question as it relates

to the Bank/ Unesco Cooperative Program. 1/

1/ Aspects of such assessments have been made under the CPS Education and

Operations Evaluation (OED) Departments in the Bank.
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Is the Project Cycle Really "Fluid"?

5. In a sense, the expression "project cycle fluidity" is both inappro-
priate and misleading. The project cycle is by definition a sequence of
interrelated activities by various agents (government, Bank, Unesco, consul-
tants, etc.), which involve first a narrowing down from an initial broad range
of alternative solutions of a problem, to a spedific solution sufficiently
defined for execution, and then a series of steps to implement the project
idea. In this respect, and at this level of generalization, it seems evident
that there cannot be any question about "fluidity" of the project cycle -
missing a step in the above sequence or altering the logical succession of
activities would mean at best delays and at worst a badly prepared or executed
project.

6. The question of "fluidity", therefore, does not relate to the
logical structure or sequence of essential activities in the project cycle,
but rather to the stages and mission forms in which the various agents (includ-
ing the Bank) intervene in the cycle. In this respect, education projects
have traditionally presented at least two peculiarities with respect to proj-
ects in most of the other sectors: (i) the Bank's decision to lend has tradi-
tionally taken place before "preliminary engineering" of the project was
ready 1/; and (b) Bank/Unesco intervention in the project cycle was phased
in accordance with a fairly rigid and uniform pattern - typically, Unesco
Project Identification Mission (PIM); Unesco Project Preparation Mission
(PPM); Bank Project Appraisal Mission (PAM), occasionally with a short recon-
naissance mission between PIM and PPM. 2/

7. While the first peculiarity is now diminishing with the introduction
of "engineering loans/credits" and the "Project Preparation Facility", the
second one started giving way to more flexible and varied approaches to the.
project cycle after the Bank's reorganization in late 1972. This develop-
ment has taken place in parallel with an increasingly active role of member

1/ In the Bank's Operations Evaluation Department (OED) definition, the
"upstream" portion of the project cycle includes five standard stages -
Identification, Pre-feasibility Study (or preliminary sorting and se-
lection of alternatives), Feasibility Study (selecting the best solution,
perhaps with variants), Preliminary Engineering (which in most education
projects is equivalent to the preparation of preliminary architectural
drawings), and Detailed Engineering. Preparation of education projects
prior to Board approval traditionally did not go beyond the first three
stages.

2/ In a sense, this rigid sequence is "institutionalized" by the 1964
Memorandum of Understanding, whereby Unesco is given primary responsibi-
lity for project identification and preparation and the Bank primary
responsibility for appraisal and supervision.
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countries in their own project identification and preparacion, while also

reflecting the Bank's policy of maintaining a more-o-less continuous dialogue

with its borrowers and the attempt by the regions to adapt mission scheduling

and staffing to the countries' specific needs and patterns of operation.

Within this framework, it has become increasingly apparent that both the neat

division of labor between Unesco and the Bank envisaged by the 1964 Cooperative

Agreement and the traditionally rigid and uniform pattern of missions were

difficult to reconcile in many countries with the new working conditions. The

attempt by Bank managers to eliminate useless delays and apparent duplications

of missions and activities, and the new multiplicity of management styles

following the decentralization of operations formerly run by the Education

Projects Department also played a role in this evolution. The resulting

variety in the distribution of tasks among Unesco, the government and the

TBank, together with the increased flexibility of Bank participation at

various stages of project defin'Ition (with regard to mission scheduling,

staffing and terms of reference) is what came to be known as "project cycle

fluidity" where "fluidity" is interpreted as a question of "who is doing what

and how" rather than a question of "what has to be done" in the various stages

of the project cycle.

8. This interpretation seems to be confirmed by the analysis of our

sample. The sample shows a remarkable variety of approaches to the

project cycle, but in the largest majority of cases it does not lend support

to the hypothesis that some essential steps in the project cycle might have

been omitted to accelerate project processingiL/. In the few cases in which

the sample did not show any activity between project identification and

appraisal, it turned out that preparation was in fact combined with appraisal

in one mission or completely undertaken by the government (or its consultants).

Even in the case of "pure" appraisal missions, virtually all divisions reported

fairly high percentages of total mission time (20%-30%) spent on "preparation"

or even "identification" activities. Moreover, the sample shows a fairly

high number of missions between project "conception" and loan/credit 
signature

(averaging about 4 per project 2/ for the five regions), with some 
apparent

repetition of activities, particularly in the identification stage. Therefore,

instead of supporting the "corner cutting" hypothesis, the sample seems to sug-

gest the opposite, namely that some further streamlining may be possible by the

Bank and Unesco. The complaint, often heard from borrowers, about excessive

repetition of activities and the tendency "to go back to basics" 
in the Bank's

processing of education projects is another piece of evidence in 
the same

direction.3/

1/ The question of whether the particular approach chosen in each case 
was

or was not the best one in terms of quality of project preparation is a

different issue, which is not considered here.

2/ Excluding Bangladesh, Education I (which was a consolidation of two

ongoing projects).

3/ These feelings are reflected in the responses received to a questionnaire

survey of 1974 borrowers conducted by OED.
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Summary of Basic Trends

9. The first and most evident aspect of the increased fluidity of the

project cycle has been the gradual disappearance of the traditional sequence:

Unesco PIM - Bank/Unesco Reconnaissance - Unesco PPM - Bank PAM. In our

sample, this sequence is clearly recognizable in only 3 out of 25 projects.

The reasons for this decline are various, but probably include the Bank desire
to: (a) exercise greater control over initial project identification and
definition; (b) save time and manpower by avoiding the repetition of activi-

ties and the problem of information transfer between agencies; and (c) abandon
the "parachute" or episodic approach in favor of a policy of more continuous

dialogue and interaction with the member countries. It is interesting to
notice, however, that none of these factors, if taken separately, can explain
much of the variance in the approach to the project cycle. For instance, the
sequence: RID - Reconnaissance - PPM - PAM, which differs from the traditional

one inasmuch as the Bank takes on the leading role in sector analysis and
project identification, appears in only 2 cases. By the same token, the
sequence PIM or RID - Reconnaissance - Combined Preparation/Appraisal, where
the emphasis is obviously on time saving in the phase of preparation/appraisal,
appears in only 4 projects.

10. Germane to this trend is the variety of approaches to the project
cycle by regions, countries and even within the same countries in successive
projects. Interregional differences emerge from our sample particularly in
terms of frequency of "non-traditional" missions (e.g., in Western Africa or
Latin America), length of the project cycle from conception to loan/credit
approval (the median value being 5 quarters in Asia and EMENA; 6 quarters in

Eastern Africa; 10 quarters in Western Africa), and the average number of
missions (5-6 in Latin America against an overall average of about 4). Even,
more striking is the variety of approaches within regions, as illustrated by

the Eastern Africa Region where the approach varies from the traditional
sequence: PIM - Reconnaissance - PPM - PAM in the case of Tanzania V to the
telescoped approach of Ethiopia IV, with a full range of intermediate combina-
tions. Our sample does not include any instance of repeater projects in the
same country, but scattered empirical evidence collected by the Task Force
seems to support the hypothesis that the increasing fluidity of the project
cycle also affects successive projects within each country. (For example,
sector analysis tends to be ."lighter" in the case of repeater projects;

preparation is more easily combined with appraisal; etc.)

11. The survey shows a surprising variety of "project conception modes"
in lieu of the traditional PIM's or RID's. These alternative modes, which

include government sector work, Bank economic missions, Bank education planning
assistance, sector surveys, reconnaissance missions etc., were reported by the
five regional divisions as explaining 15 out of 25 projects (the other 10
"conceptions" being attributed two thirds to PIM's and one third to RID's).
This trend appears in virtually all regions. As a result, Unesco's traditional
leading role in project identification is clearly declining. Of the 25
projects, only about one third were identified by missions under Unesco's main
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responsibility I/ - only one out of five projects ir Latin America, EMIENA and

Eastern Africa Regions.

12. It could be speculated that time pressure has been the main factor

behind the progressive abandonment of PIM's. Indeed, our sample shows that the

median length of project cycles (from conception to loan/credit signature) is

8 quarters when the project is generated by a PIM and less than 6 quarters

when it is generated by a RID. The analysis of the relationship between modes

of project conception and project cycle length, however, becomes more uncertain

when other modes of project conception are considered. The median project

cycle length here is about 6 quarters, but the variance is considerable.

Unfortunately, the set is too small to be stratified into samples of sufficient

size to permit meaningful inferences.

13. As mentioned above (paragraph 8), one of the principal factors

explaining the increasing project cycle fluidity has been the attempt by Bank

management to save time and avoid the problems associated with information

transfer between different missions. A consequence of this has been the

relative decline of Unesco's PPM's and the rapid increase of Bank-led prepara-

tion or combined preparation/appraisal missions. In our sample, it appears

that only 7 preparation missions were the traditional Unesco's PPM's, while

Bank-led preparation or combined preparation/appraisal missions accounted for

14 of the 25 projects. Still relatively rare is the case of education projects

predominantly prepared by the government or by government consultants: not

more than 4 in our sample. The traditional argument that this is not feasible

due to the lack of qualified staff in member ,countries seems difficult to

reconcile with the fact that over one half of the projects being financed by

the Bank in sectors other than education are prepared principally by the

borrowers themselves 2/. It seems therefore that the tendency to interpret

preparation work as external assistance to the government rather than direct

responsibility for the entire work (as manifested by the increasing frequency

in virtually all regions of so-called "pre-preparatlon" and "pre-appraisal"

missions) is a useful first step in the right direction. As in the case of

agricultural projects 3/, "bus-stopping" - or several assistance missions over

a period of time - may be the best approach for the medium term future.

1/ The question of the relationship between PIM recommendations and the actual

content of Bank operations is a very complicated issue which is not

considered here.

2/ Per OED; available evidence also seems to suggest that local project

preparation generally tends to facilitate effective implementation.

3/ FAO/World Bank Task Force - Cooperation Between FAO and the World Bank,

August 8, 1975.
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14. Unesco involvement in project appraisal and supervision missions has
traditionally been limited, and our sample does not show any new trend in this

respect. Analysis of data on mission staffing seems to suggest a consistent

attempt in virtually all divisions to ensure some elements of continuity
between missions. This applies to both Bank and Unesco staff, although under
present arrangements Bank requests for specific individuals by name are

considered "illegal". As mentioned above, the fact that no preliminary
engineering is generally available or required at the time of appraisal
occasionally permits the identification and preparation of "new" items during
appraisal - a somewhat risky practice. Moreover, analysis of the links
between the project and the overall sectoral issues and policies is typically
an important component of project justification (in lieu of rate of return

analysis). Both factors are somewhat peculiar to education projects and may
partly explain the fairly high percentages of mission time (20-30%) reportedly
spent by many appraisal missions on preparation or even identification/sector

analysis activities. The rest of the explanation is, of course, sheer "back-
tracking" and repetition of activities.

Some Conclusions

15. The analysis of the project cycle of 25 recent education projects.
reveals (or confirms) three main trends resulting from the increasing variety
of approaches to project generation and definition: (a) virtual disappearance
of the traditional approach as expressed by the standard mission sequence
Unesco PIM - Bank/Unesco Reconnaissance - Unesco PPM - Bank PAM; (b) remark-
able variety of project conception modes in lieu of the traditional PIM's and
(c) emergence of new approaches to project preparation (e.g., combination of
preparation and appraisal missions). These trends reflect both the new work-
ing environment since the Bank's reorganization and the Bank's tendency to
exercise greater control over its own lending cycle. They appear incompatible
with the traditional interpretation of Bank and Unesco roles in the project
cycle, which emphasized Unesco's primary responsibility in project identifica-
tion and preparation.

16. This annex tries to define the nature of the so called "project
cycle fluidity" and the close links of this phenomenon with the new organi-
zational structures and policies in the Bank. One conclusion may be that
the variety of approaches may decline somewhat after an initial period of
"groping" and the consolidation of management styles in the various regions,
but it is most unlikely to disappear. In this sense, the project cycle
fluidity is probably a trend that is unlikely to be reversed in the Bank,
given its decentralized structure and its more "tailor-made" relations with
each borrowing country.

17. The question of whether this situation is desirable in terms of
its implications on the quality of project identification and definition is an
important issue, and no simple answer will be attempted here. The sample does
show some isolated evidence of "accelerated delivery" of projects, presumably
in response to lending program considerations; but in general it provides no
evidence of "corner cutting" or leaving out essential steps for the sake of
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accelerating project processing. On the contrary, tthe sampJ, seems to suggest

the opposite, namely that some further streamliningj of activ'ities may be

possible. Opinion evidence collected by the Task Force suggests that the

impact of project cycle fluidity on the quality of project identification and

preparation has been either positive or neutral, while some negative influence

on quality may have resulted from the pressure to increase the volume of

lending or from ambitious attempts to start more "difficult" projects in

"difficult" countries. In other words, these may be situations in which

information needed for decision making may be inadequate or in which man-

agerial or technical skills needed for implementation are in short supply. In

view of the complexity of these issues, it is suggested that the question be

systematically addressed in all future completion or project evaluation

missions.
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WORK PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

Description of Problem

1. Work planning and scheduling are among the principal operating

problems in the CP between the Bank and Unesco. Part of the problem stems

from the regionalization of the Bank, which now means that EFD management

must relate directly to 5 education divisions as well as the Education

Department on planning. The latter, while nominally charged with overall

CP coordination, has not assumed an important role in consolidating Bank

requirements, sorting out priorities, or resolving schedule conflicts.

This is, in part, due to the fact that since the Bank's reorganization,

the Central Projects Staff (CPS), and the Education Department within it,

no longer exercises direct operational authority over the education divi-

sions, which report up through the regional "chain of command" to their

respective Regional Vice Presidents.

2. The style of management and -- perhaps more importantly -- the

perceived need to service different countries according to their unique

needs, leads to variances in approach by the education divisions. Some

regions plan their work ahead farther than others in practice, with others

maintaining conscious ad hoc flexibility, e.g., to permit sending a mission

out on a several-day-notice basis. Firm regional plans for CP involvement

do not extend out beyond 6 months and often may be quite tentative beyond

2 months ahead. Bank intentions for CP mission participation or terms of

reference are not communicated in a timely manner to EFD in some instances.

For example, one EFD staff member went to the Bank's Paris office for travel

tickets for a Bank mission only to find through that means that the mission

had been cancelled. Last minute changes, postponements, or cancellations

are fairly frequent. This means that "gear up" time (i.e.; familiarization

before a mission) is lost and that those whose missions are postponed may

not be able to undertake other meaningful work while waiting for imminent

departure. Further, EFD's draft mission schedule is not given a regular or

timely response in the Bank.

3. Another problem has been the view of EFD as a "manpower pool" or

source of individual consultants. This means, in part, that requests are

made for specific individuals and others may not be sought by the Bank

division chiefs for Bank missions (or even EFD-led missions).

4. Among the consequences of the above problems are that:

(a) EFD staff is not being used at the maximum

efficiency level, with both lost time and

effort and frustration on their part;

(b) There is no assurance that EFD services will

be provided where they are most needed, i.e.,

a "first-come, first-served" approach is used
as opposed to an overall priority approach.
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Discussion of Proposed Improvements

5. As discussed elsewhere in this report, the two principal EFD-led
activities will be sector analysis and preparation assistance to governments.
These activities will need to be performed well in advance of actual Bank
loan decisions and, as such, should be highly susceptible to advance plan-
ning. In addition to these principal emphases, an appropriate amount of
EFD staff time should be set aside and made available for participation
in a variety of Bank missions and for planned support to designated Unesco
Secretariat activities.

6. Therefore, it will be necessary to plan carefully the use of sev-
eral discrete categories of CP work. One category is longer-term planning
of sector analysis and preparation assistance. There will also be a need
to perform near-term planning and scheduling of CP participation in Bank
missions and participation in agreed Unesco activities. At given times
during the year, principally at an annual review meeting and updated semi-
annually, a need exists to integrate these planning elements, adjust im-
balances, and to make an allocation of available CP/EFD resources according
to overall priorities: by country and type of activity.

Longer-Term Planning

7. Sector analysis planning should be done on a multiyear (e.g.,
5-year) basis that would be updated annually in a formal planning session of
all interested parties followed by a midyear adjustment. This would consist
of Bank and Unesco collaboration in the following decisions;

(a) Identifying those countries needing - and receptive
to - Unesco sector missions. The need identifica-
tion step would depend on such factors as existing
(or otherwise planned) sector knowledge concerning
the country, 1/ the past and future pattern of Bank
lending for the country, and the country's relative.
need for the kind of objective, outside assessment
Unesco/EFD could offer.

(b) Determining priority countries for EFD attention
on a worldwide and regional basis. Because CP/
EFD is a limited resource, 2/ some selectivity

1/ Whether performed by the country itself, the Bank, Unesco, or others.

2/ This planning approach assumes CP/EFD as a relatively "fixed" resource
In terms of size.
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i' implicit in determining Its work prograti. Some
attention to regional balanoe in the use )f the CP

if not in a given year, then over The period of the

plan - may need to be taken into account.

(c) Determining the most appropriate type of sector

missions and analyses. That is, does the country

need a basic survey, an updating mission or a more

targeted subsector or special survey? (A special

survey might involve, for example, an analysis of

a region or group of regions only within a country.)

(d) Identifying the appropriate timing for EFD inter-

vention. This decision could take into account

the Bank's project pipeline, the country's national

planning cycle, and Unesco's activity priorities

among other considerations. (The sector analysis

might be designed to contribute to a country's

national plan if prepared in advance of the plan's

completion or serve to carry out detailed analyses

of plan decisions and implications after the plan's

preparation.)

8. The above factors should be considered by each region individually

and then collectively by the Education division chiefs in a joint meeting

with the participation of the Education Department. 1/ Unesco administra-

tors should also be involved fully in this planning meeting and raise any

concerns or objections at this time. The result of this meeting or meetings

would be an overall statement of sector analysis requirements for the CP/EFD,

covering the next 5 years. Once established as a multiyear plan, the actual

mission scheduling and individual staffing assignments would be left to

Unesco. However, the Bank would be able to review and comment on draft terms

of reference and request specific types of disciplines to be included, e.g.,

science educators, mass media specialists, etc.

9. Preparation assistance, particularly in the "bus-stopping" mode,

which takes longer in elapsed time will need to be planned well ahead,

i.e., 2-3 years and nominally for 5.

1/ Procedures are discussed below.

2/ Assumption: Unesco/EFD is a relatively "fixed" resource in terms of

size.
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10. This approach to planning takes overall needs and priorities, de-

termines the work to be done and divides up the available manpower resources

accordingly. It must take into account the availability of manpower (staff

plus consultant) and budgetary resources as a constraint. It also implies

an ability to estimate reasonably accurately the applied (and elapsed) time

requirements for particular types of missions, modified (by factoring in

more or less time) by the particular conditions likely to be encountered

in given countries. This forecasting capability was possible within EFD's

past work, i.e., for PIM's, PPM's, etc., and should be facilitated by the

existence of an accurate EFD time reporting system and historical data

base. 1/ Under the revised work program proposed for EFD, manweek esti-

mates for various types of missions will need to be made and modified

through actual experience.

Near-Term Scheduling

11. There will continue to be a need to aggregate incremental requests

by Bank divisions for participation by EFD staff (or others obtained by EFD)

on Bank missions and to resolve any scheduling conflicts that may exist.

This near-term (e.g., 6 months ahead) scheduling will also be applicable

for EFD participation in Unesco Secretariat activities. To make this near-

term planning element work effectively, EFD administrators will need to know,

at a minimum, the following:

(a) The schedule of those Bank missions over the

next 6 months for which 9VD (or other Unesco

Secretariat) participation is requested.

This planning could be done essentially on a

semiannual basis, but should be updated in
the interim as hecessary so that EFD could
keep ahead on a "tolling" or perpetual 6

months-ahead basis, to help avoid last min-
ute disruptions or excessive uncertainty.
This implies a need for regular, e.g.,
monthly, updating. It will also call for some
discipline on the part of Bank managers in
establishing, maintaining and adhering to schedules
for CP involvement.

(b) The country, project, and type of mission
involved and the characteristics of Unesco/
EFD staff participation needed.

1/ EFD appears to have an adequate time reporting system; some new report-

ing categories may need to be added as a result of Task Force recom-

mendations.
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(c) The start and end dates for the participa-

tion, differentiating field and Washington
phases if applicable. This would also in-

dicate the number of man-weeks by discipline

required and for which phases.

(d) The areas for proposed CP/EFD coverage and a

description of the end product required,

e.g., a specific section of an appraisal

report. (This information would be dup-
ported with mission terms of reference, as

appropriate.)

12. A similar approach would need to be established within Unesco to

identify requirements for EFD staff assistance, This assistance would gen-

erally be of two types: (a) participation in those activities requiring pre-

determined blocks of time, e.g., for provision of training at IIEP, and (b) ad

hoc assistance and advice to other units in Unesco, e.g., on country program-

ming or to those providing technical assistance to Bank-financed projects.

The former type would require advance planning as would Bank mission partici-

pation; the latter could be provided essentially on a more informal basis.

However, all time provided should be carefully recorded for monitoring and

subsequent evaluation purposes. To differentiate the two types, a minimum

threshold of time (e.g., one man-week) would need to be established to

"qualify" for formal, advance planning. A central coordinating mechanism

would be needed to pull requirements together and to assist with the two-way

interchange of staff (from Unesco to the Bank and to EFD; from EFD to Unesco)

within the overall man-week limits prescribed. To the extent these inter-

changes of staff are within the education sector, they should be coordinated

by that sector. An appropriate entity, currently in place, for ensuring this

coordination, where such coordination is needed outside the education sector,

is the Coordinating Committee for Operating Activities (CCO) under the super-

vision of Unesco's ADG/CPX.

Bank Coordination

13. An essential prerequisite for successful planning on the Bank side

is the need to aggregate at regular intervals overall Bank-wide requests for

Unesco/EFD services and to express them in a consolidated, consistent manner

to EFD management. That is, the requirements should be stated so that gross

peaks and valleys are worked out by the Bank. This should be done in the

Bank by a CP Planning Committee composed of a representative of the Educa-

tion Department and the five education division chiefs, under CPS chairman-

ship. The EFD Director or his assistant should be present and participate

fully in this meeting and bring up any practical constraints that might affect

fulfilling the agreed plan.

14. In those instances in which a resource allocation conflict arises

between two regions, an attempt would first be made within the Committee to
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resolve it. If not possible, the two Assistant Project Directors concerned

would be requested to intervene, in consultation with the Education Depart-

ment Director. Further appeals would be made up the regional hierarchy,

culminating in the Senior Vice President, Operations, if need be. (This

should be a very rare occurrence.) If the overall pattern of use of the

CP/EFD resources were not considered by him to be in the spirit of the

Agreement, e.g., if all requests were for "manpower pool" use, the Education

Department Director could intervene and make his concerns known to the Senior

Vice President, Operations, via the Vice President, Projects. (This should

also be a very rare occurrence.)

- 15. The CPS Education Department would have overall responsibility

for liaison with EFD management. On plans related to specific operating

matters, direct communications between division chiefs and EFD would be

appropriate, with CPS Education kept informed for continuity. Essentially,

CPS Education would serve in this planning exercise as a kind of "honest

broker," which monitors overall CP use, but without decision authority over

specific resource allocations.

Internal EFD Scheduling

16. At present, internal EFD scheduling is done without much consulta-

tion, if any, with the individual project officers. This is, in part, a

consequence of the uncertainty encountered in dealing with the Bank on plan-

ning and scheduling. However, preferences for type of assignment or country

should be conveyed on a regular basis to the Assistant to the Director (or to

the Director) so that they can take into account these interests in mission

scheduling. It is not enough to learn of these interests "through the grape-

vine" or on an informal basis. Such preferences change over time. For ex-

ample, a project officer may wish to go on a specific country mission if he
had not been to that country or region before. After the mission, he may not

continue to have that preference. On an informal basis, with the proposed
mission leader, the composition of the team should be discussed to iron out

practical problems and to help ensure overall balance for the particular task
at hand. While it may not be possible to take into account all mission leader
or potential mission member interests in scheduling, given the constraints,
some informal discussion on assignments would be appropriate, In an organi-
zation such as EFD, where the field work is of such primary importance and

consumes a large amount of each professional's time, the Director himself
needs to be directly involved in the finalization of mission assignments.

Planning Procedures

17. To facilitate establishment of new planning procedures within the
context of the Task Force's overall recommendations, we provide below an

illustration of how the planning process might function. Details will re-

main to be worked out by the principal Bank and Unesco administrators con-

cerned, including EFD management, the CPS Education Department, and the
regional education division chiefs.
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Documentation

18. Attachment #1 provides an overview of several illustrative CP

planning documents and their relationships. Possible documents include the

following:

(a) Form #1: Regional CP/EFD Activity Request, contain-

ing essentially country, type of mission and manpower

estimates by given time period for 5 years ahead

(for use in CP/EFD-led sector analysis/preparation

assistance work).

(b) Form #2: CP/EFD Activity Description, providing

backup detail for each item listed on Form #1. This

includes an amplification on areas for special emphasis,

proposed staffing, timing, priority, and, for sector

work, the status of current sector knowledge for the

country in question.

(c) Form #3: Regional CP/Bank Activity Request, for EFD/

Unesco participation on Bank missions, containing type

of mission, key target dates and manpower estimates by

time period.

(d) Form #4: CP/Bank Activity Description, the analogous

backup description form to Form #2 for sector/prepara-

tion work; this form indicates specifies of CP assis-

tance requests for Bank missions, including areas of

proposed coverage, staffing requirements, and timing.

(e) Form #5: CP Requirements Plan; this form aggregates

the 5 regions' manpower requests (presented on forms #1

and #3 by each region) and provides a basis for resolving

differences between and among regions. When agreed on,

this form and the accompanying regional and mission

descriptive information would then be presented to EFD

as the basis for its detailed scheduling.

(f) Form #6: Unesco Assistance Request; this form would

be used to capture Unesco requests for EFD participa-

tion and is analogous to the CP/Bank Activity Request

(Form #3). it would be accompanied by a description

similar to that provide on Form #4 for each listed

item.
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Procedures

19. A sequence of steps and responsibilities for carrying out the
annual planning process could function as follows:

Step Lead Responsibility

(a) Issue "planning call" to - P&B initiates annual budget
regions, including any spe- process 1/
cial guidelines (at the time
of initial Bank budget formu- - CPS Education initiates CP
lation) planning cycle for CP Plan-

ning Committee

(b) Prepare draft CP planning - Regional education division
requests in regions chiefs, in consultation with

regional management, program
(i) CP/EFD Activity Requests coordinators

(Form #1, Form #2's)

(ii) CP/Bank Activity Request
(Form #3, Form #4's)

(c) Aggregate and review regional - CP Planning Committee (regions,
requests; identify uneven CPS Education); CPS Education
demand levels, schedule con- to provide staff support
flicts (Draft Form #5)

(M) Review total CP Requirements - CP Planning Committee, plus EFD
Plan and resolve conflicts managers
collectively (Form #5)

(e) Submit adjusted/updated CP - CPS Education, as liaison for
Requirements Plan to EFD CP Planning Committee
(Form #5 and all supporting
documentation)

(f) Prepare Unesco Assistance - Education sector and CCQ/CPX
request for EFD staff (coordinate)

- Other parts of Unesco (submit
requirements)

1/ See paragraph 22.
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(g) Review EFD-led sector, Bank - EFD administrators, working

assistance, and Unesco assis- with CPS/EducatLion, Unesco staffs

tance requests vis-a-vis avail- and, as appropriate, regional

able resources; raise and resolve division chiefs directly

planning issues

(h) Agree to CP plan - All parties

20. A mid-year update procedure would follow a similar pattern to the

sequence above, but perhaps could be handled more expeditiously. A key dif-

ference would be that sector analysis and preparation assistance changes

would be relatively infrequent at the mid-year review; therefore, the re-

view would focus largely on Bank (and Unesco) assistance requests for the

succeeding 6 months. The same basic forms could also be used for the mid-

year review.

21. As needed, assistance request changes may need to be made on an
"lout-of-cycle" basis, that is, changes in plans and schedules that must be

made at other than the time of the annual or mid-year planning reviews. To

the fullest extent feasible, such changes should be minimized as they are

disruptive and result in an inefficient use of CP manpower. The implication

is that where CP participation is to be used on Bank or Unesco activities,

it should be planned on a 6-month ahead basis and adhered to wherever pos-

sible.

Note on Budgeting

22. It should be recalled that Unesco is on a biennial budget and the

Bank is on an annual budget. This means that actual CP cost changes for the

Bank as a result of the annual plans can be made annually, but only every

other year for Unesco. (This should not be too great a problem in that EFD

is considered to be a relatively fixed resource, except for inflationary

increases.)
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CP PLANNING DOCUMENTS*AND RELATIONSHIPS

BANK
REGIONAL
EDUCATION
DIVISIONS BANK/CP PLANNING COMMITTEE UiESCO/EFD UNESCO**

SECRETARIAT

(ETC)-FOrM I

CPI Direct Coordination by EFD with Bank Education

Acti- Managers on Specific CP/EFD-led Work
Form #1 vity

Sector Des
Analysis Regional crip-

and CP/EFD tion
Preparation Activity Form #4

Assistance Request CP assistanc

Requests Form #5 Bank Form #6 re-
Aggregate. Form #5 quet

Cr Request Unesco Unesco des-
Requirements CP Requests Assistance crip-

Plan.. Response Requirements Responses Request tion

Form 4 (Concurrence/ Plan
(ETC) Coordination) (On Bank

Form #4 by CP/EFD missions,

CP/Bank acti Unesco

vity Activities)
Form #3 ves

Bank Regional crip Aggregate

Activity CP /Bank tion Bank CP
Requests Activity Requirements fLequest

Request r(Planned Unesco

Direct Coordination by EFD with Bank Education activities)

.anacerq n&O npwef r 'nk- M4ssions

*See attached illustrative forms
**Coordination: Education Sector Staff

and CCO (as needed)
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Date REGIONAL CP/EFD ACTIVITY REQUEST Fo., #1

Manpower Estimates

Type of 19 Total
Country Mission 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Year 19 19 19 19 19_ to Fric y

Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Total 19

1. X--- Basic 120 120 120 F ,h

Updating 30 30 Medium

2. Y--- Preparation 10 10 10 30 30 High
Assistance

3. Z--- Special 30 30 30 High

Basic 120 120 Medium

- 30 120 300
130 10 40 180

Comments:
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Date

CP/tFD ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

1. Country: X--- 2. Mission Leader: Mr. Ygrec

3. Type of Mission:

L Basic Lij/ Subsector(specify) Secondary education

Z:7 Updating 117 Special (specify

17 Preparation assistance*

4. Areas for special emphasis:

- Analyze rural education and vocational training
in Northern Districts

5. Proposed Staffing:

- sociologist Manweeks Requested
2

- agricultural educator 4

- public health specialist 2
- vocational technical educator 4
- economist/manpower specialist 4

Total 18
6. Timing: (end product needed by 11/76)

7. Priority:

fN high**

E7 medium**

low

8. Current sector study status:

LI no sector study available

IX7 sector study available, prepared by USAID, dated 1/72.

9. Comments: project lending planned for FY78.

* for this category, estimate elapsed time required and indicate in comments probable
nature of assistance required, * and periodicity of missions, timing of needed staffing.no more than 1/3 of requests in this category.
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Region Form #3

REGIONAL CP/BANK ACTIVITY REQUEST*
Date

COUNTRY/ Type Key Mission Dates Manpower Estimates (M/W) Probability

PROJECT of Field Washington 1977 1978 of Secondment

Mission 1st. 2nd 3rd 4th Year (Total) Adherence
Start End Start End Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Otr. Total Shede Pi t

1. X--- Preparation 1/1/7;2/1/7 2/17/T H H
(Secondary Appraisal
General)

2. Y--- Completion 4/1/7;4/21/ - -
(Rural
Primary)

* For use in CP/EFD participation in Bank-led mission/activities.
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Form #4

Date

CP/BANK ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

1. Country: X - - -

2. Project Name: II, Secondary General

3. Type of mission/activity: Preparation/appraisal

4. Areas of proposed CP coverage:

- rural school needs in Eastern District

- curricula development for same

5. Description of CP end product:

- chapters on above for appraisal report

6. Staffing requirements:

Description of disciplines required: Manweeks Requested

- general educator 6

- agricultural educator 6

12 Total

7. Timing:

a. Washington briefing required, No D Yes; dates

b. Field work: Start date 1/1/77; end date 2/1/77.

c. Washington work: Start date 2/3/77; end date 2/15/77.

8. Comments:

- T.O.R. to be mailed 10/76.

- Mission may be postponed 1 month due to government delay
(decision by 11/1/76).
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Date__COOPERATIVE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS PLAN
Date

Type MANPOWER ESTIMATES (M/W) 19
REGION of 19.- 19 19 19 19 19 to COMENT S

Reure 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Year 19 19 __ _ I
meqit Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Total 19 t

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (0

ICP-led*
LAC

Bank-led**

Subtotal ///h

CP-led*

EMENA Bank-led**

__________ Su'bto Lal__________ ___

CP-led*

WAF
A Bank-led**

Subtotal ___

CP-led*

Bank-led**__

I Subtotal

ASIA Pled*
Bank-led**

Subtotal

TOTALS

Note: Column (l)-(6) Totals equal all work; Columns (7-(10), sector and preparation assistance only.

* for CP-led sector and preparation assistance work
** for participation in Bank missions/activities.
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UNESCO ASSISTANCE REQUEST: Form #6

Date WORLD BANK/UNESCO COOPERATIVE PROGRAM

Requesting Description of Key Dates Manpower Estimates (M/W)*
Unit Assistance Field Paris 1977

Request 2dt1978 Comments
Start End Start End Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Qtr. Total (Total)

IIEP Training Course on - - 1/1/7 3/1/7 16 - - - 16 16 Annual Course; 2
Project Preparation General Educators

per course

Education Planning Assistance 4/1/7 5/J/775/1/77 6/1/77 - 8 - - 8 - Agricultural
/EPP Mission/Country X Educator

16 8 - - 24 16

Overall Comments:

* Minimum request for planning: 1 manweek.
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EFD INTERNAL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

1. Thiis annex addresses the question: should the internal organiza-

tion and management of EFD be changed, or is it efficient and effective as

it is? This assessment is made as a part of the overall Bank/Unesco CP study

in that EFD is the principal operating arm of the CP, i.e., it was set up in

the agreement between the two parties as the unit in Unesco exclusively

devoted to carrying out the CP work.

2. After a brief description of the unit, this annex covers problems

identified in organization and management, 1/ discusses a number of related
issues and provides recommendations.

Characteristics of EFD

3. EFD has a collegial, professional working environment. It carries

out its work under a "mission team" approach, with a fluid internal organiza-

tion depending on the nature of the field work and follow up to be performed.

Thus, it is the mission leader, more than the Division Director, who organ-

izes, executes and largely controls the work to be performed and its end

products. There is also a peer group review of work, or "division meeting"

which is generally held to be an effective form of constructive criticism

and review when an adequate number of staff is available and able to devote

attention to the effort. There is considerable trading off of mission leader

responsibilities, with a mission member on one assignment becoming a mission

leader on the next assignment. The-"project officers" (the name given to all

operational staff) essentially work independently in terms of their respective

contributions.

4. The Division has been characterized as a unit with "one general

and 26 colonels." In fact, the grade structure of all project officers is

the same, P-5 (similar to the "M" level in the Bank). Thus, it is egali-

tarian, with no intermediate hierarchy, or supervisory layering. There

are no other internal groupings within the Division, except on highly in-

formal grounds. There are no geographic groupings or regionalization of

assignments. 2/ Similarly, there are no formal groupings by professional

discipline (such as economists, technical or agricultural educators) or by

level or type of education (such as primary, higher, teacher training).

1/ Planning and scheduling of CP work is covered in Annex VII.

2/ Some staff, because of language training, interest, or prior experience,

tend to gravitate toward certain countries or regions.
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5. In general, it is a unit in which there is considerable mutual

respect and close working relationships in Paris and in the field. There

has appeared to be considerable professional satisfaction in the CP work

content over the years, perhaps one reason for the very low staff turn-

over. As shown in the basic statistics (Annex IV), the group is highly

experienced, both in education and.in work and residence in developing

countries.

Identified Problems

6. It appears that the work review exercise via the "division meet-

ing" to critique draft work products may be uneven as a quality control

procedure. Some EFD staff feel it has decreased in quality recently.

Its success depends on those operational staff present in Paris who also

are able to devote sufficient time and effort to the review. In other

words, a given report may pass through the process with less than a full

critique. There are no assignments made currently for taking leadership

in the review, e.g., an "assigned reader" function or a review committee.

At present, one administrative position is unfilled, which was explicitly

a quality review function when previously assigned. This means that the

Acting Director, also involved with Unesco Secretariat planning, budgeting and

related matters is able to devote relatively less time to work review activities

than before - or that is probably warranted.

7. Similarly, there is no internal procedure or follow-up in place

to ensure the timeliness of work products. The former EFD director felt that

it was appropriate to devote 100 calendar days from the return of a proj-

ect identification mission (PIM) to the completion of the report. For a var-

iety of reasons, the preparation of the PIM report has typically taken five

or six months or more to complete (see Annex IV).

8. At present, assignments are made on a worldwide basis, with rela-

tively little concentration of individuals by country. This is considered

necessary in practical terms, given the small size of the staff and the var-

iety of mission demands placed on the Division by the Bank regional divi-
sions. This geographic universality has the "plus" of adding a comparative
education dimension (as a complement to the Bank's geographic specializa-

tion), but the considerable "minus" of loss of country continuity as EFD staff

undertake their own missions or participate in those of the Bank. This
means that EFD in general and individual project officers specifically may

lack familiarity on a regular basis with certain countries and their educa-
tional needs. For example, EFD conducted a PIM mission to Chad in 1968,

but did not return until 1975, a gap of 7 years. In Bolivia, it was 6

years between EFD preparation work and the next PIM mission. 1/ Further,

1/ There may have been, in the interim, EFD individuals participating in
Bank reconnaissance or other missions; this was the case in Bolivia.
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there is no assurance that a given individual will go back to the same coun-
try subsequently.

9. The size of the unit is about at, or even over, the maximum given
the current form of organization (i.e., with no intermediate hierarchy).
For example, there are indications that the Acting Director has been unable
to devote sufficient time recently to the mission scheduling and assignment
process, as he did before.

10. The travel load is very high for some EFD staff members, e.g.,
with 8 project officers in the field over 100 days in fiscal year 1975.
Two were in the field 5-6 months last year. The EFD average (90
days) is equal to the Bank's desired maximum for its operational staff.
This is due in part to the nature of EFD's work, but is also a reflection
of planning and scheduling problems, resulting in peaks and valleys and
individual imbalances, with some staff over and some under utilized.

H1. The Acting Director has been in an acting capacity for one year.
This has a bearing on the ability to manage effectively and comprehensively
the work of the Division. For example, only two administrators are in place
at present, where three functioned earlier. The Acting Director cannot make
this third administrator assignment at present because of the uncertainty of
his own assignment.

12. A homogeneous staff also means that senior, experienced persons
must do detailed statistical or data compilation that could be done by less
experienced staff, such as a research assistant. In other words, the profes-
sional experience of the project officer may be inefficiently utilized or
becomes "watered down" as he performs work that could be done by others.
(This has been particularly acute on field preparation missions, where project
officers are found to be typing, collating, etc.). 1/

13. The amount of nonoperational time (e.g., other than pre-mission,
mission, and post-mission report writing time), is high in EFD (approxi-
mately 18% of the total). Some of the residual is "down-time" that is not
being used as productively as it might. In part, this nonoperational time is
a direct result of planning and scheduling problems in dealing with the Bank's
5 divisions, or in other words, not controllable by EFD. (It may also reflect
a recent diminishing of Bank "demand" for EFD services). For example, one
individual was kept on weekly travel notice from May to November because
proposed missions were constantly being postponed or cancelled. With a
"packed suitcase," the individual could not readily undertake another
significant project that he might have performed during the interim. On the

1/ EFD secretaries have partcipated on some preparation missions.
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other hand, a greater contribution could (and we believe should) be made than
is presently the case to the Unesco's Secretariat's support to member countries
(e.g., in training, country programming, oriadvite on technical assistance).
This would require a more rational advance planning approach than is presently
in place. 1/ (This may be a contributing factor to the fairly pervasive view
within Unesco that EFD is an aloof and isolated unit.)

Discussion of Issues: Internal Division Manakement

Need for Director

14. A need exists to appoint a permanent Director. As mentioned
above, only two administrators are in place at present for 27 operational
and 18 support staff. 2/ Much of the Acting Director's time is devoted to
Unesco relations, and participation in Secretariat planning and budgeting
activities is time-consuming. At the same time, internal management needs
require considerable attention, probably more than is currently provided, in
(a) work planning and scheduling; (b) resource allocation to EFD, Bank, or
Unesco activities, (c) work quality review and follow up, and (d) assurance of
timely work outputs.

15. The Director, when appointed, should be thoroughly familiar with
the Division's technical work, and preferably have similar credentials to
those being supervised. This would help to ensure the maintenance of high
quality standards and the concentration of the project officers on profes-
sional work.

Deputy Function

16. If both a Director and Deputy were in place -- as we believe they
should be -- we could envision the Director covering outside-EFD relations
(e.g., overall relations with the Bank) and dealings on policy and plans at
the Secretariat level, as well as overseeing the work of the Division.

1/ Discussed in Annex VII.

2/ In the Bank, it is considered appropriate to establish a new division
when the size of the unit reaches 20 professionals. (Workload, of
course, differs in the two organizations, and too close a comparison
should not be made.)
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17. The Deputy could then devote the bulk of his atte-tion to in-
ternal operations within the Division, with particular emphasis on work
review. In our view, it is important that the person performing this re-
view have the authority to direct change, if needed. This was not the case

with the previous incumbent assigned to the review function who was in a
"peer group" situation.

Third Administrator

18. A third administrator would be appropriate, drawn from the ranks
of project officers on a rotating (e.g., I or 2 year) basis, and assigned as
"Assistant to the Director" for operational planning and scheduling. 1/ The
exact division of duties between this function and that of the Deputy would
need to be worked out, but should not pose a major problem.

Editor Function

19. If a more purely editorial function were to be included, it would
likely be restricted to improving report writing style per se. An editor
would not likely have the grounding in education to perform the substantive
review of a quality control reviewer. It may be appropriate to ask for as-
sistance as needed from Unesco Secretariat editors to read reports before
they are sent to governments. This would not be an assignment to the Divi-
sion, but a support service to it from Unesco.

20. As to the need for English language reports for the Bank, this is
considered necessary. The Bank's working language is English and the pro-
jected larger readership envisioned for the broader sector analysis reports
we recommend 2/ will call for that report to be in English. This is one
way to help ensure its relevance to Bank managers. Local language versions
should also be prepared as a regular matter and in a timely fashion.

Other Needed Functions and Staffing

21. It does not appear that other needed functions are required in
the administrative group. It may be appropriate to add one or more research
assistants as staff openings occur to aid in report preparation. This should
be cost effective, particularly in terms of project officer productivity.
More junior operational staff other than P-5's might also be phased in over
time for mission-related work and in a training status for full project
officer duties. They might have to serve in an "apprenticeship" capacity in
their first few field assignments. Of course, the sector analysis role also
will call for other disciplines and specialties than those currently available

1/ This function is, of course, performed at present.

2/ See Chapter IV.
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in EFD. These should be drawn from Unesco at large as frequently as necessary.
As certain specialties may become needed regularly (such as manpower or
behavioral sciences specialists), they should be added to the staff, within
staffing ceilings.

Intermediate Hierarchy

22. On balance, with the present size of staff and the mission-oriented
approach used, it does not appear necessary to establish an intermediate
supervisory layer, e.g., by professional discipline, by seniority or on some
other basis. (This recommendation assumes that the size of the Division does
not increase and that a Deputy is in place.)

Regionalization of Staff

23. It does not appear appropriate at this time to regionalize the
staff according to rigid geographical lines. The number of project offi-
cers available is too small a group to be assigned exclusively to regions.
Scheduling would be rendered more difficult if not impossible and the strong
plus of comparative education, which is particularly useful since the Bank has
regionalized, would be lost. This is not to say that certain individuals with
specialized language skills, prior background, or current interests should not
tend to be assigned to work on certain countries on a recurring basis. In
fact, it makes sense for mission leaders on sector analysis missions to follow
through with reconnaissance, appraisal or subsequent missions with the Bank
wherever possible. The key point on regionalization is that it would restrict
EFD staff to specific geographic areas; this does not appear feasible or
appropriate at this time and is not recommended.

Country Coverage Assignments

24. However, the Task Force believes that the EFD staff should be
given "country coverage assignments." This would not be regionalization,
but implies assigned responsibility for each project officer to monitor
educational developments in a group (say 3-4) countries on a regular basis.
Assignments could be rotated after several years, but not so frequently as
to lose continuity. Initial assignments should focus on countries hn the
multi-year work program (see Annex VII).

25. This approach would have the following advantages:

(a) Country educational development and Bank-financing
information 1/ for that country would be collected
and maintained within EFD by assigned individuals
on a regular basis.

1/ This would not be a "statistical warehouse", but targeted information
germane to (i) EFD's basic work, and (it) external, including Bank,
financing.
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(b) A greater EFD continuity than at present would be
maintained on an explicit basis with individual

countries.

(c) EFD could then be prepared to advise Unesco units

better (for example, in education or CPX), that
are organized on a regional basis. These assign-

ments should facilitate EFD contributions to Unesco

(and ultimately to member state) thinking on such
matters as other sources of financing for educa-
tion projects, educational planning, technical
assistance or other Unesco assistance to
individual countries.

(d) EFD would be at a greater "state of readiness" to
mount a sector analysis mission or participate in
a Bank appraisal or other mission. When a particu-
lar mission assignment comes up, the mission leader
and team would first consult with the individual
who maintains the dossier of information and who
is up to date on current developments. (If sched-
ules permit, the assigned individual would go on
the mission.)

(e) This activity can be fit in readily between other
assigned duties, even if only one or two days are
available at a given time.

26. Disadvantages include the possible tendency to concentrate indi-
viduals on only a few countries and a possible diminution of the "universal/
comparative" education perspective. This does not appear to be likely, and
assignments can and should be rotated periodically. There might also be a
tendency to be called upon by Unesco country-oriented staff too much. A
balance would need to be struck between provision of assistance and advice to
the Secretariat (or going on Unesco missions) and the performance of EFD's own
sector analysis and Bank-related or other work.

Assignments to the Field

27. The EFD staff spends a great deal of time in the field. The
question arises as to whether or not some EFD staff should be physically
decentralized to the field. This question is inevitably related to CP/EFD's
role. 1/ Given the principal recommended emphasis on sector analysis and

1/ Unesco's possible further decentralization/regionalization would also
be a factor.
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preparation assistance work, both of which have an outside assessment or
assistance connotation, it does not appear appropriate for any EFD staff to
be assigned to the field permanently or on a tour of duty basis at this time.
More rational and longer-term planning should help minimize field work over-
loads presently encumbering individuals. And, there would be a loss of
synergy with the rest of EFD and a loss of needed contacts with other tech-
nicians and specialists within Unesco if decentralization occurred now.

Size of EFD Staff

28. This is a complex question arising odt of (a) determining the num-
ber, type and amount of missions and other work projected over the next 3-5
years, (b) assessing the manpower requirement estimates and required disci-
plines for each type of work or task,

29. The Acting Director of EFD has already taken steps to reduce the
number of project officer authorized positions within Unesco. The work
program defined by the Task Force is designed to replace, not supplement,
the current project identification and preparation work of EFD. Sector
analyses, after basic surveys in a given country, may give way to updates
or subsectoral analyses requiring less time. Participation in Bank proj-
ect-related or other missions and in selected Unesco activities to the
extent likely to be needed and appropriate should be possible within ex-
isting staff limits. It is true that a variety of Unesco specialist par-
ticipation is likely to be sought in the future. At least a key portion
of this support should be available for "time-sharing " with EFD, and the
rest from the existing CP consultant budget. Thus, it does not appear that
EFD's regular staff would need to expand as a result of the Task Force's
recommendations. (See Annex X for a further discussion of cost factors.)
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EDUCATION SECTOR REPORTING SYSTEM

Introduction

1. This annex summarizes the main features of the proposed "Education

Sector Reporting System" (ESRS). After a brief review of the main types of

the Bank's and/or Unesco's present activities involving sector work, the

objectives, coverage, structure, and instruments of the ESRS are discussed.

A preliminary assessment of manpower requirements is also provided together

with an outline of suggested procedures. The discussion of the reasons why

we propose to suggest to assign Unesco responsibility for the ESRS is pro-

vided in the text of the report (Chapter II).

Types of Sector Work

2. At present, education sector work undertaken by the Bank and/or

Unesco encompasses a wide variety of activities -- some with a project

orientation and others without it; some "analytical" or "positive" in nature

and others "policy-oriented" or "normative"; some with an intrasectoral
perspective and others with a broader, intersectoral horizon 1/. In fact,
there is no one kind of Bank or Unesco mission which is synonymous with sector
work. Neither is sector work necessarily associated with sector missions to

the field.

3. The following list summarizes some of the most important types of

sector work, based on present practices:

(a) Education Sector Review (e.g., Ethiopia, Iran, Kenya, Zambia, and

Sudan). 2/ This is a very thorough and comprehensive analysis of a country's

educational needs and priorities, which typically involves the elaboration of

alternative long-term educational strategies and the preparation of detailed,

phased programs of implementation of the strategy chosen by the government.

(The whole process may take 2-3 years). Education sector reviews are typic-

ally carried out by the countries themselves, normally with a view to signi-

ficantly overhauling present orientations and are often supported by appro-
priate inputs of outside expertise in areas and/or specializations in which
local expertise may not be available. In most of these cases, the external
provision of advice has a connotation of "educational planning assistance."

1/ Whenever reference is made in this annex to an "Intersectoral" approach,
the term "sector" is used in its economic definition (e.g., agricultural
sector, industrial sector, etc).

2/ The first two have been completed; the others are in progress.
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(b) Sector Survey (e.g., Unesco's survey in Zaire or the Bank's surveys in
Saudi Arabia or in Indonesia). This is a comprehensive type of sector
work, comparable In its scope to Bank basic economic reports and designed to
provide a wide-ranging analysis of sector issues, needs and policies cast in
a medium to long-term perspective. The emphasis is typically on intra-
sectoral priorities, but with a view to the broad pattern of socioeconomic
development.

(c) Sector Review for Economic Reports. The purpose of these reviews is
to update, integrate and reconcile the results of previous sector work into
an overall economic analysis. Consistent with the nature of the report, the
emphasis tends to be on overall resource mobilization and allocation, and
should include intersectoral links and priorities.

(d) Project Identification Mission (PIM) or Reconnaissance-in-Depth
(RID) Reports. For all practical purposes these reports are presently equiva-
lent. The coverage tends to be narrower than in sector surveys and the
analysis focuses on areas that lend themselves to external financing (the
Bank being the main possible financing source). In most cases, each PIM or
RID report is an essential component of the project cycle for one given
project, rather than the basis for a series of projects, as is the case with
sector surveys.

(e) Sector Memorandum. This document includes a discussion of the main
education issues, priorities and policies in a country (as well as of present
gaps in sector knowledge and the proposed sector work program), but the main
emphasis is on the identification of a lending strategy and program for the
Bank;

(f) Project Brief. This document -- which is now being experimented
with in the Bank -- is designed to improve the project content of country
operations programs and provide a better link between project design and
sectoral priorities.

(g) Other Project-Related Activities. These are activities which have a
different main purpose, but which often include a significant proportion of
sector work: (a) reconnaissance missions (the definition of a project's
possible contents often involves discussion of broad sectoral issues and
priorities); (b) project preparation missions (there is typically a certain
amount of sector work to spot-check PIM or RID findings and recommenda-
tions and/or to update them); and (c) supervision missions (in accordance with
the Bank Operations Manual, Section 3.50, supervision reports are expected to
include a section on "overall policies in the sector or subsector and a
summary of the borrower's future investment plans").

Objectives of the Education Sector Reporting System

4. The basic objective of the proposed Education Sector Reporting
System would be to provide a program of systematic monitoring of educational
issues and priorities in selected member countries using a flexible array of
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niss s, rtuci es, and ensuing reports. By "selected," the Task Force
.Icknooiedges that (a) the Bank will continue to perform a significant

amount of all sector work done (1/3 or so) and that such work weuld be

the principal, but not an exclusive, Unesco responsibility and (b) the

ESRS would not cover all countries for which Bank lending is anticipated.

This latter point implies that priorities for sector work will need to be

established through the CP planning process.

5. Specifically, the system should provide the country concerned,

Unesco, and the Bank with:

(a) Sound, objective and up-to-date analyses of the country's education

and training system and its capacity to contribute to economic, social and

cultural development efficiently and equitably;

(b) An identification of the needs, gaps, imbalances or other imped-

iments in the country's present education policies, structures, processes,

or provision of education and training services, as they affect the education

system's contribution to overall development, and a review of government

policies, strategies, and approaches designed to address the above issues;

(c) An outline of alternative strategies to overcome these gaps

and imbalances and an examination of their implications in terms of resource

requirements and availability, including investment needs and possible prior-

ity areas for external financial assistance, particularly that of the Bank.

Thus, the analysis would move from a broad, overall examination of the educa-

tional system to a more focused review of selected areas in need of and

susceptible to financing by the Bank or perhaps other sources.

6. For the purposes of undertaking the above tasks, the education

system should be viewed comprehensively as embracing formal, non-formal,

and informal aspects of learning. In this broader view of the learning

process, consideration would be given to such dimensions as cultural, com-

munity or family activities, mass media, and on-the-job training, as well

as the more traditional modes of educational delivery. The role of scientific

research and its application, as an adjunct to the learning and educational

and socioeconomic development process, would also be considered.

7. The sector reporting system would include the following charac-

teristics:

(a) It would provide an outside, objective analysis of country educa-

tion issues, policies and potentials. As such, one of its contributions

would be to help assist the Bank, as a prospective lender, in establishing

the country's eligibility for external financial assistance. It would also

provide a principal basis on which a sector lending strategy could be built

by the Bank and with which one (or a series) of projects could be identified

and designed. The analyses, if found acceptable, could also make an important
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contribution to the country's formulation of its own education programs and
policies and also represent a useful background for the units in Unesco
dealing with member states on education and providing planning and UNDP
country programming assistance. However, because of its nature, (as an
"outside" assessment), it would not be viewed ab a direct input to such
assistance.

(b) It would identify priority areas for both internal and external
investment, but would leave specific project item identification and costing
for possible Bank financing to the Bank, in direct dialogue with the country.
(This is in contrast to current practice with the PIM reports.)

(c) The system would assess, qualitatively and quantitatively, the
education and training needs of the various socioeconomic sectors in the
country. However, it would not seek to evaluate the overall pattern or
"mix" of resources to be allocated among the various sectors, e.g., educa-
tion vs. industry or agriculture.

(d) The system would attempt to estimate the amount of external re-
sources required to implement the educational development strategy selected by
the government and those education areas or subsectors in priority need of
external financing, either by the Bank or other multilateral or bilateral
agencies. The establishment of a specific borrowing strategy would be,
of course, the country's prerogative. Similarly, as indicated above, the Bank
would define its lending strategy vis-a-vis the country, taking into account,
as appropriate, the analyses prepared under the ESRS.

8. Further, the ESRS analyses would serve to complement, but not to
substitute for, the development of a country's own sector analysis capability.
Such a capability would be an integral step in the country's capacity to plan
and manage well its own education system, and is to be encouraged whenever and
wherever possible. The analyses done by outsiders - such as the Unesco CP -
and those done by country officials themselves should be mutually reinforcing.

Possible Instruments of the Education Sector Reporting System

9. The nature of the task to be performed by the ESRS calls for
both systematic and flexible approaches to sector work as against the
present relatively fixed nature of both PIM and RID missions. 1/ This
implies that a long-term sector work program will have to be prepared
for each country covered by ESRS and that this program will rely on a
variable contribution of desk studies and sector missions, the latter
timed and sequenced to fit the specific conditions of each country
assessed. The principal instruments to be used would be as follows:

1/ In a sense, the ESRS would play an analogous role, in a sectoral
perspective, to Bank economic reporting.
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(a) Basic Sector Analysis Reports, providing a coaprehensive review of
educational dcvelopment in the country concerned (including a historical
analysis, an assessment of present structures and processes and an evaluation

of long-term strategies and trends). These reports would normally be coin-

cidental with the preparation of the country's socioeconomic development plan

(typically every 4-6 years) and other available sector knowledge 1/, and would
build on previous updating, subsector and special reports. Whenever possible,
preparation of these reports should be coordinated with the preparation of

Bank basic economic reports -- to avoid duplication of efforts and to maximize
interaction.

(b) Updating Reports, providing a review of the most important educa-

tional developments since the last basic reports; the frequency would be
every two or three years, which implies one updating report about midway in a

national plan's implementation cycle.

(c) Subsector Reports or Special Studies, covering a wide variety of

education subsectors (e.g., "primary/basic education", "vocational training",
etc.) or topics (e.g., "distribution of education opportunities", "the manage-
ment of the formal education system", etc.) and at various levels (region,

country, group of countries). This could be the preferred approach in some

geographical areas (e.g., Latin America), where other reliable sources of

overall sector analysis may already exist. Subsector reports and special

studies may or may not be associated with a mission.

Possible Coverage of "Basic" Reports

10. Given the flexibility that needs to be built into the ESRS, no rigid
prescription of detailed report outlines is possible. Even in those cases in

which a "basic" mission is required, it is probably inappropriate to provide a

priori a detailed outline of the basic report, as the basic report is not

intended to be uniform and encyclopedic, but should rather be issue-oriented

and therefore have a fairly flexible format. However, it can be expected

that the "logical skeleton" of many basic reports would be as follows:

(a) The Learning Needs. This would first examine the country's overall
socioeconomic development objectives and relate to them the country's learning
needs. This would include the traditional analysis of manpower and training

needs in the modern sector, but should also include, where possible and
appropriate, assessment of learning needs in the transitional and traditional
sectors, including questions relating to cultural and technological development.

(b) The Present Delivery Systems. This would analyze the process of
formation and the present structure of the country's system of delivery of
formal, non-formal and informal education. The discussion would focus on the

1/ Scheduling the sector work before the completion of the country's devel-
opment plan would emphasize the "planning assistance" function over the
"analytical" and "evaluation" functions.
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basic issues of relevance of contents, distributional equity, educational
efficiency and cost/effectiveness, covering aspects such as aims and objec-
tives of education, curricula contents, education technology, planning and
management, education finances, etc. The overall focus of the analysis
would be on the ways in which the present system responds to basic learning
needs; in other words, in contrast to PIM's, the analysis should not be
conditioned by the need to justify a given project.

(c) Education Development Strategies, Plans and Policies. This would
include a systematic analysis of the policies, plans, and existing and pro-
posed programs of the various education authorities in light of the perceived
learning needs of the country. Where appropriate, such additional dimensions
to the learning experience as the impact of local communities, the family or
the private productive sector would be taken into account. While detailed
contents of alternative educational development strategies would be beyond the
scope of the mission, suggestions as to broad lines of alternative options
could be useful to all parties concerned. However, a more thorough assess-
ment of the preferred alternative and its rationale would be needed.

(d) Identification of Priority Areas for Investment. This would com-
prise identifying education subsectors or areas for investment and, in
particular, those suitable for external financing and which deserve prior-
ity, either because they are essential instruments of the chosen develop-
ment strategy or because they constitute essential components of optional
alternative strategies recommended to the authorities.

12. In summary, the ESRS would complement indigenous sector work by
providing an objective, outside assessment of country needs, plans and pro-
grams. It would focus on priority areas for external financing, rather
than on project item identification and costing. The ESRS would provide
background analyses and an information base to help support Unesco work
related to country programming, Unicef cooperation, Funds-in-Trust adminis-
tration, country educational planning assistance, etc. And, ESRS would
provide background analyses that would contribute to the Bank's country
lending strategy, its sector memoranda formulation, and aid in its pro-
jection selection.

Suggested Procedures

11. An outline of suggested procedures is provided in the Appendix to
this Annex. The selection of the country and the identification of the types
of sector activities to be performed would be based on a five-year sector work
program agreed upon between Unesco and the Bank. For all Unesco sector work,
the Bank would be consulted on both the draft terms of reference and the con-
tent of draft reports and due consideration would be given by Unesco/EFD to
the Bank's comments and indications of "areas of concern" (see Appendix).
Always, in the case of "basic" sector missions, and whenever feasible in the
case of other missions, the Unesco mission leader would be given an in-depth
briefing in the Bank before the mission's departure. In order to provide a
comprehensive picture of the Bank's expectations and the Bank's view of broad
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deveiupmea t pattprns as well as intersectoral links and priorities, these

briefing sessions would normally Involve the regional divisions concerned

(educalicon, programL, selected projects divisions as nppropriate) and CPS.

As appropriate, the Bank may request the participation of Bank specialist(s)
from CPS and/or regional divisions), reporting to the leader of the Unesco
sector mission. 1/ CPS Education should help ensure that appropriate brief-
ings of EFD staff are conducted.

12. Following the briefings by the Bank, and the conduct of the sector
work the draft sector report would be discussed with the authorities of the
country concerned to eliminate as far as possible factual errors or misunder-
standings. However, the report should not be formally cleared with either the
government or the Bank -- it should remain an independent technical assessment
by the staff of the Unesco Secretariat. (This aspect of the present PIM
reports would be retained.) Normally, the reports would not be published;
they would be addressed to the government and copies distributed only to the
Bank and the agencies or governments indicated by or agreeable to the country
concerned. The reports would be marked and treated as "confidential."

Staffing Implications

13. The flexibility suggested for the ESRS makes it difficult to specify
other than broad indications of staffing requirements. The staffing of
subsector or special studies would depend on the objectives and nature of the
task involved, the amount of data available and the extent to which local
expert cooperation can be obtained. In the case of updating missions, a
general educator/education planner, a vocational/technical educator and an
agricultural education/rural development specialist would probably suffice in
most countries. 2/ Assuming two weeks for preparation (total: 6 man-weeks),
three weeks in the field (9 man-weeks), four weeks for each mission member to
produce his portion of the report (12 man-weeks) and four weeks for the
mission leader to assemble the draft, discuss and revise it, the whole
process could typically take some 31 man-weeks - say, 35 man-weeks including
a reasonable provision for contingencies.

14. The team for a basic mission would necessarily be larger and would
probably comprise a number of the following:

- a demographer or an anthropologist/sociologist

- an economist/human resource expert

- a general educator/education planner

- an agricultural educator/rural development specialist

1/ The Bank should also allocate the time required by the Bank participant
for report writing, as needed.

2/ An economist may be needed in lieu of one of the above.
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- a vocational/technical educator

- a higher education specialist

- an education architect/facilities planner 1/

In addition, the team might include experts in adult education, health train-
ing, production of teaching/learning materials, mass media, etc. -- if and
when required. In any case, most of the specialists in this group would
probably be needed for short periods only, say, 2-3 weeks in the field
followed by 2-3 weeks for report writing. On the whole, it can be estimated
that about 120-150 manweeks at the outside (including contingencies) would be
required for the completion of the basic mission.

15. It should be emphasized that both the typology of sector activities
as well as its staffing implications as outlined above should be interpreted
as illustrative of possibilities rather than as a prescription for a uniform
pattern of activities. As suggested above, the optimal combination of sector
work activities in each country can only be decided in terms of the specific
conditions of that. country.. There seems to. be little doubt, however, that a
wider range of highly specialized skills than is presently available in EFD
would be required to implement the ESRS. However, the introduction of the
ESRS would be accompanied by a progressive "opening" of EFD toward the rest
of Unesco with- a consequent greater participation of the rest of the House in.
CP activities. It is not suggested, therefore,. to add. any new speciali-sts to
the present EFD staff at this time,, until specific demand for such services
can be determined more fully. On the contrary, EFD staff as mission leaders
of these sector missions might have to emphasize their experience as "genera-
lists" over their skills as narrower specialists. Also, the- priority need for
"generalists" (economists, general educators/education planners., rural socio-
logist/rural development experts) should be recognized when hiring new staff
for EFD, as openings occur.

16. In view of the "systematic"' and longer-tem (as opposed: to. a "para-
chute") or one-visit nature of the work involved, a substantial degree of

I/ The role of the education architect/facilities planner (who should also
have some experience in, school building inventory and mapping) would be
to- analyze and assess ph-ysical planning and school building construction
(norms and standards, administrative arrangements for school building
construction, architectural briefs, selection- of architects, civil works
procurement methods, supervision arrangements, and other quality control
measures, maintenance arrangements, etc.). This would provide a better
evaluation of physical planning in education and permit an early identi-
fication of implementation issues, which could .result in more realistic
design of projects and more efficient project implementation.
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staff continuity is [ridispensable for the success of tie ESRS. Since re-
giona!IzaLiOn of ED is not feasible because of its limited size, "country
coverage" assignments will need to be made in which responsibility will be

assigned to each EFD staff to monitor and follow up on educational develop-
ments in a small group of countries among those to be covered by the ESRS.

Questions of Feasibility and Suggested Approach

17. The need for a broader and more thorough education sector knowledge
is generally recognized in the Bank as a basis to support an increased lending

program (108 projects in 74 countries in FY1975-79 versus 77 projects in some
58 countries in FY1971-1975), spread over a larger number of countries and
focused on new types and levels of education. A quantification of the total
projected "demand" for sector work is now being prepared by the regions as
part of the elaboration of their five-year sector work programs. It is
expected that the "demand" will grow further from its present level which can
be estimated at some 650/700 man-weeks per year.

18. Against this demand, the number of man-years of specialists' services
to be allocated to the ESRS would depend on (a) the proportion of total demand
for sector work that the Bank is prepared or willing to satisfy out of its own
manpower resources; and (b) the country coverage assigned to the ESRS and, for
each country covered, the planned temporal frequency and distribution of
activities. The Task Force does not propose to extend the system immediately
to all member countries or even to all the countries in which the Bank has a
major lending program. This would be premature and infeasible.

19. The approach suggested by the Task Force is to experiment with the
system in selected countries within the limits set by the present availability
of human resources at EFD. The country coverage of EFD would thus depend,
among other factors, on (a) Bank program needs, (b) the extent of EFD involve-
ment in activities related to project preparation or other Bank activities and
(c) the degree to which EFD personnel will perform other functions in the
Unesco regular programs. At the present time, some 1,200 manweeks of experts'
services are available in EFD (90% from EFD staff and 10% from other sources).
In the period 1971-1975, the total proportion of EFD available manpower
allocated to PIM's and sector work was about 53% (75% of which is estimated
to be for sector work proper). If it is assumed that the proportion of EFD
net available time allocated to sector work will increase from the present
41% level to about 50-60% after a transition period 1/, corresponding to some

1/ This would allow an initial period of gradual redeployment of EFD avail-
able manpower resources. It should also be emphasized that the recommen-
ded 50-60% time allocation for sector work is an order of magnitude required
for a meaningful implementation of the Education Sector Reporting System.
Even after transition, actual deployment of EFD staff may be expected to
vary somewhat from region to region and from year to year.
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500-650 or so man-weeks 1/, then the total annual output of the ESRS could be
up to:

- 4-5 basic missions or

- 18-20 updating, sub-sector or special missions 2/ or

- some combination in between.

In turn, this means that over a normal 5-year planning cycle some 20-25 basic
missions could be organized or some 90-100 updating or subsector missions.
With a judicious planning of activities and a conservative use of "basic"
missions, the ESRS could thus probably cover some 25-30 countries, including
such desk studies as were appropriate.

Conclusions

20. In summary, it seems that the establishment of an "Education Sector
Reporting System" would be feasible, consistent with the objective of maintain-
ing and reinforcing the Cooperative Program between Unesco and the Bank and be
responsive to a priority need for better sector knowledge, which is felt in .
both developing countries and lending institutions, including the World Bank.
Among the anticipated benefits would be the support which would be provided to
countries' education planning and programming and to the Bank's formulation of
its sector lending strategies. One of the main features of the system would
in fact be to provide outside, independent assessments of education sector
issues and policies in selected member countries. The ESRS would thus not
replace, but in many respects complement and reinforce, other sector work
activities which would be conducted by the countries themselves or by the
Bank.

1/ This would already be less than the present total estimated demand. By
the time the ESRS becomes fully operational the Bank demand may well
have grown substantially. If it is assumed that the Bank total sector
work demand will increase in the next five years roughly in proportion
with the number of countries covered by the education lending program,
it can be expected that the demand will reach the level of 900 or more
man-weeks by FY1980. The ESRS could thus satisfy only some 2/3% of that
total at most.

2/ Assuming these missions take about the same amount of time.
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EDUCATION SECTOR REPORTING SY_ EM

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

1. Selection of Country and Identification of Type of Sector Work

to be Performed

Within the framework of defined sector work needs for education and

country requests for this kind of assistance, a five-year sector work program
would be developed by the CP Planning Committee,comprising the regional
education division chiefs, CPS Education, and EFD management. The program,
which would indicate for each country concerned the type of sector activity

requested, the estimated staffing needs, the timing, etc., would be discussed,

amended as required, and agreed upon with the Unesco/EFD manager at the annual

review meeting and updated semi-annually. (See Annex VII for a more detailed
discussion of this process.)

2. Mission Scheduling

The initial communication with the country concerning objectives,

scope and scheduling of the sector mission would, where appropriate, be made
by the Bank to underscore that the mission is part of the joint CP. However,
all subsequent official correspondence related to the mission should be
between the government concerned and Unesco. Within the framework of the
agreed program of work, mission scheduling and assignments would be Unesco's
responsibility.

3. Terms of Reference

The terms of reference, including indications about the number
and types of specialists required, would be drafted by the mission leader and
sent to the Bank for comments not later than 8 weeks before the scheduled date

of mission departure. Bank comments (if any) would be provided within 10 days
of the receipt of the draft terms of reference and would be taken into account
by the mission leader when preparing the final draft. This would be approved
by the Director, EFD, in accordance with the same clearance procedures tra-
ditionally followed for PIM's.

4. Staffing

Given the terms of reference, mission staffing would be Unesco's
responsibility. It is expected that Unesco would rely not only on the resources
available to EFD, but also encourage active participation of the required
specialists from other divisions and/or sectors within the Unesco Secretariat.
From time to time the Bank may request the inclusion of Bank specialist(s) in
Unesco sector missions. However, these would remain Unesco missions and the
Bank staff would report to the Unesco mission leader.
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5. Briefing of Sector Missions

The leader of all "basic" sector missions would spend at least one

week in Washington before the mission's departure and have briefing sessions

with the regional divisions concerned (Education Division, Programs Division,
selected Projects Divisions as appropriate) and CPS. For all other sector

missions, the Education Division concerned, in consultation with CPS, would
have the responsibility of forwarding to Unesco, together with its comments on
the Terms of Reference, a list of potential "issues" or "areas of concern."

(This would also indicate whether a back-to-office report to the Bank would be
requested.)

6. Back-to-Office Report

If requested by the Regional division concerned, upon the mission's
return from the field, the mission leader would prepare for the Bank (normally
within ten days to two weeks) a brief confidential back-to-office report
outlining the mission's comments on the "areas of concern" mentioned above as
well as on any other issue that he may feel appropriate to bring to the

attention of the Bank. Even if not requested to prepare such a report, the
mission leader should do so if there were matters that came up that needed to
be brought to the division chief's attention.

7. Draft Report

The mission leader (assisted by members of the mission) would be
responsible for drafting the report, circulating it for comments within Unesco
and revising it in accordance with the guidance given by the Director, EFD and
by the Unesco review meeting(s). The whole process would normally take about
3 months after the return of the mission from the field (for a "basic" mission).
The draft would then be sent to the Bank for comments and the Education
Division concerned would have the responsibility, in consultation with CPS, of
eliciting the views of all parties concerned and preparing within 15 working
days a list of comments and recommendations for Unesco consideration. The
mission leader would take these suggestions into account 1/ when revising the
report for distribution or review with the country.

8. Review Draft Report with Country

Normally, the mission leader of each "basic" mission would return to
the country to discuss the draft report. Occasionally, he may be accompanied
by Bank staff as observers. The purpose of the review would be to eliminate
as far as possible factual errors or misunderstandings; it would not be to
obtain the government's clearance. Country review of reports other than
"basic" reports would be decided by EFD, in consultation with the Bank.

1/ However, Unesco/EFD would be under no obligation to incorporate these
suggestions; neither would this be a "clearance process."
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9. Report Distribution

The final version of the report, amended as necessary to reflect
country discussions and re-cleared as necessary within Unesco, would be

addressed to the government by Unesco and zopies would be distributed only
to the Bank and to the agencies or governments indicated by or agreeable to

the country. The preface to the report would indicate that the report (a) was

prepared by the Unesco Secretariat under the Cooperative Agreement between
Unesco and the Bank, (b) emphasize its nature as an independent technical
assessment by the staff of the Unesco Secretariat, and (c) stress that the

views and recommendations expressed in the report do not reflect necessarily
the views and policies of the Bank. This would continue, therefore, this
feature of the present Unesco PIM reports.
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Cost Implications

1. Perhaps the most fundamental cost issues to address are whether or
not the Task Force's recommendations will result in increased costs and, if
so, to whom. In the Task Force's judgment, the CP as such will not cost
significantly more than the present situation. No staff increase is proposed,
except for the third administrator, and provision for this position is already
budgeted in the CP. Other suggested changes in operating procedures are not
expected to have an important effect on the 15% or so of total CP cost that
is other than salary cost. Of course, this is only one aspect of the overall
cost "equation". A further question beyond the cost of the CP per se, is the
total "cost of doing business," given a redefinition of the CP's role.

"Cost of Doing Business"

2. In addressing this broader question, one should consider that the
Task Force proposal is essentially to redistribute project cycle activities
among the various participants (Unesco, Bank and government), rather than
to add new activities. As a result of this redistribution, it appears
likely that resources will be used more efficiently, i.e., more output can
be obtained from a given level of input or the same output would require
less input. In part, this improved efficiency would stem from reducing
duplicative and overlapping activities in the field and in part from im-
proved planning and a recuperation of some EFD "down time" 1/. Therefore,
the marginal cost in real terms of our proposals is expected to be either
zero (in case no efficiency is gained) or negative (if available resources
are used better).

3. In looking further at past project activities, one might say that,
in theory, economies could have been realized by combining "sector work" with"project identification", either in a PIM or a RID mission, i.e., in that no
information transfer between agencies was required between these stages (and
therefore less applied time was spent), or that there were possible savings in
travel expenditures. However, PIM's had diseconomies as well, in that work
was repeated by the Bank and resources as a consequence were inefficiently
used by both parties. Moreover, project identification was not concluded
by the PIM, but normally followed by a Bank/Unesco reconnaissance mission.
The comparison is therefore Unesco PIK - Bank reconnaissance under the old
approach vis-a-vis Unesco sector analysis - Bank project identification,
including reconnaissance, as proposed. The Task Force believes that, other
things being equal, the total use of resources would remain roughly constant,
but that the relevance of the work products should improve over time.

1/ A certain amount of "down time" in an operation such as the CP is per-
haps inevitable.
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4 i should Lc pointed out that the proposed work program change
would take place in a climate in which the Bank generally is increasLng its
overall emphasis on sector work. The change in Unesco/UFD 's work emphases
could be followed by increases in resources devoted to this type of activiLy.
This may be appropriate, in terms of improving overall project quality and
country knowledge, but would not be a consequence of the suggesed role

change.

5. As to project preparation and appraisal, several cost-related
factors should be considered.

(a) The cost of "preliminary engineering" is now borne by the

borrowers during project processing, but is not a cost
to the Bank or Unesco of project processing. However, the

"2-stage" approach to project appraisal 1/ where that may

may be applied could have some impact on the total human
and material resources (including those of EFD) required to
complete preparation/appraisal. It could be asserted that

the same resources are not applied during supervision. In
any case, this change is not related to the Task Force's
proposed change in Unesco/EFD's role.

(b) The introduction of the "bus-stopping" form of preparation
assistance should not have any major effect on the total cost

of project preparation (given the existing definition or
"preparation"), but would imply a redistribution of cost
(or time spent)from the Bank and/or Unesco to the government,

as the latter assumes greater responsibility for preparation.

One could anticipate a longer elapsed time between project
conception and appraisal and perhaps some increase in the
total number of man-weeks required, if it is assumed that
government staffs are less experienced than the Bank or
Unesco in preparing projects for the Bank.

(c) The difference in cost for the Bank or Unesco between
traditional PPM's and "bus-stopping" is difficult to fore-
cast with precision. The total PPM's cost is about 20-25
manweeks of applied time, an equal amount of per diem and
4-5 round trip tickets. "Bus-stopping" could vary from
about the same real cost in the "most difficult" countries
down to some 4-5 man-weeks of applied time and 2-3 round
trip tickets in the "least difficult" countries. Perhaps 10
man-weeks could represent a reasonable estimate for an
"average" country in the medium term using the preparation
assistance mode.

1/ I.e., adding a detailed engineering stage prior to appraisal.
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(d) Other things equal, dropping the traditional sequence of Unesco
PPM - Bank PAM and replacing it with Bank-led combined prepara-
tion/appraisal missions should lessen the problems of information
transfer and "backtracking", and thus result in some net saving
of applied resources at this stage. Where appraisal is still
to be done on the basis of feasibility, as it will in some
cases, combined Bank preparation/appraisal missions may be
appropriate.

(e) To the extent that EFD staff participates in "downstream"
activities more than at present (that is, other than
preparation assistance as discussed above), the cost of
travel and hotel accommodation could increase somewhat,

but this is not expected to be significant. Overall,
this would be covered in the basic CP budget or by Pro-
gramming and Budgeting in the Bank's travel budget.

Distribution of Costs

6. A further series of considerations involves the distribution of
costs among the Bank, Unesco and the governments.

(a) As indicated above, the Bank borrowers would be
expected to bear an increasing share in the applied
time required to do project preparation, perhaps
between 15-25 man-weeks per project. (This time in-

vestment would, of course, serve to build their own
preparation capabilities and help ensure that the

proposed project was "their" project.)

(b) Given that no significant increase in the "cost of doing
business" is anticipated,' nor in the cost of the CP per se,
and that we do not propose a major change in cost sharing
(except for the "barter arrangement" on at least some of
the time shared between EFD and the rest of the Unesco
House), it follows that no significant change is expected
in the costs to be borne by either organization.

(c) On the contrary, because of anticipated efficiency improve-
ments and the borrowers' increased role in preparation, the
unit cost of each lending operation (in terms of applied time
and dollars) should become less for both organizations over
time.

(d) The proposed "barter arrangement" between EFD and the rest
of the House will not result in increased costs for the
Bank, which will continue to receive at least as much and
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-hapo mo-, 1/ of EFD's net available time as bi;etcre, but
with a wider range of specialized skills brought r-o bear.

7. Assuming a dynamic workload framework, the proposed work program
change needs to be interpreted in light of a projected continued growth in

the number of projects, countries covered, and perhaps in Bank staffing as
well. In this framework, the overall contribution of Unesco/CP would be
expected to decline in relative (if not absolute) terms. The work program
change could then be interpreted as:

(a) EFD concentrating a majority of its effort
to sector work, about 2/3 of such work done
now and about the same proportion of an
increased workload by 1980, with 150-200
man-weeks added to that which it currently
supplies. This would represent essentially

all of the incremental demand for sector
work over the next 5 years (from 700 to 900
or more man-weeks in all per year).

(b) Using new Bank staff in education to meet
essentially all of the incremental demand
for Bank project-related work.

In other words, the cost of growth must be differentiated from the cost
of the proposed work program change.

_/ Via improved planning and reduction of duplicative effort.
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RECOMMENDED CP COMMUNICATIONS IMPROVEMENTS

Recommendation biscussion

EFD/Rest of Unesco, Secretariat

1. Improve Unesco coordination on CP activities 1. Within the education sector, planning for the
exchange of staff on assignments to and from
EFD and the rest of the sector should be coordi-
nated in the Office of the Assistant Director-

General for Education. Exchanges outside the
education sector should come under the purview
of the Coordinating Committee for Operating
Activities (CCO) in CPX. The Task Force believes
the Director, EFD should become a member of CCO
to enhance overall twoway communication and ex-
change of information with the rest of the Secre-
tariat.

2. Assign "Country Coverage" responsibilities 2. This proposal would provide a basis for rendering
to each EFD staff member country advice to those units of the Secretariat

concerned with country-related matters, e.g., on

country programming or on technical assistance on
Bank-financed projects. This collateral duty
assignment should provide a recognized focal point

for the Secretariat and help break down the isola-

tion barriers that exist.
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Recommendation Discussion

3. Provide EFD "reserved" time for participation 3.. Such time, when provided in the past, was in-

in Unesco activities formal and ad hoc in character. The Task Force

proposes to set aside 10% net of CP time specifica
ly for support to the House. The specific acti-
vities would be agreed on by EFD management In
coordination with sector officials and the C.0

as appropriate. (Note: this contribution to
Unesco activities would not require prior approval
by the Bank). This should further "open" EFD

toward the rest of Unesco.

4. Rotate staff: EFD/rest of Secretariat 4. The Task Force believes that periodic rotations

of staff between EFD and the rest of the House

would provide a useful and beneficial "cross-
fertilization" of ideas and experience and improve

understanding and the essential variety important

for continued professional growth. Such rotatons
might include up to 10% of EFD staff per year ani

be for a 1-2 year exchange basis, Appropriate

and agreed-on Unesco staff should be rotated on

the same basis to EFD, in consultation with the Bank.

EFD/Bank

1. Improve overall policy information exchange 1. Policy proposals and decisions within Unesco are

regularly communicated to the Bank via the docu-

mentation from General Conferences, Executive Board

Sessions and the Unesco Program and Budget and

Medium Term Planning documents. Unesco receives

the Annual Reports of the Bank, but there are few

comprehensive program and policy documeti-s in the

Bank as there are in Unesco. The Bank sector policy

papers are distributed to Unesco, but there should

be within CPS a closer monitoring of the various
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Recommendations Discussion

EFD/Bank (Cont'd.) types of policy documents used in the Bank and the
communication to EFD of those necessary for a thorough
understanding of Bank policy.

2. Improve exchange on organization and procedures 2. Since the Bank's reorganization, and with Unesco's
current reorganization, the need to understand the
changing organization and procedures in each institu-
tion is highly important. The Bank regions' varia-
tions in approaching the project cycle should be
thoroughly understood by EFD and closer coordination
on the exchange of such information should be organized
by CPS and EFD management. (Recent examples include
information on the sector memorandum, project prepara-
tion facility, and on project briefs in the Bank.) (Note:as

needed,work process adjustments should be made regularly)

3. Improve guidelines for, and feedback on, 3. Better guidelines as to expectations, areas of concern,
results of CP-operated work and terms of reference are needed by Bank managers for

CP/EFD staff; part of this is built in to the proposed
planning process. EFD end products need to be crit-
iqtued carefully to ensure that Bank thinking is known
and factored in to EFD work.

4. Rotate staff EFD/Bank 4. The Task Force proposes that rotation of staff between
EFD and the Bank on a 1-2 year "tour of duty" basis be con-
sidered. The benefits accruing from such rotation
should outweigh logistical considerations. The lack
of understanding of the other institution's inherent
constraints and accepted working patterns has caused
much strain in the CP. For full and successful co-
operation, better knowledge of such constraints and
patterns is essential, and exchanges on a several week
mission basis are not sufficient.
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Recommendation Discussion

EFD/Bank (Cont'd.)

5. Conduct professional seminars 5. Periodic meetings of specialists from both organi-

zations, e.g., economists, general educators, archi-

tects, should be established on a systematic basis.

These meetings would offer staff a useful opportunity

to deal with substantive professional matters and

provide a forum for a frank and candid exchange of

views on new developments and operating problems.

6. Assign "country coverage" responsibilities 6. The EFD country assignment responsibility would also

to EFD staff (see above) benefit EFD/Bank relationships. Since the Bank's re-

organization, EFD staff have kept their worldwide

approach, while Bank staff have become country or,

at least, regional specialists. EFD staff are felt

to be out of touch with a given country in that there

may be long gaps between visits and no "built-in"

follow-up responsibility. Monitoring responsibility

by a given EFD staff member of a particular country

would provide improved continuity, e.g., in briefing

outgoing EFD missions.

7. Encourage more management visits to the 7. Bank regional division chiefs, CPS staff and EFD

other agency management staff should schedule regular and frequent

visits to the other agency. Such working contacts

provide opportunities for frank discussions and con-

tribute toward keeping each group better informed

about the other's work and concerns.

8. Exchange staff on missions more 8. The Task Force recommends that more Bank staff parti-

frequently cipate in EFD missions, as well as continuing to have

EFD staff take part in Bank missions. Bank participa-
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Recommendation Discussion

EFD/Bank (Cont'd.)

tion in EFD mission work has been minimal (see Annex IV,
Table 14) and if increased, would contribute to better
understanding of EFD and Unesco by Bank operational
staff. In particular, new Bank staff members should
be encouraged to take part in an EFD sector mission as
part of their training.

1. CPS Education should assert its functional authorityCPS/Regions 
role by taking an active part in drafting CP sector or

1. Assert CPS's functional authority role other work guidelines, monitoring briefings and feedback
by regions related to CP work, and performing quality
control, including selected participation in CP missions.
This should help ensure that EFD is fully informed and
that the Bank speaks with "one voice" on policies and overall
education operations to Unesco/EFD. CPS Education should take
a lead role in reconciling Bank work processes with those of
EFD and initiating corrective action as appropriate.

2. Improve CP planning mechanism 2. The establishment of a CP Planning Committee, as discuss-
ed in Chapter 1I and Annex VII, including regional divi-
sion chiefs and CPS, should contribute to a major improve-
ment in overall communications on CP work and on Bank re-
quirements for it.
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proposed Implementation Plan

Responsibility
Unesco Bank

Recommendation/Implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ.
Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing* Cc =ents Referece

Overall Implementation Actions

1. Review draft Task Force report; Joint Steering CommitteB Members Aug.1976 Chairman decides if comments

provide comments to Chairman warrant second Steering
Committee meeting (meeting
to be conducted if necessar,

2. Reviews comments; prepares and Chairman, Joint Steering Committe end Aug.
submits Steering Committee 1976

decision recommendations to
Messrs. M'Bow and McNamara

3. Following approval, undertake ir., ADG/ED, Dir-, CP ivision Sept,1 9 7 6 - Responsibility assignments

implementation program lesig- ADG/CPX liaison Chiefs June, 1977 for implementation should be

iated (monitor) officer articipat designated in EFD and CPS

staff Education; others as appro-
priate

4. Draft any needed changes to Dir., as appro- Director Div.Chiefs :y end Changes should be possible

Memorandum of Understanding; (lead priate (lead role) (input/re- 1976 using an exchange of lettersi

gain agreement ole) view) between Messrs. M'Bow an,"

McNamara

5. Monitor implementation effort; Dir.; as appro- irector; CP :iv. During Principals should use semi-

take corrective action as desig priate iaison offkaChiefs FY1977 annual (and other) joint

appropriate meetings to review progress

staff of implementation over next

year

*Dates subject to change
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Proposed Implementation Plan

Respo sibility

Recommendation/ Implementation Unesco Bank
Action Other CPS Reg.Educ.

EFD (specify_) Education divisions Timing Comments Reference

Overall Implementation Actions (Cont

6. Shift to revised work program 1 Director All July,1977 ignifies end of implementa- ChapterII
(monitor) ion program, per se; may Annex IX

eed procedural or other
djustments at this time

7. Examine substance of work ir., ADG/ED, Dir,staffs Division June 1979 3ufficient body of CP endperformed under revised work staff ADG/CPX (also others Chiefs, >roducts will exist on which Chapter IIprogram Others as in Bank,such Staffs :o base a "relevance/useful-
appropriab as OED, regi- .ess" assessment for all
(participa- onal program :oncerned; some country
tion in re- departments, ontact also may be

ew) etc.) ppropriate

Work Program Change

8. Shift CP/EFD's principal activity All (rest of serve as support Begin (Bank sector work requests
to that of sector analysis, in Jnesco stagliaison in CP/EFD in July 1976 Eor FY1977 are at approxima- ChapterII
place of PIM work (Note: Bank to participate implementing sector ely 500 manweeks) Annex IX
continue to perform selected in sector work program work(with
sector analysis) work (as change guidelines

appropr iatq feedback)
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Proposed Implementation Plan

Respo sibility
Unesco Bank____

Recommendation/Implementation Other Ba Ed
Action EFD Other CPS Reg.Educ.

Ato E _D(specify) Education divisions Timing Commpents Reference

Work Program Change (Cont.)

9. ContineC rprto lssinue CP preparation All monitor; lead role begin Most PPM's should cease Mapter IIassistance; shift where assist in in conver- Sept.1976 early in FY1977; effortpossible, from PPM approach liaison sion (with should be made to convert toto assisting/guiding 
govern- assistance approach or-governments 
ments) government preparation

10. Retain EFD participation in All rest of monitor over-equest ongoing Essentially, continue as at hapter II
all project-cycle activities Unesco all partici- ED part- present; diversify involve-
as part of Bank missions participa- pation level icipation ment in "downstream"

tion to be as appro- activities as appropriate
encouraged riate

10a.Identify ways and means to All est of onitor; en- ncourage 1977 Will require participation, Chapter II
involve Unesco/EFD in project nesco courage part9rarticipa- role definition, close follo
completion and evaluation scipation; tion up
activities with the Bank. iaison with

OED

11. Provide explicit EFD support )ir., ADG/ED, onitor; begin Additional work may be Chapter II
to related activities in (lead ADG/CPX (limited Sept.1976 needed to define appropriate Aex VII
rest of Secretariat ole) (CCO) ole) assistance categories

;taff coordinate
>rovi- requests
es or EFD-
upport upport
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Proposed Implementation Plan

Responisibility-
Unesco Bank

Recommendation/Implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ.Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing I Reference

Work Program Change (Cont.)

12. Define work guidelines, operatinpDir. - Director, Division 3egin This would include such Annex IX
procedures under work program (selec- liaison Chiefs, ept.1976; things as sector work
change in greater detail ted officer, selected -hrough- specifications, approaches

staff) selected staff )ut FY1977 for preparation assistance,
staff Bank mission participation;

partly based on initial worl
experience under role re-
vised work program.

Time and Cost Sharing

13. Allocate available CP manpower Dir., ADG/ED, Director, Division FY1977 ?roportions to be maintained Chapter I[
on approximate basis: assist staff;CCO participate chiefs .(transiti-ria Bank CP planning lAnnex VII
a. 50-60% sector analysis ant (for 10% olin CP participa->n);FY1978aommittee and via education
b. 30-40% preparation assistance,(lead Unesco Planning te in (full im- sector or CCO (as appropriat

including participation in role) support) Committee; planning >lementa- in Unesco
Bank missions monitor"mix" committee; ion)

c. 10% (net) for Unesco support* of CP use; adhere to
(Note: 10% non-EFD Unesco added to liaison proportiai
a) or b) to reach 90% equivalent) officer

provide staf
support

*Based on 20% EFD contribution to
House and 10% contribution of
House to CP activities.
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Froposed Implementation Plan

Respo sibility
Unesco Bank

Recommendation/Implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ.
Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing Comments Refere I

Time and Cost Sharing (cont.)

14.Establish "barter" time-sharing Dir., ADG/ED, Director, - July - Need procedures, director Chapter iI
arrangements EFD/rest of Unesco assit-staff;CCO liaison September level and above support in

where feasible; retain cost ant officer 1976 Unesco
reimbursement where not (lead monitor

role) (limited
role)

15.Retain existing cost sharing - - - - ongoing Need to monitor indirect Chapter Ii
arrangements, or "approximate costs and implication3 in
cost parity" (75/25: Bank/Unesco both agencies, periodically

on direct costs)

Work Planning and Scheduling

16.Create Bank CP Planning Committee )ir., - Dir. (or Div.Chiefs First Exact timing of semiannual Aa-a-z'

x- epresentati-partici- Quarter meetings to be determined

fici ve) chairs pate FY1977; (to coincide with two

arti- meet semi agencies planning/budgeting

ipant annually cycles)
thereafre
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Proposed Implementation Plan

Respo sibility

Recommendation/Implementation Unesco Bank
Action Other CPS Reg.Educ.

EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing Comments Referenc

17.Create Unesco CP planning mecha- Dir. ADW/ED (or CP liaison - Key considerations will be Annex VInism a) in education sector and (lead designated officer eptember a)availability of Unesco
b) in rest of Unesco role) representa- (monitor; 976;meet staff for exchanges and

tive) for limited role emi- b) nature of requests for
education nually EFD staff
sector; -CO hereafter
(for non-
education
sectors)

18.Establish multiyear and near- Dir., ADG/ED,CCODirector/ Div.Chiefs First 1equires aggregation and Annex VI
term CP plan assist participate liaison partici- uarter, reconciliation of various

ant (Unesco officer pate ?1976; 3ank/Unesco requirements
part- support (coordinate; ipdate
icipa- aspect) provide emi-
te, staff nually
conso- support)
lidate
Bank/
Unescc
requi
rement

19. Use annual and semi-annual Dir. Dir.; CP Division Semi- CP Planning Committee exeri-Annex VI
planning meetings for program parti- LiacsonOffice Chiefs annually cise should be retrospec-
review and analysis cipat- - participate participaU tive/"stocktaking" effort

es as well as planning activi-
ty
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Respo sibility
Un esco Bankc

Recommendation/Implementation Other C aSk________
Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing Coiments Refere7ce

EFD Organization & Management

20. Improve EFD's internal organi- -nnex VIII
zation and management

a. Appoint permanent director - Senior - - by end Subject to Unesco staffing/
(and have 3 administrators Management 1976 budgeting constraints;shouldl
in all) Unesco be done as soon as practic-

able

b. Improve work review/quality Dir., Interested Provide in- Provide by end Includes both divisional and
control procedures (lead parties put/feedback input/ 1976 Unesco wide review improve-

role); provide on work pro- feedback ments; improvedBank/Unesco
Deputy feedback ducts on work communications
or other as appro- products
designee priate

c. Establish EFD "country Dir., - - Concentrate on countries ini
coverage" assignments staff September multiyear work program

1976 assign others as appropriate

d. Review EFD staffing needs Dir.,. - Provide Provide During Aspects include a) other
and composition (lead input input 1976, generalists/specialists

role) first- needed forEFD-led work, b)
half 197? addition of research assist;

ants/junior project officers
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Responsibility

Recoinendation/Implementation Unesco Bank________

Action EFD Other CPS Reg.Educ.
A(sPecify) Education divisions Timing Comments Reference

EFD Organization & Management

21-. Retain EFD as an integral Dir., ADG/ED - - ongoing Communications/procedural Annex VIII
unit ot professionals within maintain ensure linkages needed with other
the education sector relation- support sectors (via CCO or direct

ships, provided working relationships)
within, to EFD
outside from
sector other

units

CPS Role

22. Reassert CPS' functional - Director; Partici- Immediateb ; Emphasis on policy liaison, Chapter
authority role vis-a-vis CP liaison pate; major ef- participation in work II III
regional education operations officer provide fort fizst guideline preparation,
on CP-related matters (lead roles) comments alf FY77 monitoring CP operations

feedback and suggesting corrective
action
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Respo sibility
RecoT=endation/Implementation Unesco Bank

Other CPS Reg.Educ.
Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing Comments Referen e

Other Areas of Cooperation

23. Use sector analysis work as Monitor, Participate, Monitor Identify FY77 Includes, but is not limited Chapter IV

principal vehicle for encourag as appro- possible (Phase-in) to science, cultural tourism,

possible expansion of co- partici- priate areas for communications staffs in

operation pation inclusion Unesco
in CP sect
or work

24. Establish improved exchange Director Science Director, - (also see overall comments hapter IV

of information on policies, limited sector CPS Educa- September below on communications)

programs, and results in monitor- staffs tion (limit- 1976

all sectors; in science, ing role (lead) ed monitor-

establish and maintain a ing role);
"working dialogue" to ensure Science

possible areas of interest Advisor

are known to each party (lead role);
External
Relations
Staff

Communications Improvements

25. Improve communications/ Director ADG/ED, - - Sept. Includes improved coordina- Chapter T11

working relationships (lead staffs; December tion, "country coverage' ANNEX XI
role) ADG/CPX, 1976 responsibilities; time sharl

a. EFD/rest of Unesco Secre- staffs; ing, staff rotation program

tariat (via education others as

sector/CCO/CPX) appropriat1
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Respo sibility

Recommendation/Implementation Unesco Bank
Action EFD Other CPS Reg.Educ.

(specify) Education divisions Timing Commnents_ e

Communications Improvements (Cont.)

b.. EIFD/Bank Director Participa- Director, Division Sept. Includes improved procedures Chapter II
(lead tion as CP Liaison Chiefs December for EFD work staff rota- Annex XI
role) above Officer (lead role 1976 tion program; management

(lead role) visits; professional seminari;
policy and procedures commu-
nication

c. CPS/Regions Director, Division Sept. Includes improved coordinatit Chapter
CP Liaison Chiefs., 1976 on onguidelines requirementt, III,
Officer, CPS staffs plans, operations, review of Annex XI
staff CP work
(lead role) (lead role
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SUMMARY OF BENEFITS AND IMPLICATIONS OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

Major Expected Benefit/Implication
Recommendations ~------------------------------------------------------------

Member Countries . Bank I Unesco

1. Adjust Unesco/EFD work - Sector analysis provides end product - Restores more of an equal partnership relation-
program; principal useful in and of. itself to country ship between Unesco and the Bank;
activity to be sector
analysis - Broadens nature of Unesco/EFD - Improves overall cooperation through a clearer

assistance to country; provides division of effort and responsibilities

. identification of needs - Alleviates need for two agencies to have to

. assessments of issues and relate so directly on project cycle work
possible priorities

. investment implications of plans

Sector work builds on
- Provides improved tool for country - Complements and provides Unesco's institutional
use in requesting external financ- useful input for Bank strengths and EFD's
ing requirements from variety of country lending program experience;recognizes
lenders (because less exclusively Unesco's comparative
Bank project oriented) advantage

- Provides base assessment
- Clarifies Unesco's intervention of needs, priorities, to - Sector work in line
vis-a-vis the Bank; reduces possible help focus Bank/country with Unesco's overall
confusion, activity overlaps at specific project selection approach of broad sup-
country level port to member state

educational development
- Paves the way for Bank project

identification and eventual finan- - End product, because
cing. less Bank project

specific, may contribute
more to such Unesco
efforts as country
programming

la. Ensure advisory role - Helps link Unesco sector analysis - Provides useful insights - Helps ensure continuity,
retained by Unesco/EFD with Bank project work in field; for specific project work continued relevance
in all other phases of minimizes work at cross purposes for Unesco education
Bank project cycle - Keeps Unesco up to date sector work

on Bank lending criteria,
operations approaches for - Preserves Unesco invol-
use in its assigned work vement in all aspects

of Bank education
financing
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MajorExpected Benefit/ licatio
Recommendations Member Countries Bank Unesco

lb. Delete CP identifi- - Reduces possible source of friction, misunderstanding on - As to detailed, iden-
cation work per se; specifics of project generation tification, reduces
reduce and eventually likelihood of exten-
eliminate project pre- sive but unused
paration "parachuting"; - Encourages development of country's - Recognizes reality of Bank's analyses
replace with near-term own project preparation skills role in defining its project
preparation assistance lending with the country - As to on-site,"one-
to country - Increases country commitment to visit" preparation,

project reduces arduous and
inherently limited

(Note: Some short-term preparation value exercise
assistance to continue)

lc. Provide explicit EFD - More efficiency, continuity at - Provides added linkage from - Provides Unesco access
support to CP-related country level Bank via EFD to Unesco units to EFD country know-
activities in providing technical assistance ledge
Secretariat - Overall Unesco mission activity

in country better coordinated - Provides better conti-
(EFD, rest of House) nuity, follow through

where Unesco is exe-
cuting agency on Bank-
financed projects

2. Codify above role ele-
ments into time-sharing - Applies Unesco/Bank skills, - Provides adequate parti- - Provides explicit re-
arrangements, approxima- assistance to countries in a more cipation in Bank mission servation of time for
tely, optimal manner activities EFD staff to devote
- 50-60% for sector to related Unesco

analysis activities (not
- 20-30% for preparation provided before)

assistance
- 10% for Bank missions
- 10% for Unesco support

3. Retain existing cost- (Not applicable) - Recognizes "approximate total cost" (direct plus
sharing arrangements indirect) parity that exists today between two
(75/25: Bank/Unesco on parties
direct costs) - Represents easiest approach to administer as to

accounting/recordkeeping
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SUMMARY OF BENEFITS AND IMPLICATIONS OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

Major ____ Expe ctedBenefit/Implication
Recommendations Member Countries Bank Unesco

4. Improve work planning and - Less confusion due to over- - Puts planning, for both sides,
scheduling lapping or duplicative mis- on a more rational and longer

sion activities* term footing
- with multiyear sector

analysis planning - Improved possibility of re- - Fits Unesco work in better - Should result in less
lating Unesco/EFD missions to with Bank's overall lend- staff downtime, more

- with uniform, consistently rhythm of country's own sector ing program for given efficient EFD staff use
presented mission partici- work, planning efforts; help- countries
pation requirements ing to ensure relevance of - Increased and more order-

end product to country ly contribution to
- with greater CPS central lUnesco activities

coordination - Increased likelihood that
countries with priority need - Improved working level
for Unesco sector work will morale because fewer
receive this assistance last-minute changes,

less uncertainty

5. Improve EFD's internal organi- - Help enhance Unesco/EFD end product quality - Provide better oversight
zation and management and, ultimately, its usefulness to countries and control over EFD

and the Bank work
a. Appoint permanent director
b. Appoint third administrator - Help assure minimum wo.
c. Improve work review/quality quality standards main-

control procedures tained/enhanced

* Also improved by work program adjustment.
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SUMMARY OF BENEFITS AND IMPLICATIONS OF MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

Hajor Expected Benefit/Implication
Recommendations ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Recommend ations Member Countries Bank Unesco

5. Improve EFD internal organiza- - Help prevent conflicting "signals" - Improves continuity bet- - Increase continuity

tion and management (Cont'd.) to country between, for example, ween Unesco sector for various Unesco
Bank staff and those in Unesco analysis work and part- country-related

d. Establish EFD "country who administer technical assist- icipation in Bank _ activities

coverage assignments" ance on Bank-financed projects missions
- Provide focal point

for obtaining in-
sights/information
on particular
countries

t. Retain EFD - Integral unit pro-

- Integral unit helps ensure quality control vides most likely
a. as an integral unit of of end product for country/Bank users structure for

professionals effective accomplish-
ment of revised work

b. within the education - Helps ensure that Unesco - Single unit facilitates (with selected se-

sector (However, see CP speaks to country with operating relationships condment of other

7a) a "single voice" with the Bank staff)

- facilitates contacts
within education
sector, the primary
field for Bank/Unesco
cooperation

7. Improve communications/ - Should help ensure that most - Should improve Bank - Enhances transfer of

working relationships appropriate mix of staff is access to Unesco EFD knowledge to rest

included on EFD as well as Bank Secretariat expertise of Secretariat and

a. EFD/rest of Secretariat country missions ultimately to

(via CCO/CPX) countries

- Improves climate for
obtaining Unesco
specialists for EFD,
Bank missions
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Aajor -__ _________ExpectedBenefit/Implementationtaj or~--------------------- ---------------------------------------ExetdBnft/I~eetto
Recommendations .~-~~---~~----Recommendations Member Countries Bank (Unesco

7. Improve communications/ - Helps minimize confusion, - Improves, through better guidelines and fecdback,
relationships (Cont'd.) redundancy of missions, the understanding of work to be done, orientation

questions in field (also of each other's institutional and operating
b. EFD/Bank enhanced by work program constraints

change)
- via better guidelines, - Increases likelihood of acceptability of Unesco

feedback, information EFD end products for Bank needs
and staff exchanges

- Clarifies problem conditions early before they
become serious

c. CPS/Regions

- via improved coordina- - Helps ensure that Bank assist- - Clarifies line and staff - presents Unesco/EFD
tion on requirements, ance to a given .country reflects roles; provides better with consistent overall
plans, operations broadest development assistance coordination mechanism set of requirements

thinking, shared experience
in variety of member countries
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I. Introduction and Summary

Study Purpose and Approach

1. The World Bank/Unesco Cooperative Program (CP) study examined the

workings of a program in operation for 12 years to determine how it might

be rendered more efficient, effective, and beneficial to the organizations

and countries concerned. The study was felt to be needed because of several

factors, including recent growth in Bank staff and lending for education, or-

ganization change in the Bank and Unesco, and shifts in operating approaches

and procedures. Both organizations also sensed that problems existed in

work planning and scheduling, coordination, and relationships.

2. The study was conducted in both Paris and Washington by a joint

Task Force consisting of education, management analysis, and external rela-

tions staffs from the Bank and Unesco reporting to a joint Steering Commit-

tee; the participants are listed in Table I following this chapter.

3. The Task Force examined CP operations, organization, activities,

and procedures; conducted extensive interviews (with some 150 persons seen);

performed quantitative and statistical analyses; and surveyed 25 recent Bank

projects. Findings and proposals were discussed with policy and operating

staffs in the two organizations. In general, an attempt was made to see

how each organization could tap the considerable resources, knowledge, and

experience of the other. The study, as agreed, did not attempt to define

Unesco or Bank educational philosophy or evaluate the educational or socio-

economic impact of CP work or Bank financing. There was a strong presump-

tion in the study's terms of reference that the CP would continue.

CP Background

4. For a brief background on the CP, we discuss below the CP's objec-

tives and current structure and outline its traditional activities.

Objectives of the CP

5. The CP is an instrument of the Bank and Unesco designed to facili-

tate the financing of education projects in developing countries that are

members of both institutions. The Program was started in 1964 to assist

member countries in identifying and preparing education projects for Bank

financing, appraising those projects, providing end-use supervision for

their execution and operation, and arranging for technical assistance re-

quired to implement them. Unesco was to assist primarily in identifying

and preparing projects, with the Bank responsible for project appraisal,

financing, disbursement of funds, and end-use supervision. Where agreed

with the Bank, Unesco could also help ascertain if educational objectives

were being attained and, when executing agency, would provide or arrange

for technical assistance on Bank-financed projects. These aspects are

set forth in the Memorandum of Understanding, included for reference as

Annex I.
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Organization Structure

6. Unesco's designated unit for carrying out the CP is the Education
Financing Division (EFD), consisting of 25 project officers, 2 administra-

tors, and 18 support staff and located in the Secretariat's education sector

under the Assistant Director General for Education (ADG/ED). EFD also now

has a functional relationship with the Assistant Director General for Coop-
eration for Development and External Relations (ADG/CPX). EFD is, as the

original Agreement spelled out, "an identifiable group ... of specialized
personnel ... devoted exclusively and continuously to this work." Unesco's

organization chart is included as Annex II.

7. Within the Bank, the Education Department, in the Central Projects
Staff (CPS), is responsible for CP liaison with Unesco and determines poli-

cies for, and monitors the results of, Bank education work, including that

of the CP. Since 1972, this Department has exercised a "staff" or func-

tional authority role over Bank education operations. Before that time it

directed project operations centrally. Bank education operations-are car-

ried out by 5 educational divisions, located in 5 of the Regional Office
Projects Departments. (The sixth Bank region, South Asia, is serviced by
the East Asia and Pacific Region's education division). The Bank's organi-
zation chart is included for reference as Annex III.

Traditional CP Activities

8. For the first 8 years or so of the Program, Unesco (EFD) performed

identification and preparation as agreed, with the Bank undertaking subse-
quent steps in the "project cycle." The division of responsibilities was

clearcut and understood by all concerned, including member countries.

9. This sequence of activities typically first involved Unesco perform-

ing a Project Identification Mission (PIM). This was initiated, with Bank

agreement, when a country expressed interest in Bank financing for education.

The PIM consisted of both sector survey work and project identification. 1/
Each PIM proposed project items and gave indicative costing data. As the Bank

developed its own staffing capability and wanted first-hand country knowledge,
it began mounting its version of a PIM, the reconnaissance-in-depth (RID)

mission, 2/ essentially the same in scope and coverage as a PIM. The Bank

might follow a Unesco PIM mission with a brief reconnaissance mission, often
with Unesco/EFD participation, serving to affirm the project identification
in the Bank's terms and to pave the way for project preparation. This next
step would then be performed by Unesco in a project preparation mission (PPM),

1/ For planning purposes, the proportions are considered to be about 3/4
sector and 1/4 identification work.

2/ Not, however, in the same countries in which Unesco had done a
recent PIM.
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resulting in drafting the government's loan request to the Bank. This

was largely a "feasibility" effort comprised of project item descrip-

tions and justifications. The Bank then appraised the project, using the

Unesco feasibility data, supplemented with other justifications needed for

Bank Board approval. After Board approval, detailed architectural designs

would be prepared and more detailed curricula developed as part of project

implementation. 1/ In subsequent steps, schools would be constructed,

equipment purchased, services retained, and the project completed by the

borrower. Throughout this process, Bank supervision missions would be

conducted. Unesco/CP was little involved in these latter steps. This

traditional sequence is depicted in Table 2 at the end of this Chapter;

changes to this pattern are discussed below.

Summary of Findings and Recommendations

10. As a result of the changed operating conditions of the last sev-

eral years, coupled with managerial and administrative "gaps," the Bank/

Unesco CP relationship is now showing increasing signs of strain. At

present, EFD's end products - its PIM and PPM reports - may not be used

in whole or in part by the Bank. The CP/EFD unit is increasingly being

used as a "labor pool" by Bank educational units. Activity duplications

and overlaps occur, particularly in the field, and the borrowing countries

themselves are becoming somewhat concerned by what appears to be Bank/Unesco

disharmony and inefficiency in certain instances.

11. Therefore, the Task Force concludes there is a need for change in

two aspects of the CP if it is to continue effectively and as a "true part-

nership" arrangement. The first is to adjust and clarify EFD's work pro-

gram to capitalize on EFD's experience and help ensure it is not working

at cross purposes with the Bank. The second is to institute a program of

managerial and administrative improvements in both agencies that will help

buttress and support the substantive work to be done and reconstitute a

meaningful partnership between the Bank and Unesco in the CP. None of

these changes is extreme, but taken together can mean the difference

between a program that could fall into disuse or one that provides use-

ful, effective support to member countries through the combined efforts

of two preeminent international agencies in educational development and

financing.

Findings and Conclusions

12. The Task Force finds much that has been constructive and worth-

while in the Program since its inception in 1964. As involvement in educa-

tion was then still a new venture for the Bank, 2/ it had little experience

1/ Commitment was made "earlier" in-the project cycle in education than

in some other Bank sectors.

2/ It began education financing in 1962.
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in this field; Unesco had already gained much education experience since its

beginning in 1945. The CP arrangement enabled Unesco to contribute almost
from the start to the Bank's build up in education financing.

13. Since that time, the Bank has added an important dimension to the

development of education through its large volume of external capital assis-
tance. To June 1975, the Bank lent $1.28 billion to its member countries

through 120 education projects. Unesco/EFD has contributed importantly to

this assistance by participating in 443 missions in 82 countries, a consid-
erable record for a group numbering at most only 25-28 professionals. 1/
The CP has identified and/or prepared about 2/3 of the projects financed
by the Bank over the 12-year life of the Program. During the first 3 fis-
cal years of the Program, the Bank lent $81 million in 8 countries and 10
operations; EFD was involved in 4. In the last 3 fiscal years, the Bank

lent $670 million for education, an 8-fold increase. This lending was
made to 47 countries in 49 operations covering primary, secondary (includ-

ing vocational and technical training), and university education. , The number

of student places provided in the last 3 years, about 1 million, is approxi-

mately the same as for the previous 9 years. Of the last 77 projects (fiscal
1971-75), EFD was involved in identifying and/or preparing 49. 2/

14. In qualitative terms, Unesco has been a contributing factor to the
broadening of Bank lending. For example, the Faure report, Learning to Be,

has widely influenced Bank thinking in education. EFD has also influenced the
Bank in its work. A recent study 3/ of over 600 project items proposed by EFD

indicated that 1/3 were "new" items, i.e., for educational assistance not pre-
viously existing in the countries concerned; many of these items were accepted
for Bank financing. EFD frequently proposed lending in categories which the
Bank was not prepared to finance at the time, but which it eventually did

finance, such as curricula development and primary education. Bank lending
today is even broader and includes financing of technical assistance and

minimum basic education. The cooperation between the two institutions is

acknowledged by many Bank staff as having a favorable impact on this evolution

in Bank education financing. Overall, the Program has demonstrated that

two large and quite different agencies can work together effectively toward a
single, common objective: that of strengthening educational development in
member countries.

15. However, at this stage in its "life cycle," the Program is under-
going stress. The Bank is staffed (with over 80 professionals) to do much

of what EFD did in the early days of the Program. Countries themselves are
gaining more experience with Bank policies and procedures as they become

1/ Full time staff; supplemented by part-time Unesco staff and consultants.

2/ Annex IV provides basic data on CP activities.

3/ By EFD staff, January 1976.
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recipients of second or subsequent loans, increase their ability to do their

own project preparation work, and are encouraged to do so by the Bank. This

calls into question Unesco CP's traditional role of performing on-site project
preparation for countries.

16. The Bank's reorganization in 1972 caused major changes that affect

CP operations. The Bank's 5 regionalized education divisions, under a decen-

tralized form of operations, began moving toward maintaining a more "contin-

uous dialogue" with their assigned countries, based on deeper country knowl-

edge, more frequent visits, and closer collaboration with country officials
on all aspects of project lending, including those formerly performed pri-

marily by Unesco/EFD. Bank regions have diversified their approaches to
project lending in their respective regions and now employ a greater variety

of "tailor-made" mission sequences, combinations, and responsibility assign-

ments than were in place earlier, partly to speed up the project cycle.
Bank procedures are also evolving, with new emphasis on sector work, issue-

oriented project briefs, and revised approaches to preparation and appraisal.

These changed procedures have not been brought regularly to EFD's attention
or factored into its work, causing frustrations and inefficiencies in both

organizations. And, increasingly, education projects are viewed by the Bank
within a long-term lending strategy for education that takes into account

intersectoral relationships and overall country development needs.

17. The above factors have made it increasingly difficult for Unesco/
EFD to maintain a "close fit" with Bank activities or share easily in the

Bank/country dialogue. More importantly, in the face of these considerable
changes, no specific efforts have been made to adjust CP work processes

so that the Bank and Unesco could continue to work together effectively.

EFD's activities, as agreed earlier by the two parties, have continued to
be largely identification and on-site preparation missions since 1964; its

staffing has also remained stable over the past 5 years (25-27 proj.ect

officers). EFD's traditional activities of relatively fixed content have
become less applicable than before, with resulting duplication in informa-
tion gathering, overlap of effort and ensuing concern by member countries.

18. Running an effective CP across an ocean - particularly under

these changed circumstances - would require close coordination, frequent

communications, and efficient work planning, scheduling and review. These

elements have not been in place satisfactorily. Since the Bank's reorgan-

ization, the Bank's Central Projects Staff (CPS) Education Department has

played only a limited central coordination role on CP operations or in

initiating needed work program changes. Communications between the two

agencies have been inadequate either in conveying new Bank procedures, pro-
viding timely information to Unesco/EFD on specific operations, or in pro-
viding useful feedback on EFD's work to those responsible for it. This
interaction is especially required in a program such as this one, in which
participants often work on a relatively autonomous, independent basis. CP
work planning and scheduling have not been systematized in the Bank, leading
to problems in setting Bank-wide priorities and consolidating overall require-
ments. As a result, planning lead times are often short and subject to last
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minute changes, and EFD staff is inefficiently used, with considerable
productive time lost. EFD staff scheduling and deployment is rendered

difficult and calls for the EFD, Acting Director, to deal directly with
each Bank division chief on planning and most other matters.

19. On Unesco's side, we find that EFD has been relatively isolated,
for most of its 12 year existence, from the rest of the Secretariat. EFD

has been protectively managed and is viewed as "elite" and "the Bank" by
the rest of Unesco. (It does have higher grade levels, on average, than
other Unesco units and is not involved in Unesco administrative work as
are other Units.) One result of this separation has been a difficulty in

drawing fully on Unesco's reservoir of education and other experience for
the CP. Another result is that EFD's country and education financing ex-
perience has not been made available as fully as it might be to the rest
of Unesco, which is now more country and operations oriented since its re-

organization. Some steps have recently been made to improve this coordina-

tion, but more such cooperation is needed.

20. Internally, EFD appears underadministered, with only two admin-
istrators, an Acting Director and an Assistant, managing 27 professionals

and support staff. We also find that improvements are needed in EFD's work

quality control function and in following up regularly on educational devel-

opments and Bank project financing in particular countries, as a means of
maintaining better continuity and improving the support provided to both
the Bank and Unesco.

21. In summary, under the present circumstances, two categories of
problems exist for the CP: those in program operations, resulting largely
from the evolution in Bank education financing and in Bank relations with
countries; and those in program coordination and administration, in.part
due to not keeping pace with the managerial implications of changed oper-
ating conditions. We conclude that change is needed if a workable coopera-
tion is to continue and be fully effective, efficient, and beneficial to
the countries concerned. Such change can be accomplished, in our view,
without radical program alterations.

Summary of Recommendations

22. The Task Force recommends that restoring the effectiveness of the
CP partnership calls for (a) adjusting CP/EFD's work program and clarifying
its assigned tasks and responsibilities and (b) improving CP planning and
scheduling, communications, and management and administration in both or-
ganizations.

23. As to the CP work program, the Task Force recommends 4 categories
of contributions that Unesco/EFD should make. The first is sector analysis
work, which we believe Unesco could perform well as a relatively autonomous
function, in coordination with the Bank. This work would replace the iden-
tification work (PIM's) that EFD does currently. This is not as major a
change as it first appears, given that the majority of PIM work consists of
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sector analysis. It would leave identification per se, perphaps 1/4 of the
total, for the Bank to work out directly with the country, as is often the
case at present. The sector analyses we recommend call for Unesco's
independent assessment of countries' educational policies, plans, issues,
and needs, and its external financing requirements. Sector coverage would
become broader than the sector aspects of a PIM, and sector work would be
planned to include a variety of missions and desk studies over several
years for those countries covered, unlike the more episodic PIM's. EFD
sector work should provide products useful to countries, Unesco, and the
Bank while drawing on EFD's experience and its access to Unesco's resources
in education and other areas. Such work should be more susceptible to
multiyear planning than current EFD work is and remove one source of
operating confusion and uncertainty for all concerned. About 1/3 of all
education sector work done would continue to be performed by the Bank;
however, the two parties would not duplicate each other's sector work in
given countries.

24. Secondly, we believe Unesco should continue to provide assistance
to countries in project preparation, but believe that the form of that
assistance should change: from direct responsibility for doing the prep-
aration for the government in a single, on-site visit, as is done currently,
to that of assisting governments in their preparation, more than likely
over- a somewhat longer elapsed time period, involving two or more visits.
The amount of applied time per preparation by EFD should, in most cases,
be less than at present. In some countries, a more active (i.e., on-site
preparation) role may still be needed for some time. Preparation work
would need to be undertaken with improved communications among all con-
cerned, to avoid misunderstandings or work that is at cross purposes.

25. In the future, some Bank projects will be appraised and approved
later in the project cycle, that is, after rather than before detail-ed
architectural design and curricula development work as at present. We
believe EFD could continue to play a useful role in assisting countries to
prepare feasibility studies under these circumstances, i.e., in helping to
lay the groundwork with the country for the detailed design work and for
subsequent Bank appraisal (or combined preparation/appraisal) missions.

26. Thirdly, we recommend that Unesco/EFD continue to participate
as members of various types of Bank education missions, particularly for
subsequent followup and continuity where Unesco performed earlier sector
analysis or preparation assistance work. This involvement should help
ensure that EFD's knowledge and experience is brought to bear and, in turn,
that its sector analyses and other work remain relevant and closely linked
to operating and project realities. We do not see major overlap or dupli-
cation occurring on these Bank missions if a free and frank exchange of
views and information occurs. We also recommend that Bank staff partici-
pate more than at present on EFD missions.



27. Fourthly, we believe EFD should set aside a specific portion of
its time to support Unesco Secretariat activities related to EFD's regular
work, e.g., Unesco country programming or participation in Unesco training
of country officials on project preparation. A planned CP/EFD contribution
to the Secretariat has not been in place before; the Task Force recognizes
this as necessary and desirable and a legitimate "cost of doing business"
from a Unesco base. This planned support should help support two-way EFD/
rest of Unesco cooperation.

28. After a suitable transition period, we would see Unesco CP deployed
about as follows: 50-60% of its available time 1/ on sector analysis, 30-40%
on preparation assistance and participation on Bank missions 2/ and 10% on
Unesco Secretariat activities. The 10% would be a net figure, resulting
from a 20% EFD contribution to the Secretariat, offset by a 10% participa-
tion by other Secretariat staff in CP activities. (For fiscal 1971-75, PIM
work averaged 53% of EFD time; all other project work, 28%; and other, in-
cluding unplanned activities and "down time," 19%.)

29. To support the work program adjustment we recommend, we also believe
that improvements are needed in Program management and administration, work
planning and scheduling, and in communications. A key need is to reassert an
effective central staff coordination role in the Bank by CPS Education. This
role would include Bank guideline preparation, work plan consolidation, and
review of CP work to help ensure that it remains viable and to initiate
corrective action if it does not. On Unesco's side, we recommend strengthen-
ing administration of EFD by appointing a permanent director so as to have 3
administrators in all, improving the quality control function, making "country
coverage" collateral duty assignments, and establishing coordinating mechanisms
for linking EFD better with the rest of the Secretariat. The Task Force recom-
mends - and defines in.the report - a new planning approach and procedures;
some aspects of this approach have already been incorporated in the fiscal
1977 planning effort, following working level discussion in the two agencies.
We also delineate communications improvements needed within and between the
two agencies.

30. In summary, the Task Force believes it has outlined an improve-
ment program which, if adopted, should permit the CP to continue produc-
tively for several years, at no appreciable cost increase, but with poten-
tial benefits in increased efficiency and effectiveness. The recommended
improvements are described in sufficient detail to permit implementation,
including provision of a draft implementation plan. Much of the burden
in the relationship falls on EFD, as the CP's operating arm, to provide

1/ About 1000 man-weeks, based on a 40-week man-year, plus 3-4 man-years of
consultant time, as needed .

2/ Bank mission participation has run about 10% of EFD's time in recent
years and could so continue or increase.
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high quality, timely and relevant work. The Bank, on its side, will need

to keep Unesco/EFD fully informed of its expectations, procedures, and con-

cerns as well as.to provide timely suggestions for improving CP work.

31. We believe it will be important to assess CP results periodically

to ensure they meet the needs of all concerned. The semiannual planning

meetings should afford an- opportunity not only to plan the next cycle of

work, but also to take a hard, retrospective look at past performance.

While one year from now is likely too early to perform a definitive

assessment of work produced under the changes we propose, such a review

should be performed in about 3 years.

32. Operating a Cooperative Program between two large international

agencies with differing objectives and constraints on matters requiring

close coordination across the Atlantic is not easy. This Program has

demonstrated over much of its history that, if it is well managed, bene-

fits can be derived for both organizations and, more importantly, for the

developing countries. While operational staffs on both sides are charged

with the bulk of this management responsibility, top management in both

agencies will need to observe its progress periodically, support its use,

and take corrective action if and when needed.

Organization of the Report

Chapter II provides the Task Force's findings and recommendations

on CP operational work.

Chapter III covers findings and recommendations on CP management

and administration.

Chapter IV covers two other matters reviewed in the study: other

areas of possible cooperation and technical assistance.

Chapter V discusses implementation of proposed changes.

Supporting material is contained in Annexes I-XII, which are

referenced in the body of the report.
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Table 1

Bank/Unesco CP Study

Joint Steering Committee .

Mr. James M. Kearns (Chairman), Director, Organization Planning Department, Bank

Mr. Duncan Ballantine, Director, Education Department, Bank

Mrs. Shirley Boskey, Director, International Relations Department, Bank

Mr. Werner Moller, Acting Director, Education Financing Division, Unesco

Mr. Dragoljub Najman, Assistant Director General, Cooperation for Development
and External Relations, Unesco

Mr. Heinz Vergin, Assistant Director, Projects, East Asia and Pacific Region, Bank

Joint Task Force

Mr. Richard Lynn (Chairman), Organization Planning Department, Bank

Mr. Alberto de Capitani, Education and Manpower Development Division, Europe,
Middle East and North Africa Region, Bank

Mr. Hans Krill de Capello, Cooperation for Development and External Relations, Unesco

Ms. Gabrielle Le Blanc, Education Department, Bank
Mr. Theodore Ramos Saco, Education Financing Division, Unesco



CHAPTER I
Table 2

S Basic Education Project Cycle/Mission Relationships*

Education Project Cycle Phases Traditional Bank/Unesco Missions ** Comments

Country/Sector Analysis - Economic and sector analyses - Bank; Unesco educa- - Unesco has done several sector studies to date; these do

Crtion sector studies not usually identify projects; about 1/3 of all sector
work is done by the Bank.

31.
Project Identification 4 (Project Identification Mission (PIM) - Unesco-led - These two categories of mission are essentially synonymous

-(Reconnaissance-in-Depth Mission (RID) - Bank-or in content ; they typically involve about 3/4 sector analy-

(Unesco-led sis work and 1/4 project identification per se; they are
triggered by country request for project lending with Bank
concurrence. Use of RID may mean shorter project cycle.

Prefeasibility Reconnaissance Missions (RM) - Bank-led, often - Typically a brief mission that serves to verify
with Unesco participation projects identified in PIM or RID missions.and

sets stage for preparation work; if country well known,
may serve to identify projects, in lieu of PIM or RID.

Fsibilit Project Preparation Mission (PPM) - Unesco-led - Delineates project objectives and justifications .and provides
eas i y general specifications as basis for government request to

the Bank; typically done by Unesco on a one-visit ("para-
chute") basis in which Unesco prepares request for govern-
ment in field; some transition to "assistance to" govern-
ment mode, but not yet typical.

Appraisal*** Project Appraisal Mission (PAM) - Bank-led, with - Essentially an appraisal of feasibility work, with further

some Unesco participation detailing and costing of project items; where Unesco not

involved in preparation, may be combined with elements of

preparation; provides basis for Bank investment decision.

Detailed Design/Engineering *** (Various Bank-led implementation (supervision) -(Very limited Unesco involvement; under a "two-stage"

(missions to monitor design, engineering, curricula (appraisal approach, design/engineering would be done as

(development, procurement/disbursements, project (the second stage of appraisal following current-style pre-

(completion (paration or feasibility as the first stage and prior to

(loan approval).

Supervision/Completion

*Because definitions and mission purposes and contents vary, the comparison must be viewed as illustrative only.

**Normal mission sequence to about 1972; mission contents, sequences tended to vary thereafter.
***In future, where project preparation facility approach is used, these phases would be reversed.
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II. CP Operations

1. The Task Force presents in this chapter its findings, conclusions,
and recommendations on CP operational work. By "operational work" we mean
the substantive work carried out by Unesco and the Bank under the CP Memo-
randum of Understanding and associated with country education development
and Bank education financing.

Findings and Conclusions

2. We find that significantly changed operating circumstances have
taken place in Bank lending for education over the past several years; these
have in turn altered the functioning of the Bank/Unesco CP. These include a
40% increase in Bank education staffing in 5 years; the regionalization of
the Bank in 1972 with corresponding changes in Bank relations with coun-
tries; and changes in operating approaches and procedures. Each is dis-
cussed below.

Bank Expansion

3. Bank project lending has grown rapidly, particularly since 1968.
Over 120 Bank projects were approved to the end of fiscal 1975, with a value
of $1.28 billion. As a consequence of this increased work load, the Bank's
staff working in education has grown from 47 to over 80 professionals in
the last 5 years in a wide variety of disciplines. This staff level com-
pares with a near stable EFD staff of 25-27 project officers over that same
period. 1/ EFD's proportion of total Bank plus EFD staff has declined from
35% to 25% in 5 years. Thus, the Bank is now equipped to do more of what
Unesco did - and perhaps was uniquely qualified to do - in the early days
of the Program. One implication of Bank staffing growth has been the natural
tendency of managers to use their own, directly controllable staff where pos-
sible rather than to rely on staff in residence an ocean away.

Bank Reorganization

4. The Bank reorganization in late 1972 significantly changed the
Bank/Unesco relationship. As a result of the reorganization, essentially
a regionalization of operations, Bank education operations were no longer
under a single department's jurisdiction but were decentralized to 5
regional education divisions, servicing 5 and, more recently, 6 Bank
regions. 2/ The Education Projects Department became a staff department
within the Central Projects Staff (CPS) exercising "functional" authority,

1/ Annex IV provides tables profiling Bank and EFD staffing.

2/ East Asia and Pacific services South Asia in education.
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but no longer exerting direct "line" operating authority. Regional educa-

tion division chiefs reported up through the regional hierarchy to their

respective Regional Vice Presidents on all operating matters. CPS Educa-

tion was charged-with developing education policy guidelines and monitor-

ing operations for quality assurance and consistency. As to the CP, CPS

Education was to handle overall Bank liaison.

5. In practice, the regional education divisions became relatively

independent of CPS Education and began adapting to the various management

styles of their regions and to what they considered were the particular

needs of their assigned countries. As a result, strained relations have

existed between CPS Education and the 5 regions. CPS played only a limited

role in coordinating the Bank's overall use of the CP, e.g., in determining

overall work priorities, in resolving planning and scheduling conflicts, or

in presenting a consistent set of Bank operating requirements for the CP

to Unesco. As a result EFD's acting Director must deal bilaterally with

each Bank division chief on planning and most other matters, which puts an

excessive amount of the CP coordination burden on Unesco.

6. On the positive side, the regionalization of Bank staff has re-

sulted in a considerable improvement in Bank dealings with. countries on

education over the past 4 years. The Bank's education staff, formerly geo-

graphic generalists, are now much more familiar with their assigned countries

and the regions in which they are located, in part through far more frequent

visits. For example, on a single project, Brazil Education II, the Latin

American and Caribbean region staff visited Brazil in 6 consecutive quarters

and in 10 out of 13 quarters overall. 1/ Bank staff have closer contacts and

greater continuity with education, planning, and finance officials, often now

in coordination with other Bank regional project and program staffs. This

greater familiarity with country needs and officials has resulted in an almost

"continuing dialogue" with many borrowing countries. Among Bank education

staffs, this is held to be a major improvement in delivering education financ-

ing. It also poses practical problems for EFD as it attempts to fit into this

new Bank/country relationship, in some cases in countries it has not visited

recently. For example, succeeding EFD missions to Chad and Bolivia were 6 to

7 years apart.

Project Cycle Approaches

7. It is not surprising that under the changes in working relations

between the Bank and its borrowers since the reorganization there is an in-

creasing variety of more "tailor-made" Bank approaches to project generation

activities. While projects still get identified, prepared, and appraised -

in other words the "classic" functions are still performed - the mission

1/ See Annex VI, Table; does not count other education visits to Brazil

that may have occurred over the same period.
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formats, combinations, and sequences and the variety of agents (country,
Bank, Unesco, consultants) performing the key activities have increased
considerably. This phenomenon has been referred to as "project cycle
fluidity" and has been analyzed by the Task Force. 1/ Three trends emerge
from this analysis and indicate the variances in approach currently at work:

(a) The traditional mission sequence of Unesco
identification, Bank reconnaissance, Unesco
preparation and then Bank appraisal has
nearly disappeared, and is recognizable in
only 3 among the latest 25 projects. This
is a marked, and fairly recent, change.

(b) The survey indicates a surprising variety of
project conception modes - or the identifica-
tion of the "project idea" - in lieu of the
traditional Unesco Project Identification
Mission (PIM). These alternative modes
include the government's own sector work
and Bank economic, planning assistance,
sector, and reconnaissance missions. In
the survey, the alternatives accounted
for 18 out of 25 projects. As a result,
Unesco's leading role in project identifi-
cation has clearly declined over the past
2-3 years.

(c) New patterns have emerged in project prep-
aration. Only 7 of the 25 projects sur-
veyed involved Unesco on-site preparation
(PPM's). Bank-led preparation or combined
preparation/appraisal accounted for 14 of
the 25. This trend can be partly explained
by Bank streamlining of its operations and
avoiding, where possible, the need for in-
formation transfer between different mis-
sions in different agencies on similar
activities. Where Unesco prepares as an
independent activity, via the PPM, the
Bank staff may follow up in appraisal
asking the same questions. While only

1/ Annex VI summarizes the Task Force's sample survey of 25 recent Bank
projects, 5 of the most recent per division.
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4 projects of the 25 were prepared pre-
dominantly by the governments, an in-
creased government capability to do this
is emerging, and is being encouraged by
the Bank as an element itself of the de-
velopment process. 1/ Further, countries
are gaining familiarity with preparation
requirements as the Bank/country dialogue
continues and they become recipients of a
sequence of projects, e.g., 33 countries
have received a second project and 12 have
received a third one or more.

Implications of New Approaches

8. The variety of mission approaches, sequences, and combinations has
been a fact of life for several years in Bank education financing. Partly
it is a natural result of adapting to specific country needs as opposed to
using standardized approaches. Flexibility in approaches and use of Bank
missions can speed up the delivery of education financing, often by 1 to 2
quarters. Bank staff interviewed by the Task Force felt generally that this
adaptability enhances Bank lending effectiveness. While the sheer variety
of mission approaches may diminish to some extent in the future as regions
find more effective patterns than others through experimentation, we do not
envision a return to a single, standardized approach to conducting project
missions, given the Bank's decentralized operating structure and its indi-
vidualized relations with borrowing countries. Under these conditions,
Bank/EFD coordination on project work, while not impossible, is rendered
far more difficult than in the past.

9. The question of the Impact of project cycle fluidity on project
quality since the Bank's reorganization is a complex one, and the Task Force
offers no simple answer; our 25 project survey shows some evidence of accel-
erated delivery of projects, but provides no evidence of "corner cutting"
or functions left out to speed up processing. In fact, some further stream-
lining In terms of mission activity may be possible. 2/

10. In the Task Force's view, the following implications emerge by
major project cycle phase of the above changes in working environment:

1/ Over 1/2 of projects financed in sectors other than education are pre-
pared principally by the borrowers (Source: Bank's Operations Evalua-
tion Department (OED)).

2/ Annex VI discusses this subject further.
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(a) Sector Work - This has been an important segment
of EFD's overall work, e.g., about 3/4 of PIM's,
which comprised 53% of EFD's time from fiscal
1971-75. Such work has generally been con-
sidered useful to countries, the Bank and Unesco
and can be performed by EFD. There is less
likelihood of activity duplication and over-
lap 1/ than in project work, and coordination,
while needed, need not be as close as is re-
quired when dealing with detailed project speci-
fications. The Bank is increasing its emphasis
on education sector work, e.g., by preparing
"sector memoranda" for most if not all borrowing
countries. EFD sector work could provide a good
foundation for the Bank's sector lending strategy
as well as for its subsequent project generation.

(b) Project Identification. This activity is, among
all EFD work, the most called into question cur-
rently. Under current (and likely future) con-
ditions, the Bank tends to identify projects
for its financing as a natural outgrowth of its
direct, regular dealings with the country and
its continuing analysis of country needs and
opportunities. And, project selection is
increasingly done in the context of the Bank's
multiyear education lending strategy, taking
into account intersectoral considerations,
e.g., links with agriculture, industry, or
rural development. It is particularly dif-
ficult for EFD, on an infrequent interven-
tion basis in a given country, to contribute
effectively to this function or any longer
perform it as a primary responsibility per
the 1964 Agreement.

(c) Project Preparation - EFD has continued this
as an appreciable segment of its work (19
missions from January 1973 to June 1975 and
23% of its net available time), 2/ essentially

1/ Assuming the Bank and Unesco agree on which countries each will cover
and when.

2/ Annex IV provides further details.
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on a one visit or "parachute" basis, as it
has been called. Outside preparation for a
country may speed up processing time, but it has
limited value in helping the country develop its
own preparation capability or its understanding
of and commitment to the project. It may create
in the country a sense of alienation, either
with Unesco or the Bank. The Task Force believes
there are major limitations in attempting to
achieve quality by performing a final project
preparation in a single, 4-5 week field mission,
including both fact finding and report writing.
While considerable preparation assistance will
still be required in many countries, we believe
the form of that assistance should change to that
of assisting the government in its preparation.
This was, in fact, the original intent of the CP
Agreement, but has not been borne out in practice.
In the future, the timing of Bank commitment
will come later in the project cycle for many
projects, as more detailed architectural design
and curriculum development or syllabus prepara-
tion work is performed l/ before rather than
after loan approval as at present. The sequence
could then be initial preparation (as at present,
a "feasibility" step) followed by Bank first-
stage appraisal, followed by detailed preparation
(design work), followed by second-stage appraisal. 2/
Under this format, Unesco could still provide
preparation assistance to the government for the
initial preparation stage. In those instances in
which appraisal continues to be done as at present
on the basis of a feasibility study, some aspects
of preparation may be combined with appraisal, in
a Bank-led mission. This appears appropriate
from a managerial point of view in that some of
the information content is similar. Under this
circumstance, EFD could pave the way for the Bank
mission through advance work with the government
and participate, as appropriate, in the Bank
mission.

1/ In some cases, aided by "project preparation facility" financing;
two such projects in education have been funded to date.

2/ However, other combinations are also possible.
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(d) Appraisal/Supervision - EFD's participation in
the project cycle other than for preappraisal
activities has been limited: averaging under
2 man-years for appraisal, fiscal 1971-75; and
only 20 man-weeks for supervision and 5 for com-
pletion from 1973 to mid-1975. Such participa-
tion is viewed positively by EFD as a follow-up
on its earlier work and to suggest modifications
to future work. Some Bank division chiefs view
such participation favorably as part of main-
taining continuity in the project cycle. How-
ever, EFD staff are snormally cut off from these
subsequent activities and even when involved tend
to be viewed as a source of consultant manpower.
This has not contributed to creating a firm basis
for a CP partnership. The Task Force concludes
that EFD participation - at least as much as at
present - in Bank appraisal and post-appraisal
activities, particularly where EFD was involved
earlier, is appropriate, draws on EFD's experi-
ence, and enhances the relevance of its other
work.

Conclusions: Operational Work

11. The changed circumstances discussed above, particularly in the
Bank and in its dealings with countries, have led to difficulties in adapt-
ing EFD's traditional work to that of the Bank and, we understand from
sources in both agencies, causes some irritation and confusion on the part
of borrowing countries. The organization and other changes noted above
have not been accompanied by modifications to CP work processes and, as
discussed in the next chapter, communications have been inadequate. We
conclude that adjustments to the CP work program and a clarification of
responsibilities between the two organizations is needed at this time.

Recommendations

12. We discuss below our recommended changes in the CP work program.
Before considering those changes and their implications, we touch briefly
on other alternatives considered.

Alternatives Considered

13. The Task Force's terms of reference assumed the continuation of
the CP between the two agencies as a "given" in the study, and we did not
examine seriously the alternative of closing down the Program. Moreover,
during the course of the study our work has shown us that the CP has worked
reasonably well in the past and with continuing management and attention
should be able to function satisfactorily in the future.
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14. We considered the "status quo" alternative, that of leaving the
Program as is, with no work program change. Of course, change has already
taken place in the 1964 Agreement, as the Bank and member countries as well
as Unesco have become more involved in project identification and preparation.
However, with both the Bank and Unesco involved in similar activities, often
on the same projects, inefficiencies occur and all participants must attempt
to cope with the ensuing confusion. The Task Force believes that continuing
as at present would mean that the CP would fall into disuse within a relatively'
short time.

15. We also considered the implications of using CP/EFD staff exclusively
as members of Bank-led missions. This could cut down duplication of effort.
However, the Task Force does not believe that using EFD purely as a manpower
source for the Bank would represent a partnership arrangement or reflect the
spirit underlying a cooperative program between the two agencies - or be
acceptable to Unesco. As a practical matter, this approach would be ineffi-
cient and difficult to administer across the Atlantic, even more so than the
present arrangement. More unproductive EFD time than exists at present could
be expected to result from this arrangement.

16. In summary, the Task Force considered a work program adjustment
and clarification of Bank and Unesco/EFD responsibilities to be the most
workable solution. To be effective, these changes will need to be accom-
panied by managerial and communications improvements. Given the rapid
changes and continuing evolution in education project work, major atten-
tion will need to be devoted to Bank/Unesco CP "work process interrelation-
ships" as a prerequisite for a sound Program.

Criteria for CP Work

17. In our view, any changes to CP/EFD's work program should take
into account the following criteria:

(a) Changes should be consistent with the objec-
tives, policies, and broad roles of Unesco and
the Bank; this implies the need to operate the
CP as an effective partnership based on a ra-
tional division of effort in aid of country
development and on a certain autonomy within
an overall climate of close coordination and
collaboration.

(b) The work program should not result in both
agencies performing the same or similar
activities at the country level.

(c) The work program should result in providing
high-quality advice and assistance to member
countries from the vantage point of each part-
ner's particular competence and experience;
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work should be consistent with the present
and expected distribution of skills, expe-
rience and aptitudes of the staff in the

two organizations.

(d) The work program should recognize that cer-
tain tasks are not delegable by the Bank as
the lender.

(e) CP work as redefined should be susceptible to
fairly simple, but rational, planning.

Review of Principal Functions

18. The Task Force analyzed broad project cycle functions and consid-
ered them in light of the above criteria to arrive at an optimal and feasi-
ble distribution of activities between the two institutions. These func-
tions are discussed below:

(a) Sector analysis - This is a function with which
EFD has long familiarity through its PIM missions.

Sector work draws on EFD's experience and provides
a vehicle for tapping other Unesco resources.
End products under this function can be of value
to all parties: countries, before or after their
national plan preparation; to Unesco, for example,
in its country programming; and to the Bank in
its sector lending strategy and project work. It
can be performed autonomously by Unesco, i.e., in
Unesco missions with Unesco reports produced,
although in coordination with and supported by the
Bank. Managerially, sector work is attractive
because it does not require as close an operational
"fit" with the Bank as does identification and it
is susceptible to longer-term planning. For
these reasons, sector analysis is a feasible
function for EFD to perform.

(b) Definition of Bank lending strategies - Unesco/
EFD could not be expected to have a lead or
autonomous role in defining Bank lending
strategies. This is a Bank matter, involv-
ing such factors as country creditworthiness,
Bank staffing constraints, equity in lending
distribution, availability of IDA or Third
Window funds, etc., that relate to overall
Bank lending and Bank country program plan-
ning decisions. If Unesco were to do sector
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work, however, we would expect this work to
provide an important input to Bank strategy
determination.

(c) Identification - This function is increasingly
performed as a natural outgrowth of closer and
continuing Bank/country relations and it is
now difficult for Unesco to have a primary,
independent role here. Of course, sector work
can pave the way and "narrow the focus" for
the identification analyses and discussions
performed by the Bank with country officials.

(d) Preparation - Some of the need for this activity
from outside sources should diminish as countries
develop greater capacity to do this work. However,
in many cases, outside assistance for preparation
will still be required, and we believe EFD is
equipped to aid countries in this "feasibility"
work, often independently. 1/ Even where prepar-
ation/appraisal are combined in a Bank mission,
EFD could well be involved in early-stage prepar-
ation work and/or participate in those Bank
missions.

(e) Appraisal - This is a function for which the
Bank is responsible as the lender, and which
EFD could not undertake independently. We
believe that Unesco/EFD can and should par-
ticipate in Bank appraisal missions, where
this is appropriate, particularly where EFD
has been involved in pre-appraisal work.

(f) Post-appraisal - These functions include
supervision, completion, and evaluation.
Unesco/EFD has not been significantly in-
volved to date in these post appraisal

1_/ Unesco, other than EFD, could become involved in providing detailed
curricula development support via its technical assistance role, on
request of the country.
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activities. Supervision of approved proj-
ects is not delegable by the Bank, but EFD
could participate selectively on Bank super-
vision missions, again particularly where it
had been involved in earlier preparation.
Completion is in the same category and is
becoming routinized as a Bank function. Some
EFD participation would be appropriate. As
for evaluation, which might be defined as
the process by which a project's impact
on socioeconomic development is traced and
assessed, the cooperation of Unesco/EFD
within the framework of the Bank's Opera-
tions Evaluation Department (OED) missions
might well be useful in attacking the dif-
ficult, and often still unsolved, methodo-
logical problems associated with this kind
of effort.

Work Program Recommendations

19. Therefore, the Task Force recommends four work program elements
that we believe Unesco/EFD should perform. The first is sector analysis,
which the Task Force believes EFD, with its experience and detachment from
many of the day-to-day concerns associated with current Bank lending oper-
ations, would be highly qualified to undertake. We propose some differ-
ences between this work and the "sector portion of a PIM report;" these
are discussed later in this chapter.

20. Secondly, we believe Unesco should continue to provide assistance
to countries in their project preparation work; wherever possible, this
should take the form of guiding countries in their own preparation. 'We
believe that where Unesco provides the assistance, it could be in a rela-
tively independent capacity. The circumstances and form of this assistance
are described below.

21. Thirdly, we recommend that Unesco/EFD staff continue to serve as
participants and advisors in all other stages of project cycle work and in
this capacity take part regularly in Bank missions or provide other input
as required from their country, subsectoral or other knowledge and experi-
ence. The amount of this assistance has been running about 10% of EFD's
available time; this could remain steady or increase somewhat.

22. Fourthly, we recommend that a certain amount of EFD time be set
aside on a regular basis to support appropriate Unesco Secretariat activi-
ties. These activities would include, but not be limited to, country pro-
gramming, advice on technical assistance, and education finance training,
e.g., giving courses at the International Institute of Educational Planners,
a Unesco affiliate. Part but not all of this time (see below) would be off-
set by time to be provided by non-EFD Unesco staff to EFD or Bank education
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activities. This recommendation recognizes that EFD has been relatively
isolated from the rest of Unesco in the past, has not contributed its ex-
perfence fully to the rest of the Secretariat, and has had difficulty in
obtaining Secretariat support for CP activities. 1/ An exchange of time
should help reestablish a two-way working cooperation between EFD and the
rest of the Secretariat, which is both necessary and desirable, and part
of the "cost of doing business" from a. Unesco base.

23. It would not be realistic for the Task Force to recommend rigid
proportions of EFD's time for each of the main activity areas above. Some
flexibility will be needed to permit the Unesco/EFD resources to be applied
where they are most needed and this will vary somewhat from time to time,
country to country, and among activity categories. We would envision the
approximate time proportions as follows, after a suitable transition period
of one year or so. EFD, as a division, would devote 80% of its available
time 2/ to the first three categories listed above and 20% of its time to
related Unesco activities. Unesco, other than EFD, would contribute an
equivalent of 10% of EFD's available time, or about 100 man-weeks, on a
time sharing basis to CP activities, i.e., those in the first three cate-
gories. Therefore, in the aggregate, the equivalent of 90% of EFD's time
would be allocated to sector work, preparation assistance, or participation
on Bank missions. Overall, we would envision sector work eventually com-
prising a majority of the total time available (EFD plus Unesco and con-
sultants), perhaps 50-60%, with preparation assistance and other project
work running 30-40%, of which 10% or so would be for participation on Bank
missions. Non-EFD Unesco staff would be applied either to EFD or Bank led
activities, according to need. A comparison of current and proposed time
is provided in Table 1.

Sector Analysis Work

24. As to sector analysis work, the Task Force recommends that an
"Education Sector Reporting System" (ESRS) be established to carry out
this portion of the CP work program. This newly defined sector analysis
work would differ from the "sector portion of a PIM" in two respects.
First, it should be a broader analysis than was typically made in a
PIM. 3/ Second, it would provide a more comprehensive, longer term
program comprised of a flexible array of missions and studies. PIM's,
by contrast, often tended to be rigid in format and episodic in cover-
age, e.g., sometimes with several year intervals between EFD missions.
This sector analysis work should provide the country concerned, Unesco,
and the Bank with:

1/ This problem is discussed more fully in Chapter III.

2/ Approximately 1000 man-weeks, based on a 40-week man-year.

3/ Annex IX provides a fuller discussion of this subject.
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(a) objective assessments of the country's education
and training system and its capacity to promote
economic, social and cultural development effi-
ciently and equitably;

(b) an analysis of the needs, gaps, imbalance or other
impediments in the present education policies,
strategies or processes which affect the sys-
tem's contribution to overall development;

(c) an outline of alternative strategies of educa-
tional development and an examination of their
implications in terms of resource requirements
and availability, including priority areas for
external financial assistance.

25. In the context of these analyses, education would be viewed as a
comprehensive system of learning embracing formal, non-formal and informal
education. Consideration should be given to those informal channels that
may affect the learning process, such as mass media, on the job training,
cultural activities and community and family relationships. The role of the
eductional system as an instrument for applying scientific research to the
solution of development problems would also be considered.

26. This approach implies that a multiyear work program would need to
be prepared for each country to be covered by the CP and that this program
would rely on a variable combination of sector mission formats ("basic,"
updating, subsector, and special missions) over time, all designed to fit
the specific conditions and key education issues of each country selected
for this work.

27. The selection of countries and specific sector activities would
be based on a regularly updated work program. Not all countries could be
covered by EFD, and priorities would need to be set. For all CP/ EFD sector
missions, the Bank would be consulted on draft terms of reference and would
also comment on the draft reports. While Bank comments and areas of concern
would be taken into account, the end product, as are PIM's today, would remain
a Unesco responsibility and communication to the government concerned.
Briefing sessions would be organized by the Bank to provide CP sector mission
teams with the Bank's development perspective and concerns.

28. Sector analysis would become the principal CP/EFD activity in
time, but would not become an exclusive Unesco responsibility. The Bank
would continue to perform perhaps a third of all sector work done, as it
does at present, and would also undertake certain sector activities, such
as preparing Bank sector memoranda and sector briefs for Bank country
program planning documents as its direct responsibility. Unesco's sector
work would be designed to complement - and not replace or discourage -
sector work to be conducted by the countries themselves.
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Project Preparation Assistance

29. The Task Force believes that where EFD provides project prepara-
tion support to governments, it should move progressively toward a "guidance"
or "assistance" rather than a "direct responsibility" mode. 1/ This approach
would seek to develop the country's own preparation capability, in itself a
form of educational development. This would mean that instead of writing a
government's preparation report in a single field visit (as PPM's do), a
series of shorter visits, over a longer period of time, but with fewer staff
per visit, would be made. For example, a first visit could help set up
the preparation effort, a second could check the progress at mid-point and
a third could review findings and conclusions. This assistance would vary in
number, type and format of missions, in keeping with the more tailor-made
approaches to project work being undertaken generally. Assistance of this
type would likely take more elapsed time, assuming that governments are less
familiar with the mechanics of project preparation than EFD. However, it
should in many cases require less applied time and costs 2/ by EFD.

30. Where the "bus-stopping" mode is used, EFD's work will need to
be planned further in advance than at present. What was set up as a one-
month or so task may now take three months or longer. Some time phasing
in implementing "bus-stopping" may be necessary. In some least-developed
countries, or with new borrowers of the Bank, a more active preparation role
by EFD, i.e., on-site preparation, may still be needed for some time, even
though viewed as a less desirable approach.

31. While EFD's assistance, where requested, could be relatively auto-
nomous, it would need to take place in a climate of much improved communica-
tions, to avoid potential conflicts. We found in the study that when EFD
must fit closely with the Bank on project operation details, duplication
and overlap can occur. In this instance, there should be a clear under-
standing by all three parties - the country, Unesco/EFD, and the Bank -
as to what project items were to be prepared. 3/ This was not always true
in the past, with the government or the Bank having on occasion different
understandings than did EFD as to the items covered or likely financing
available. As in other areas of the CP, this will require before, during,
and after-the-fact coordination.

1/ This approach was referred to as "bus-stopping" in the recent World
Bank/FAO CP study.

2/ Cost implications are discussed further in Annex X.

3/ Without committing the Bank prior to appraisal and Board approval.
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Feasibility of Work Program Change

32. Questions have been raised in the study concerning (a) the possible
manpower loss for the Bank's regional divisions stemming from this work pro-
gram and (b) the existence of sufficient demand for an EFD major emphasis on
sector work.

33. As to the first point, more time would be devoted by EFD to sector
analysis (after a transition period) and no time would, in the future, be
devoted to project identification, per se. However, the increased time in
EFD sector work should help, in those countries covered, to narrow the range
of options and to focus and perhaps correspondingly reduce the time spent
by the Bank in its subsequent identification. The "loss" of identification
time to be spent by EFD should be viewed in the context of this work's cur-
rent usefulness to the Bank and the activity repetition and backtracking the
Bank's education staffs typically do. The overall amount of preparation
assistance time needed would likely diminish as the per preparation applied
time would not be as great by using a "bus-stopping" approach. And, as in-
dicated above, in some projects, EFD preparation assistance would not be
needed or needed to the same degree. In any event, this change in form of
assistance would be phased in and would not leave the regional divisions
caught short in the near term. Time freed from preparation could be applied
to other project activities.

34. As for the second point - the level of demand for sector work -
Unesco has been providing in recent years some 450-500 man-weeks of sector
work per year (fiscal 1974-75 average: 512 man-weeks). Bank data show
that the Bank allocates about 200 man-weeks per year to sector work out
of its own manpower. This means the total demand level is about 700 man-
weeks. On the basis of growth in the Bank's education program as meas-
ured by number of countries covered (74 in fiscal 1975-79 vs. 58 in the
previous 5 years) plus informal regional indications, the total sector
workload in education could increase to 900 or more man-weeks by 1980.

35. Under the Task Force proposal, Unesco/EFD's share would be from
about 500-650 man-weeks or lower than the present aggregate demand level.
This means that Unesco/EFD could satisfy about 2/3 of the total projected
sector work demand, following a phase-in period, with the Bank doing the
remaining 1/3, thereby maintaining the present proportional involvement
in such work by both organizations.
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Table I

TASK FORCE PROPOSALS ADJUST, 
BUT DO NOT RADICALLY ALTER, 

CP/EFD TIME DISTRIBUTION 
. . .

Proposed Distribution of CP/EFD
Average Annual Distribution 'i--akFreRcmendations_..-

of CP/EFD time FY1971-75().

41 - 3/4 of PIH'S plus several 
50-60

Sector Work sector studies some interchange possible among

- categories (includes 80% of EFD

12 -1/4 of PIMs time proper. 10% from rest of

Project Identification 20-30 Unesco)

Project Preparation 18 10 n

Participation in Bank missions 10 0 Some "down time may still occur

Other activities/time spent 19 - includes ad hoc, unplanned - in other categories
activities; "down time";

planning slippage

10 - Net figure: 20% EFD time 
minus 10%

q- 
no time previously set aside uivalent from rest of Unesco 

to CP.

Secretariat activities

100% 
100% (EFD plus Unesco "House," 

consultants)

1/ EFD net available time calculated 
at 1000 man-weeks (40 man-weeks 

X 25 project officers) plus

3-4 man-years of consultants, 
as needed.
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III. CP Management and Administration

1. Managing an effective CP between two major international agencies,
particularly under the changed operating circumstances described above,
requires close coordination, frequent communications and efficient work
planning procedures. Problems have arisen in these managerial and adminis-
trative aspects of the CP, especially since the Bank's reorganization of 1972.
In part, the problems stem from the participants not keeping pace with the
managerial implications of the altered operating conditions of the Program.
While not insoluble, we believe these problems must be addressed for the
Program to continue on an effective footing. Our recommendations on manage-
ment and administration are designed to complement and support the adjustments
to the CP work program we recommended in Chapter II. This chapter provides
the Task Force's findings and recommendations on program coordination, plan-
ning and scheduling, communications, time and cost sharing, and EFD internal
management. Finally, cost implications of Task Force recommendations are
considered.

Program Coordination

2. Several program coordination concerns exist among and between the
organization components of the CP; in particular, we comment on Bank CP
coordination and Unesco CP coordination. 1I

Bank CP Coordination

3. Since the Bank's reorganization, and the decentralization of educa-
tion program operations, CPS Education has been assigned a staff, functional
authority role over Bank education activities, with the regional offices,
specifically, the 5 regional education divisions, responsible for program
execution. As we described earlier, this decentralization has led to diver-
gent approaches to carrying out Bank education activities. In this changed
circumstance, we find that CPS Education has played only a limited central
coordination role on CP operations or in initiating corrective action where
needed to maintain overall Program efficiency and effectiveness. Several
implications ensue from this cordination problem. One is that EFD's Acting
Director relates to the 5 education division chiefs increasingly on a one-
to-one, bilateral basis. While direct communication is appropriate on spe-
cific projects or missions, the task of managing EFD is rendered difficult
in the absence of a single, consistent Bank "voice" on many CP matters,
including planning and the interpretation and potential impact for the CP
of new Bank policies and procedures. Second, relations between CPS Educa-
tion and the regional divisions have been strained as regions adopt their
own outlooks and management styles. And, the kind of work program adjust-
ments we describe in the preceding chapter have not been made regularly
as the program evolved.

I/ Selected views of the participants based on interviews are included in
Annex V; these illustrate existing coordination/relationship problems
further.
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4. We believe CPS Education has an important function to perform in

managing and overseeing Bank aspects of the CP. It should continue to have

- and to strengthen - its overall responsibility for Bank liaison and coor-

dination with Unesco/EFD. It should maintain an overview of CP operations

and the patterns and trends in the use of CP/EFD resources. It should ini-

tiate corrective action and follow up on, and help to keep from recurring,

the inefficiencies and work program problems identified in this report.

We believe CPS Education must take this lead role for the Bank in that it

is the only unit below the level of the Senior Vice President, Operations

Office that can observe the pattern of activities in education in all of the

Bank's regions and in the variances that are likely to continue in their

approaches to education. Specifically, CPS education should coordinate a Bank

position on CP policies and procedures; keep abreast of the nature of, and

problems associated with, CP work; and review CP work products for quality and

relevance to the Bank. CPS Education should also ensure that EFD is kept fully

informed so EFD can do its work effectively. CPS Education's participation in

CP missions would also be appropriate (as would that of the Bank's education

staff generally).

Unesco CP Coordination

5. EFD has been relatively isolated from the rest of the Secretariat

in that it was protectively managed for most of its 12-year existence. EFD

has been viewed within Unesco as "elitist" (partly because of its higher

average grade levels and its lack of involvement in Unesco administrative

matters) and as "the Bank".1/ The isolation has inhibited an effective

two-way cooperation between the rest of the EFD and the Unesco Secretariat.

On the one hand, the Bank and EFD are unable to draw fully on Unesco's re-

servoir of education and other experience, e.g., mass media or book special-

ists, one of the anticipated benefits in having a CP. On the other hand,

EFD's considerable country and education financing experience has not been

made available as fully as it might be to Unesco, particularly when Unesco

is becoming more country and operations oriented since its recent reorgan-

ization. Some steps have been taken over the past year or so by EFD to

improve this coordination, but more such cooperation is needed.

6. In the context of Unesco CP coordination, we considered the

question of the optimal organization location of the CP unit within Unesco.

We conclude that the Unesco CP unit, EFD, should a) be retained as an integral

unit of professionals and b) remain in the education sector at this time. We

believe that EFD's strength in the past has stemmed in large part from its be-

ing a separately identifiable unit of professionals benefitting from their

close collaboration. Second, we believe that at present and over the foresee-

able future, CP/EFD's work will be primarily in the field of education and

that most, but not all, Unesco working contacts will be in that sector. 2/

1/ Annex V characterizes these views.

2/ A fuller discussion of other areas of possible cooperation is discussed in

Chapter IV.
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7. While we propose no change in organization location, we believe

improvements are needed in EFD/Unesco working relationships. One such im-

provement is to establish EFD country coverage assignments 1/ for EFD staff

to facilitate channeling country knowledge to and from EFD. Another is to

set aside time formally for EFD to contribute to appropriate Unesco activ-

ities. Later in this chapter we discuss time and cost sharing that should

help facilitate a two-way.exchange of staff. We also believe a new working
climate is needed that encourages better knowledge and experience transfer

among EFD and other Secretariat staffs. Ensuring a two-way cooperation and

exchange of staff between EFD and the rest of the education sector should be

directed, in our view, by the Assistant Director General for Education. Where

staff exchanges or other forms of cooperation between EFD and the rest of

Unesco go outside the education sector, as they will for EFD's sector analysis

work, a coordinating role should be performed by a mechanism already in

place: Unesco's Coordinating Committee for Operating Activities (CCO) under

the Assistant Director General for Cooperation for Development and External

Relations. We recommend that the Director, EFD be made a member of CCO,
given EFD's unique role within the Secretariat.

Planning and Scheduling of Work

8. Work planning and scheduling are among the principal operating

problems in the CP. 2/ Central Bank coordination has been limited, requiring
EFD to work out, and seek to balance, resource needs and staff availablility
individually with each region. Bank education division chiefs' variances

in operating approaches also extend to planning. Some divisions plan ahead

further than others in practice, with some maintaining ad hoc flexibillity,

e.g., to permit sending out a mission on several days' notice. Taken to-

gether, firm regional plans for CP involvement do not extend beyond 6 months

and often are quite tentative more than two months ahead. This uncertainty
means that familiarization time before a mission may be lost and that those

whose missions are postponed may not be usefully employed while awaiting
imminent departure. EFD morale is affected, efficiency is lost, and a sense

of CP partnership is eroded. EFD is often viewed by Bank division chiefs as

a source of consultant manpower. Requests are made for specific individuals,
and others may be considered unacceptable as participants in Bank missions.

Among the results of these planning problems are peaks and valleys in work-

load, particularly at the individual level, e.g., 2 EFD staff members were in

the field more than 5 months last year; one had only 5 days at home between 2

lengthy missions. Individual scheduling and assignments are rendered diffi-

cult because of the "by name" requests. And, without overall, coordinated CP

planning on the Bank side, there is no assurance that EFD services are prov-
ided to those countries worldwide where they are most needed, i.e., a first-

come, first-served, as opposed to an overall priority, approach is used.

1/ Discussed below under EFD internal management and in greater detail in

Annex VIII.

2/ Planning and scheduling problems, proposed solutions and procedures are

discussed separately and in greater detail in Annex VII.
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9. One key focus of EFD's future activities is to be on sector analy-
sis. This work should be highly susceptible to advance planning. Preparation
assistance will also need to be planned further ahead than at present, e.g.,
two years or more. We recommend that these EFD activities be planned on a
multiyear basis, with an annual review and semi-annual plan adjustment. The
sector planning effort should consist of

(a) Identifying those countries needing - and receptive to - Unesco
sector missions; this identification would be based in part on
the state of existing sector knowledge of that country, from
whatever source;

(b) Determining priority countries for EFD attention on a worldwide
and regional basis; this assumes EFD to be a limited and rela-
tively "fixed" resource in size.

(c) Determining the most appropriate type of sector work, i.e.,
basic, update, subsector, special mission or desk study;

(d) Identifying the appropriate timing of EFD's intervention, e.g.,
within the Bank's project lending program and the country's
national planning cycle.

10. The above factors should be considered individually by each Bank
region and then collectively through the mechanism of a CP Planning Committee
(discussed below). This approach to planning takes into account overall
needs and priorities, determines the work to be done, and allocates the
available resources accordingly. Once established as an agreed plan, indi-
vidual staffing assignments would be EFD's responsibility. (Bank staff
would be able to propose types of disciplines needed and review the draft
terms of reference.)

11. A need to perform near-term planning will continue, e.g., 6 months
ahead, for participation in Bank missions. This will entail identifying and
aggregating requests and resolving scheduling conflicts that may occur. This
near-term planning will also be applicable to EFD participation in Unesco
Secretariat activities susceptible to such advance planning, i.e., those
requiring one or more man-weeks of time.

12. To make this near-term planning element work effectively, EFD
administrators will need to know the following:

(a) Bank/Unesco mission schedules for 6 months ahead for which
EFD or Unesco participation is requested.

(b) The country, project, and type of mission involved and the
characteristics of EFD/Unesco participation needed.

(c) The types of disciplines and man-weeks involved and the start
and end dates, including field and Washington phases if appli-
cable.
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(d) Terms of reference (in advance of the mission) and a
description of the end products required.

13. As to the Bank's coordination, the Task Force believes that an
essential prerequisite for successful planning is the need to aggregate
at regular intervals overall Bank-wide requests for Unesco/EFD services
and to express them in a consolidated, consistent manner to Unesco. This
planning effort should be done in the Bank by a CP Planning Committee com-
posed of a representative of the Education Department and the five regional
education division chiefs. CPS Education should chair the Committee. The
EFD Director or his Assistant should be invited to participate in these plan-
ning sessions. Where a resource allocation conflict exists between two re-
gions that could not be resolved by the Committee, the respective Assistant
Project Directors would be asked to intervene, in consultation with the CPS
Education Director. Further appeals would go up through the regional
hierarchy, culminating in the Senior Vice President, Operations, if need be;
this should be a very infrequent occurrence. The CPS Education Director
should monitor the overall pattern of CP use and if it appears inconsistent
with the CP Agreement, he should express his concerns to the Senior Vice
President, Operations, via the Vice President, Projects; this should also be
a rare occurrence. Procedures, illustrative documentation and descriptions,
and other aspects of work planning and scheduling are discussed in more detail
in Annex VII.

Information and Communications

14. Information gaps and communications problems have added to the
strain in Bank/Unesco relationships in recent years. A key information gap
has been EFD's lack of useful, timely information of direct relevance to
its own operations, before and after the fact. Briefings before EFD missions
have often been limited. There is little formal or informal constructive
feedback on EFD work products provided by the Bank to EFD, although' such
criticisms are fairly commonplace in Bank internal memoranda. Accordingly,
there is rarely an opportunity for an EFD rebuttal or clarification of mis-
understandings or for a subsequent change of approach, if needed. In gen-
eral, the exchange of comments on each other's work has not resulted in a
satisfactory or free and frank exchange of views.

15. In part because of its concentration on the early stages of the
project cycle, EFD is often cut off from knowledge about subsequent Bank
appraisal or implementation and may not find out how the project progressed
until much later. There is no specific follow-up mechanism or assigned
responsibility for tracking this subsequent action or its consequences within
EFD. As a result, EFD may be uninformed as to why its proposals were not
adopted by the Bank, if they were not, and unable to take those reasons into
account in subsequent work.

16. Another gap has been EFD's lack of awareness of recent Bank policy
and procedural changes that have - or can have - a direct bearing on EFD's
work. For example, the initiation of Bank sector memoranda and the estab-
lishment of the project preparation facility were brought to EFD's attention
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for the first time only during the course of, and because of, the Task

Force's review. Communications to EFD from the Bank have become more diffuse

and are sometimes confusing since the Bank's regionalization. No consistent

Bank "voice" on education policies or approaches is presented to Unesco/EFD

as a basis for its work.

17. Changes in the CP's work program, in the approach to operations,

and improvements in planning, to become fully effective, will need to be

accompanied by corresponding improvements in communications and information

exchange among the various participants in the CP. Our communications recom-

mendations are recapped below and described more fully in Annex XI. 1/

(a) Between EFD and the rest of Unesco: A first step will be to

improve the coordination mechanisms for exchanging staff and

information, under Unesco's education sector and via the

Coordinating Committee for Operating Activities. EFD "country

coverage" assignments (a part-time collateral duty) should be

made as a vehicle for ensuring that EFD country knowledge is

regularly made available to appropriate units of the Secretariat.

The advance reservation of EFD time for Unesco activities should

facilitate knowledge transfer among these units. Periodic staff

rotations between EFD and appropriate Unesco units should be

encouraged on a 1-2 year basis.

(b) Between EFD and the Bank - A key need is for an improved mechanism

for exchange of policy, organization change, and procedural informa-

tion, particularly from the Bank to Unesco. 2/ CPS Education

should take the lead here, drawing on other units as appropriate.

Improved guidelines for CP work are needed, including changes in

definitions of work roles and processes, expectations, and areas of

Bank concern, in close cooperation with EFD. Staff rotations on a

"tour of duty" basis between EFD and the Bank staffs should be

encouraged. Professional seminars by discipline, e.g., economists

or architects, should be established periodically. More frequent

management and working staff visits to the other agency are encour-

aged, as is a greater participation by Bank staff on EFD missions,

an infrequent occurrence at present. The EFD "country coverage"

assignments would also provide a more formal means of tracking Bank

actions in given countries.

(c) Between CPS and the Bank Regions - The key communications improve-

ments are to reassert CPS Education's functional authority role,

particularly by taking the lead in monitoring Bank operating pro-

cedures with those of EFD as they relate to the CP and initiating

corrective action as needed; and to establish the CP Planning

Committee and make it work.

1/ A number of these improvements are also discussed in other contexts within

this Chapter.

2/ Unesco policy changes relevant to the Bank have generally been available

via EFD.
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Cost and Time Sharing

18. The Bank's share of direct costs (salaries and operating expenses)

of the CP (EFD plus its consultants) is 75%, with Unesco paying 25%. However,

Unesco pays, in addition, the Director's salary (or the Acting Director's

as at present), space rental and EFD's share of overhead. As assessed by

the Task Force, and on a total cost (direct plus indirect) basis, Unesco

pays about 47% and the Bank 53%. 1/ This is closer to cost parity than is

generally realized. The "75/25" direct cost sharing arrangement and the

view held within the Bank that it is largely paying for the Program, has

tended to inhibit a true partnership between the two parties and to put the

EFD on a "consultant pool" footing by Bank education staff.

19. We recommend that the cost arrangements for the Program be left as

at present, at "approximate parity" on a total cost basis. This approach

appears equitable and in line with the concept of a substantive partnership

between the two agencies.

20. During the study, the issue came up as to which institution should

pay for travel and subsistence on which missions. This is set forth in the

existing Agreement. We believe the present arrangement, in which costs for

EFD missions are paid out of CP funds and participation in Bank missions is

paid out of Bank funds continues to be appropriate. Moreover, we understand

that provision has been made (but not separately itemized) for the latter

costs by the Programming and Budgeting Department as part of the Bank's regular

budgeting process. In other words, Bank divisions are not penalized in using

CP/EFD staff for their missions.

21. As to time sharing, no arrangement exists at present without a

corresponding cost reimbursement. The Task Force feels such a "barter"

(no cost) arrangement should be possible between EFD and other Unesco units

with which it exchanges staff. This could help promote improved EFD/

Secretariat relations and the exchange of advice and experience. We recognize

that cost reimbursement may need to continue in some instances where EFD

obtains assistance from a specialized unit to which it can provide no shared

time in return.

22. With costs at approximate parity, we believe the CP time proportions

should reflect a similar parity. As proposed, on an indicative basis, about

10% net of EFD's time would be provided to Secretariat activities and about

10% for Bank missions. The remaining about 80% would be for sector work

and preparation assistance led by CP/EFD. The sector work would benefit all

parties: countries, Unesco, and the Bank. Preparation assistance would

principally benefit the country while being of interest to the Bank. It

would also be a direct contribution to development made by Unesco and thereby

reflect favorably on Unesco as well. In summary, we believe the Task Force's

1/ See Annex IV, Table 7 for methodology used.
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cost and time sharing recommendations are in keeping with the principles
of partnership and "approximate parity". In a broader context, all CP work
is ultimately geared to aiding member countries' educational development,
and the two organizations have an equal interest in supporting that objective.

EFD Internal Organization and Management

23. The Task Force examined EFD's internal organization and management
because EFD is the only unit set up explicitly to carry out work under the
CP. 1/ We found EFD to be a collegial and highly professional group with
significant experience in education and in developing countries. 2/

24. The internal EFD organization and management problems are not
considered insoluble, or even particularly unusual in a group such as this
one. Our findings and recommendations follow:

(a) EFD Administrators: EFD needs three full-time administrators:
a permanent Director, a Deputy, and an Assistant to the Director.
An Acting Director, aided by an "Assistant to," cannot manage
this group of 27 professionals and support staff adequately.

(b) Country Coverage Assignments: There is no current mechanism for
keeping abreast of country education activities on a regular
basis, except informally and on a personal interest basis, given
EFD's world-wide, generalist orientation. This may mean long
gaps in EFD knowledge of certain countries and makes relations
with the Bank and with the Unesco Secretariat (now more country-
oriented) less effective than they might be. We recommend
assigning each EFD staff member with "country coverage" responsi-
bility for 3-4 countries, as a collateral duty. This assignment
would entail keeping abreast of external and Bank financing and
other key educational developments in those countries. Where
possible the individual would go on missions to those countries,
but if not possible, would brief EFD missions teams that did. 3/

(c) Quality Control: EFD needs a surer mechanism than exists
currently for ensuring quality, consistency, and timeliness
of its work products rather than to rely exclusively on the
EFD divisional or Unesco review meetings. The divisional
meeting in particular can be an effective review vehicle if
the reviewing staff is available and able to devote the time and
attention necessary for a sound review. We recommend that this

I/ This subject is discussed in greater detail in Annex VIII.

2/ Annex IV, Tables 2 and 4 provide EFD experience data.

3/ See Annex VIII for a further discussion of and rationale for this
proposal.
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work review function be strengthened. For example, a small
group of. senior EFD staff could be given the explicit review
assignment, under the Director or Deputy Director's leadership.

(d) Efficient use of Project Officers: With all Project officers
at a senior level (P-5's or ""' equivalent in the Bank), they
must often do detailed statistical compilations because no re-
search assistants or more junior staff are available to assist
them. Consideration should be given to hiring such staff, as
openings occur, to permit delegation of some routine work and to
establish a training program for potential new project officers.

25. We also looked at various other aspects of EFD organization and
conclude that no additional supervisory layer is needed at this time, but
the Division is about at maximum size for the present arrangement. We con-
clude that regionalization of staff, e.g., rigid assignments by geographic
area, are not appropriate for a group as small as EFD. It would make schedul-
ing impossible without requiring such a large number of exceptions that the
original assignments would be rendered meaningless. Further, physical decen-
tralization of some staff to the field, e.g., to Unesco (or Bank) regional
offices, despite the current relatively heavy travel load, does not appear
appropriate at this time, i.e., neither sector work nor preparation assist-
ance, as defined, would require permanent residence. In addition, valuable
contact with colleagues in Unesco headquarters would be lost.

Cost Implications of Recommendations

26. In the Task Force's judgment, the work program as redefined will
not cost significantly more than present. No staff increase is proposed,
except for the third administrator in EFD, and provision for this position
is already budgeted in the CP. Other suggested changes in operating pro-
cedure are not expected to have an important effect on the 15% or so'of total
CP cost that is other than salary cost. Of course, this is only one aspect
of the overall cost "equation". A further question beyond the cost of the
CP is the total cost of Bank and CP activities given an adjustment to CP's
work program.

27. In looking at this broader question, one should consider that the
Task Force proposal is essentially to redistribute project cycle activities
among the various participants (Unesco, Bank, and government), rather than
to add fundamentally new activities. 1/ In part due to reducing duplicative
activities and in part through improved planning and scheduling, we believe
that existing resources can be used more efficiently than at present.

1/ Sector analyses would be broader in coverage for those countries in-
cluded.
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28. It should be pointed out that the proposed CP work program
change would take place in a climate in which the Bank is increasing its
overall emphasis on sector work in education. The change in Unesco/EFD's
work in this area could be followed by increases in overall sector work
resources. While this may well be important - as a means of improving
project quality and country knowledge - it would not be a consequence of
the proposed changes in this report. This subject is discussed further
in Annex X.
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IV. Other Areas Considered

1. In this Chapter we discuss two further matters reviewed during
the study: other areas of possible Bank/Unesco cooperation and technical
assistance.

Other Areas of Possible Bank/Unesco Cooperation

2. As part of the study's terms of reference, we considered the possi-
bility of enlarging the cooperation between the Bank and Unesco into other
sectors of activity than those covered in the Agreement. Specifically, we
assessed cooperation in science, cultural tourism and communications, and
how possible mutual interest in these areas might best be accommodated if
a closer cooperation appeared warranted. Each of these areas is outlined
below.

Science

3. We found a considerable difference in approach toward science in
the two agencies. Apart from implementing UNDP country projects, Unesco is
primarily concerned with the promotion of international cooperation through
major intergovernmental programs, such as "Man and Biosphere" or those in
oceanography or hydrology. It is interested in advancing and communicating
the state of current knowledge.

4. The Bank, by contrast, finances projects that meet clearly defined
needs in member countries and that contribute to the promotion of economic
development. As such, the Bank's science interests tend to be more a "means
to the end" of financing a variety of specific projects, typically using
available and tested technology. Its types of projects in science or the
environment, therefore, vary considerably from country to country and project
to project. Most of the Bank's science-related projects support development
of local industry or correspond to defined local or regional needs (e.g.,
nutrition, agriculture, transport, water supply). International research
arrangements, such as the Consultative Group on International Agriculture
Research (CGIAR) have been set up or supported by the Bank 1/ in cases in
which certain well-defined and concrete needs have an international dimension,
and can therefore be met through international or regional cooperation.

5. The basic difference in approach to science in Unesco and the
Bank is reflected in the way in which the two institutions are organized and
deployed to carry out their respective science activities. Unesco has an
overall science program implemented by a major sector for science and headed
by an Assistant Director General. The Bank, on the other hand, has no science
sector, and is served by a small science staff: a science adviser and an
environmental adviser reporting to the Vice President, Projects. Science in
the Bank is therefore carried out largely within the context of specific
project lending operations.

1/ In this instance, only after many years of proven experience under private
foundation management.
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6. The Task Force was unable, in its brief survey, to identify existing
or possible new areas of science that are highly complementary and which would
lend themselves to near-term "joint venture" type cooperation between the two
agencies. By this we mean cooperation of the type that takes place in the CP,
in which considerable manpower and financial resources are expended and tangi-
ble end products are prepared as a result.

7. We understand that recent discussions have taken place among Bank
and Unesco science staff to explore possible areas of mutual interests. As a
result of these discussions, there may be areas, such as hydrology, ecology,
and earthquake research, in which a fuller exchange of information and views
Is appropriate. We, of course, support this kind of exchange and cooperation
or "working dialogue". In the future, joint working groups might be considered,
if both sides agree, to explore further any scientific opportunities that may
arise from the informal dialogue approach.

8. Science education appears to be one area in which close -- and
perhaps closer than at.present -- cooperation is appropriate. This is an area
already covered within the framework of the basic CP Agreement and has been a
tangible subject for Bank/Unesco collaboration for some time. For example,
when dealing with Bank lending for higher education, a Unesco input may be
needed for questions related to engineering or in building scientific research
capabilities generally. Obtaining this assistance as needed from Unesco's
science sector staffs may require some procedural and/or communications
improvements between the CP and the rest of the Secretariat.

Cultural Tourism

9. In this area, we do see tangible cooperation emerging. Unesco's
culture staff, particularly those involved in historic monument restoration,
have begun to participate in EFD and/or Bank missions and to help identify
projects for possible Bank financing. The Bank's Tourism Department is
working on its first project that focuses on the restoration aspects (Jordan,
Petra Project); this was Unesco assisted.

10. In this sector, we find the "complementarity" necessary for coopera-
tion. In effect, there is a direct and tangible relationship between Unesco's
specialized expertise and Bank project financing action. The site or monument
may be the project itself or the "attractive center" of a broader tourist
infrastructure of hotels, roads, etc. The two organizations are also plan-
ning to collaborate on a joint seminar on the cultural aspects of tourism.

11. At this stage, however, the relatively limited degree of involve-
ment in number and volume of projects leads both parties (the Unesco's Cul-
tural Tourism staff and the Bank's Tourism Department) to proceed cautiously
and, for the foreseeable future, on an informal as opposed to a "cooperative
agreement" basis. We conclude that there need be no change in present prac-
tices to accommodate this mutual interest in cultural tourism.
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Communications

12. We note that Unesco experts participate from time to time in EFD
missions relating to communications in education, e.g., mass media or book
production specialists. Preparation of textbooks and learning materials has
been a traditional part of Bank education project financing. This collabora-
tion is covered within the context of the existing Agreement. As to book
publishing more generally, this area may be appropriate to explore further on
an informal basis, given its potential on both social and economic grounds.

Conclusions: Other Areas of Cooperation

13. The Task Force considers that any emerging areas of new potential
cooperative interest between the two agencies should proceed informally for
some period of time (a) to see if the initial interest is sustained, (b) to
determine that cooperation of a tangible "joint venture" nature emerges and;
(c) to permit identification of those modes of cooperation susceptible to and
appropriate for more formal cooperation, i.e., through an interagency agreement.
Therefore, we do not recommend establishing any new Bank/Unesco agreements or
expanding the existing one at this time.

14. The broadened sector analysis work we propose for CP/EFD may serve
as a useful vehicle by which possible new dimensions of cooperation develop
between the Bank and Unesco. For example, on a selective basis, participants
from science, culture, or communications sectors might join CP/EFD sector
analysis missions, leading to follow-up activities with the Bank in sectors
other than education. In any event, the exchange of information on program
policies, activities and results from both agencies should be intensified and
put on a more regular basis via EFD, CPS Education and the respective external
relations functions in the two agencies.

Technical Assistance

15. As part of its terms of reference, the Task Force briefly reviewed
two aspects of technical assistance (TA), defined as the provision of expert
advisory services or fellowships to a country through bilateral or multilateral
aid sources. These are TA financed through a Bank education project and TA
not related to Bank project lending.

Background: TA in Bank-financed Projects

16. The CP Agreement states that Unesco and -the Bank will cooperate in
arranging for TA required to implement Bank-financed projects. Until 1968, TA
was not included in Bank/IDA financing for education; since that time it has
been included for appropriate projects. From 1968 to the end of 1975, 19
agreements had been signed between Unesco and the governments concerned. Some
$12.5 million in Bank-financed TA is now being administered by Unesco, covering
provision of field experts, consultants, fellowships and the organization of
training activities. This figure represents about 30% of all Bank-financed TAin education.
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17. Unesco feels it should have a privileged relationship with the Bank
for providing TA. The Bank's position continues to be that the choice of
executing agency should be left to the government to decide. The Task Force
concurs in this basic principle. It also feels that the Bank staff, in
discussing TA with the country, could suggest Unesco as one of the possible
sources for providing TA. One area in which such TA may be appropriate is in
developing detailed curricula and course syllabi for Bank projects.

Implementation Problems: TA -in Bank-Financed Projects

18. Certain problems have arisen between the Bank and Unesco in implement-
ing TA on Bank-financed projects. These include the following:

(a) There is a time lag between credit/loan agreement signing and
effectiveness of the TA agreeement between Unesco and the govern-
ment concerned. This can take six months or more, and efficiency
may be hampered by the lack of a standard instrument that could
be used (or adopted) covering such fundamental questions as facil-
ities, privileges, and immunities. We recommend that Unesco look
into establishing a basic document, such as exists for UNDP, to
shorten Unesco/government negotiation time. We also suggest that
the gray cover appraisal report now sent to EFD be circulated
to the operating division in Unesco's education sector.

(b) Recruitment of TA staff has been slow, but recently shortened
through better Unesco and Bank procedures. The Bank requirement
to review each expert's qualifications has resulted, according
to Unesco interviews, in improved standards for expert selection,
and a corresponding improvement in expert quality. We would not,
therefore, recommend changing this requirement.

(c) The amounts allocated in the loan/credit agreements to finance
the programs of TA can be insufficient, due to unrealistic
estimates of the costs of experts' services. Inflationary
trends and the failure to consider local adjustment factors are
among the most common sources of underestimates. The provisions
for TA in the "unallocated" category may also be insufficient.
Both base-line and contingency cost estimates for TA programs by
the Bank should take these factors into acount more fully.

(d) Conflicting supervision instructions given TA staff in the field
have been a source of strain. Unesco, as executing agency, the
government, and Bank supervision teams all have a say in technical
supervision. It may be appropriate from time to time for Bank
staff members to coordinate directly with the assigned Unesco TA
project officer 1/ in addition to the government and the TA field
staff.

1/ Who would be in the education sector, but outside EFD.
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Other Technical Assistance

19. The Bank has received recent requests to provide, or to arrange for,
TA in education not related to Bank project financing, 1/ and in some cases the
Bank has requested assistance from Unesco. The CP Agreement does not discuss
TA other than in the context of Bank-financed projects.

20. The Task Force has defined in this report the kinds of activities
it believes CP/EFD can best perform at -this time, including sector analysis,
preparation assistance and other related activities. We believe it would
be appropriate for CP/EFD to provide this same kind of assistance, on request,
to a country not financed by the Bank, e.g., an OPEC country. If such assis-
tance were to be provided, it should be planned and scheduled as would any
other appropriate EFD work, e.g., giving consideration to overall work prior-
ities, individual travel loads, etc. We believe that assistance requests
falling outside the scope of the work program we propose for EFD should then
be handled by Unesco as it would other forms of TA.

1/ From members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC).
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V. Implementation

1. Implementation of the Task Force's recommendations has two aspects:
accomplishing the work program and operating changes and effecting the manage-
ment and administrative improvements. We first discuss implementation factors
and then provide an action program for making the needed changes.

Implementation Factors

2. Implementation will entail adapting the two organizations to the
shift in work emphases and task definitions and moving toward a distribution
of CP/EFD available time according to the approximate time proportions indi-
cated in the report. Bank staff will also need to accommodate to these CP/EFD
activity adjustments. A number of specific efforts will need to be undertaken
during the transition period, including the following:

(a) An early identification and selection will need to be made of
the nucleus of countries to be covered by CP/EFD sector analysis
work, along with agreement on a multiyear work program for EFD-
led work, and the introduction of "country coverage assignments"
within EFD. (This latter step should not be difficult; tenta-
tive assignments are already under consideration.)

(b) Given the assignment of a dajority'of sector analysis to EFD
and project identification per se to the Bank, attention must be
given to adapting mission formats and approaches to help ensure
EFD's work is used effectively and to reinforce the linkages of
that work to Bank project identification specifics. The first
objective could be met, for example, through preparing or updat-
ing the country Sector Memorandum in the Bank following Uesco's
sector work. The second objective would require, for example,
the redefinition of Bank RID and reconnaissance terms of refer-
ence to focus on identification and avoid repetition of sector
work, when performed by EFD. in a particular country.

(c) Adopting progressively a "bus-stopping" form of preparation assis-
tance by EFD implies a phasing out (or back) of traditional PPM's,
except perhaps in some least-equipped countries. Some countries
-- or projects at critical stages in the lending program pipeline
-- may continue to need the more traditional approach for some
time. This transition could take 2 or more years to complete.
Where EFD preparation assistance is called for it must be planned
well in advance and the sequence of events leading to commitment
(i.e., with detailed design before or after appraisal) thought
through carefully.

(d) The managerial and administrative improvements proposed will also
need to be given concerted attention over the next 9-12 months.
In particular, CPS Education's role needs to be reestablished,
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the planning mechanisms installed and the communications

improvements specified in this report initiated over this
period.

(e) As appropriate, modifications to the Memorandum of Under-

standing may be needed. We believe the changes we pro-
pose could be handled via an exchange of letters between

Messrs. M' Bow and McNamara.

Action Program

5. The Bank education division chiefs are already moving in the direc-

tion indicated above, and the overall transition period may be shorter than

expected. Based on available information, the division chiefs have requested

a considerable amount (nearly 500 man-weeks) of EFD time for sector analysis
(as opposed to PIM) work for fiscal 1977. The Task Force believes this aspect

of its recommendations can be substantially achieved by early fiscal 1978.

6. Annex XII provides the key elements of a proposed implementation

plan for effecting the changes proposed in this report. It includes key recom-

mendations, related action steps, and an indication of responsibility assign-

ments and approximate timing. The indicative dates may need to be modified.

7. As needed, a more detailed timetable, set of task descriptions and

assignments will need to be worked out by the principals involved. Periodic

Unesco/Bank meetings covering the CP during fiscal 1977 should address prog-
ress - and problems - in implementing the agreed changes.



ANNEX I

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION. AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH RESPECT TO WORKING ARRANGEMENTS

BETWEEN THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

AND THE INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

AND THE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Unesco and the Bank* have for several years been cooperating on an ad hoc basis on matters of common

concern. Now that the Bank is entering into the field of financing educational projects, most of which are

expected to be of types falling within Unesco's field -of responsibility, this cooperation will have to be

intensified and it appears desirable to both Unesco and the Bank that working arrangements be agreed upon

setting forth the principles to govern such cooperation.

These working arrangements, as agreed upon by the Director-General of Unesco and the President of

the Bank subject to the approvals specified in paragraph 7 hereof, are as follows:

I. The Cooperative Program

Unesco and the Bank will cooperate together in the following fields:

(a) Assisting countries of common membership in the identification and preparation of educational

projects of types which fall within Unesco's field of responsibility and which, in the framework of

its economic development objectives and general policies, the.Bank is willing to consider for financing.

(b) Appraising projects of the foregoing types.

(c) Providing end-use supervision of the execution and operation of Bank-financed projects of the

foregoing types.

(d) Arranging for technical assistance required for the implementation of Bank-financed projects.

Assistance to member governments in educational planning is recognized as an important foundation

for investment programs in the long term and this activity, being a part of Unesco's own program, will

continue to be the sole responsibility of Unesco.

2. Allocation of Functions within the Cooperative Program

(a) Assistance to Governments in the Identification and Preparation of Projects

It is agreed that, as between the two organizations, Unesco has primary responsibility for this

function. Unesco's program of work in this connection, insofar as it forms part of the cooperative

program, will be agreed with the Bank. Upon the request of Unesco, and assuming personnel resources

permit, the Bank will be prepared to attach a staff member to serve as an adviser to a Unesco mission

engaged in this work.

From time to time, the Bank sends general survey and other types of missions to its member

countries whose functions may include identification of promising projects in various sectors. Upon

request of the Bank, Unesco will provide, as part of the cooperative program, staff members or

consultants to serve as advisers to such Bank missions.

All references in this memorandum to the Bank shall be taken to include both the Bank and the International

Development Association.
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SZcliool design and construction fall within Unesco's field of responsibility. The Bank also has

competence to assist member countries in planning and other work connected with the. physical facilities

involved in educational projects. To the extent that Unesco provides assistance in this field in agreement

with the Bank, the work of the Unesco staff members or: consultants involved shall be considered

as part of the cooperative program.

(b) Appraisal of Projects

The Bank will be responsible for the appraisal of projects, upon the basis of which its financing

decisions are made. However, -at the request of the Bank, Unesco will provide staff members or

consultants to serve as educational experts on Bank appraisal missions. The work of such experts will

be part of the cooperative program.

(c) End- Use Supervision

The Bank will be responsible for the disbursement of funds and for the end-use supervision

of the construction of physical facilities, the purchase of equipment and the maintenance of both

facilities and equipment in connection with Bank-financed projects, and to this end will be responsible

for such review as may be appropriate of the specifications, bids and awards of contracts, for examination

of all documents relating to disbursements, and for whatever inspections of the project are necessary
in this connection. Unesco will, in cases agreed with the Bank, assume responsibility as part of the

cooperative program, to ascertain, both through field inspections and through review of periodic reports,

and to advise the Bank whether the educational objectives of the project are being achieved and whether

the obligations undertaken by the borrower in this connection are being fulfilled. The results of Unesco's

end-use work on the educational aspects of projects financed by the Bank will be made available to

the Bank and, in the event that representations to the borrower should be necessary on educational

matters, Unesco and the Bank will consult together on how they might best be made.

(d) Technical Assistance in Project Implementation

In cases agreed with the Bank, Unesco will provide or arrange for and will exercise appropriate

supervision over technical assistance required for the direct implementation of a Bank-financed project.

3. Personnel*

It is agreed that the cooperative program requires a unit of specialized personnel of high calibre within

the Unesco Secretariat which can devote itself exclusively and continuously to this work. The Director-General

of Unesco will. therefore, establish such a unit (hereafter referred to for purposes of this Memorandum as

"Educational Financing Division") as an identifiable group within the Unesco Secretariat. Unesco and the

Bank will agree from time to time on the appropriate size of the Educational Financing Division and on

the types and classifications of positions to be included within the Division, and the Director-General of

Unesco will consult with the Bank on the appointment of staff to the Division. The Division, although it

will be devoted exclusively to work in connection with the cooperative program, will be an integral part
of the Unesco Secretariat and will operate under the exclusive authority of the Director-General of Unesco.

Both Unesco and the Bank agree that it is desirable to use Unesco regular staff members. to the greatest

practicable extent, for work under the cooperative program. However, it is recoganized that, from time to

time, and particularly in the early stages of the program, it will be necessary to employ outside consultants.

It will also be necessary and desirable, from time to time, to use Unesco staff members outside the Educational

Financing Division for purposes of the cooperative program. In cases where Unesco intends to appoint an

outside consultant to serve as educational adviser to a Bank mission, it will consult the Bank as to the

person proposed to be appointed.

* As amended effective January 1, 1967.
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4. Financial Arrangements*

(a) Subject to the qualifications set forth below, the costs of Unesco in connection with agreed

work under the program, including salary, allowances and other benefits and travel costs of the

Educational Financing Division, of outside consultants, and of other Unesco staff members assigned

to such work will, until December 31, 1966, be shared equally by Unesco and the Bank up to a

ceiling figure to be fixed from time to time by agreement between the two organizations.

(b) The travel and subsistence expenses of Unesco staff members and consultants while serving as

members of Bank appraisal, general survey or other missions, will be borne or provided for by the

Bank.

(c) Unesco will pay for invisible overhead costs (including space) and for identifiable indirect costs

(except as provided in sub-paragraphs (d) and (e)) involved in its participation in the cooperative

program.

(d) The Bank will bear the cost of documentation, reproduction and translation undertaken by Unesco

in agreement with the Bank.

(e) The cost of technical assistance directly required for the implementation of Bank-financed projects,

including an amount for Unesco's estimated administrative costs in arranging for such technical assistance

in cases agreed with the Bank, will be paid for out of the proceeds of the financing or will be otherwise

met by the Bank. The amount for estimated administrative costs will be 12 percent of the direct

cost of such technical assistance except where technical assistance is provided under contract between

Unesco and some outside entity, in which event the amount will be fixed by agreement between Unesco

and the Bank.

(f) For the calendar years 1965 and 1966, the agreed ceiling figure for purposes of sub-paragraph (a)

above, to be shared equally by the two organizations, will be S600,000 for 1965 and S700,000 for

1966. If Unesco's costs should exceed this amount, the Bank will reimburse Unesco for the excess,

provided that Unesco will not incur or commit itself to incur costs in excess of S750,000 in 1965

or $900,000 in 1966 without the prior approval of the Bank.

(g) For the calendar year 1964, Unesco's contribution under its existing budget cannot exceed

$75,000. Accordingly, the agreed ceiling for 1964 for purposes of sub-paragraph (a) above will be

S150,000. Unesco's costs in excess of this amount will be reimbursed by the Bank, provided that

Unesco will not incur or commit .itself to incur costs in excess of S300,000 during 1964 without

the prior approval of the Bank.

(h) The Bank and Unesco will agree on the procedures for payment of funds from the Bank to

Unesco, and for accounting to the Bank by Unesco, in connection with the cooperative program.

(i) Beginning with the calendar year 1967, the costs of Unesco for agreed work under the program

as defined in sub-paragraph (a) will be shared in the proportion of 25% by Unesco and 75% by the

Bank, subject to the qualifications set forth in sub-paragraphs (b), (c), (d) and (e). The cost-sharing

ceiling figure for each Unesco biennium will be fixed from time to time by agreement between the

two organizations.

5. Relations with other Agencies

It is expected that most of the projects in the educational sector which are likely to be considered

for Bank financing will fall within Unesco's field of responsibility. There may be cases. however, where.

because of the type of project involved or because of special circumstances, it would be appropriate and

desirable for the Bank to look to some other international agency, such as ILO or FAO, or to some national

* As amended effective January 1, 1967.
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agency public or private, to perform some or all of the functions which Unesco would ordinarily perform

under these Working Arrangements. It is agreed that in all such cases the Bank will consult Unesco on the

action it proposes' to take, It is also agreed that the Bank will not subject Unesco's advice on educational

matters within its competence and covered by the cooperative program to review by any outside agency.

6. Modification and Termination

These Working Arrangements may be modified or supplemented at any time by mutual agreement

between the two organizations. Each organization may, after reasonable notice, terminate the arrangements.

provided that, if they are terminated by the Bank, the Bank will reimburse Unesco for the financial

consequences of cancelling personnel commitments entered into for purposes of the cooperative program.

Continuation of Unesco's responsibility under these arrangements beyond 31 December 1964 is subject to

the decisions of the General Conference.

7. Effectuation of the Arrangements

The Working Arrangements set out in this Memorandum of Understanding will become effective when

approved by the Executive Board of Unesco and the Boards of Governors of the Bank and IDA and signed

by the Director-General of Unesco and the President of the Bank and of IDA. It is contemplated that the

necessary approvals will authorize payment by the Bank to Unesco retroactively to March 1, 1964, of expenses

incurred for purposes of the cooperative program which would have been eligible for payment if these Working

Arrangements had been effective on that date.

(Arrangements initiated on an interim basis by exchange of letters between the President of the

Bank/IDA (March 30, 1964) and the Director-General of Unesco (April 3, 1964), pending approval

by the agencies' governing bodies. Approved by- the Bank/IDA Boards of Governors April 30, 1964,

and by the Executive Board of Unesco June 5, 1964. Signed by the Director-General of Unesco June 5,

1964, and by the President of the Bank/IDA June 15, 1964).

SUPPLEMENT TO MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

WHEREAS a Memorandum of Understanding with Respect to Working Arrangements between the

United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organization and the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development and the International Development Association, was signed by Unesco on June 5, 1964

and by the Bank and the Association on June 15, 1964, and was amended by an exchange of letters dated

June 27, 1967 and July 7, 1967, respectively; and

WHEREAS both Unesco and the Bank desire to include in the Cooperative Programme provided for

in said Memorandum, as amended, the services of Unesco experts outside the Educational Financing Division

(EFD) and to expand the scope of the Programme;

NOW THEREFORE the Memorandum, as amended, is hereby supplemented as follows:

1. Extension of Co-operative Programme

In addition to the activities provided for in said Memorandum of Understanding, as amended,

the Co-operative Programme shall include, as may be agreed between Unesco and the Bank from time

to time: (a) the preparation of sector studies and of recommendations for country programmes for

the education sector; and (b) other services and studies relevant to particular aspects of educational

development.
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2. Additional Personnel

Unesco will provide, through its Educational Planning and Administration Division (EPAD) and

its Department of School and Higher Education (EDS), for agreed activities in the Co-operative

Programme, such man-years of professional services per year as shall be agreed from time to time

by Unesco and the Bank. Accordingly, there shall be established in EPAD and EDS a corresponding

number of Co-operative Programme posts at such levels and for such periods as shall be agreed from

time to time by Unesco and the Bank. For an initial period of two years, commencing July 1, 1970

there shall be six such posts at PI5 level, three in EPAD and three in EDS.

3. Agreement on Activities

(a) All services to be performed under the Co-operative Programme by staff members of EDS

and EPAD will be agreed in advance by Unesco and the Bank. They may be proposed by either Unesco

or the Bank. Such agreement will normally be reached and subsequently reviewed during periodic review

meetings of the programme. In reaching agreement the activity will be defined with respect to the

country involved, the type of activity, the numbers and types of personnel required, their terms of

reference and the timing and schedule of the activity. An estimate of the total man-months (or weeks)

required will be made and travel and other supporting services (when necessary) will be indicated.

(b) Activities will normally be such as to require a substantial allocation of time (not less

than one man-month). To ensure prompt completion and a high standard of performance, it is expected

that staff members will be assigned to the activity on a full time and continuous basis to the fullest

extent possible. Unesco will notify the Bank of any significant change in this expectation or in the

forecast schedule for the activity.

4. Selection and Assignment of Personel

(a) Appointment of Staff to fill the Co-operative Programme posts established in EDS and

EPAD will be made by the Director-General of Unesco.

(b) To provide the agreed man-years of service to the Co-operative Programme by EDS and

EPAD each of those units, following consultation with the Bank, will designate a panel of an agreed

upon number of staff members of the unit for Co-operative Programme activities. Assignment of these

staff members to agreed programme activities will thereafter be made by the Director of the unit.

Occupants of the Co-operative Programme posts may or may not be designated as members of the

panel. When necessary to accomplish an agreed activity within the Co-operative Programme, Unesco

may propose other personnel in EDS or EPAD not on the panels and with the agreement of the

Bank assign them to the activity.

(c) Nothing in this agreement is intended to preclude services by Unesco personnel outside

EFD, EPAD, and EDS, as contemplated in the Memorandum.

S. Accounting for Services

Any services, including identifiable supervisory services, provided by the staff of EPAD or EDS
for the Co-operative Programme will be chargeable against the man-years of service agreed from time

to time under paragraph 2 above.

6. Communications

Communications concerned with normal operations of the Co-operative Programme will be through

the Director of the Educational Financing Division.
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Except as otherwise provided herein, this Supplement and the activities provided for herein shall

be gevemed by the said Memorandum of Understanding, as amended, and related administrative

arrangements.

(Approved by the Executive Board of Unesco June 18, 1970, and signed by the Director-General of Unesco

June 30, 1970. Arrangements initiated on an interim basis July 1, 1970, pending approval by the Bank/IDA

Boards of Governors. Approved by the Bank/IDA Boards of Governors August 31, 1970. Signed by the

President of the Bank/IDA September 9, 1970.)

Secretary's Department
March 29, 1974
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Basic Data

1. The Task Force analyzed various statistical and quantitative aspects
of the CP. These are summarized below under the following headings and de-

tailed in the attached Tables 1-19. For convenience, a summary table high-

lighting this data is prov.ided before Table 1.

- Staffing (Tables 1-3)
- Costs (Tables 4-9)
- Activities (Tables 9-19)

Staffing

Growth and Size

2. The Bank's total staff devoted to education has grown dramatically.
In the period 1971-76, total authorized higher-level positions increased by

79% (from 47 to 84). Its on-duty strength increased over the same period

from 47 to 77. CP/EFD's staff over the same period remained basically stable

ranging from 25 on duty in 1971 to 27 in 1976. Thus, CP/EFD staff as a pro-
portion of total on-duty CP and Bank education staff decreased from 35% in

FY71 to 26% In FY76. 1/ Some regional education divisions grew considerably

faster than others. From 1973-76 Eastern Africa (EAF) and Europe, Middle East

and North Africa (EMENA) grew 56% in authorized strength, while Asia grew

20%, and Latin America and Caribbean (LAC) and Western Africa (WAF) each

grew 33%; CPS Education also grew markedly over the same period in authorized

strength: 45%.

Tenure

3. The median tenure of CP/EFD staff is considerably longer than that
of the Bank's regional education projects staff: CP/EFD - 6.5 years; Bank

regional education - 2.5 years. Comparing educators, 63% of CP/EFD educators
have been with CP more than 5 years, while 49% of Bank Educators have been

with the Bank less than 2 years. For economists, 72% of CP/EFD economists
have been with CP more than 5 years; 54% of Bank regional education economists
have been with the Bank less than 3 years. A comparison of Bank regional
education divisions shows median tenure in LAC is 1.5 years; in EMENA, 2 years;
EAF and WAF, 3.5 years; and Asia, 4.5 years.

Years of professional experience of CP/EFD staff before
joining CP (Table 3)

4. Median professional experience of CP/EFD operational staff before
joining CP is between 15 and 20 years. In education exclusively, prior

1/ It should be noted that the Bank operates on a July 1 to end June fiscal
year (FY) and Unesco on a calendar year (CY) basis.
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experience was between 12 and 15 years (median). This experience, in almost
all cases, was both in teaching and research, as well as in administration and
planning.

CP/EFD staff experience relating to developing countries prior
to joining CP (Table 3)

5. Almost all current CP/EFD staff (24 out of 25) had prior experience
in education in developing countries (median: between 12 and 15 years).
Twenty-two out of 25 or 88% of CP/EFD staff lived in developing countries
prior to joining CP (median residence: between 9 and 12 years).

Use of Consultants (Bank/EFD)

6. In FY75, Bank education divisions used in total 12 man-year equiv-
alents of consultants' time. Almost half of this time (5.6 man-years) was used
for appraisal, and 3.3 man-years were used for preappraisal; the rest was
devoted to supervision, technical assistance and sector work. LAC and EMENA
were the heaviest users of consultants: 4.6 and 3.1 man-years respectively.
East Asia and Pacific (EAP) and EAF used about 1 man-year each, while WAF used
2.4 man-years.

7. CP/EFD's use of consultants has varied. In CY1971 it used 6.4
man-years; in CY1974, 3.4 man-years, and in the first half of CY1975, 2.0.
Consultants include non-CP Unesco staff, staff from other UN agencies, and
those outside the UN.

Cost

Cost of CP/EFD to the Bank (Table 4)

8. While the number of man-years provided by CP/EFD has remained
basically stable in the last 4 years, the actual cost to the Bank went up
from $1,004,000 in FY72 to $1,614,000 budgeted for FY76, an increase of 61%
in 4 years. In real terms, because of high inflation in recent years, the
cost has risen far less.

CP/EFD expenditures in CY74 (Tables 5,6)

9. Excluding the costs related to the Supplementary Agreement, CP/EFD's
total expenditures in CY74 were $1,473,029. This amounts to $53,602 per CP/
EFD staff man-year, excluding consultants and borrowed staff. It should be
noted that this figure excludes an allocation for overhead provided by Unesco
(see below).
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Bank and Unesco shares of the cost of the Cooperative Program

(Tables 5, 7)

10. Although the Cooperative Agreement stipulates a 75-25 Bank-Unesco

direct cost-sharing arrangement, this does not truly represent each organi-

zation's contribution to the CP. Based on assumptions concerning the cost

of space and indirect Unesco costs attributable to the CP, we found that

for the biennium CY73-74 the cost sharing proportion, in terms of total

cost (direct plus indirect Unesco costs), between the Bank and Unesco is

respectively 53% and 47%. (This figure does not take into account some time

spent by CPS Education staff or regional education divisions in maintaining

liaison with the CP or the attendant Bank indirect costs.)

Cost of a CP/EFD man-year compared to a Bank project
man-year (Table 8)

11. Based on FY74 data, the average cost of a Bank project staff 1/

man-year is $61,100 (including salaries, personal services, office occupancy,
cost of secretaries, travel and other selected overhead items). The direct

cost to the Bank of a CP man-year (based on CY74 data) is $40,202, while the

cost to Unesco (direct and indirect) of a CP man-year is estimated at $35,104.

(The latter amount is based on the above assumptions regarding allocation

of Unesco's space and indirect cost.) 2/

Activity

Bank Regional Education Divisions' Activities FY71-75 (Table 9)

12. Based on the Bank's time reporting system, regional education divi-

sions in toto have applied their operational time in FY71-75 as follows: pre-

appraisal - 18%, appraisal - 41%, supervision - 28%, sector work - 8%, nego-

tiations and Board - 4%. Some regional differences 3/ are: EMENA spent,

relatively, the most manpower on appraisal - 49%, while SAsia spent the least

- 32%. In contrast, SAsia spent 26% on preappraisal, while EMENA spent only

16%. Sector work is highest in EAP - 12% and lowest in SAsia - 1% and WAF -
6%. Supervision Is high in SAsia - 38% and low in EMENA - 23%. In absolute

number of man-weeks, regional differences are small over F71-75, with the

1/ Figures are for all sectors.

2/ As the assumption for indirect cost Is rather high, i.e., $21,704 per

CP man-year, one should exercise caution in making comparisons with

the cost of a Bank projects man-year. CP/EFD indirect costs were
determined on a different base. In addition, direct costs for EFD
run higher because of higher average grade levels and tenure.

3/ The Task Force has not attempted to determine reasons for these
differences.
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exception of SAsIa which had only 641 man-weeks. All other regions had between

2,050 and 2,450 man-weeks in total applied time for FY71-75. While the absol-
ute amount of time on all activities has increased 60%, in the period FY71-75,
supervision has increased the most: 82% more time in FY71, as compared to

appraisal, with a 48% increase.

Bank regional education activity: Detail for FY1974-75 (Table 10)

13. The Bank's preappraisal activity, 18% of its total time in FY1975
and 21% in FY1974, was classified under identification and preparation
categories separately for the first time in 1975. For all regions, the pro-
portion of total preappraisal time was 39% identification and 61% preparation.

This varied by region, with LAC and EAP heavier on identification (71% and 52%

respectively) than the others. WAF devoted 92% of its preappraisal time to

preparation work. As to sources of staffing for preappraisal work, projects
staffs comprised 79% of all staff devoted to education work exclusive of

Unesco and FAO, with CPS Education providing 2% and other sources 19%. For

all regional work, projects staffs comprised 89%, CPS Education 2% and others

were 9%.

CP/EFD Man-weeks by activity and by Region, FY1971-75 (Table 11)

14. Based on CP/EFD's time reporting system for the five-year period

FY1971-75, EFD spent 41% of its total time on project identification-related
work. Assistance on project appraisal comprised only 5.5% of its total time.

All other operational work (sector, economic, or project supervision) comprised

6.2%. Stated another way, CP/EFD devoted 83.5% of its net available time

(exclusive of leave and general time) over the period to its traditional
activities: identification and preparation work. In FY1975, this percentage

was 73%, but when its sector work is added (including two sector surveys),
the proportion is 91%. As to patterns of Bank usage, LAC and EMENA regions
used CP/EFD more for identification than did the other regions (25% and 22%
respectively) from 1971-75. EAF and SAsia used EFD the least for this pur-

pose (8% and 10% of the total). As to preparation, EMENA used EFD the most
(24%), with LAC, WAF, and EAP close behind (20, 19, 18% respectively). EAF
received 12% and SAsia 7% of EFD's total preparation time over the period.
As to the proportion of total operational work over the period by region,
EMENA and LAC received the most: 23% each, with WAF at 19%, EAP at 16%, EAF
at 11% and SAsia at 8%.

CP/EFD missions by region (Table 12)

15. The total number of missions carried out with CP/EFD participation
decreased from 47 in CY72 to 33 in CY74. In 1975 the number increased again
-- 19 missions from January to June 1975. In the 3-1/2 year period, January
1972 to June 1975, all regions, except for Asia, had between 27 and 32 mis-
sions. Asia had only 17. LAC, a high user in 1972 (16 missions) decreased
to 3 missions in 1974. WAF also dropped from 11 missions in 1972 and 1973,
and each dropped to 5 in 1974. Other regions have had an increase in CP/EFD
missions over time: EAF 6 in 1972, 9 in 1974; Asia: 4 in 1972, 7 in 1974. The
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types of missions carried out by CP/EFD were primarily identification missions

(PIM, RID, SS), 1/ 21% of the total, and preparation missions (PPM, RM), 1/

47% of the total.

Unesco staff participation in Bank missions (Table 13)

16. In CY1974, Unesco staff participated in 32 Bank missions, with a

total of 35 participants. This was considerably more than in CY1973: 18

missions with 21 participants. Input by CP/EFD staff in man-weeks to Bank

missions has been about 10% of its total time available. Unesco-non CP

staff had about one-fourth the time input of CP/EFD staff. The types of

missions in which Unesco participated were mainly combined preparation/

appraisal missions and appraisal missions. In 1971 Unesco staff participated

for the first time in a Bank-led reconnaissance-in-depth mission. Its in-

volvement in preparation/appraisal missions decreased in CY1975.

Bank staff participation in CP/EFD missions (Table 14)

17. Bank participation in CP/EFD missions has been very limited, varying

from 5 to 14 man-weeks per year for CY1971-1974. This represents 1% or less

of total EFD staff time.

CP/EFD Staff field time (Table 15)

18. Total CP/EFD field time has been increasing, despite a decrease in

the number of missions (see para. 15 above). In 1973, 288 man-weeks were spent

in the field (including report writing in Washington); in 1974, 329 man-weeks.

Most of the time (70%) was spent on CP/EFD-led missions; the rest (30%) was

devoted to Bank missions.

Bank approved projects with CP assistance (Table 16)

19. Of 77 education projects approved by the Bank's Board in FY71-75,

49 were identified and/or prepared by CP/EFD. Some regions received more CP

support than others; e.g., in EAF, CP/EFD was involved in 5 out of 14 projects;

In LAC, CP/EFD was involved in 12 out of 14 projects.

CP/EFD report writing time (Table 17)

20. Total time applied for a CP report (PIM, RID, SS) took an average

of 32 man-weeks in 1972. For the first half of 1975 this figure is 56 man-weeks,

a 75% increase. Elapsed time also increased from 15 weeks in 1972 to 25 in

1975. Principal causes for the increased time is the breadth of report cover-

age, e.g., inclusion of primary and non-formal education, and in part due to

broadened Bank lending criteria.

1/ Project Identification Missions (PIM), Sector Surveys (SS), and Recon-
naissance in Depth (RID), Project Preparation Missions (PPM), Reconnais-
sance Missions (RM).
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CP/EFD consultants' time (Tables 18, 19)

21. As stated before under staffing, CP/EFD's use of consultants has

decreased in recent years. As a proportion of total CP/EFD time it decreased

from 26% in 1971 to 12% in 1974 and in field activities from 53 to 27%. Con-

sultants have been used mainly for CP/EFD's own primary activities, identifi-

cation and preparation-related work (81%). Two-thirds of the consultants'

time was spent in the fiel'd.
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Basic Data: Inventory of Tables

Table Title

1 Growth and Size- Higher Level Staff - FY1971-76
Unesco-CP/EFD and World Bank Education Projects

2 Tenure in Years of Unesco-CP/EFD and Bank Regional Education
Projects Staff in Total and By Functional Group as of
January 31, 1976 in Percent and in Absolute Numbers

3 Years of Professional Experience CP/EFD Operational Staff
Before Joining CP and Years of Activities in Relation to
and Residence in Developing Countries

4 Cost of Unesco/CP to the Bank (FY 1964-76)

5 Bank and Unesco Shares of Total CP/EFD Cost (CY1973-77)

6 CP/EFD-Expenditures CY 74 in Total and Per Manyear in $

7 Calculation of Unesco's Indirect Costs, Attributable to the

Cooperative Program, Biennium -CY 1973-74

8 Cost of a CP Man-year Compared to a Bank Projects Man-year

(in $) Based on CY74 (Unesco) and FY74 (Bank) Data

9 Regional Education Projects Divisions Man-weeks By
Activity - FY71-75

10 World Bank - Education Man-weeks By Activity By Region FY75
& FY74 Broken Down Within Region: Regional Projects, CPS-
Education and Other (Excludes Unesco and FAO-CP)

11 CP/EFD Man-weeks by Activity and by Region, FY1971-75

12 CP/EFD Educational Missions to Developing Countries With
Participation of the CP (Regular) Staff and Consultants to
the CP By Geographical Regions

13 CP/EFD Unesco Staff Participation in Bank Missions (Man-Weeks)
Calendar Years 1973-1975

14 CP/EFD Participation of Bank Staff in Unesco CP Missions
(Man-Weeks) Calendar Years 1971-1975

15 CP/EFD Field Time of CP (Regular) Staff By Type of Mission,
Calendar Years 1973-1975
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Basic Data: Inventory of Tables (Cont)

Table Title

16 Cooperative Program Assisted (Identified and/or Prepared By
Unesco) Projects as a Proportion of All Education Projects
Approved By the Bank in FY71-75

17 CP/EFD Distribution of Time For Report Writing By CP
Regular Staff and Consultants on Reports (PIM, RID, SS)
Produced During Calendar Years 1972 - 1975

18 CP/EFD Consultants Time to the CP in Man-Weeks:
Calendar Years 1971 - 1975

19 CP/EFD Consultants Time to the CP in Man-Weeks By Type of
Mission: Calendar Years 1973 - 1975
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SUMMARY OF SELECTED BASIC DATA

STAFYDI ACTIVITIES

1. Growth and Size: (Higher Level Positions) 1. Bank Regional Education Activities (Manweeks)

Bank Education CF/EM - Total time spent, FY71: 1,892 m/w; FY75: 3,028 m/w

Authorized ODutY Authorized On Duty - Proportion FY71-75: preappraisal. 18Z; appraisal.
41%; supervision, 28%; sector work, 8%; negotiations

- 1971 47 47 33 25 and Board, 4%

- 1976 84 77 32 27 - Preappraisal time, all regions, FY75: 39% identifica-
tion, 61% preparation

2. Median Tenure 2. CP/EFD Manweeks by Activity/Region

Bank Rtional Educators CF/RID
- Proportion of total time FT71-75: 41% identification,

Total 2.5 years 6.5 years 18% preparation, 5.5% appraisal assistance, 6.2% other

- Educators 49%2 years 63.5 yrs. - Proportion of net available time( same period) 83.5%

- Economists 54% 3 years 72%.5 yrs. identification/preparation
- Total proportion of time by region: EMENA, LAC 23% each;

3. CP/EFD Prior Experience WA 19%; EAP 16%; RAP 11%; S.Asia 8%

- Median Total: 15-20 years 3. C?/EFD issions

-In Education: 12-15 years
-Work In developing countries 12-15 years - Total for CF since inception: 443 missions
-Rsidenc in developing countries: 9-1 yrs. - Total: CT72, 47; CT73, 35; CY74, 33; lot half CT75, 19

- Residence in developing countries: 9-12 yrs. - Jan.'72 to Jun.'75 by region: 27-31 missions each, ex-

4. Use of Consultants (Manears) cept S.Asia. 17
- Types of missions (same period): identification (PIM,

Bank CP/EFD RID, SS): 36; preparation (PPM): 26; combined pre-

S - paration/appraisal (PP/PAM): 14; reconnaisance: 29;

- FY75: 12.0 n/y - CY71: 6.4 n/y other: 21

- CY74: 3.4 m/y - E rD participation in Bank missions: CY73, 7.3%; CY74,

11.5%; 1st half CY75: 9.9% (of total CP time)

COSTS - Bank participation in C? missions (as % of C? time):

CY71, 2.7%; CY72, 1.1%; CY73, 2.3%; CY74, 1.3%; let

1. Cost Arrangements half CY75, 3.0%

- Direct costs: 75% Bank, 25% Unesco 4. C? Suoport to Bank Projects

- Indirect coats (space/overhead), director's

salary: Unesco /'- Total Bank projects to end FY75: 120; value $1.28 billion

- Actual total coat share (estimate): 53% Bank. ($768 million Bank, $513 million IDA)

47% Unesco - Total projects approved FY71-75: 77, of which 49 iden-

tified or prepared by the CP (64%)

2. Cost of C/RID - CP involvement by region: A, 5 of 14 or 36%; WAF, 11 of

15 or 73%; EAP, 8 of 12 or 67%; S.Asia, 0 of 2; EMEA,.

- Total (CY74): $1.47 million 12 of 17 or 71%; LAC.12 of 14 or 86%

- Bank share, FY72: $1.00 million; FY76 $1.61
million (budgeted)

- Direct cost per CP manyear, excluding
consultants and borrowed staff: $53,602
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BANK STAFF IS INCREASING, WHILE EFD STAFF REMAINS RELATIVELY STABLE 
TABLE I

GROWTH AND SIZE - UGHER LEVEL STAFFING FY1971-7
6

UNESCO-CP/EFD and WORLD BANK EDUCATION PROJECTS

Groth in ercentage Higher Level Staffing - Authorized and On Duty

World Bank
VYUECCEducation Projects Bank 3

over base over previous over base over previous UNESCO-2  Education EAF WAF ASIA EIENA LAC CPS

ea I91 - ear 1971 vear CP/EFD 2/ Toa

jOn On On-0 OOn On On O
A t Au dut AuA uhdt

Auth duty A-uth. [duty Auth.1uty Auth.tduty Auhduty Auth 4 uy Authi.1uty Auth uty Auth duty Authj~i dty A jtY J~

71 33 25 47 47

72 0 0 0 0 15 13 15 13 33 25 54 53

73 - 3 4 - 3 4 28 21 11 8 32 26 60 57 9 10 9 9 10 10 9 8 12 11 11 9

74 - 3 12 0 8 45 36 13 12 32 28 68 '64 11 11 10 10 11 10 10 10 12 11 14 12

75 -18 8 -16 -4 68 51 16 11 32 27 79 71 12 12 12 11 11 11 13 11 16 13 15 13

76 -18 8 0 0 79 64 6 8 32 27 84 77 14 14 12 11 12 11 14 12 16 13 16 15

1/ Bank numbers based on June 30 authorized position lists; CP/EFD numbers as of June 30 each year.
UNESCO/CP/EFD staff numbers exclude "Supplementary Agreement".

3 East Asia Education Projects also serves South Asia.
Since 1/1/73 salary of EFD Director has been fully charged to UNESCO, thus a reduction of 1 position.
FY76 numbers are as of Jan. 31, 1976



ON AVERAGE. CP/EFD STAFF HAS MORE TENURE THAN COMPARABLE BANK STAFF . . .
ANNEX V

TENURE IN YEARS OF UNESCO-CP/EFD AND BANK REGIONAL EDUCATION PROJECTS STAFF

IN TOTAL AND BY FUNCTIONAL GROUP AS OF JANUARY 31, 1976

IN PERCENT AND IN ABSOLUTE NUMBERS

Organi- % Total Staff Educators Economists Architegt. Managers

zation and
No.

Years Years Years Years Years

S-2-3 4 - 2-33 3- -556 - [71-22-313-414-515-616-7[>7 I -212-313-4 4-515-616-7117 1-2 2-313-44- -677

4* I. 
I 

1 1-2 2- 3-4-1 3 4-1-1-717i 4-5 5-6 6-7 7.

CP/EFD % 11 7 7 4 12 12 12 191925 14 14 2914 29| I AR 50 50

No. 3 2 2 1 5 6 8 2 2 2 3 3 4 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 11

Bank % 182013 8 12 8 13 8 16 10 10 10 3 3 1818 18 9 9 9 9 9 8 23 8 8 63 37

No. 1112 8 5 7 5 8 5 6 8 4 3 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1  1 3 1 1 5 3

I,,



CP/EFD STAFF HAS CONSIDERABLE EXPERIENCE IN EDUCATION AND IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
ANNEX IV

YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE CP/EFD OPERATIONAL STAFF 
BEFORE JOINING CP

AND

YEARS OF ACTIVITIES IN RELATION TO AND RESIDENCE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Years of Total Professional Experience Non- Activities Related to Deeloping Countries Residence

xperience Experience Teaching Adm/Plan. -ETinf Educational In Non- Total in Developing

Intervals & Research & Rel.Act. Education Education Educational Rel.to 0ev C's Countries

0 2 1 0 9 1 15 0 3

0 e3 1 2 2 1 3 5 2 2 4

346 9 7 1 8 1 4 2 1

6 9 7 6 3. 1 4 2 3 1

9 12 3 3 3 2 3 1 2 4 4

12415 4 2 2 7 8 6 7

15,.20 5 4 7 1 3 2 1

> 20 12 4 2 6 4
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AUCH OF CP COST INCREASE HAS BEEN INFLATIONARY . .E 4

1/
COST OF UNESCO/CF TO THE BANK-

(i.e., 75 percent of total cost)
(in $1000)

3/

Total 2/ Operational-Z Other

FY Cost Fees- Travel Expenses

1976 1,614 1,364 167 83

1975 1,222- 1,034- 128 606

1974 1,389 1,195 194 54

1973 1,130 928 155 47

1972 1,004 790 157 57

1971 747 565 163 19

1970 645 -

1969 530

1968 416

1967 331

1966 179

1965 207

19'64 35

1/ Source: General Ledger and P&B budget data.

2/ Includes regular salaries, consultant feesA, home leave, resettlement, 
etc.

3/ Includes consultants travel.

4/ 1976 - budgeted.

5/ FY75 costs appear lower than FY74, because in that 
year a reimbursement

of $163,000 by UNESCO to the Bank took place on account of the Supple-

mentary Agreement, which was discontinued.

6/ Only a total for fees and other expenses was available, 
i.e., $1,094,000.

Assumption made: other expenses: $60,000.

7/ From past experience it appears that consultant fees are 
around $35,000 to

$40,000 a year, i.e., approx. 1 manyear.
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ON TOTAL COST (DIRECT PLUS INDIRECT) BASIS, UNESCO AND BANK SHARE COSTS MORE EQUALLY THAN 
TABLE5

IS GENERALLY RECOGNIZED

BANK AND UNESCO SHARES OF TOTAL CP/EFD COST

CY1973-77-'

1973 1974

Total Bank UNESCO Total Bank UNESCO

US$ US$ US$ ..-..--

Direct Costs

Funded under the CP
(75% Bank and 25% UNESCO) 1,381,879 1,036,409 345,470 1,473,029 1,104,772 368,257

Salary of the EFD Directo 28,500 - 28,500 31,500 - 31,500

Sub-Total 1,410,379 1,036,409 373,970 1,504,529 1,104,772 399,757

B. Overhead/Indirect Costs

provided by UNESCO

(i) Indirect costs 423,572 - 423,572 451,575 - 451,575

(ii) Space facilities 132,000 - 132,000 130,000 - 130,000

Sub-Total 555,572 - 572 581,575 - 581,575

Grand Total (A+B) 1,965,951 1,036,409 929,542 2,086,104 1,104,772 ,

Share in % 100 53 47 100 53 47

1/ Based on actual expenditures, excluding the Supplementary Agreement.

/ EFD Director salary paid by UNESCO; the amounts represent 70% of salary cost estimated to be attributable

to CP.

3/ Indirect cost computation, see Table 7.

4/ Space facilities cost, see Table 8.
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BULK OF CP/EFD COSTS RELATE TO SALARIES . -
TABLE 6

CP/EFD-expenditures CY74-

in total and per man-year

in

Total CP/EID expenditures Cost per man-yeari/

A. Staff Costs

1. Management and Operational

Salaries, allowances, other 1,063,645 39,703
staff cost

2. Administrative and Secretarial

Salaries, allowances, other 222,451 8,304
staff cost

Total Staff Cost 
1,286,096 48,007

B. Staff Operational Travel 119,948 4,477

C. Reports

Printing, postage 
29,945 1,113

D. Consultants and Staff Borrowed

(a) Fees and salaries 
10,225

(b) Operational travel 
26,815

TotAl Consultants and Staff Borrowed 
37,040

3/

TOTAL 1,473,029 53,602

Excluding cost of Supplementary Agreement

2/ In 1974 total management and operational 
man-years were 26.79

excludina the Director. who was oaid for. from Unesco budget.

Total, excluding consultants and borrowed staff.



INDIRECT COSTS BORNE BY UNESCO ARE CONSIDERABLE, EVEN WHEN
SELECTIVE ESTIMATING PROCEDURE IS USED .ANNEX 3

Calculation of UNESCO's
Indirect Costs, Attributable to the

Cooperative Program, Biennium CY 1973-74 *

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Applicability Applicable Indirect Cost Indir. Cost At-

Category of Expense 1  
of Indirect Indirect Attributable 3/ tributable to4 /Expenditures Costs to CP Costa to CP CP in 1974

A INDIRECT COSTS us - $ us $

1. General Policy
General Conference 721,595 0 0 0

Executive Board 1,064,655 0 0 0
Director General 448,300 100 448,300 13,547
External Audit 136,300 100 136,300 4,119
Joint Inspection 169-9 .. 100 169,800 3.131

Total General Policy 2-540.650 754,400 2,2

2. General Administration and Protram
Supportint Services.

Executive Office of the D.G. 741,500 100 741,500 22,407
Bureau of Studies for Progr.mm.ng 519,650 0 0 0
Bureau of Management and Data Processing 1,085,400 100 1,085,400 32,799
Legal Affairs 350,900 33 116,965 3,534
Bureau of Relations with Member States and

International Organizationa and Programs 5,273,575 50 2,636,785 79,678
Office of the ADO for Administration 282,900 100 282,900 8,549
Bureau of the Budget 1,394,700 100 1,394,700 42,145
Bureau of the Controller 2,857,000 100 2,857,000 86,333
Bureau of Personnel 5,438,800 50 2,719,400 82,175
Bureau of General Services 3.651.30 66 _ 2,434,200 73 7

Total Gen. Ada. & Progr. Supp. Serv. 21.595.725 14,268,850 431.177

3. Common Services

Total Comon Services - 12.f62.20Z . . 100 12,062,200 364.495

4. Other Suonort Services
Computerized Document. Service of UNESCO 847,000 50 423,500 12,797
UNESCO Library, Documentation & Archives 1,056,400 50 528,200 15,961
Statistics relating to Education etc. 1,847,900 50 %23,950 27.920

Total Other Support Services 3-751.300 1.875.650 56.678
Total Indirect Cost 39 949,875 28.961.1 8 431.75

B Direct Oaerating Costs
2/

1. Program, Operations and Services 82,887,110"

2. Publications, Conferences, Documents etc. 11,589,600

Total Operating Costs 94.476-710

Based on revalued expenses 1973-1974 as recorded - "Indirect cost attributable to CP" in 1974 is arrived
in Draft program budget 1975-76. at by multiplying total 1973-1974 attributable cost

by a factor representing the proportionate share of' Total Program, Operation and Services Coat exclud- 1974 expenses of total 73-74 expenses. This factor is
ing certain costs considered "indirect", which $1,473,029 (CP 1974 expenses) + $2,854,900 (CP total
are included under "Other Support Services" (A-4) expenses 1973-74)- 0.5160.

"Attributable to CI" is arrived at by multiplying
the mounts of column (3) by a factor represent-
ing the proportionate share of CP in the total
UNESCO operating costs. This factor is $2,854,908
(CP expenditure 1973-74) + $94,476,710 (UNESCO
total operating cost (see table section B)) -
0.030218.

SN..: indirect costing is an estimating process and underlying assumptions may vary over time and among those performing the
estimates. (Source: EFD staff, with Unesco Budget Office assistance).



CP/EFD COSTS TEND TO RUN IGH, IN PART BECAUSE OF HIGUER AVERAGE GRADE LEVEL, TENURZ IN ED . . .

Cost of-%C m-ea mnrdt a 1_ a roects. Man-yea (i S

Based on CY74 (UNESCO) and FY74 (Bank) data

Cost to the Bank Cost to UNESCO

Bank Regional Projects Staffl' $61,100

C / . 40,202 (75% share).! $13,400 (25% share) -/

16,856 (Indirect cost)-
4,848 (Space)
35,104

Bank Consultants (fees only) 38,600

CP Consultants (fees only) V 17,355 (75% share) 5,785 (25% share)

/ Includes regular salary at S22,575; other personal services (retirement, dependency allowance, staff benefits and

tax reimbursements) at $10,560; overhead/office occupancy, representation, staff hospitality and contractual ser-

vices) at $7,675; the full cost of secretaries and assistants at $9,780; and travel at $l0,50C-(P&B data for FY74)

/ Total amount per CP man-year is $53,602, including salaries, allowances, staff benefits,operational travel and

report production. For details see Table 6.

See Table 6. .75 x $53,602 - $40,202

4 See Table 6. .25 x $53,602 = $13,400.Not included in -CP sare is the allocated cost of the Director 
CP/EFD, who

is paid by UNESCO but spends an estimated 70: of his time 
for CP. At the same time the cost of Bank management time

spent on CP work is not included as a Bank cost.

See Table 7. Total "Indirect cost" (UNESCO overhead) attributable to Cl in 1974 is $451,575. Cost per CP man-year is

$451,575 + 26.79 - $16,856

- Space: Estimated at $200 (900 FF) per square meter per year 
(charges not included). Cost based on information on

the cost of office rents published in "Ie Figaro" (Dec. 12, 1975), and on the original cost of construction of

UNESCO's building at Place de Fontenoy (1958) updated on the basis of indices of construction costs and 
applied at

rental percent of 7% to the updated cost. Total spice cost attributable to CP in 1973-74, thus derived,is $262,000.

This amount divided by the total man-years in that period (54.u4) gives a space coast per man-year of $4,848.

- Bank consultants; fees based on daily fee of $148.00 times 260 billing days. This amount excludes operational
travel, which for a Bank projects staff was $10,500 per man-year (see footnote 1),but which for consultants is

probably much higher. Also excluded are physical and clerical overheads and procurement and Bank management 
costs. .

1/ CP consultants; fees based on average fee per manweek for 1974 of S445 times 52 weeks - $23,140. This amount ex-

cludes operational travel, which for a CP/EFD staff member was $4,477-per manyear in 1974, but which for consul-

tants is probably much higher. Also excluded are physical and clerical overheads, procurement and C? management

costs.

* N.B.: Indirect costing premises differ in the two agencies and too close a comparison should not be made.



OVER 3/4 OF BANK EDUCATION PRO.ECTS STAFF TIME IS DEVOTED To APPRAISAL AN! SUIPERVISION . .

TABIE 9

RECIONAL E UCATION PROJECTS DIVSIONS/

WANUEEKS BY ACTIVJTY - VY71-75

(Source: TRS )

preappraiaal Appraasal Na oti ny Supervision Sector work TOTAL

All Regions 5013.7 537.8 3475.3 917.9 12,281.7

71-IS 2277.0 
-- Ib. ibo5.6 --no.9 3,028.9 ,

75 513.8 1 .6 140.0 234.4 2,567.8

74 523.3 871.4 85.1 853.6 265.9 2,400.5

73 371.4 955.4 13265 219.2 2,292.3

72 463.8 949.7 90.1 569.5 107.5 1,89.2

71 304.7 901.6 90.5 481.910.1892

9AF1108.3 , 662.0 ..
_____ 4.9580.7

1.5 4 .9 288.3 43.5 154.1 4..
75 213.6 254.0 16.9 131.0 10.5 626.0

73 47.4 146.3 15.2 1511.1 134.1 501.1

73 94-8 17.5 1.8 117.6 47.2 218.9
72 20.8 188.0 30.9 101.2 - 340.9

71 2.

NAP 39S.8 992.8 117.2 629.0 112.1 2,264.1
71,75 134.6 l6 19.4 171.3 20.0 526.9
75 4. 150.1 8.6 144.7 55.3 423.1

381.2 25.8 25.0 102.7 23.7 490.4

7 50.5 52.8 29.9 100.6 30.3 364.1

72 -5. 2. 459.6

71 65.1 270.5 14.3 109.7

71-75 3?A- 1205. 107.5 570.3 1.1 247'
717 466.2.

15 110.4 287.1 22.0 18. 94.6 662.5

74 39.8 178.1 13.3 161.1 25.2 417.5

13 56.4 202.7 23.5 122.8 69.3 414.7
73 1.7 269.7 21.0 86.9 - 485.3
72 107.7 417..20.

71 70.6 -26.6 27.7 5t.1

LAC2,5.
71-75 416. 942.3 0 . 8 2. . 2 451

7580.1 i8116.6 223.9 21.4 630.1

74 115.5 247.8 20.5 162.5 19.9 566.2

73 90.4 193.1 15.5 122.7 38.8 460.5

72 78.9 162.7 3.3 158.9 141.7 5454.

71 51.9 50.6 13.9 133.2 -2

u1-75 348. 771.2 115.2 569.9 235.5 2,040.

75 70.1 196.7 ,11.5 120.7 49.

74 22.1 41.4 25.8 -84.9 120.) 394.5

73 86.6 131.2 40.5 121.6 379 9

72 97.4 27.8 34.1 86.0 - 495.3

71 72.3 124.1 3.3 54.4 107.5 361.6

SA71-75 3,.1 208.1 19.8 242.9 ti 640.8

715 2.7 --- 7.0 67.9 2.3 219.7

74 2 .9 - 69.4 3.2 140.5
14 67.9. -9.

73 9.4 24.3 12.4 4.8 - 93.9

72 34.5 69.2 19.5 123.2

71 24.0 .8 .4 38.3 63.5

11 Includes some CPS-Education time spent on regional activities.
2/ Absolute numbers undersata total tioe spent since not all time was recorded; also consultants were not always included.

Ceneral time. training, leave and holidays, etc., take up an additional 27% of time on average.



ONLY 18% OF BANK PROJECTS STAFF TIME IS DEVOTED TO PREAPPRAISAL; TUE HAJORITY OF THIS IS PREPARATION RELATED . . . ANNEX IV

TABLE 10

WORLD BANK - EDUCATION

MANWEEKS BY ACTIVITY BY REGION FY75 I VY74

BROKEN DON WITHIN REGION: REGIONAL PROJECTS. CPS-EDUCATION AND OTUERI

(EXCLUDES UNESCO AND FAO-CP)

Source.TRS2

(2) (3) (4) (5) Total

3, Negotiations Sector'work (1) to (5)

IdntifationT Preparatio-AppraSal 6 Board Supervisi Total
(7pr74 75 74 75 45 L4 _7:5 -4

All Re) (375) 67 84 15.1 74 221.1 119.1 1089.5 925.0 150.9 234.4 3425.3 2796.3
Ar3e0s (19.8) (12.7 584.4 1351.1 933.4 221 82.8 4.! -1 7 93.1 212.3 2863.1 2498.4

Pojcts (13.6) (293.3 499 1051 12.2972.8 155.5 - 2.3 42.5 10.9 35.9 21.6 143.9 68.9

CPSed 130.5) ( 6 ) 1 62.0 81.1 34.0 200.9 71.4 21.9 .5 418.3 229.0

EAF ( .) 115.2 268.9 64.1 264.0 166.4 4.9 10.5 766.9 701.8

Projects ( 35.3) 52.2) 87.5 202.1 267.6 253. .7 .1 1.3 28.9 13.6

CPS Ed. ( 1.7) ( 7) 2.4 11.5 20.7 .6 . .7 .. 1 .3 87.9 75.8

other ( 4.3) 21.0 25.3 20.4 30.4 14.9 20.6 5.1 109.9 35.4 1.7

WAF 
4-4 207.9 168.8 74.8 10.3 223.6 152.9 20.0 55.3 676.2 461.7

.(1263 1340 4.3 160.9 143.8 7.9 54.3 503.7 417.8

Projects ( 7.7) .3) .1.0*5.4 8.9 7.0 .4 14.4 39

CPS Ed. ( .2) ( .4 .6 .1 .1 3.3104 
. 7..6 8. 4.

other 4.5 ( 10.8) 15.3 10.0 46.3 18.7 35.4 1.7 52.3 8.2 5.1 .4 154.4 39.0

Tal6 
299.7 184-0 28.6 22.5 157.6 172.0 94.6 25.2 728.6 462.3

ojta (7.4) (47.) 148.1 58.6 2.0 13.3 148.3 157.3 57.8 16.9 622.1 403.4

Pots 106.9 3. 287.1 178.1 2..1 3.8 26.9 8.3 30.5 14.1

CPS Ed ( 3.3) ( 2) 37.7 18.8 12.6 5.9 6.6 9.2 9.2 10.9 9.9 - 76.0 44.8

Other ( 9.8) .( 27.9)377 1.

LAC 63.) 90.2 121.3 314.6 265.8 30.6 35.4 234.0 17. 21.4 19.9 690.8 612.8

Total ( 21.8) 74.6 112.2 284.0 239.9 16.6 20.2 201.4 162.5 19.0 .8 34,0 12.3

CPS Ed ( 5.0) ( 5) 5.5 3.3 4.1 7.9 9 22.5 7. 1 .$ 61.2 46.6

oter ( 6.1) ( 4.0) 10.1 5.8 26.5 18.0 14.0 14.9 10.1

EAP 80.0 25.9 217.6 .45.d 28.7 140.8 192.A 120.3 0

Total ( 4 63.1 20.8 184.0 37.3 11.5 24.0 119.2 178. 0.6 3.4 37..

Projects ( 33.4) ( 293. 7.0 1.3 12.7 4.1 1.8 3.8 6.2 10.6 23.5 24.0

other ( 5.3) ( 4.6) 9.9 3.8 20.9 4.3 4.5 2

SA29. 70.2 128.6 .2 2 236.7 147.0

Toal_2_9_(194 
67.9 69.4 1.7 3.2 210.2 140.5

Projects ( 9.2) ( 15.8) 25.0 67.9 108.6 7.0 8.9 -

CPS Ed ( .2) ( 3.5) 3.7 - 5.2 2 1.6 3.8 .6 17.6 6.5

Other ( .5) ( -1) .6 2.3 14.8 .2

1/ "Other" is: programs, fields cpS-non Education, other regions.

2/ TRS (Time Reporting System); Absolute values understate actual time spent since consultant

manweuks are not always Included and, generally, not all time spent to recorded.

3/ Breakdown available for FY75, only.



SOME 841 OF CP/EFD NET AVAILABLE TIME (NuT coUNINI jENJAI. AND LEAVE) IS VEV'TFO

TO SECTOR 1611K. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION AND PREPARATIN ..- ANNEX IV
TABLE II

UNISCO COOPERATIVE PROCRAM

CP/EFD HANWEEK.U BY ACT1VITY AND BY REGION, V1Y-75*

Gros Supple-
Sector N.of Hamweak# mentary

Project! Project Related Econouic project Project project Avail Prog Other

U General 1&" 13 Identification rF.paration W)I.3& work Appraisal Supervision Tota I DE Rffieram . ..... taf Staff

All Regin* 71-75 961.3 765.0 2446.8 1073.3 227.5 59.7 327.5 80.1 5941.2 75 25.0 1300.0 96.9 78.0

73 9.3 -170.o W9. 5 361 178.9 6.0 74.2 11.6 1291.6 74 24,3 1263.6 126.6 41.8

74 120.0 146.0 626.5 107.0 48.6 29.3 124.7 31.5 1233.6 73 22.5 1170.0 144.0 131.0

73 230.0 169.0 488.0 166.8 - 21.4 48.4 23.4 1147.0 12 22.6 1175.2 94.2 101.6

72 260.0 143.0 530.8 152.4 - - 63.2 13.6 1363.0 71 21.9 1138.8 76.0 193.0

71 252.0 137.0 411.0 286.0 - 3.0 17.0 - 306.0

E. Africa 71-75 202.2 121.8 451 6 76.3 7.6 465.6

75 W5.7 55.9 45.7 - 15.5 3.2 156.0

74 76.1 10.7 - - 50.8 3.4 141.0

73 17.4 20.2# - 6.0 1.0 1.0 45.6

72 73.0 17.0 - - 1.0 - 91.0

71 - 24.0 - - 8.0 - 32.0

W.Africa 71-75 399.8 205.4 31.1 17.2 0 36.5 785.8

75 56.3 63.2 16.9 - 9.5 7.4 155.3

74 - 3.4 20.2 1.8 25.3 15.3 66.0

73 69.3 64.2 15.4 22.0 13.8 184.7
72 67.2 10.6 - - 29.0 - 106.8

71 205.0 64.0 - - 4.0 - 273.0

ZAP 71-75 A34.6 192.4 22.5 217 - 671.2

75 111f2 80.3 22.5 - 8.5 - 221.5

74 46.8 2.0 - - - - 48.8

73 141.8 21.1 - - 3.4 - 164.3

72 13.8 29.0 - - 33.8 - 54.6

71 122.0 60.0 - - - 182.0

S.Asia 71-75 256.6 16.0 12.5 - 2 348.1
15 190.0 41.4 12.5 - 3.0 3.0 64.9

74 99.0 0.4 - - 1.0 - 100.4

73 5.6 0.2 - - - - 5.8

72 - -
71 43.0 34.0 - - - - 77.0

ENA 71-75 540.9 256.4 71.4 12.0 78.2 21.6 982.5

75 38.6 102.9 4_C7.4 6.0 15. 0 209.9

74 282.6 28.0 26.0 3.0 24.2 2.0 365.8

73 132.9 31.7 - - 12.6 8.6 185.8
72 56.8 39.8 - - 21.4 11.0 129.0

71 30.0 54.0 . 3.0 5.0 - 92.0

lAC 71-75 612.7 5W 36. 24.5 59.5 13.4 96.7

75 38.6 17.4 33.9 - 24.7 114.7
74 122.0 62.5 2.4 24.5 23.4 10.8 245.6

73 121.0 29.4 - - 11.4 - 161.8

72 320.0 56.0 - - - 2.6 378.6

71 11.0 50.0 - - - - 61.0

* Not of Supplementary Cooperative Program and Outside EFD Staff.

I/ Sick and Annual leave (excluding public holidays).
2/ Includes Sector Surveys.
i/ sector brief. etc.
4/ Esti.aoEd anyomrs.
3/ 52 m1w per Staff.
6/ Correapunde to r/w of services rendcred to thn Bank.



EXCEPT FOR ASIA, WHICH HAS HAD FEWER MISSIONS, CP/EFD MISSION COVERAGE IS ABOUT EQUALLY SPREAD AMONG REGIONS ... ANNEX IV
TABLE 12

CP/EFD

E1XJCATIO11AL MISSIOS TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES W1711 PARTICIPATION
OF 'HE CP (REGULAR) STAFF AND CONSULTANT' TO THE CP

BY (EORAPIIICAL REGIONS/

Type of 1 9 7 2 1 9 7 3 1 9 7 4 1 9 7 5(1st half)
Mission EAI WAF ASIA EMENI LAC TOTAL EAF WAF ASIA NEMA IAC TOTAL EAF WAF ASIA EMENA IAC TOTAL EAF WAF ASIA EaNA IAC TOTAL

PIM/hUD/SS - 3 - 3 7 13 2 2 2 4 2 12 2 - 3 1 - 6 - 2 - 2 1 5
PPM 2 1 - 2 2 7 - 2 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 3 7 1 1 2 1 2 7
PP/PAM - 1 1 - - 2 4 2 - - - 6 2 2 1 1 - 6 - - - - -

RM 1 3 2 - 5 11 3 4 - 1 3 11 4 - 2 5 - 11 1 1 - 2 - 4

Other 3 3 1 5 2 14 - 1 - - - 1 - 2 - 1 - 3 1 - 1 - 1 3

Total 6 11 4 10 16 4 9 11 3 6 6 3 9 5 7 9 3 2 3 4 3 5 4 19
Percentage 12.8 23.f 8.5 21.3 ,.O 100 25.7 31.4f 8.6 17.1 17.1 100 27.2 15.2 21.3 27.2 9.1 100 15.8 21.1 15.7 26.3 21.1 100

Proportional distribution of the number of No.
missions by region (1972 -1975)

EAF 27 20.2
WAF 31 23.1
ASIA 17 12.'l
EEMA 30 22.4
IAC 29 21.6

134 100.0

1/ Distribution by geographical region follows Bank classification of countries:- EAP - Eastern African Projects
WAF . Western African Projects
ASIA - Asia
EMENA= Europe, Middle East and North Africa
IAC - Latin America and the Caribbean Area

2/ January to June inclusive.

NO'lE :- Special missions which are not geared to a specific developing country have not been included, nor are those missions carried out
by other organizations, e.g. FAO, in which Unesco has participated with non-CP (Regular) staff.



CP/EFD PARTICIPATION IN BANK MISSIONS HAS BEEN RUNNING ABOUT 10% OF ITS AVAILABLE TIME . . . ANNEX IV

TABLE 13
CP/EFD

EDUCATIONAL FINANCING DIVISION

UNESCO STAFF PARTICIPATION IN BANK MISSICNS (NANAWEEKS)

CAIEODAR YEARS 173 - 1975

1973 1974 1975
Type of No. of N.o
Mission No. of Parti n Man/weeks No. pt Man/weeks No. of Man/weekaNo f Priiat No. of Participants No. of Partio 1 Mn/wtek

Missions 2CP2 CP 2 Ron- Missions CP2 o C2 Non- Missions CP2 Non- 2 Non-
C-- C. ..- CP

RM 6 5 1 A.6 2.4 10 5 4 14.1 8.0 3 3 - 3.6 -
PP/PAM 5 6 2 36.5 13.6 6 6 2 40.4 16.0 - - - - -

PAM 2 2 - 9.2 - 6 6 - 30.9 - 1 1 5.9 6.1
PP/Assistanoe - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 1 13.4 8.7
BID - - - - - - - - - - 2 4 - 26.2 -

Supervision 3 3 - 8.6 - 3 3 - 7.5 - 2 2 - 3.4 -
Economic Survey 2 1 1 4.4 2.5 4 3 1 12.2 6.3 1 1 - 4.4 -
Completion - - - - - 1 1 - 4.9 - - - - - -

Manpower - - - - 1 1 1 13.3 1.7 - - -

Special I I - 4.4 - 1 1 - 4.0 - - - -

Total 18 17 4 74.7 18.5 32 27 8 1. 32.0 12 14 2 6.9 14;8
CP Man/leeks as % of' 93.2 71.7Total CP Time 1 7.3% 15.3 7.7

1/ January to June inclusive.

/ Means Regular Cooperative Programme including CP Management.

No : Report writing in Washington cometimes takes place the calendar year after the mission wa# carried out in the field. In this casethe mission is allocated (under No.of Missions) to the year the visit to the country tookl place. The input time (man/weeks)
for report writing is, however, alloca4ed to the year during which this took place in Washington, and the staff engaged in
this function is not considered as participating during the report writing year.



ANNEX IV

BANK STAF P ARTICIPATE VERY INFREQUENTLY IN CP/EFD MISSIONS .. :T 14

PARTICIPATIN OF BANK STAFF IN UESCO cF VIISSI0NS
( Mjan/Weeks )

CALE1MAR EARS 1971 - 197 l

Type of 1971 1972 1973 1974 197

Mission
- 8.0 -

PIM- -

8 . 0 - 5 .0 -2 .

4.o - - 2.8
SS

PFT 5.0 1.0 8.8 - 7.0

Total 13.0 5.0 13.8 8.0 9.8

(ii) Cp staff time- 625.9 327.7
on missions 483.7 437.8 6C7.3

(field plus
report .writing).

(i) as % of (ii) 2.7 1.1 2.3 1.3 3.0

1/ January to June, inclusive.

Note : There is no record in Unesco of report writing time in

- Washinlgton for some of the participants in Pfl4, RM and

-- , therefore total time input and the corresponding

percent may be underestimated.



ANNEX IV

BULK OF CP/EFD FIELD TIME IS FOR PIM AND PPM MISSIONS . . . TABLE 15

CP/EFD

FIEID TIME OF cP (REquIAR) STAFF BY TvpE OF MISSIONV

CALENDAR YEARS 1973 - .9 /

1 9 7 3 1 9 7 4 1 9 7 5 (First half)
Type of No. of No. of M No. of
Mission No. of Partici- Man Percent No. of man/ Percent No.Of Partici- Man/ Percent

Missions pants Weeks Missions eeks Missions Weeks

PIM/RID/SS i- 36 131.8 .45.7 6 22 104.9 31.9 5 13 62.0 30.4

PPM 5 17 81.1 28.2 84" 21 111.1 33.7 7 22 92.3 45.3

RM 7 7 12.0 4.2 11 7 15.3 4.6 4 4 4.4 2.1

PPM/PAM 4 5 30.9 10.8 5 6 38.5 11.7 - - - -

PAM 2 2 9.2 3.2 It 7 31.6 9 6 2 11.0 5.4I

Econ.Survey 1 1 4.4I 1.5 2 2 7.5 2.3 1 1 4.4 2.1

Impl./Super. 2 2 11.6 4.0 3 3 7.5 2.3 2 2 3.4 1.7
& End-Use

Completion - - - - 1 1 4.9 1.5 - - -

Prep.Assist. - - - - - - - - 2 2 8.3 4.1

Special 3 3 6.8 2.4 5 5 7.8 2.4 5 6 18.2 8.9

N7 73 287.8 100.0 45 74 329.1 100.0 28 52 204.0- 100.0

!/ Includes only those missions in which CP (Regular) staff has participated and excludes management time and consultants'

time.
2/ January to June inclusive.
3/ Includes one FAO mission.
V/ Includes two FAO missions.

hote : Report writing in Washington is included as field time. This time is considered as part of a mission and is not
counted separately as another mission. The same applies to participants.



ANNEX IV

Cp/EFD HAS IDENTIFIED AND/OR PREPARED ABOUT 2/3 OF BANK TABLE 16

PROJECTS IN LAST 5 YEARS . . .

COOPERATVE PROGRAM ASSISTED (IDENTIFIED AND/OR PREPARED B

UNESCO) PROJECTS AS A-PROPORTION OF ALL EDUCATION PROJECTS

APPROVED BY THE BANK IN FY71-75

Of Which Identified and/or

Regions 1y Total Number of Projects Prepared by

A. rovpd UNESCO

71-75 75 49
All ReonlS 75 19 12

71 10 7

73 18 8
72 14 10

71 -4 12

E. Africa 71-75 14 5
75 7 3

74-
73 3

72 1
71 3

W. Africa 71-75 1.5-
75 4 4

74 1
73 3
72 4 3

71 3 2

EAP 71-75 12 8
- - -75 1

74 2
73 4 2
72 4 3
71

S. Asia 71-75 2
75 -
74
73 2
72
71

EMENA 71-75 17 12

74 3. 2 2

-73 3 2

72 5 3

71 3 2

LAC 71-75 14 12
75 4 3

74 4 3

73 3 3

72
71 3 3



ANTEX tV
ON AVERAGE, CP/EFD REPORT WRITING TIME IS INCREASING . . . TABE 17

CP/EFD

DIS'mUTZrN OF TDhE MF REPORT WRIT-NG BY CP (REGIMR) STAFF AND C0,NULTAW 

ON REPOFTS (PIM, RD, SS) PRODUCED DURING CALNDAR YEARS 1972 - 19751/

Time in Maneeks TsTime (weeks) from
No. of Participants f R W mission's return

Report on Average to idqs. to com-
- Corneon-:pletion of report -

'Country) OP Consuli Total P Co- Toal per PM R lto frpr

Staffa" tantsZ Staff-1  tant27 parti- writing for final

civant version

1972

Peru 4 1 5 46.6 1.7 48.3 9.7 PM - - 19.2

Costa Rica 4 17.6 11.5 28.1 7.0 - RD - 13.8

Madagascar 2 2 4 24.2 9.0 33.2 8.3 PM - - 14.9

El Salvador 4 - 4 32.1 - 32.1 8.0 P4 - 12.6

Mali 2 2 4 12.3 17.5 29.8 7.5 PIM - -9

Nicaragua 3 1 4 25.5 4.3 29.8 7.5 - RD 11.6

Syria 2 3 5 26.7 18.2 44.9 9.0 - RM 18.6

Mauritania 1 , 1 2 7.3 1.5 9.3 4.7 PIM - 22.6

Guatemala 3 1 4 22.5 8.0 30.5 7.6 - RD -11.7

Total 22 14 36 215.3 71.7 286.0 7.9 5 4 0 A. 14.9

- - - - - - :95 144 0 ________

177

acuador 3 1 4 26.1 13.5 39.6 9.9 PA - - 16.1

Ivory Coast 2 4 6 35.7 30.7 66.4 11.1 - - 8 34.3

Ouyana 2 2 4 20.5 9.5 30.0 7.5 - R-D - 3.7

Yemen PC 3 1 4 32.8 8.4 41.2 10.3 - RM - 14.7

Gabon 2 1 3 - - 19.2 6.6' 25.8 8.6 PM . - - 15-0

Somalia 3 1 4 24.1 3.0 27.1 6.8 P114 - -13.6

Sierra Leone 2 2 4 17.8 8.6 26.4 6.6 PM - - 12.0
Jordan 2 2 4 18.0 9.0 27.0 6.3 P - -24.0

Burma 2 1 3 12.1 1.0 13.1 4.4 PDI . - 22.7

Dominican Rep. 3 1 4 32.6 5.6 38.2 9.6 P1 - - 18.3

Total 24 16 40 238.9 95-9 334- 8.4 7 2 1 A. 18.4

974 - - -: 70 20 10

Greece 5 1 6 57.2 2.2 59.4 9.9 PIN - - 33.5
Afzhadstan 4 - 4 47.1 - 47.1 11.8 P" - - 21.4

Morocco 3 1 4 43.3 7.6 50.9 12.7 P1 - - 25.8

Barbados 4 - 4 47.1 - 47.1 11.8 - RID - 23.9

Korea 2 2 4 19.8 11.2 31.0 7.8 - RID - 19.2

Pakistan 4 - 4 48.5 - 48.5 12.1 P=4 - - 20.9

Lebancn 4 1 5 49.1 4.6 53.7 10.7 P11 - - 25.5
Tanzania 3 1 4 38.2 3.5 41.7 10.4 PrI - - 18.4

Philippines 4 1 5 35.8 3.6 39.4 7.9 Pim - - 12.8
Burundi 3 1 4 34.0 6.8 40.8 10.2 PD1 - - 27.6

Total 36 8 44 420.1 39.5 459.6 10.4 8 2 0 Av. 22.9
%: 80 20 0

l (Ist half

Malaysia 4 - 4 62.7 - 62.7 15.7 PN - - 24.2
Nepal 5 1 6 67.9 10.0 77.9 13.0 - - SS 27.8
Chad 1 1 2 14.6 13.7 28.3 14.1 - - SS 21.6

Total 10 2 12 145.2 23.7 168.9 14.1 1 1 0 2 AV. 24.5
-: 33 0 67

1/ January to June inclusive.

Z/ Includes staff of the regular CP (operational, and the'occasional management participation in education missions).

2/ Includes staff from the supplementary CP.



NOT COUNTING SUPPLEMENTARY PROGRAM, CP CONSULTANT STAFF FROM UNESCO AND OTHER SOURCES HAS BEEN RUNNING ABOUT

100 MAN-WEEKS PER YEAR ON AVERAGE, LAST 3 YEARS . . . ANNE IV
TABLE 18

CP/EFD

CONSULTAN13 TIM '10 'liE 'CP (REGULAR) IN MAi/WE.KS

CAIENDAR YEARS 1'3l - 195T

---- n-CP Unesco Sta Staff -ro- - Consultants Ttal (v) as
Supplementary from ; other U11 from other Non - CP CP Staff Time of (vi)

CYa Staff 11d. (Paris) Field Agencies Sources -(Regular)

Field Ildqs. Total Field Hdqs. Total Field Hdqu. Total Field lHdqs. Total Field l1dOs. Total Field lHdqs. Total Field Total Field Total

1971 34.0 20.0 54.o 25.6 32.4 58.o 12.0 - 12.0 24.3 4.0 28.3 44.2 61.5 105.7 1401 117.9 258.0 262.7 982.0 53.3 26.3

1972 46.5 4.0 50.5 12.3 19.9 32.2 8.5 12.8 21.3 16.5 9.6 26.1 35.7 42.3 78.0 119.5 88.6 208.1 238.3 991.5 50.1 21.0

1973 43.0 YJ.8 82.8 4.0 - 4.0 5.0 3,2 8.2 11.4 7.8 19.2 20.6 37.1 57.7 84.0 87.9 171.9 287.8 1,022.1 29.1 16.8

1974 60.8 19.3 80.1 8.0 5.6 13.6 - - - 13.5 11.7 25.2 10.3 2.0 12.3 92.6 38.6 131.2 329.1 1,109.3 28.1 11.8

1975 - - - 19.2 - 19.2 - - - 14.8 10.6 25.4 21.8 16.9 38.7 55.8 27.5 83.3 204.0 575.6 27.3 14.5

. January to June inclusive.



CONSULTANTS, WHEN USED, PRIMARILY PARTICIPATE IN IDENTIFICATION AND PREPARATION WORK . . .
ANNEX IV

TABLE 19
CP/EFD

CONSULTANTPS TIME TO TIE CP IN MAN/WEEKS BY TYPE OF MISSION

CAIEffDAR YEARS 173 - 17y

1973 1974 1975 

PIT- PP/ T o t a En P/ co. T o t a 1 Super- T o t a I
Type of Mission :- M RID/! F P AM RN RID/ PER PMSr4M RD F PMvso

SS SS -- % 3 No.

Source

1. Supplementary CP
(Total) 2.2 6 8.0 7 82.8 48.2 10.6 176 ) 9.o 5 8o. 61.0

Field 2.2 25.6 8.0 7.2 10.6 6.0 29.8 9.0 5.4
Idqs. - 39.8 - - - 11.6 7.7 - -

2. Other Unesco Staff
(Total) - 4.o - 8.2 12.2 7.1 - 5 - 8.0 - 13.6 10.4 2.0 4.6 9. 2.0 1.0 19.2 23.0

Recruited from
(a) fld~q.

Field - 4.0 - - - 2 - 8.0 - 2.0 4.6 9.6 2.0 1.0
1dqs. - - - - - 5.6- - - - - - - - -

(b) Field
Field - - - 5.0 - - - - - - - - - -

Hdqa. - - - 3.2 - - - - - - - - -

3. Other UN Agencies
(Total) - 15.8 2 - 19.2 11.2 - 21.2 4.o - - 25.2 19.2 - o.0 15.4 - - 25.4 30.5

Field - 8.4 3.0 - - 9.5 4.0 - - - - 14.8 - -

1ldqs. - 7.4 0.4 - - 11.7 - - - - 10.& 0.6 - -

4. Consultants from
other sources

(Total) - 48.7 9.o - 57.7 33.5 - 83 4.0 - - 12.3 9.4 - 1 6.2 14.6 - 38_. 46.5

Field - 12.4 8.2 - - 6.33/ 4.0 - - - 3.0 6.2 12.6 -
1dqs. - 36.3 0.8 - - 2.0- - - - - 14.9 - 2.0 -

Grand Total 2.2 133.9 20.414 1.9 100.0 10.6 527 45.5 1.0 5 131.2 100.0 2.0 32.5 31.2 16.6 1.0 83.3 100.0

Field 2.2 50.4 19.2 12.2 84.0 48.9 10.6 21.8 37.8 17.0 5.4 92.6 70.6 2.0 7.6 30.6 14.6 1.0 55.8 67.0
Hdqs. - 83.5 1.2 3.2 87.9 51.1 - 30.9 - - 38.6 29.4 - 24.9 0.6 2.0 - 27.5 33.0

1/ January to June inclusive.

2/ Report writing following a mission carried out the previous year.

}/ Report writing as a Consultant following field part of the mission carried out as CP staff.



ANNEX V

Page 1

SELECTED VIEWS OF THE CP BY THE PARTICIPANTS

1. A summary or "characterization" of the views of the CP par-
ticipants: EFD, Unesco at large, and the Bank's education units, is included
in this annex as background. It is based on comments made during the Unesco
and Bank interviews by the Task Force. The Comments do not necessarily
coincide with those of the Task Force. Further, they may not represent the
majority views of members of the respective organizations.

EFD Views

2. Some EFD staff members feel there is little cooperation from the
Bank regarding the CP. The Bank is viewed as using the CP as a source of
standby manpower, which it can turn on or off as it wishes.

3. CP work is duplicated by the Bank out of lack of confidence in
it. This duplication is perceived to be due to Bank insecurity in using
others' data, which arises in turn from increasing Bank lending pressure and
the Bank's hierarchical review process.

4. EFD sees itself as part of Unesco and is therefore concerned
with the overall Unesco approach, which is viewed as broad aid to country
educational development. Therefore, EFD's orientation may include assisting
countries in locating financial assistance from other sources than the Bank or
in providing non-financial assistance for policy, organization change, etc.
EFD staff feels that some of its project proposals may be more difficult to
implement than those which, in general, the Bank may be willing to consider,
i.e., local self-help school buildings or extensive non-formal training
schemes in dispersed geographic areas.

5. The end products of EFD's work, PIM's or PPM's, are considered
by EFD to serve the government concerned, other aid agencies, both bilateral
and multilateral, while also being of interest and use to the Bank.

6. The CP serves as a meeting ground between the Bank's short-term,
economic, financial and pragmatic perspective and Unesco's longer term,
basic social rights' perspective, a broader approach. EFD regards itself as
"caught in the middle" between these differences in approach inherent in each
organization's orientation.

7. The CP staff considers itself innovative, having proposed many
kinds of projects at first ridiculed, then years later accepted by the Bank,
i.e., primary schools, educational television, curricula development.

Unesco View

8. If aware of the Cooperative Program, Unesco Secretariat staff
regard it and EFD as, respectively, a Bank program and "the Bank Group".
(Note: There is a role conflict for EFD staff as they view themselves Unesco
and Unesco views them as the Bank.) Unesco staff considers that the CP could
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work independently of the rest of Unesco, and that EFD is excessively loyal to

the Bank.

9. EFD is seen as an isolated, elite unit, in part because all EFD
staff have P-5 grade level (similar to "M" level in the Bank), and in part
because the unit is organized to do exclusively professional work and no
program administration. The amount and variety of EFD travel is also viewed
as an advantage by the rest of Unesco.

10. EFD work products are seen as of high quality, but treated too
confidentially within the Unesco "house", in part because EFD group was
considered to be "over-protectively" managed for many years.

11. Unesco staff feels that the CP should respond to more Unesco
concerns than exclusively those of education; for example, cultural tourism
has considerable economic potential; engineering and medicine are key areas

for development in LDC's; mass media for many different uses are not being
sufficiently examined.

12. Unesco's basic "subject matter" orientation -- now changing
somewhat toward a country orientation since the Unesco reorganization -- has
created communication difficulties with EFD's country-oriented approach. In
large part, EFD's end products vary from Unesco's end products -- project
financing in specific countries versus conferences, seminars, and reports on
world-wide, intergovernmental, or regionally-oriented subjects. Work style is
therefore different, an example of which is the house-wide PIM review sessions
in which participants have appeared inhibited in presenting candid views in
EFD's "peer group criticism" environment.

13. EFD is viewed as being caught in the middle between Unesco and
the Bank as specific policy differences may arise in education; an example is
the issue of basic education as put forth in the Bank's education sector
policy paper, i.e., with targeted groups in the population, which contradicts
Unesco's General Conference resolutions on equality of opportunity and right
of access to all ladders within the education system.

Bank Education View

14. There have been extensive changes in Bank practices which make
the original CP role unsuitable; thus, the EFD is viewed as an extension of the
Bank or as a source of trained manpower rather than as an independent entity
within the project cycle. (With more staff and the natural tendency to use
their own, and controllable, staff, Division Chiefs tend to use less outside
staff from any source.) Prior to the Bank's 1972 reorganization, on many
occasions, the use of the CP was decreed, which gave rise to resentment.
Since the reorganization, a more continuous Bank/country dialogue with more
flexible short-term work scheduling, has made use of the CP as a third party
very difficult.
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15. In general, the Bank is much less aware of the CP than EFD is
aware of the Bank, its policies and procedures. There is some insensitivity
to the EFD/Unesco institutional role and the constraints inherent to a UN
Specialized Agency.

16. Bank staff feels that the CP/EFD should be able to provide more
access than it does to other Unesco specialized services, i.e., mass media,
rural development, text book production specialists; statistics; computer
models.

17. The CP's "success" is often measured by EFD's ability to
provide financeable projects for the Bank; the Bank staff tends to ignore its
other contributions, which are viewed as academic and of relatively little
value. Bank staff feels the CP deludes itself if it considers that PIM's
serve broader needs than those of the Bank's investment program. In the Bank
staff view, cooperation with Unesco should contribute to the Bank's specific
project lending work, not just development in general.

18. The Bank staffs feel EFD should participate in Bank evaluation
activities and Bank completion activities, especially the educators; accor-
dingly, CPS should organize a training seminar in evaluation for EFD. It was
viewed by some in the Bank as somewhat inappropriate that the Bank alone
evaluates its own projects.

19. There are mixed feelings regarding the quality of EFD staff; on
balance, the feeling is that they are equal to Bank staff with some exceptions.
However, "there are good and not so good professionals in both the Bank and
EFD". Exchange of staff between the Bank and Unesco is generally supported on
a six-month or longer-term basis. The inability of the Bank to request EFD staff
by name for missions is viewed by the Bank as creating a problem.

20. EFD's end products are viewed as being over-ambitious in scope.
PIM reports try to combine sector analysis and project identification to the
detriment of each. The CP is viewed as more skillful in sector analysis.

21. The Project Preparation Mission and the report is viewed as too
much allied with a "Government shopping list."

22. The CP architects should be used in sector/identification work.
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PROJECT CYCLE ANALYSIS

OF

25 RECENT EDUCATION PROJECTS

Introduction

1. One of the most visible consequences of the regionalization of Bank
education divisions has been the increasing variety of approaches to project
generation and definition - a phenomenon often referred to as "project cycle
fluidity". This has affected the Bank/Unesco Cooperative Program in a number
of ways. The purpose of this Annex is to analyze the nature of project
cycle fluidity, and assess its impact on the functioning of the CP.

2. This analysis is based on a sample of 25 recent projects - the last
five projects presented to the Board or ready for Board presentation by each
of the five regional divisions. Although in a few cases the beginning of the
project cycle dates back to the period before the Bank's reorganization, most
of the activities covered by the sample are concentrated in the last 2 or
2-1/2 years. On the other hand, the sample does not cover any project whose
processing has just started - which implies that very recent variations in
approach to the project cycle may not surface in the analysis.

3. The main results of the survey are tabulated in Table 1. Although
an effort has been made to standardize terminology, this has proven to be a
difficult task - perhaps not surprisingly, as the proliferation of "non-
traditional" missions (i.e., missions not classifiable under the old cate-
gories) is the essence of "project cycle fluidity". By the same token,
under the new approaches it is sometimes difficult to determine exactly the
moment of "project conception",with the result that all inferences related to
project cycle length have an element of ambiguity and subjectivity.

4. It should be made clear that the purpose of the survey was not to
perform an in-depth analysis of the project cycle per se or to suggest a"preferred model" approach, but rather to examine the question as it relates
to the Bank/ Unesco Cooperative Program. 1/

I/ Aspects of such assessments have been made under the CPS Education and
Operations Evaluation (OED) Departments in the Bank.
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Is the Project Cycle Really "Fluid"?

5. In a sense, the expression "project cycle fluidity" is both inappro-
priate and misleading. The project cycle is by definition a sequence of
Interrelated activities by various agents (government, Bank, Unesco, consul-
tants, etc.), which involve first a narrowing down from an initial broad range
of alternative solutions of a problem, to a specific solution sufficiently
defined for execution, and then a series of steps to implement the project
Idea. In this respect, and at this level of generalization, it seems evident
that there cannot be any question about "fluidity" of the project cycle -
missing a step in the above sequence or altering the logical succession of
activities would mean at best delays and at worst a badly prepared or executed
project.

6. The question of "fluidity", therefore, does not relate to the
logical structure or sequence of essential activities in the project cycle,
but rather to the stages and mission forms in which the various agents (includ-
ing the Bank) intervene in the cycle. In this respect, education projects
have traditionally presented at least two peculiarities with respect to proj-
ects in most of the other sectors: (i) the Bank's decision to lend has tradi-.
tionally taken place before "preliminary engineering" of the project was
ready 1/; and (b) Bank/Unesco intervention in the project cycle was phased
in accordance with a fairly rigid and uniform pattern - typically, Unesco
Project Identification Mission (PIM); Unesco Project Preparation Mission
(PPM); Bank Project Appraisal Mission (PAM), occasionally with a short recon-
naissance mission between PIM and PPM. 2/

7. While the first peculiarity is now diminishing with the introduction
of "engineering loans/credits" and the "Project Preparation Facility", the
second one started giving way to more flexible and varied approaches to the
project cycle after the Bank's reorganization in late 1972. This develop-
ment has taken place in parallel with an increasingly active role of member

1/ In the Bank's Operations Evaluation Department (OED) definition, the
"upstream" portion of the project cycle includes five standard stages -
Identification, Pre-feasibility Study (or preliminary sorting and se-
lection of alternatives), Feasibility Study (selecting the best solution,
perhaps with variants), Preliminary Engineering (which in most education
projects is equivalent to the preparation of preliminary architectural
drawings), and Detailed Engineering. Preparation of education projects
prior to Board approval traditionally did not go beyond the first three
stages.

2/ In a sense, this rigid sequence is "institutionalized" by the 1964
Memorandum of Understanding, whereby Unesco is given primary responsibi-
lity for project identification and preparation and the Bank primary
responsibility for appraisal and supervision.
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countries in their own project identification and preparation, while also
reflecting the Bank's policy of maintaining a more-or-less continuous dialogue
with its borrowers and the attempt by the regions to adapt mission scheduling
and staffing to the countries' specific needs and patterns of operation.
Within this framework, it has become increasingly apparent that both the neat
division of labor between Unesco and the Bank envisaged by the 1964 Cooperative
Agreement and the traditionally rigid and uniform pattern of missions were
difficult to reconcile in many countries with the new working conditions. The
attempt by Bank managers to eliminate useless delays and apparent duplications
of missions and activities, and the new multiplicity of management styles
following the decentralization of operations formerly run by the Education
Projects Department also played a role in this evolution. The resulting
variety in the distribution of tasks among Unesco, the government and the
Bank, together with the increased flexibility of Bank participation at
various stages of project definition (with regard to mission scheduling,
staffing and terms of reference) is what came to be known as "project cycle
fluidity" where "fluidity" is interpreted as a question of "who is doing what
and how" rather than a question of "what has to be done" in the various stages
of the project cycle.

8. This interpretation seems to be confirmed by the analysis of our
sample. The sample shows a remarkable variety of approaches to the
project cycle, but in the largest majority of cases it does not lend support
to the hypothesis that some essential steps in the project cycle might have
been omitted to accelerate project processingiL. In the few cases in which
the sample did not show any activity between project identification and
appraisal, it turned out that preparation was in fact combined with appraisal
In one mission or completely undertaken by the government (or its consultants).
Even in the case of "pure" appraisal missions, virtually all divisions reported
fairly high percentages of total mission time (20%-30%) spent on "preparation"
or even "identification" activities. Moreover, the sample shows a fairly
high number of missions between project "conception" and loan/credit signature
(averaging about 4 per project 2/ for the five regions), with some apparent
repetition of activities, particularly in the identification stage. Therefore,
instead of supporting the "corner cutting" hypothesis, the sample seems to sug-
gest the opposite, namely that some further streamlining may be possible by the
Bank and Unesco. The complaint, often heard from borrowers, about excessive
repetition of activities and the tendency "to go back to basics" in the Bank's
processing of education projects is another piece of evidence in the same
direction.3/

1/ The question of whether the particular approach chosen in each case was
or was not the best one in terms of quality of project preparation is a
different issue, which is not considered here.

2/ Excluding Bangladesh, Education I (which was a consolidation of two
ongoing projects).

3/ These feelings are reflected in the responses received to a questionnaire
survey of 1974 borrowers conducted by OED.
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Summary of Basic Trends

9. The first and most evident aspect of the increased fluidity of the
project cycle has been the gradual disappearance of the traditional sequence:
Unesco PIM - Bank/Unesco Reconnaissance - Unesco PPM - Bank PAM. In our
sample, this sequence is clearly recognizable in only 3 out of 25 projects.
The reasons for this decline are various, but probably include the Bank desire
to: (a) exercise greater control over initial project identification and
definition; (b) save time and manpower by avoiding the repetition of activi-

ties and the problem of information transfer between agencies; and (c) abandon
the "parachute" or episodic approach in favor of a policy of more continuous
dialogue and interaction with the member countries. It is interesting to
notice, however, that none of these factors, if taken separately, can explain
much of the variance in the approach to the project cycle. For instance, the
sequence: RID - Reconnaissance - PPM - PAM, which differs from the traditional

one inasmuch as the Bank takes on the leading role in sector analysis and

project identification, appears in only 2 cases. By the same token, the
sequence PIM or RID - Reconnaissance - Combined Preparation/Appraisal, where
the emphasis is obviously on time saving in the phase of preparation/appraisal,
appears in only 4 projects.

10. Germane to this trend is the variety of approaches to the project
cycle by regions, countries and even within the same countries in successive
projects. Interregional differences emerge from our sample particularly in
terms of frequency of "non-traditional" missions (e.g., in Western Africa or

Latin America), length of the project cycle from conception to loan/credit
approval (the median value being 5 quarters in Asia and EMENA; 6 quarters in
Eastern Africa; 10 quarters in Western Africa), and the average number of
missions (5-6 in Latin America against an overall average of about 4). Even
more striking is the variety of approaches within regions, as illustrated by
the Eastern Africa Region where the approach varies from the traditional
sequence: PIM - Reconnaissance - PPM - PAM in the case of Tanzania V to the

telescoped approach of Ethiopia IV, with a full range of intermediate combina-

tions. Our sample does not include any instance of repeater projects in the
same country, but scattered empirical evidence collected by the Task Force
seems to support the hypothesis that the increasing fluidity of the project

cycle also affects successive projects within each country. (For example,
sector analysis tends to be "lighter" in the case of repeater projects;
preparation is more easily combined with appraisal; etc.)

11. The survey shows a surprising variety of "project conception modes"
in lieu of the traditional PIM's or RID's. These alternative modes, which

include government sector work, Bank economic missions, Bank education planning
assistance, sector surveys, reconnaissance missions etc., were reported by the

five regional divisions as explaining 15 out of 25 projects (the other 10
"conceptions" being attributed two thirds to PIM's and one third to RID's).
This trend appears in virtually all regions. As a result, Unesco's traditional
leading role in project identification is clearly declining. Of the 25
projects, only about one third were identified by missions under Unesco's main
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responsibilIty 1/ - only one out of five projects in Latin America, EMENA and

Eastern Africa Regions.

12. It could be speculated that time pressure has been the main factor

behind the progressive abandonment of PIM's. Indeed, our sample shows that the

median length of project cycles (from conception to loan/credit signature) is

8 quarters when the project is generated by a PIM and less than 6 quarters

when it is generated by a RID. The analysis of the relationship between modes

of project conception and project cycle length, however, becomes more uncertain

when other modes of project conception are considered. The median project

cycle length here is about 6 quarters, but the variance is considerable.

Unfortunately, the set is too small to be stratified into samples of sufficient

size to permit meaningful inferences.

13. As mentioned above (paragraph 8), one of the principal factors

explaining the increasing project cycle fluidity has been the attempt by Bank

management to save time and avoid the problems associated with information

transfer between different missions. A consequence of this has been the

relative decline of Unesco's PPM's and the rapid increase of Bank-led prepara-

tion or combined preparation/appraisal missions. In our sample, it appears

that only 7 preparation missions were the traditional Unesco's PPM's, while

Bank-led preparation or combined preparation/appraisal missions accounted for

14 of the 25 projects. Still relatively rare is the case of education projects

predominantly prepared by the government or by government consultants: not

more than 4 in our sample. The traditional argument that this is not feasible

due to the lack of qualified staff in member countries seems difficult to

reconcile with the fact that over one half of the projects being financed by

the Bank in sectors other than education are prepared principally by the

borrowers themselves 2/. It seems therefore that the tendency to interpret

preparation work as external assistance to the government rather than direct

responsibility for the entire work (as manifested by the increasing frequency

in virtually all regions of so-called "pre-preparation" and "pre-appraisal"

missions) is a useful first step in the right direction. As in the case of

agricultural projects 3/, "bus-stopping" - or several assistance missions over

a period of time - may be the best approach for the medium term future.

1/ The question of the relationship between PIM recommendations and the actual.

content of Bank operations is a very complicated issue which is not

considered here.

2/ Per OED; available evidence also seems to suggest that local project

preparation generally tends to facilitate effective implementation.

3/ FAO/World Bank Task Force - Cooperation Between FAO and the World Bank,

August 8, 1975.
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14. Unesco involvement in project appraisal and supervision missions has

traditionally been limited, and our sample does not show any new trend in this

respect. Analysis of data on mission staffing seems to suggest a consistent
attempt in virtually all divisions to ensure some elements of continuity
between missions. This applies to both Bank and Unesco staff, although under
present arrangements Bank requests for specific individuals by name are
considered "illegal". As-mentioned above, the fact that no preliminary.
engineering is generally available or required at the time of appraisal
occasionally permits the identification and preparation of "new" items during
appraisal - a somewhat risky practice. Moreover, analysis of the links
between the project and the overall sectoral issues and policies is typically
an important component of project justification (in lieu of rate of return

analysts). Both factors are somewhat peculiar to education projects and may
partly explain the fairly high percentages of mission time (20-30%) reportedly
spent by many appraisal missions on preparation or even identification/sector

analysis activities. The rest of the explanation is, of course, sheer "back-
tracking" and repetition of activities.

Some Conclusions

15. The analysis of the project cycle of 25 recent education projects
reveals (or confirms) three main trends resulting from the increasing variety
of approaches to project generation and definition: (a) virtual disappearance
of the traditional approach as expressed by the standard mission sequence

Unesco PIM - Bank/Unesco Reconnaissance - Unesco PPM - Bank PAM; (b) remark-

able variety of project conception modes in lieu of the traditional PIM's and

(c) emergence of new approaches to project preparation (e.g., combination of

preparation and appraisal missions). These trends reflect both the new work-
ing environment since the Bank's reorganization and the Bank's tendency to
exercise greater control over its own lending cycle. They appear incompatible

with the traditional interpretation of Bank and Unesco roles in the project

cycle, which emphasized Unesco's primary responsibility in project identifica-

tion and preparation.

16. This annex tries to define the nature of- the so called "project
cycle fluidity" and the close links of this phenomenon with the new organi-
zational structures and policies in the Bank. One conclusion may be that
the variety of approaches may decline somewhat after an initial period of
"groping" and the consolidation of management styles in the various regions,
but It Is most unlikely to disappear. In this sense, the project cycle
fluidity is probably a trend that is unlikely to be reversed in the Bank,
given its decentralized structure and its more "tailor-made" relations with
each borrowing country.

17. The question of whether this situation is desirable in terms of
Its implications on the quality of project identification and definition is an
important Issue, and no simple answer will be attempted here. The sample does
show some isolated evidence of "accelerated delivery" of projects, presumably
in response to lending program considerations; but in general it provides no
evidence of "corner cutting" or leaving out essential steps for the sake of
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accelerating project processing. On the contrary, the sample seems to suggest
the opposite, namely that some further streamlining of activities may be
possible. Opinion evidence collected by the Task Force suggests that the
impact of project cycle fluidity on the quality of project identification and
preparation has been either positive or neutral, while some negative influence
on quality may have resulted from the pressure to increase the volume of
lending or from ambitious attempts to start more "difficult" projects in
"difficult" countries. In other words, these may be situations in which
information needed for decision making may be inadequate or in which man-
agerial or technical skills needed for implementation are in short supply. In
view of the complexity of these issues, it is suggested that the question be
systematically addressed in all future completion or project evaluation
missions.
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WORK PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

Description of Problem

1. Work planning and scheduling are among the principal operating
problems in the CP between the Bank and Unesco. Part of the problem stems
from the regionalization of the Bank, which now means that EFD management
must relate directly to 5 education divisions as well as the Education
Department on planning. The latter, while nominally charged with overall
CP coordination, has not assumed an important role in consolidating Bank
requirements, sorting out priorities, or resolving schedule conflicts.
This is, in part, due to the fact that since the Bank's reorganization,
the Central Projects Staff (CPS), and the Education Department within it,
no longer exercises direct operational authority over the education divi-
sions, which report up through the regional "chain of command" to their
respective Regional Vice Presidents.

2. The style of management and -- perhaps more importantly -- the
perceived need to service different countries according to their unique
needs, leads to variances in approach by the education divisions. Some
regions plan their work ahead farther than others in practice, with others
maintaining conscious ad hoc flexibility, e.g., to permit sending a mission
out on a several-day-notice basis. Firm regional plans for CP involvement
do not extend out beyond 6 months and often may be quite tentative beyond
2 months ahead. Bank intentions for CP mission participation or terms of
reference are not communicated in a timely manner to EFD in some instances.
For example, one EFD staff member went to the Bank's Paris office for travel
tickets for a Bank mission only to find through that means that the mission
had been cancelled. Last minute changes, postponements, or cancellations
are fairly frequent. This means that "gear up" time (i.e.; familiarization
before a mission) is lost and that those whose missions are postponed may
not be able to undertake other meaningful work while waiting for imminent
departure. Further, EFD's draft mission schedule is not given a regular or
timely response in the Bank.

3. Another problem has been the view of EFD as a "manpower pool" or
source of individual consultants. This means, in part, that requests are
made for specific individuals and others may not be sought by the Bank
division chiefs for Bank missions (or even EFD-led missions).

4. Among the consequences of the above problems are that:

.(a) EFD staff is not being used at the maximum
efficiency level, with both lost time and
effort and frustration on their part;

(b) There is no assurance that EFD services will
be provided where they are most needed, i.e.,
a "first-come, first-served" approach is used
as opposed to an overall priority approach.
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Discussion of Proposed Improvements

5. As discussed elsewhere in this report, the two principal EFD-led

activities will be sector analysis and preparation assistance to governments.

These activities will need to be performed well in advance of actual Bank

loan decisions and, as such, should be highly susceptible to advance plan-

ning. In addition to thesd principal emphases, an appropriate amount of

EFD staff time should be set aside and made available for participation

in a variety of Bank missions and for planned support to designated Unesco

Secretariat activities.

6. Therefore, it will be necessary to plan carefully the use of sev-

eral discrete categories of CP work. One category is longer-term planning

of sector analysis and preparation assistance. There will also be a need

to perform near-term planning and scheduling of CP participation in Bank

missions and participation in agreed Unesco activities. At given times

during the year, principally at an annual review meeting and updated semi-

annually, a need exists to integrate these planning elements, adjust im-

balances, and to make an allocation of available CP/EFD resources according

to overall priorities: by country and type of activity.

Longer-Term Planning

7. Sector analysis planning should be done on a multiyear (e.g.,

5-year) basis that would be updated annually in a formal planning session of

all Interested parties followed by a midyear adjustment. This would consist

of Bank and Unesco collaboration in the following decisions:

(a) Identifying those countries needing - and receptive

to - Unesco sector missions. The need identifica-

tion step would depend on such factors as existing

(or otherwise planned) sector knowledge concerning

the country, 1/ the past and future pattern of Bank

lending for the country, and the country's relative

need for the kind of objective, outside assessment

Unesco/EFD could offer.

(b) Determining priority countries for EFD attention

on a worldwide and-regional basis. Because CP/

EFD is a limited resource, 2/ some selectivity

1/ Whether performed by the country itself, the Bank, Unesco, or others.

2/ This planning approach assumes CP/EFD as a relatively "fixed" resource

In terms of size.
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is implicit in determining its work program. Some
attention to regional balance in the use of the CP -
if not in a given year, then over the period of the
plan - may need to be taken into account.

(c) Determining the most appropriate type of sector
missions and analyses. That is, does the country
need a basic survey, an updating mission or a more
targeted subsector or special survey? (A special
survey might involve, for example, an analysis of
a region or group of regions only within a country.)

(d) Identifying the appropriate timing for EFD inter-
vention. This decision could take into account
the Bank's project pipeline and the country's
national planning cycle, among other considera-
tions. (The sector analysis might be designed
to contribute to a country's national plan if
prepared in advance of the plan's completion or serve
to carry out detailed analyses of plan decisions and
Implications after the plan's preparation.)

8. The above factors should be considered by each region individually
and then collectively by the Education division chiefs in a joint meeting
with the participation of the Education Department. 1/ Unesco administra-
tors should also be involved in this planning meeting. The result of this
meeting or meetings would be an overall Bank-wide statement of sector analy-
sis requirements for the CP/EFD, covering the next 5 years. Once established
as a multiyear plan, the actual mission scheduling and individual staffing
assignments would be left to Unesco. However, the Bank would be able to
review and comment on draft terms of reference and request specific types of
disciplines to be included, e.g., science educators, mass media specialists,
etc.

9. Preparation assistance, particularly in the "bus-stopping" mode,
which takes longer in elapsed time will need to be planned well ahead,
i.e., 2-3 years and nominally for 5.

1/ Procedures are discussed below.

2/ Assumption: Unesco/EFD is a relatively "fixed" resource in terms of
size.
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10. This approach to planning takes overall needs and priorities, de-
termines the work to be done and divides up the available manpower resources
accordingly. It must take into account the availability of manpower (staff
plus consultant) and budgetary resources as a constraint. It also implies
an ability to estimate reasonably accurately the applied (and elapsed) time
requirements for particular types of missions, modified (by factoring in
more or less time) by the particular conditions likely to be encountered
in given countries. This forecasting capability was possible within EFD's
past work, i.e., for PIM's, PPM's, etc., and should be facilitated by the
existence of an accurate EFD time reporting system and historical data
base. 1/ Under the revised work program proposed for EFD, manweek esti-
mates for various types of missions will need to be made and modified
through actual experience.

Near-Term Scheduling

11. There will continue to be a need to aggregate incremental requests
by Bank divisions for participation by EFD staff (or others obtained by EFD)
on Bank missions and to resolve any scheduling conflicts that may exist.
This near-term (e.g., 6 months ahead) scheduling will also be applicable
for EFD participation in Unesco Secretariat activities. To make this near-
term planning element work effectively, EFD administrators will need to know,
at a minimum, the following:

(a) The schedule of those Bank missions over the
next 6 months for which EFD (or other Unesco
Secretariat) participation is requested.
This planning could be done essentially on a
semiannual basis, but should be updated in
the interim as necessary so that EFD could
keep ahead on a "rolling" or perpetual 6
months-ahead basis, to help avoid last min-
ute disruptions or excessive uncertainty.
This implies a need for regular, e.g.,
monthly, updating. It will also call for some
discipline on the part of Bank managers in
establishing, maintaining and adhering to schedules
for CP involvement.

(b) The country, project, and type of mission
Involved and the characteristics of Unesco/
EFD staff participation needed.

1/ EFD appears to have an adequate time reporting system; some new report-
ing categories may need to be added as a result of Task Force recom-
mendations.
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(c) The start and end dates for the participa-
tion, differentiating field and Washington
phases if applicable. This would also in-
dicate the number of man-weeks by discipline
required and for which phases.

(d) The areas for proposed CP/EFD coverage and a
description of the end product required,
e.g., a specific section of an appraisal
report. (This information would be sup-
ported with mission terms of reference, as
appropriate.)

12. A similar approach would need to be established within Unesco to
identify requirements for EFD staff assistance. This assistance would gen-
erally be of two types: (a) participation in those activities requiring pre-
determined blocks of time, e.g., for provision of training at IIEP, and (b) ad
hoc assistance and advice to other units in Unesco, e.g., on country program-
ming or to those providing technical assistance to Bank-financed projects.
The former type would require advance planning as would Bank mission partici-
pation; the latter could be provided essentially on a more informal basis.
However, all time provided should be carefully recorded for monitoring and
subsequent evaluation purposes. To differentiate the two types, a minimum
threshold of time (e.g., one man-week) would need to be established to
"qualify" for formal, advance planning. A central coordinating mechanism
would be needed to pull requirements together and to assist with the two-way
interchange of staff (from Unesco to the Bank and to EFD; from EFD to Unesco)
within the overall man-week limits prescribed. To the extent these inter-
changes of staff are within the education sector, they should be coordinated
by that sector. An appropriate entity, currently in place, for ensuring this
coordination, where such coordination is needed outside the education sector,
is the Coordinating Committee for Operating Activities (CCO) under the super-
vision of Unesco's ADG/CPX.

Bank Coordination

13. An essential prerequisite for successful planning on the Bank side
Is the need to aggregate at regular intervals overall Bank-wide requests for
Unesco/EFD services and to express them in a consolidated, consistent manner
to EFD management. That is, the requirements should be stated so that gross
peaks and valleys are worked out by the Bank. This should be done in the
Bank by a CP Planning Committee composed of a representative of the Educa-
tion Department and the five education division chiefs, under CPS chairman-
ship. The EFD Director or his assistant should be present and participate
fully in this meeting and bring up any practical constraints that might affect
fulfilling the agreed plan.

14. In those instances in which a resource allocation conflict arises
between two regions, an attempt would first be made within the Committee to
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resolve it. If not possible, the two Assistant Project Directors concerned
would be requested to intervene, in consultation with the Education Depart-
ment Director. Further appeals would be made up the regional hierarchy,
culminating in the Senior Vice President, Operations, if need be. (This
should be a very rare occurrence.) If the overall pattern of use of the
CP/EFD resources were not considered by him to be in the spirit of the
Agreement, e.g., if all requests were for "manpower pool" use, the Education
Department Director could intervene and make his concerns known to the Senior
Vice President, Operations, via the Vice President, Projects. (This should
also be a very rare occurrence.)

15. The CPS Education Department would have overall responsibility
for liaison with EFD management. On plans related to specific operating
matters, direct communications between division chiefs and EFD would be
appropriate, with CPS Education kept informed for continuity. Essentially,
CPS Education would serve in this planning exercise as a kind of "honest
broker," which monitors overall CP use, but without decision authority over
specific resource allocations.

Internal EFD Scheduling

16. At present, internal EFD scheduling is done without much consulta-
tion, if any, with the individual project officers. This is, in part, a
consequence of the uncertainty encountered in dealing with the Bank on plan-
ning and scheduling. However, preferences for type of assignment or country
should be conveyed on a regular basis to the Assistant to the Director (or to
the Director) so that they can take into account these interests in mission
scheduling. It is not enough to learn of these interests "through the grape-
vine" or on an informal basis. Such preferences change over time. For ex-
ample, a project officer may wish to go on a specific country mission if he
had not been to that country or region before. After the mission, he may not
continue to have that preference. On an informal basis, with the proposed
mission leader, the composition of the team should be discussed to iron out
practical problems and to help ensure overall balance for the particular task
at hand. While it may not be possible to take into account all mission leader
or potential mission member interests in scheduling, given the constraints,
some informal discussion on assignments would be appropriate. In an organi-
zation such as EFD, where the field work is of such primary importance and
consumes a large amount of each professional's time, the Director himself
needs to be directly involved in the finalization of mission assignments.

Planning Procedures

17. To facilitate establishment of new planning procedures within the
context of the Task Force's overall recommendations, we provide below an
illustration of how the planning process might function. Details will re-
main to be worked out by the principal Bank and Unesco administrators con-
cerned, including EFD management, the CPS Education Department, and the
regional education division chiefs.
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Documentation

18. Attachment #1 provides an overview of several illustrative CP
planning documents and their relationships. Possible documents include the
following:

(a) Form #1: Regilonal CP/EFD Activity Request, contain-
ing essentially country, type of mission and manpower
estimates by given time period for 5 years ahead
(for use in CP/EFD-led sector analysis/preparation
assistance work).

(b) Form #2: CP/EFD Activity Description, providing
backup detail for each item listed on Form #1. This
includes an amplification on areas for special emphasis,
proposed staffing, timing, priority, and, for sector
work, the status of current sector knowledge for the
country in question.

(c) Form #3:. Regional CP/Bank Activity Request, for EFD/
Unesco participation on Bank missions, containing type
of mission, key target dates and manpower estimates by
time period.

(d) Form #4: CP/Bank Activity Description, the analogous
backup description form to Form #2 for sector/prepara-
tion work; this form indicates specifics of CP assis-
tance requests for Bank missions, including areas of
proposed coverage, staffing requirements, and timing.

(e) Form #5: CP Requirements Plan; this form aggregates
the 5 regions' manpower requests (presented on forms #1
and #3 by each region) and provides a basis for resolving
differences between and among regions. When agreed on,
this form and the accompanying regional and mission
descriptive information would then be presented to EFD
as the basis for its detailed scheduling.

(f) Form #6: Unesco Assistance Request; this form would
be used to capture Unesco requests for EFD participa-
tion and is analogous to the CP/Bank Activity Request
(Form #3). It would be accompanied by a description
similar to that provided on Form #4 for each listed
item.
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Procedures

19. A sequence of steps and responsibilities for carrying out the
annual planning process could function as follows:

Step Lead Responsibility

(a) Issue "planning call" to - P&B initiates annual budget
regions, including any spe- process 1/
cial guidelines (at the time
of initial Bank budget formu- - CPS Education initiates CP
lation) planning cycle for CP Plan-

ning Committee

(b) Prepare draft CP planning - Regional education division
requests in regions chiefs, in consultation with

regional management, program
(i) CP/EFD Activity Requests coordinators

(Form #1, Form #2's)

(1) CP/Bank Activity Request
(Form #3, Form #4's)

(c) Aggregate and review regional - CP Planning Committee (regions,
requests; identify uneven CPS Education); CPS Education
demand levels, schedule con- to provide staff support
flicts (Draft Form #5)

d) Review total CP Requirements - CP Planning Committee, plus EFD
Plan and resolve conflicts managers
collectively (Form #5)

(e) Submit adjusted/updated CP - CPS Education, as liaison for
Requirements Plan to EFD CP Planning Committee
(Form #5 and all supporting
documentation)

(f) Prepare Unesco Assistance - Education sector and CCO/CPX
request for EFD staff (coordinate)

- Other parts of Unesco (submit
requirements)

1/ See paragraph 22.
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(g) Review EFD-led sector, Bank - EFD administrators, working
assistance, and Unesco assis- with CPS/Education, Unesco staffs
tance requests vis-a-vis avail- and, as appropriate, regional
able resources; raise and resolve division chiefs directly
planning issues

(h) Agree to CP plan' - All parties

20. A mid-year update procedure would follow a similar pattern to the
sequence above, but perhaps could be handled more expeditiously. A key dif-
ference would be that sector analysis and preparation assistance changes
would be relatively infrequent at the mid-year review; therefore, the re-
view would focus largely on Bank (and Unesco) assistance requests for the
succeeding 6 months. The same basic forms could also be used for the mid-
year review.

21. As needed, assistance request changes may need to be made on an
"out-of-cycle" basis, that is, changes in plans and schedules that must be
made at other than the time of the annual or mid-year planning reviews. To
the fullest extent feasible, such changes should be minimized as they are
disruptive and result in an inefficient use of CP manpower. The implication
is that where CP participation is to be used on Bank or Unesco activities,
it should be planned on a 6-month ahead basis and adhered to wherever pos-
sible.

Note on Budgeting

22. It should be recalled that Unesco is on a biennial budget and the
Bank is on an annual budget. This means that actual CP cost changes for the
Bank as a result of the annual plans can be made annually, but only every
other year for Unesco. (This should not be too great a problem in that EFD
Is considered to be a relatively fixed resource, except for inflationary
Increases.)
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Annex VII

Form #1

Date REGIONAL CP/EFD ACTIVITY REQUEST

Manpower Estimates

Type of 19 Total

Country Mission let 2nd 3rd 4th Year 19 19 19 19 19 to Priority

rt Qtr.. Qtr. Total -- - -

1. X--- Basic 120 120 120 High

Updating 
30 30 Medium

2. Y--- Preparation 10 10 10 30 30 High

Assistance

3. Z--- Special 30 30 30 High

Bsc120 120 Medium

Basic

130 10 40 180 30 120 300

Comments:
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Form #2

Date

CP/EFD ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

1. Country: X- 2. Mission Leader: Mr. Ygrec

3. Type of Mission:

O Basic E/ Subsector(specify) Secondary education

L: Updating L Special (specify

0 freparation assistance*

4. Areas for special emphasis:

- Analyze rural education and vocational training

in Northern Districts

5. Proposed Staffing:

Manweeks Requested
sociologist .2

- agricultural educator 4

- public health specialist 2

- vocational technical educator 4

- economist/manpower specialist 4

Total 18

6. Timing: (end product needed by 11/76)

7. Priority:

. | high**

O medium**

= low

8. Current sector study status:

Li no sector study available

7 sector study available, prepared by USAID, dated 1/72.

9. Comments: project lending planned for FY78.

* for this category, estimate elapsed time required and indicate in comments probable
nature of assistance required, * and periodicity of missions, timing of needed staffing.

** no more than 1/3 of requests in this category.
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Region Form 93

C, REGIONAL CP/BANK ACTTVTTY REQUEST*

Date

Key Mission Dates Manpower Estimates (M1W) Probability
COUNTRY/ Type -of Secondment

PROJECT of Fi ld Wash inton 1977 1978 Schedule Priority
Mission 1st. 2nd 3rd 4th Year (Total) Adherence

Start End Start End Qtr. _ tr, ( tr. ; T(tTL Adherence

1. X--- Preparation,1/1/7 2/1/7,2/17/, I
(Secondary Appraisal
General)

2. y--- Completion 4/1/744/21/ - -

(Rural
Primary)

* For use in CP/EFD participation in Bank-led mission/activities.
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Date

CP/BANK ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

1. Country: X - -

2. Project Name: II, Secondary General

3. Type of mission/activity: Preparation/appraisal

4. Areas of proposed CP coverage:

- rural school needs in Eastern District

- curricula development for same

5. Description of C? end product:

- chapters on above for appraisal report

6. Staffing reauirements:

Description of disciolines reqdired: Manweeks Recuested

- general educator 6

- agricultural educator 6

12 Total

7. Timing:

a. Washington briefing required Q No Q Yes; dates

b. Field work: Start date 1/1/77; end date 2/1/77.

c. Washington work: Start date 2/3/77; end date 2/15/77.

8. Comments:

- T.O.R. to be mailed 10/76.

- Mission may be postponed 1 month due to government delay
(decision by 11/1/76).
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COOPERATIVE PROGRAM REQUIREKE"IS PLAN

Date 

-

MANPOUER ESTIMATES (M/W) cOMENTS

T ypO 
1 9 t o

ReEGire lst 2n 3rd 4th Year - 19 .

Seubto a tr r Qtr Qtr Tota () (9) (10-
meti 2 (3) (4 (5) (16)

CP-l1ed*
LAC Bank-led**

Subtotal

CP-led*

EMENA Bank-led**

Subtotal

CP-led*

EAF Bank-led**

Subtotal

CP-led*

EAF Bank-led**- -

Subtotal

*

ASIA Bank-led**

Subtotal

TOTALS

Note: Column (1)-(6) Totals equal all work; Columns 
(7-(10), sector and preparation assistance 

only.

* for CP-led sector and preparation assistance 
work

** for participation in Bank missions/activities.
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$ UNESCO ASSISTANCE REQUEST: 
Form #6

Date WORLD BANK/UNESCO COOPERATIVE PROGRAM

Requesting Description of Key Dates.. Manpower Estimates (/W)*

Unit Assistance Field Paris 1971978 Comments

Request - 1st. 2nd 3rd 4th Year (Total)
Start End Start End Qtr. Qtr. qtr. Qtr. Total _

16 16 Annual Course; 2

IIEP Training Course on - - 1G/1/ 3/1/7e l G1neral Educators

Project Preparation per course

Education Planning Assistance 4/1/7 5/1/775/1/77 6/1/77 - 8 - - Agricultural

/EPP Mission/Country X Educator

16_7  7 - 24 16

Overall Comments;

* Minimum request for planning: 1 manweek.
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EFD INTERNAL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

1. This annex addresses the question: should the internal organiza-
tion and management of EFD be changed, or is it efficient and effective as
it is? This assessment is made as a part of the overall Bank/Unesco CP study
in that EFD is the principal operating arm of the CP, i.e., it was set up in
the agreement between the two parties as the unit in Unesco exclusively
devoted to carrying out the CP work.

2. After a brief description of the unit, this annex covers problems
identified in organization and management, 1/ discusses a number of related
issues and provides recommendations.

Characteristics of EFD

3. EFD has a collegial, professional working environment. It carries
out its work under a "mission team" approach, with a fluid internal organiza-
tion depending on the nature of the field work and follow up to be performed.
Thus, it is the mission leader, more than the Division Director, who organ-
izes, executes and largely controls the work to be performed and its end
products. There is also a peer group review of work, or "division meeting"
which is generally held to be an effective form of constructive criticism
and review when an adequate number of staff is available and able to devote
attention to the effort. There is considerable trading off of mission leader
responsibilities, with a mission member on one assignment becoming a mission
leader on the next assignment. The "project officers" (the name given to all
operational staff) essentially work independently in terms of their respective
contributions.

4. The Division has been characterized as a unit with "one general
and 26 colonels." In fact, the grade structure of all project officers is
the same, P-5 (similar to the "M" level in the Bank). Thus, it is egali-
tarian, with no intermediate hierarchy, or supervisory layering. There
are no other internal groupings within the Division, except on highly in-
formal grounds. There are no geographic groupings or regionalization of
assignments. 2/ Similarly, there are no formal groupings by professional
discipline (such as economists, technical or agricultural educators).or by
level or type of education (such as primary, higher, teacher training).

1/ Planning and scheduling of CP work is covered in Annex VII.

2/ Some staff, because of language training, interest, or prior experience,
tend to gravitate toward certain countries or regions.
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5. In general, it is a unit in which there is considerable mutual

respect and close working relationships in Paris and in the field. There

has appeared to be considerable professional satisfaction in the CP work

content over the years, perhaps one reason for the very low staff turn-

over. As shown in the basic statistics (Annex IV), the group is highly

experienced, both in education and in work and residence in developing

countries.

Identified Problems

6. It appears that the work review exercise via the "division meet-

ing" to critique draft work products may be uneven as a quality control

procedure. Some EFD staff feel it has decreased in quality recently.

Its success depends on those operational staff present in Paris who also

are able to devote sufficient time and effort to the review. In other

words, a given report may pass through the process with less than a full

critique. There are no assignments made currently for taking leadership

in the review, e.g., an "assigned reader" function or a review committee.

At present, one administrative position is unfilled, which was explicitly

a quality review function when previously assigned. This means that the

Acting Director, also involved with Unesco Secretariat planning, budgeting and

related matters is able to devote relatively less time to work review activities

than before - or that is probably warranted.

7. Similarly, there is no internal procedure or follow-up in place

to ensure the timeliness of work products. The former EFD director felt that

it was appropriate to devote 100 calendar days from the return of a proj-

ect identification mission (PIM) to the completion of the report. For a var-

iety of reasons, the preparation of the PIM report has typically taken five

or six months or more to complete (see Annex IV).

8. At present, assignments are made on a worldwide basis, with rela-

tively little concentration of individuals by country. This is considered

necessary in practical terms, given the small size of the staff and the var-

iety of mission demands placed on the Division by the Bank regional divi-

sions. This geographic universality has the "plus" of adding a comparative

education dimension (as a complement to the Bank's geographic specializa-

tion), but the considerable "minus" of loss of country continuity as EFD staff

undertake their own missions or participate in those of the Bank. This

means that EFD in general and individual project officers specifically may

lack familiarity on a regular basis with certain countries and their educa-

tional needs. For example, EFD conducted a PIM mission to Chad in 1968,

but did not return until 1975, a gap of 7 years. In Bolivia, it was 6

years between EFD preparation work and the next PIM mission. I/ Further,

1/ There may have.been, in the interim, EFD individuals participating in

Bank reconnaissance or other missions; this was the case in Bolivia.
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there is no assurance that a given individual will go back to the same coun-
try subsequently.

9. The size of the unit is about at, or even over, the maximum given
the current form of organization (i.e., with no intermediate hierarchy).
For example, there are indications that the Acting Director has been unable
to devote sufficient time recently to the mission scheduling and assignment
process, as he did before.

10. The travel load is very high for some EFD staff members, e.g.,
with 8 project officers in the field over 100 days in fiscal year 1975.
Two were in the field 5-6 months last year. The EFD average (90
days) is equal to the Bank's desired maximum for its operational staff.
This is due in part to the nature of EFD's work, but is also a reflection
of planning and scheduling problems, resulting in peaks and valleys and
individual imbalances, with some staff over and some under utilized.

11. The Acting Director has been in an acting capacity for one year.
This has a bearing on the ability to manage effectively and comprehensively
the work of the Division. For example, only two administrators are in place
at present, where three functioned earlier. The Acting Director cannot make
this third administrator assignment at present because of the uncertainty of
his own assignment.

12. A homogeneous staff also means that senior, experienced persons
must do detailed statistical or data compilation that could be done by less
experienced staff, such as a research assistant. In other words, the profes-
sional experience of the project officer may be inefficiently utilized or
becomes "watered down" as he performs work that could be done by others.
(This has been particularly acute on field preparation missions, where project
officers are found to be typing, collating, etc.). 1/

13. The amount of nonoperational time (e.g., other than pre-mission,
mission, and post-mission report writing time), is high in EFD (approxi-
mately 18% of the total). Some of the residual is "down-time" that is not
being used as productively as it might. In part, this nonoperational time is
a direct result of planning and scheduling problems in dealing with the Bank's
5 divisions, or in other words, not controllable by EFD. (It may also reflect
a recent diminishing of Bank "demand" for EFD services). For example, one
individual was kept on weekly travel notice from May to November because
proposed missions were constantly being postponed or cancelled. With a"packed suitcase," the individual could not readily undertake another
significant project that he might have performed during the interim. On the

1/ EFD secretaries have partcipated on some preparation missions.
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other hand, a greater contribution could (and we believe should) be made than
is presently the case to the Unesco's Secretariat's support to member countries
(e.g., in training, country programming, or advice on technical assistance).
This would require a more rational advance planning approach than is presently
in place. 1/ (This may be a contributing factor to the fairly pervasive view
within Unesco that EFD is an aloof and isolated unit.)

Discussion of Issues: Internal Division Management

Need for Director

14. - A need exists to appoint a permanent Director. As mentioned
above, only two administrators are in place at present for 27 operational
and 18 support staff. 2/ Much of the Acting Director's time is devoted to
Unesco relations, and participation in Secretariat planning and budgeting
activities is time-consuming. At the same time, internal management needs
require considerable attention, probably more than is currently provided, in
(a) work planning and scheduling; (b) resource allocation to EFD, Bank, or
Unesco activities, (c) work quality review and follow up, and (d) assurance of
timely work outputs.

15. The Director, when appointed, should be thoroughly familiar with
the Division's technical work, and preferably have similar credentials to
those being supervised. This would help to ensure the maintenance of high
quality standards and the concentration of the project officers on profes-
sional work.

Deputy Function

16. If both a Director and Deputy were in place -- as we believe they
should be -- we could envision the Director covering outside-EFD relations
(e.g., overall relations with the Bank) and dealings on policy and plans at
the Secretariat level, as well as overseeing the work of the Division.

1/ Discussed in Annex VII.

2/ In the Bank, it is considered appropriate to establish a new division
when the size of the unit reaches 20 professionals. (Workload, of
course, differs in the two organizations, and too close a comparison
should not be made.)
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17. The Deputy could then devote the bulk of his attention to in-
ternal operations within the Division, with particular emphasis on work
review. In our view, it is important that the person performing this re-
view have the authority to direct change, if needed. This was not the case
with the previous incumbent assigned to the review function who was in a
'peer group" situation.

Third Administrator

18. A third administrator would be appropriate, drawn from the ranks
of project officers on a rotating (e.g., 1 or 2 year) basis, and assigned as
"Assistant to the Director" for operational planning and scheduling. 1/ The
exact division of duties between this function and that of the Deputy would
need to be worked out, but should not pose a major problem.

Editor Function

19. If a more purely editorial function were to be included, it would
likely be restricted to improving report writing style per se. An editor
would not likely have the grounding in education to perform the substantive
review of a quality control reviewer. It may be appropriate to ask for as-
sistance as needed from Unesco Secretariat editors to read reports before
they are sent to governments. This would not be an assignment to the Divi-
sion, but a support service to it from Unesco.

20. As to the need for English language reports for the Bank, this is
considered necessary. The Bank's working language is English and the pro-
jected larger readership envisioned for the broader sector analysis reports
we recommend 2/ will call for that report to be in English. This is one
way to help ensure its relevance to Bank managers. Local language versions
should also be prepared as a regular matter and in a timely fashion.

Other Needed Functions and Staffing

21. It does not appear that other needed functions are required in
the administrative group. It may be appropriate to add one or more research
assistants as staff openings occur to aid in report preparation. This should
be cost effective, particularly in terms of project officer productivity.
More junior operational staff other than P-5's might also be phased in over
time for mission-related work and in a training status for full project
officer duties. They might have to serve in an "apprenticeship" capacity in
their first few field assignments. Of course, the sector analysis role also
will call for other disciplines and specialties than those currently available

1/ This function is, of course, performed at present.

2/ See Chapter IV.
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in EFD. These should be drawn from Unesco at large as frequently as necessary.
As certain specialties may become needed regularly (such as manpower or
behavioral sciences specialists), they should be added to the staff, within
staffing ceilings.

Intermediate Hierarchy

22. On balance, with the present size of staff and the mission-oriented
approach used, it does not appear necessary to establish an intermediate
supervisory layer, e.g., by professional discipline, by seniority or on some
other basis. (This recommendation assumes that the size of the Division does
not increase and that a Deputy is in place.)

Regionalization of Staff

23. It does not appear appropriate at this time to regionalize the
staff according to rigid geographical lines. The number of project offi-
cers available is too small a group to be assigned exclusively to regions.
Scheduling would be rendered more difficult if not impossible and the strong
plus of comparative education, which is particularly useful since the Bank has
regionalized, would be lost. This is not to say that certain individuals with
specialized language skills, prior background, or current interests should not
tend to be assigned to work on certain countries on a recurring basis. In
fact, it makes sense for mission leaders on sector analysis missions to follow
through with reconnaissance, appraisal or subsequent missions with the Bank
wherever possible. The key point on regionalization is that it would restrict
EFD staff to specific geographic areas; this does not appear feasible or
appropriate at this time and is not recommended.

Country Coverage Assignments

24. However, the Task Force believes that the EFD staff should be
given "country coverage assignments." This would not be regionalization,
but Implies assigned responsibility for each project officer to monitor
educational developments in a group (say 3-4) countries on a regular basis.
Assignments could be rotated after several years, but not so frequently as
to lose continuity. Initial assignments should focus on countries in the
multi-year work program (see Annex VII).

25. This approach would have the following advantages:

(a) Country educational development and Bank-financing
information 1/ for that country would be collected
and maintained within EFD by assigned individuals
on a regular basis.

1/ This would not be a "statistical warehouse", but targeted information
germane to (i) EFD's basic work, and (ii) external, including Bank,
financing.
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(b) A greater EFD continuity than at present would be
maintained on an explicit basis with individual
countries.

(c) EFD could then be prepared to advise Unesco units
better (for example, in education or CPX), that
are organized on a regional basis. These assign-

ments should facilitate EFD contributions to Unesco
(and ultimately to member state) thinking on such
matters as other sources of financing for educa-
tion projects, educational planning, technical
assistance or other Unesco assistance to
Individual countries.

(d) EFD would be at a greater "state of readiness" to
mount a sector analysis mission or participate in
a Bank appraisal or other mission. When a particu-
lar mission assignment comes up, the mission leader
and team would first consult with the individual
who maintains the dossier of information and who
is up to date on current developments. (If sched-
ules permit, the assigned individual would go on
the mission.)

(e) This activity can be fit in readily between other
assigned duties, even if only one or two days are
available at a given time.

26. Disadvantages include the possible tendency to concentrate indi-
viduals on only a few- countries and a possible diminution of the "universal/
comparative" education perspective. This does not appear to be likely, and
assignments can and should be rotated periodically. There might also be a
tendency to be called upon by Unesco country-oriented staff too much. A
balance would need to be struck between provision of assistance and advice to
the Secretariat (or going on Unesco missions) and.the performance of EFD's own
sector analysis and Bank-related or other work.

Assignments to the Field

27. The EFD staff spends a great deal of time in the field. The
question arises as to whether or not some EFD staff should be physically
decentralized to the field. This question is inevitably related to CP/EFD's

role. 1/ Given the principal recommended emphasis on sector analysis and

1/ Unesco's possible further decentralization/regionalization would also
be a factor.
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preparation assistance work, both of which have an outside assessment or
assistance connotation, it does not appear appropriate for any EFD staff to
be assigned to the field permanently or on a tour of duty basis at this time.
More rational and longer-term planning should help minimize field work over-
loads presently encumbering individuals. And, there would be a loss of
synergy with the rest of EFD and a loss of needed contacts with other tech-
nicians and specialists within Unesco if decentralization occurred now.

Size of EFD Staff

28. This is a complex question arising out of (a) determining the num-
ber, type and amount of missions and other work projected over the next 3-5
years, (b) assessing the manpower requirement estimates and required disci-
plines for each type of work or task.

29. The Acting Director of EFD has already taken steps to reduce the
number of project officer authorized positions within Unesco. The work
program defined by the Task Force is designed to replace, not supplement,
the current project identification and preparation work of EFD. Sector
analyses, after basic surveys in a given country, may give way to updates
or subsectoral analyses requiring less time. Participation in Bank proj-
ect-related or other missions and in selected Unesco activities to the
extent likely to be needed and appropriate should be possible within ex-
isting staff limits. It is true that a variety of Unesco specialist par-
ticipation is likely to be sought in the future. At least a key portion
of this support should be available for "time-sharing " with EFD, and the
rest from the existing CP consultant budget. Thus, it does not appear that
EFD's regular staff would need to expand as a result of the Task Force's
recommendations. (See Annex X for a further discussion of cost factors.)
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EDUCATION SECTOR REPORTING SYSTEM

Introduction

1. This annex summarizes the main features of the proposed "Education

Sector Reporting System" (ESRS). After a brief review of the main types of

the Bank's and/or Unesco's present activities involving sector work, the
objectives, coverage, structure, and instruments of the ESRS are discussed.

A preliminary assessment of manpower requirements is also provided together

with an outline of suggested procedures. The discussion of the reasons why

we propose to suggest to assign Unesco responsibility for the ESRS is pro-
vided in the text of the report (Chapter II).

Types of Sector Work

2. At present, education sector work undertaken by the Bank and/or

Unesco encompasses a wide variety of activities -- some with a project
orientation and others without it; some "analytical" or "positive" in nature

and others "policy-oriented" or "normative"; some with an intrasectoral

perspective and others with a broader, intersectoral horizon 1/. In fact,

there is no one kind of Bank or Unesco mission which is synonymous with sector

work. Neither is sector work necessarily associated with sector missions to

the field.

3. The following list summarizes some of the most important types of

sector work, based on present practices:

(a) Education Sector Review (e.g., Ethiopia, Iran, Kenya, Zambia, and

Sudan). 2/ This is a very thorough and comprehensive analysis of a country's

educational needs and priorities, which typically involves the elaboration of

alternative long-term educational strategies and the preparation of detailed,

phased programs of implementation of the strategy chosen by the government.

(The whole process may take 2-3 years). Education sector reviews are typic-

ally carried out by the countries themselves, normally with a view to signi-
ficantly overhauling present orientations and are often supported by appro-

priate Inputs of outside expertise in areas and/or specializations in which

local expertise may not be available. In most of these cases, the external

provision of advice has a connotation of "educational planning assistance."

I/ Whenever reference is made in this annex to an "intersectoral" approach,
the term "sector" is used in its economic definition (e.g., agricultural
sector, industrial sector, etc).

2/ The first two have been completed; the others are in progress.
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(b) Sector Survey (e.g., Unesco's survey in Zaire or the Bank's surveys in
Saudi Arabia or in Indonesia). This is a comprehensive type of sector

work, comparable in its scope to Bank basic economic reports and designed to

provide a wide-ranging analysis of sector issues, needs and policies cast in

a medium to long-term perspective. The emphasis is typically on intra-

sectoral priorities, but with a view to the broad pattern of socioeconomic

development.

(c) Sector Review for Economic Reports. The purpose of these reviews is

to update, integrate and reconcile the results of previous sector work into

an overall economic analysis. Consistent with the nature of the report, the
emphasis tends to be on overall resource mobilization and allocation, and

should Include intersectoral links and priorities.

(d) Project Identification Mission (PIM) or Reconnaissance-in-Depth
(RID) Reports. For all practical purposes these reports are presently equiva-

lent. The coverage tends to be narrower than in sector surveys and the

analysis focuses on areas that lend themselves to external financing (the
Bank being the main possible financing source). In most cases, each PIM or

RID report is an essential component of the project cycle for one given

project, rather than the basis for a series of projects, as is the case with

sector surveys.

(e) Sector Memorandum. This document includes a discussion of the main

education issues, priorities and policies in a country (as well as of present

gaps in sector knowledge and the proposed sector work program), but the main

emphasis is on the identification of a lending strategy and program for the

Bank;

(f) Project Brief. This document -- which is now being experimented

with in the Bank - is designed to improve the project content of country

operations programs and provide a better link between project design and

sectoral priorities.

(g) Other Project-Related Activities. These- are activities which have a

different main purpose, but which often include a significant proportion of

sector work: (a) reconnaissance missions (the definition of a project's

possible contents often involves discussion of broad sectoral issues and

priorities); (b) project preparation missions (there is typically a certain

amount of sector work to spot-check PIM or RID findings and recommenda-
tions and/or to update them); and (c) supervision missions (in accordance with

the Bank Operations Manual, Section 3.50, supervision reports are expected to

include a section on "overall policies in the sector or subsector and a

summary of the borrower's future investment plans").

Objectives of the Education Sector Reporting System

4. The basic objective of the proposed Education Sector Reporting
System would be to provide a program of systematic monitoring of educational
issues and priorities in selected member countries using a flexible array of
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missions, studies, and ensuing reports. By "selected," the Task Force

acknowledges that (a) the Bank will continue to perform a significant
amount of all sector work done (1/3 or so) and that such work would be
the principal, but not an exclusive, Unesco responsibility and (b) the

ESRS would not cover all countries for which Bank lending is anticipated.
This latter point implies that priorities for sector work will need to be
established through the CP planning process.

5. Specifically, the system should provide the country concerned,
Unesco, and the Bank with:

(a) Sound, objective and up-to-date analyses of the country's education
and training system and its capacity to contribute to economic, social and
cultural development efficiently and equitably;

(b) An identification of the needs, gaps, imbalances or other imped-

iments in the country's present education policies, structures, processes,
or provision of education and training services, as they affect the education
system's contribution to overall development, and a review of government

policies, strategies, and approaches designed to address the above issues;

(c) An outline of alternative strategies to overcome these gaps
and Imbalances and an examination of their implications in terms of resource
requirements and availability, including investment needs and possible prior-
ity areas for external financial assistance, particularly that of the Bank.

Thus, the analysis would move from a broad, overall examination of the educa-
tional system to a more focused review of selected areas in need of and
susceptible to financing by the Bank or perhaps other sources.

6. For the purposes of undertaking the above tasks, the education
system should be viewed comprehensively as embracing formal, non-formal,
and informal aspects of learning. In this broader view of the learning
process, consideration would be given to such dimensions as cultural, com-
munity or family activities, mass media, and on-the-job training, as well
as the more traditional modes of educational delivery. The role of scientific
research and its application, as an adjunct to the learning and educational
and socioeconomic development process, would also be considered.

7. The sector reporting system would include the following charac-
teristics:

(a) It would provide an outside, objective analysis of country educa-
tion issues, policies and potentials. As such, one of its contributions
would be to help assist the Bank, as a prospective lender, in establishing
the country's eligibility for external financial assistance. It would also
provide a principal basis on which a sector lending strategy could be built
by the Bank and with which one (or a series) of projects could be identified
and designed. The analyses, if found acceptable, could also make an important
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contribution to the country's formulation of its own education programs and
policies and also represent a useful background for the units in Unesco
dealing with member states on education and providing planning and UNDP
country programming assistance. However, because of its nature, (as an
"outside" assessment), it would not be viewed as a direct input to such
assistance.

(b) It would identify priority areas for both internal and external
investment, but would leave specific project item identification and costing
for possible Bank financing to the Bank, in direct dialogue with the country.
(This Is in contrast to current practice with the PIM reports.)

(c) The system would assess, qualitatively and quantitatively, the
education and training needs of the various socioeconomic sectors in the
country. However, it would not seek to evaluate the overall pattern or
"mix" of resources to be allocated among the various sectors, e.g., educa-
tion vs. industry or agriculture.

(d) The system would attempt to estimate the amount of external re-
sources required to implement the educational development strategy selected by
the government and those education areas or subsectors in priority need of
external financing, either by the Bank or other multilateral or bilateral
agencies. The establishment of a specific borrowing strategy would be,
of course, the country's prerogative. Similarly, as indicated above, the Bank
would define its lending strategy vis-a-vis the country, taking into account,
as appropriate, the analyses prepared under the ESRS.

8. Further, the ESRS analyses would serve to complement, but not to
substitute for, the development of a country's own sector analysis capability.
Such a capability would be an integral step in the country's capacity to plan
and manage well its own education system, and is to be encouraged whenever and
wherever possible. The analyses done by outsiders - such as the Unesco CP -
and those done by country officials themselves should be mutually reinforcing.

Possible Instruments of the Education Sector Reporting System

9. The nature of the task to be performed by the ESRS calls for
both systematic and flexible approaches to sector work as against the
present relatively fixed nature of both PIM and RID missions. 1/ This
implies that a long-term sector work program will have to be prepared
for each country covered by ESRS and that this program will rely on a
variable contribution of desk studies and sector missions, the latter
timed and sequenced to fit the specific conditions of each country
assessed. The principal instruments to be used would be as follows:

1/ In a sense, the ESRS would play an analogous role, in a sectoral.
perspective, to Bank economic reporting.
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(a) Basic Sector Analysis Reports, providing a comprehensive review of
educational development in the country concerned (including a historical
analysis, an assessment of present structures and processes and an evaluation
of long-term strategies and trends). These reports would normally be coin-

cidental with the preparation of the country's socioeconomic development plan
(typically every 4-6 years) and other available sector knowledge 1/, and would
build on previous updating, subsector and special reports. Whenever possible,
preparation of these reports should be coordinated with the preparation of

Bank basic economic reports -- to avoid duplication of efforts and to maximize
interaction.

(b) Updating Reports, providing a review of the most important educa-

tional developments since the last basic reports; the frequency would be
every two or three years, which implies one updating report about midway in a
national plan's implementation cycle.

(c) Subsector Reports or Special Studies, covering a wide variety of
education subsectors (e.g., "primary/basic education", "vocational training",
etc.) or topics (e.g., "distribution of education opportunities", "the manage-
ment of the formal education system", etc.) and at various levels (region,
country, group of countries). This could be the preferred approach in some
geographical areas (e.g., Latin America), where other reliable sources of
overall sector analysis may already exist. Subsector reports and special

studies may or may not be associated with a mission.

Possible Coverage of "Basic" Reports

10. Given the flexibility that needs to be built into the ESRS, no rigid
prescription of detailed report outlines is possible. Even in those cases in

which a "basic" mission is required, it is probably inappropriate to provide a

priori a detailed outline of the basic report, as the basic report is not
intended to be uniform and encyclopedic, but should rather be issue-oriented

and therefore have a fairly flexible format. However, it can be expected
that the "logical skeleton" of many basic reports.would be as follows:

(a) The Learning Needs. This would first examine the country's overall
socioeconomic development objectives and relate to them the country's learning
needs. This would include the traditional analysis of manpower and training
needs in the modern sector, but should also include, where possible and
appropriate, assessment of learning needs in the transitional and traditional
sectors, including questions relating to cultural and technological development.

(b) The Present Delivery Systems. This would analyze the process of
formation and the present structure of the country's system of delivery of
formal, non-formal and informal education. The discussion would focus on the

1/ Scheduling the sector work before the completion of the country's devel-
opment plan would emphasize the "planning assistance" function over the
"analytical" and "evaluation" functions.
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basic issues of relevance of contents, distributional equity, educational
efficiency and cost/effectiveness, covering aspects such as aims and objec-
tives of education, curricula contents, education technology, planning and
management, education finances, etc. The overall focus of the analysis
would be on the ways in which the present system responds to basic learning

needs; in other words, in contrast to PIM's, the analysis should not be
conditioned by the need to justify a given project.

(c) Education Development Strategies, Plans and Policies. This would
include a systematic analysis of the policies, plans, and existing and pro-
posed programs of the various education authorities in light of the perceived
learning needs of the country. Where appropriate, such additional dimensions
to the learning experience as the impact of local communities, the family or
the private productive sector would be taken into account. While detailed
contents of alternative educational development strategies would be beyond the
scope of the mission, suggestions as to broad lines of alternative options
could be useful to all parties concerned. However, a more thorough assess-
ment of the preferred alternative and its rationale would be needed.

(d) Identification of Priority Areas for Investment. This would com-
prise Identifying education subsectors or areas for investment and, in
particular, those suitable for external financing and which deserve prior-
Ity, either because they are essential instruments of the chosen develop-
ment strategy or because they constitute essential components of optional
alternative strategies recommended to the authorities.

12. In summary, the ESRS would complement indigenous sector work by
providing an objective, outside assessment of country needs, plans and pro-
grams. It would focus on priority areas for external financing, rather
than on project item identification and costing. The ESRS would provide
background analyses and an information base to help support Unesco work
related to country programming, Unicef cooperation, Funds-in-Trust adminis-
tration, country educational planning assistance, etc. And, ESRS would
provide background analyses that would contribute to the Bank's country
lending strategy, its sector memoranda formulationw and aid in its pro-
jection selection.

Suggested Procedures

11. An outline of suggested procedures is provided in the Appendix to
this Annex. The selection of the country and the identification of the types
of sector activities to be performed would be based on a five-year sector work
program agreed upon between Unesco and the Bank. For all Unesco sector work,
the Bank would be consulted on both the draft terms of reference and the con-
tent of draft reports and due consideration would be given by Unesco/EFD to
the Bank's comments and indications of "areas of concern" (see Appendix).
Always, in the case of "basic" sector missions, and whenever feasible in the
case of other missions, the Unesco mission leader would be given an in-depth
briefing in the Bank before the mission's departure. In order to provide a
comprehensive picture of the Bank's expectations and the Bank's view of broad
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development patterns as well as intersectoral links and priorities, these
briefing sessions would normally involve the regional divisions concerned
(education, programs, selected projects divisions as appropriate) and CPS.
As appropriate, the Bank may request' the participation of Bank specialist(s)

from CPS and/or regional divisions), reporting to the leader of the Unesco
sector mission. 1/ CPS Education should help ensure that appropriate brief-
ings of EFD staff are conducted.

12. Following the briefings by the Bank, and the conduct of the sector
work the draft sector report would be discussed with the authorities of the
country concerned to eliminate as far as possible factual errors or misunder-
standings. However, the report should not be formally cleared with either the
government or the Bank - it should remain an independent technical assessment
by the staff of the Unesco Secretariat. (This aspect of the present PIM
reports would be retained.) Normally, the reports would not be published;
they would be addressed to the government and copies distributed only to the
Bank and the agencies or governments indicated by or agreeable to the country
concerned. The reports would be marked and treated as "confidential."

Staffing Implications

13. The flexibility suggested for the ESRS makes it difficult to specify
other than broad indications of staffing requirements. The staffing of
subsector or special studies would depend on the objectives and nature of the
task involved, the amount of data available and the extent to which local

expert cooperation can be obtained. In the case of updating missions, a
general educator/education planner, a vocational/technical educator and an
agricultural education/rural development specialist would probably suffice in
most countries. 2/ Assuming two weeks for preparation (total: 6 man-weeks),
three weeks In the field (9 man-weeks), four weeks for each mission member to
produce his portion of the report (12 man-weeks) and four weeks for the
mission leader to assemble the draft, discuss and revise it, the whole
process could typically take some 31 man-weeks - say, 35 man-weeks including
a reasonable provision for contingencies.

14. The team for a basic mission would necessarily be larger and would
probably comprise a number of the following:

- a demographer or an anthropologist/sociologist

- an economist/human resource expert

- a general educator/education planner

- an agricultural educator/rural development specialist

1/ The Bank should also allocate the time required by the Bank participant
for report writing, as needed.

2/ An economist may be needed in lieu of one of the above.
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- a vocational/technical educator

- a higher education specialist

- an education architect/facilities planner 1/

In addition, the team might include experts in adult education, health train-
ing, production of teaching/learning materials, mass media, etc. - if and
when required. In any case, most of the specialists in this group would
probably be needed for short periods only, say, 2-3 weeks in the field
followed by 2-3 weeks for report writing. On the whole, it can be estimated
that about 120-150 manweeks at the outside (including contingencies) would be
required for the completion of the basic mission.

15. It should be emphasized that both the typology of sector activities
as well as its staffing implications as outlined above should be interpreted
as illustrative of possibilities rather than as a prescription for a uniform
pattern of activities. As suggested above, the optimal combination of sector
work activities in each country can only be decided in terms of the specific
conditions of that country. There seems to be little doubt, however, that a
wider range of highly specialized skills than is presently available in EFD
would be required to implement the ESRS. However, the introduction of. the
ESRS would be accompanied by a progressive "opening" of EFD toward the rest
of Unesco with a consequent greater participation of the rest of the House in
CP activities. It is not suggested, therefore, to add any new specialists to
the present EFD staff at this time, until specific demand for such services
can be determined more fully. On the contrary, EFD staff as mission leaders
of these sector missions might have to emphasize their experience as "genera-
lists" over their skills as narrower specialists. Also, the priority need for
"generalists" (economists, general educators/education planners, rural socio-
logist/rural development experts) should be recognized when hiring new staff
for EFD as openings occur.

16. In view of the "systematic" and longer-term (as opposed to a "para-
chute") or one-visit nature of the work involved, a substantial degree of

1/ The role of the education architect/facilities planner (who should also
have some experience in school building inventory and mapping) would be
to analyze and assess physical planning and school building construction
(norms and standards, administrative arrangements for school building
construction, architectural briefs, selection of architects, civil works
procurement methods, supervision arrangements, and other quality control
measures, maintenance arrangements, etc.). This would provide a better
evaluation of physical planning in education and permit an early identi-
fication of implementation issues, which could result in more realistic
design of projects and more efficient project implementation.
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staff continuity is indispensable for the success of the ESRS. Since re-
gionalization of EFD is not feasible because of its limited size, "country
coverage" assignments will need to be made in which responsibility will be
assigned to each EFD staff to monitor and follow up on educational develop-
ments in a small group of countries among those to be covered by the ESRS.

Questions of Feasibility and Suggested Approach

17. The need for a broader and more thorough education sector knowledge
is generally recognized in the Bank as a basis to support an increased lending
program (108 projects in 74 countries in FY1975-79 versus 77 projects in some
58 countries in FY1971-1975), spread over a larger number of countries and
focused on new types and levels of education. A quantification of the total
projected "demand" for sector work is now being prepared by the regions as
part of the elaboration of their five-year sector work programs. It is
expected that the "demand" will grow further from its present level which can
be estimated at some 650/700 man-weeks per year.

18. Against this demand, the number of man-years of specialists' services
to be allocated to the ESRS would depend on (a) the proportion of total demand
for sector work that the Bank is prepared or willing to satisfy out of its own
manpower resources; and (b) the country coverage assigned to the ESRS and, for
each country covered, the planned temporal frequency and distribution of
activities. The Task Force does not propose to extend the system immediately
to all member countries or even to all the countries in which the Bank has a
major lending program. This would be premature and infeasible.

19. The approach suggested by the Task Force is to experiment with the
system in selected countries within the limits set by the present availability
of human resources at EFD. The country coverage of EFD would thus depend,
among other factors, on (a) Bank program needs, (b) the extent of EFD involve-
ment in activities related to project preparation or other Bank activities and
(c) the degree to which EFD personnel will perform other functions in the
Unesco regular programs. At the present time, some 1,200 manweeks of experts'
services are available in EFD (90% from EFD staff and 10% from other sources).
In the period 1971-1975, the total proportion of EtD available manpower
allocated to PIM's and sector work was about 53% (75% of which is estimated
to be for sector work proper). If it is assumed that the proportion of EFD
net available time allocated to sector work will increase from the present
41% level to about 50-60% after a transition period 1/, corresponding to some

1/ This would allow an initial period of gradual redeployment of EFD avail-
able manpower resources. It should also be emphasized that the recommen-
ded 50-60% time allocation for sector work is an order of magnitude required
for a meaningful implementation of the Education Sector Reporting System.
Even after transition, actual deployment of EFD staff may be expected to
vary somewhat from region to region and from year to year.
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500-650 or so man-weeks 1/, then the total annual output of the ESRS could be
up to:

- 4-5 basic missions or

- 18-20 updating, sub-sector or special missions 2/ or

- some combination in between.

In turn, this means that over a normal 5-year planning cycle some 20-25 basic
missions could be organized or some 90-100 updating or subsector missions.
With a judicious planning of activities and a conservative use of "basic"
missions, the ESRS could thus probably cover some 25-30 countries, including
such desk studies as were appropriate.

Conclusions

20. In summary, it seems that the establishment of an "Education Sector
Reporting System" would be feasible, consistent with the objective of maintain-
ing and reinforcing the Cooperative Program between Unesco and the Bank and be
responsive to a priority need for better sector knowledge, which is felt in
both developing countries and lending institutions, including the World Bank.
Among the anticipated benefits would be the support which would be provided to
countries' education planning and programming and to the Bank's formulation of
its sector lending strategies. One of the main features of the system would
in fact be to provide outside, independent assessments of education sector
issues and policies in selected member countries. The ESRS would thus not
replace, but in many respects complement and reinforce, other sector work
activities which would be conducted by the countries themselves or by the
Bank.

1/ This would already be less than the present total estimated demand. By
the time the ESRS becomes fully operational the Bank demand may well
have grown substantially. If it is assumed that the Bank total sector
work demand will increase in the next five years roughly in proportion
with the number of countries covered by the education lending program,
it can be expected that the demand will reach the level of 900 or more
man-weeks by FY1980. The ESRS could thus satisfy only some 2/3% of that
total at most.

2/ Assuming these missions take about the same amount of time.
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EDUCATION SECTOR REPORTING SYSTEM

SUGGESTED PROCEDURES

1. Selection of Country and Identification of Type of Sector Work
to be Performed

Within the framework of the Bank's overall sector work program for
education, a five-year sector work program would be developed by the Bank CP
Planning Committee,comprising the regional education division chiefs and CPS
Education, with EFD management participation. The program, which would
indicate for each country the type of sector activity requested, the estimated
staffing needs, the timing, etc., would be discussed, amended as required, and
-agreed upon with the Unesco/EFD manager at the annual review meeting and
updated semi-annually. (See Annex VII for a more detailed discussion of this
process.)

2. "Mission Scheduling

The country concerned would be advised by the Bank of the intention
to send an education sector mission under the CP. However, all subsequent
official correspondence related to the mission should be between the government
concerned and Unesco. Within the framework of the agreed program of work,
mission scheduling and assignments would be Unesco's responsibility.

3. Terms of Reference

The terms of reference, including indications about the number
and types of specialists required, would be drafted by the mission leader and
sent to the Bank for comments not later than 4 weeks before the scheduled date
of mission departure. Bank comments (if any) would be provided within 10 days
of the receipt of the draft terms of reference and- would be taken into account
by the mission leader when preparing the final draft. This would be approved
by the Director, EFD, in accordance with the same clearance procedures tra-
ditionally followed for PIM's.

4. Staffing

Given the terms of reference, mission staffing would be Unesco's
responsibility. It is expected that Unesco would rely not only on the resources
available to EFD, but also encourage active participation of the required
specialists from other divisions and/or sectors within the Unesco Secretariat.
From time to time the Bank may request the inclusion of Bank specialist(s) in
Unesco sector missions. However, these would remain Unesco missions and the
Bank staff would report to the Unesco mission leader.
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5. Briefing of Sector Missions

The leader of all "basic" sector missions would spend at least one
week in Washington before the mission's departure and have briefing sessions

with the regional divisions concerned (Education Division, Programs Division,
selected Projects Divisions as appropriate) and CPS. For all other sector
missions, the Education Division concerned, in consultation with CPS, would

have the responsibility of forwarding to Unesco, together with its comments on
the Terms of Reference, a list of potential "issues" or "areas of concern."
(This would also indicate whether a back-to-office-report to the Bank would be
required).

6. Back-to-Office Report

If requested by the Regional division concerned, upon the mission's

return from the field, the mission leader would prepare for the Bank (normally
within ten days to two weeks) a brief confidential back-to-office report

outlining the mission's comments on the "areas of concern" mentioned above as
well as on any other issue that he may feel appropriate to bring to the
attention of the Bank. Even if not requested to prepare such a report, the

mission leader should do so if there were matters that came up that needed to
be brought to the division chief's attention.

7. Draft Report

The mission leader (assisted by members of the mission) would be
responsible for drafting the report, circulating it for comments within Unesco
and revising it in accordance with the guidance given by the Director, EFD and
by the Unesco review meeting(s). The whole process would normally take about
3 months after the return of the mission from the field (for a "basic" mission).

The draft would then be sent to the Bank for comments and the Education
Division concerned would have the responsibility, in consultation with CPS, of
eliciting the views of all parties concerned and preparing within 15 working
days a list of comments and recommendations for Unesco consideration. The
mission leader would take these suggestions into account 1/ when revising the
report for distribution or review with the country.

8. Review Draft Report with Country

Normally, the mission leader of each "basic" mission would return to
the country to discuss the draft report. Occasionally, he may be accompanied
by Bank staff as observers. The purpose of the review would be to eliminate
as far as possible factual errors or misunderstandings; it would not be to
obtain the government's clearance. Country review of reports other than
"basic" reports would be decided by EFD, in consultation with the Bank.

1/ However, Unesco/EFD would be under no obligation to incorporate these
suggestions; neither would this be a "clearance process."
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9. Report Distribution

The final version of the report, amended as necessary to reflect
country discussions and re-cleared as necessary within Unesco, would be
addressed to the government by Unesco and copies would be distributed only
to the Bank and to the agencies or governments indicated by or agreeable to
the country. The preface to the report would indicate that the report (a) was
prepared by the Unesco Secretariat under the Cooperative Agreement between
Unesco and the Bank, (b) emphasize its nature as an independent technical
assessment by the staff of the Unesco Secretariat, and (c) stress that the
views and recommendations expressed in the report do not reflect necessarily
the views and policies of the Bank. This would continue, therefore, this
feature of the present Unesco PIM reports.
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Cost Implications

1. Perhaps the most fundamental cost issues to address are whether or
not the Task Force's recommendations will result in increased costs and, if
so, to whom. In the Task Force's judgment, the CP as such will not cost
significantly more than *the present situation. No staff increase is proposed,
except for the third administrator, and provision for this position is already
budgeted in the CP. Other suggested changes in operating procedures are not
expected to have an important effect on the 15% or so of total CP cost that
is other than salary cost. Of course, this is only one aspect of the overall
cost "equation". A further question beyond the cost of the CP per se, is the
total "cost of doing business," given a redefinition of the CP's role.

"Cost of Doing Business"

2. In addressing this broader question, one should consider that the
Task Force proposal is essentially to redistribute project cycle activities
among the various participants (Unesco, Bank and government), rather than
to add new activities. As a result of this redistribution, it appears
likely that resources will be used more efficiently, i.e., more output can
be obtained from a given level of input or the same output would require
less input. In part, this improved efficiency would stem from reducing
duplicative and overlapping activities in the field and in part from im-
proved planning and a recuperation of some EFD "down time" 1/. Therefore,
the marginal cost in real terms of our proposals is expected to be either
zero (in case no efficiency is gained) or negative (if available resources
are used better).

3. In looking further at past project activities, one might say that,
in theory, economies could have been realized by combining "sector work" with
"project identification", either in a PIM or a RID mission, i.e., in that no
Information transfer between agencies was required between these stages (and
therefore less applied time was spent), or that there were possible savings in
travel expenditures. However, PIM's had diseconomies as well, in that work
was repeated by the Bank and resources as a consequence were inefficiently
used by both parties. Moreover, project identification was not concluded
by the PIM, but normally followed by a Bank/Unesco reconnaissance mission.
The comparison is therefore Unesco PIM - Bank reconnaissance under the old
approach vis-a-vis Unesco sector analysis - Bank project identification,
including reconnaissance, as proposed. The Task Force believes that, other
things being equal, the total use of resources would remain roughly constant,
but that the relevance of the work products should improve over time.

I/ A certain amount of "down time" in an operation such as the CP is per-
haps inevitable.
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4. It should be pointed out that the proposed work program change
would take place in a climate in which the Bank generally is increasing its
overall emphasis on sector work. The change in Unesco/EFD 's work emphases
could be followed by increases in resources devoted to this type of activity.
This may be appropriate, in terms of improving overall project quality and
country knowledge, but would not be a consequence of the suggesed role
change.

5. As to project preparation and appraisal, several cost-related
factors should be considered.

(a) The cost of "preliminary engineering" is now borne by the
borrowers during project processing, but is not a cost
to the Bank or Unesco of project processing. However, the
"2-stage" approach to project appraisal 1/ where that may
may be applied could have some impact on the total human
and material resources (including those of EFD) required to
complete preparation/appraisal. It could be asserted that
the same resources are not applied during supervision. In
any case, this change is not related to the Task Force's
proposed change in Unesco/EFD's role.

(b) The introduction of the "bus-stopping" form of preparation
assistance should not have any major effect on the total cost
of project preparation (given the existing definition or
"preparation"), but would imply a redistribution of cost
(or time spent)from the Bank and/or Unesco to the government,
as the latter assumes greater responsibility for preparation.
One could anticipate a longer elapsed time between project
conception and appraisal and perhaps some increase in the
total number of man-weeks required, if it is assumed that
government staffs are less experienced than the Bank or
Unesco in preparing projects for the Bank.

(c) The difference in cost for the Bank or Unesco between
traditional PPM's and "bus-stopping" is difficult to fore-
cast with precision. The total PPM's cost is about 20-25
manweeks of applied time, an equal amount of per diem and
4-5 round trip tickets. "Bus-stopping" could vary from
about the same real cost in the "most difficult" countries
down to some 4-5 man-weeks of applied time and 2-3 round
trip tickets in the "least difficult" countries. Perhaps 10
man-weeks could represent a reasonable estimate for an
"average" country in the medium term using the preparation
assistance mode.

I/ I.e., adding a detailed engineering stage prior to appraisal.
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(d) Other things equal, dropping the traditional sequence of Unesco
PPM - Bank PAM and replacing it with Bank-led combined prepara-
tion/appraisal missions should lessen the problems of information
transfer and "backtracking", and thus result in some net saving
of applied resources at this stage. Where appraisal is still
to be done on the basis of feasibility, as it will in some
cases, combined Bank preparation/appraisal missions may be
appropriate.

(e) To the extent that EFD staff participates in "downstream"
activities more than at present (that is, other than
preparation assistance as discussed above), the cost of
travel and hotel accommodation could increase somewhat,
but this is not expected to be significant. Overall,
this would be covered in the basic CP budget or by Pro-
gramming and Budgeting in the Bank's travel budget.

Distribution of Costs

6. A further series of considerations involves the distribution of
costs among the Bank, Unesco and the governments.

(a) As indicated above, the Bank borrowers would be
expected to bear an increasing share in the applied -
time required to do project preparation, perhaps
between 15-25 man-weeks per project. (This time in-
vestment would, of course, serve to build their own
preparation capabilities and help ensure that the
proposed project was "their" project.)

(b) Given that no significant increase in the "cost of doing
business" is anticipated, nor in the cost of the CP per se,
and that we do not propose a major change in cost sharing
(except for the "barter arrangement" on at least some of
the time shared between EFD and the rest of the Unesco
House), it follows that no significant change is expected
in the costs to be borne by either organization.

(c) On the contrary, because of anticipated efficiency improve-
ments and the borrowers' increased role in preparation, the
unit cost of each lending operation (in terms of applied time
and dollars) should become less for both organizations over
time.

(d) The proposed "barter arrangement" between EFD and the rest
of the House will not result in increased costs for the
Bank, which will continue to receive at least as much and
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perhaps more 1/ of EFD's net available time as before, but
with a wider range of specialized skills brought to bear.

7. Assuming a dynamic workload framework, the proposed work program
change needs to be interpreted in light of a projected continued growth in
the number of projects, countries covered, and perhaps in Bank staffing as
well. In this framework,.the overall contribution of Unesco/CP would be
expected to decline in relative (if not absolute) terms. The work program
change could then be interpreted as:

(a) EFD concentrating a majority of its effort
to sector work, about 2/3 of such work done
now and about the same proportion of an
increased workload by 1980, with 150-200
man-weeks added to that which it currently
supplies. This would represent essentially
all of the incremental demand for sector
work over the next 5 years (from 700 to 900
or more man-weeks in all per year).

(b) Using new Bank staff in education to meet
essentially all of the incremental demand
for Bank project-related work.

In other words, the cost of growth must be differentiated from the cost
of the proposed work program change.

1/ Via improved planning and reduction of duplicative effort.
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RECOMMENDED CP COMIUNICATIONS IMPROVEMENTS

Recommendation 
Discussion

EFD/Rest of Unesco, Secretariat

1. Improve Unesco coordination on C activities 1 Within the education sector, planning 
for the

exchange of staff on assignments to and from

EFD and the rest of the sector should 
be coordi-

nated in the Office of the Assistant Director-

General for Education. Exchanges outside the

education sector should come under 
the purview

of the Coordinating Committee for Operating

Activities (CCO) in CPX. The Task Force believes

the Director, EFD should become a member 
of CCO

to enhance overall two-way communication 
and ex-

change of information with the 
rest of the Secre-

tariat.

2. Assign "Couintry Coverage" responsibilities 
2. This proposal would provide a basis for rendering

to each EFD staff member 
country advice to those units of the 

Secretariat

concerned with country-related matters, e.g., on

country programming or on technical assistance 
on

Bank-financed projects. This collateral duty

assignment should provide a recognized focal 
point

for the Secretariat and help break down 
the isola-

tion barriers that exist.
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Recommendation 
Discussion

3. Provide EFD "reserved" time for participation 3. Such time, when provided in the past, was in-

i. Pr de Ectivi"iesd e rformal and ad hoc in character. The Task Force

proposes to set aside 10% net of CP time specifical-

ly for support to the House. The specific acti-

vities would be agreed on by EFD management in

coordination with sector officials and the CCO

as appropriate. (Note: this contribution to

Unesco activities would not require prior approval

by the Bank). This should further "open" EFD

toward the rest of Unesco.

4. Rotate staff: EFD/rest of Secretariat 4. The Task Force believes that periodic rotations

of staff between EFD and the rest of the House

would provide a useful and beneficial "cross-

fertilization" of ideas and experience and improve

understanding and the essential variety important

for continued professional growth. Such rotations

might include up to 10% of EFD staff 
per year and

be for a 1-2 year exchange basis. Appropriate

and agreed-on Unesco staff should be rotated 
on

the same basis to EFD, in consultation with the Bank.

EFD/Bank

1. Improve overall policy information exchange 
1. Policy proposals and decisions within Unesco 

are

regularly communicated to the Bank via the docu-

mentation from General Conferences, Executive 
Board

Sessions and the Unesco Program and Budget and

Medium Term Planning documents. Unesco receives

the Annual Reports of the Bank, but there are few

comprehensive program and policy documents 
in the

Bank as there are In Unesco. The Bank sector policy

papers are distributed to Unesco, but 
there should

be within CPS a closer monitoring of the various
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Recommendations 
Discussion

types of policy documents used In 
the Bank and the

EFD/Bank (Cont'd.) communication to EFD of those necessary for a thorough

understanding of Bank policy.

2. Improve exchange on organization and procedures 
2. Since the Bank's reorganization, and with Unesco's

current reorganization, the need to understand 
the

changing organization and procedures in 
each institu-

tion is highly important. The Bank regions' varia-

tions in approaching the project cycle should be

thoroughly understood by EFD and closer coordination

on the exchange of such information should be organized

by CPS and EFD management. (Recent examples include

information on the sector memorandum, project prepara-

tion facility, and on project briefs in the Bank.) 
(Note:as

needed,work process adjustments should be made regularly)

3. Improve guidelines for, and feedback on, 3. Better guidelines as to expectations, areas of concern,

results of CP-operated work 
and terms of reference are needed by Bank managers 

for

CP/EFD staff; part of this is built in to the proposed

planning process. EFD end products need to be crit-

iqued carefully to ensure that Bank thinking 
is known

and factored in to EFD work.

4. Rotate staff EFD/Bank 
4. The Task Force proposes that rotation of staff between

EFD and the Bank on a 1-2 year "tour of duty" basis be con-

sidered. The benefits accruing from such rotation

should outweigh logistical considerations. The lack

of understanding of the other institution's inherent

constraints and accepted working patterns has caused

much strain in the CP. For full and successful co-

operation, better knowledge of such constraints 
and

patterns is essential, and exchanges on a several 
week

mission basis are not sufficient.
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Recommendation Discussion

EFD/Bank (Cont'd.)

5. Conduct professional seminars 
5. Periodic meetings of specialists from both 

organi-

zations, e.g., economists, general educators, 
archi-

tects, should be established on 
a systematic basis.

These meetings would offer staff a useful 
opportunity

to deal with substantive professional 
matters and

provide a forum for a frank and candid 
exchange of

views on new developments and operating 
problems.

6. Assign "country coverage' responsibilities 
6. The EFD country assignment responsibility 

would also

to EFD staff (see above) 
benefit EFD/Bank relationships. Since 

the Bank's re-

organization, EFD staff have kept their worldwide

approach, while Bank staff have become 
country or,

at least, regional specialists. EFD staff are felt

to be out of touch with a given country 
in that there

may be long gaps between visits 
and no "built-in"

follow-up responsibility. Monitoring responsibility

by a given EFD staff member of a particular 
country

would provide improved continuity, e.g., in briefing

outgoing EFD missions.

7. Encourage more management visits 
to the 7. Bank regional division chiefs, CPS 

staff and EFD

other agency 
management staff should schedule regular 

and frequent

visits to the other agency. Such working contacts

provide opportunities for frank 
discussions and con-

tribute toward keeping each group better 
informed

about the other's work and concerns.

8. Exchange staff on missions more 
8. The Task Force recommends that more 

Bank staff parti-

frequently 
cipate in EFD missions, as well as continuing to have

EFD staff take part in Bank missions. Bank participa-
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Recommendation Discussion

EFD/Bank (Cont'd.)

tion in EFD mission work has been minimal (see Annex IV,

Table 14) and if increased, would contribute to better

understanding of EFD and Unesco by Bank operational

staff., In particular, new Bank staff members should

be encouraged to take part in an EFD sector mission as

part of their training.

1. CPS Education should assert its functional authority
CrS/Regions role by taking an active part in drafting CP sector or

other work guidelines, monitoring briefings and feedback
1. Assert CPS's functional authority role by regions related to CP work, and performing quality

control, including selected participation in CP missions.

This should help ensure that EFD is fully informed and
that the Bank speaks with "one voice" on policies and overall

education operations to Unesco/EFD. CPS Education should take

a lead role in reconciling Bank work processes with those of

EFD and initiating corrective action as appropriate.

2. Improve CP planning mechanism 2. The establishment of a CP Planning Committee, as discuss-

ed in Chapter I ind Annex VII, including regional divi-

sion chiefs and CPS, should contribute to a major improve-

ment in overall communications on CP work and on Bank re-

quirements for it.
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Proposed Implementation Plan

Responsibility
Unesco Bank

Recommendation/Implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ.
Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Ttming* C.!9unts Pefere: e

Overall Implementation Actions

1. Review draft Task Force report; Joint Steecing Committea Members Aug.1976 Chairman decides if comments

provide comments to Chairman 
warrant second Steering
Committee meeting (meeting
to be conducted if necessary

2. Reviews comments; prepares and Chairman, Joint Steerin Committe end Aug.

submits Steering Committee 1976

decision recommendations to
Messrs. M'Bow and McNamara

3. Following approval, undertake ir., ADG/ED, Dir., CP )ivision ept,19 7 6- Responsibility assignments

implementation program esig- ADG/CPX liaison 'hiefs une, 1977 for implementation should be

ated (monitor) officer >articipatI designated in EFD and CPS

taff Education; others as appro-
priate

4. Draft any needed changes to ir., as appro- Director )iv.Chiefs Ly end Changes should be possible

Memorandum of Understanding; (lead priate (lead role) (input/re- 1976 using an exchange of letters

Lain agreement -ole) few) between Messrs. M'Bow and

McNamara

5. Monitor implementation effort; )ir.; as appro- )irector; CP )iv. During Principals should use semi-

take corrective action as desig priate iaison of fice hiefs FY1977 annual (and other) joint

appropriate meetings to review progress

taff of implementation over next

year

*Dates subject to change
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Proposed Implementation Plan

Respo sibility
Unesco Bank_

Recommendation/Implementation - Other CPS Reg.Educ.
Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing Comments Reference

Overall Implementation Actions (Cont.

6. Shift to revised work program Al Director All July,1977 lignifies end of implementa- Chapterl'

(monitor) ion program, per se; may Annex IX

ieed procedural or other
-djustments at this time

7. Examine substance of work Dir., ADG/ED, Dir,staffs Division June 1979 ;ufficient body of CP end

performed under revised work staff ADG/CPX (also others Chiefs, )roducts will exist on which Chapter 11

program Others as in Banksuch Staffs o base a "relevance/useful-

appropriale as OED, regi- iess" assessment for all

(participa-onal program oncerned; some country

tion in re-departments, iontact also may be
iew) etc.) ippropriate

Work Program Change

8. Shift CP/EFD's principal activity All (rest of serve as support legin (Bank sector work requests

to that of sector analysis, in Unesco stflliaison in CP/EFD in July 1976 or FY1977 are at approxima- Chapter I

place of PIM work (Note: Bank to participat implementing sector :ely 500 manweeks)

continue to perform selected in sector work program work(with

sector analysis) work (as' change guidelines
appropr iatc feedback)
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Lal.,Iienatlon Plii

oCTs I ank -

Recoiniendation/Tmpleuientation Other CTS Reg.Educ.
Actiu" .__ aFD (pecit t _ducIc Lon divisions Tmin_ _nfents ?L ference

Work Program Change (Cont.)

9. Continue CP preparation assist- All - monitor; lead role Begin 4ost PPM's should cease Chapter II.

9 n e; Chift whre postiblesfro-assist in in con- Sept.19 7 6 !arly in FY1977; effort

ance; shift where possible, from liaison version 3hould be made to convert to
PPM approach to assiating/guiding w~hg-assac praho

gvrmns(with go- assistance approach or

governments vernments) overnment preparation

10. Retain EFD participation in all All rest of monitor over- request angoing 7ssentially, continue as at Chapter 11

project-cycle activities as part Unesco all partici- EFD part- ?resent; diversify involve-

of Bank missions participa- pation level icipation nent in "downstream"

tion to be as appro- activities as appropriate

encouraged priate

11. Provide explicit EFD support to Dir., ADC/ED, monitor; - egin dditional work may be neede Chapter II

related activities in rest of (lead ADG/CPX (limited ept. 1976:o define appropriate assist-Annex VII

Secretariat role) (CCO) role) ince categories

staff coordinate
provi- requestufor
des EFD support
suppot
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Proposed Impleen.tion Plan

fin esco Ban
Reconmmendation/implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ. Comments - __Reference

Action ~EFD (specify) Education divislo iLUM .--------------- --

Work Program Change (Cont.)

12. Define work guidelines, operatinp 
ir. Director, Division legin This would include such Annex IX

procedures under work program (selec- liaison Chiefs, ept.1976 ; things as sector work

change tn greater detail ted officer, selected :hrough- specifications, approaches

t elected staff ut FY1977 for preparation assistance,

staff Bank mission participation;
partly based on initial wor

experience under role re-

vised work program.

Time and Cost Sharing

13. Allocate available CP manpower Dir.- DG/ED, Director, Division FY1977 rjoportions to be maintained Chapter I

on approximate basis: ss~taff;CCO participate chiefs transiti ia BakCAlnigAnx1111

a. 50-60% sector analysis ant (for 10% in CP participa- n);FY1978ommittee and via 
education

b. 30-40% preparation assistance, (lead nesco Planning te in (full im-ector or CCO (as appropriat

including participation in role) support) Committee; planning lementa- In Unesco

Bnkissons r tmonitor"mix" committee; ion)

Bank missions of CP use; adhere to

(Note: 10% non-EFD Unesco added to li er

a) or b) to reach 90% equivalent) officer
provide staf

support

*Based on 20% EFD contribution to

House and 10% contribution of

House to CP activities.
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Proposed implementation Plan

Recommendation/Implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ. Comments Referenc

A inEFD (spec ify) _Educationt J~visifons Tiin Commets-----nc

Time and Cost Sharing (cont.)

14.Establish "barter" time-sharing ir., CDG/ED, Director, -July - Need procedures, director -hapterll

arrangements EFD/rest of Unesco osiut-staff;CCO liaison September level and above support in

where feasible; retain cost nt1976 Unesco

reimbursement where not ea otr

role)

15.Retain existing cost sharing 
ongoing Need to monitor indirect Chapter II

.rrangeetsng os 1 hproxine -costs and implications in
arrangements, or 'approximate both agencies, periodically
cost parity" (75/25: Bank/Unesco

on direct costs)

Work Planning and Scheduling

16.Create Bank CP Planning Committee ir., Dir. (or iv.Chiefs First Exact timing of semiannual Annex VII

. BCrepresentati- artici- 
Quarter meetings to be determined

fic e) chairs ate FY1977; (to coincide with two

arti- 
meet semi agencies planning/budgeting

ipan- 
annually cycles)
thereaker
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Proposed Implementation Plan

Respo sibility

Unesco Ban k

Recommendation/Implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ.

Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing Comments Reference

17.Create Unesco CP planning mecha- Dir. ADG/ED (or CP liaison - Key considerations will be Annex VII

nism a) in education sector and (lead designated officer 3eptember a)availability of Unesco

b) in rest of Unesco role) representa- (monitor; 1976;meet staff for exchanges and

tive) for limited role' semi- b) nature of requests for

education nnually EFD staff

sector;-CCC hereafter

(for non-
education
sectors)

18.Establish multiyear and near- Dir., ADG/EDCCO Director/ Div.Chiefsirst tequires aggregation and Annex VII

term C plan assit participat liaison partici- )uarter, reconciliation of various

ant (Unesco officer pate N1976; 3ank/Unesco requirements

part- support (coordinate; ipdate

icipa-aspect) provide iemi-

te, staff innually

conso- support)

lidati
Bank/
Unescc
requi-
rement

19. Use annual and semi-annual 01r. Dir.; CP Division Semi- CP Planning Committee exeri Annex VII

pl.Useannn etn for progrnam arti iaIOnOff1J5 Chiefs annually cise should be retrospec-
planning meetinps for program partn ff EIspc

review and analysis cipat- - participate participau tive/'stocktaking" effort

as as well as planning activi'
ty
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Respo sibility
Unesco Bank

Recommendation/Implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ.
Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing Comments Reference

EFD Organization & Management

20. Improve EFD's internal organi- nnex VIII

zation and management

a. Appoint permanent director - Senior - by end Subject to Unesco staffing/

(and have 3 administrators Management 1976 budgeting constraints;should

in all) Unesco be done as soon as practic-
able

b. Improve work review/quality Dir., Interested Provide in- Provide by end Includes both divisional an

control procedures (lead parties put/feedback input/ 1976 Unesco wide review improve-

role); provide on work pro- feedback ments; improvedBank/Unesco

Deputy feedback ducts on work communications

or other as appro- products
designee priate

.
Establish EFD "country Dir., Concentrate on countries in

coverage" assignments staff September multiyear work program
1976 assign others as appropriate

d. Review EFD staffing needs Dir.,. - Provide Provide During Aspectsinclude a) other

and composition (lead input input 1976, generalists/specialists

role) first- needed forEFD-led work, b)
half 197, addition of research assist

ants/junior project officer



ANNEX XII

Proposed Implementation Plan

Respo sibility
Unesco Bank_

Recomr~endationI Implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ.
Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing Comments Reference

EFD Organization & Management

-21-. Retain EFD as an integral Dir., ADG/ED - ongoing Communications/procedural Annex VIII

unit oT professionals within maintain ensure linkages needed with other

the education sector relation support sectors (via CCO or direct

ships, provided working relationships)
within, to EFD
outside from
sector other

units

CPS Role

22. Reassert CPS' functional - - Director; Partici- Immediatel ; Emphasis -on policy liaison, Chapter

authority role vis-a-vis CP liaison pate; major ef- participation in work 11, III

regional education operations officer provide fort first- guideline preparation,

on CP-related matters (lead roles) comments, ,alf FY77 monitoring CP operations
feedback and suggfsting corrective

action
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Proposed Implementation Plan 
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Respo sibility

Unesco Bank
Recoiendaction/Implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ.

Action EFD (specify) Education divisions Timing Comments Reference

Other Areas of Cooperation

23. Us.e sector analysis work as Monitor, Participate, Monitor Identify FY77 Includes, but is not limited Chapter IN

principal vehicle for encourage as appro- possible Phase-in) to science, cultural tourism

possible expansion of co- partici- priate areas for communications staffs in

operation pation inclusion Unesco
in CP sect-
or work

24. Establish improved exchange Director Science Director, - (also see overall comments hapter IV

of information on policies, limited sector CPS Educa- September below on communications)

programs, and results in monitor- staffs tion (limit- 1976

all sectors; in science, ing role (lead) ed monitor-

establish and maintain a ing role);

"working dialogue" to ensure Science

possible areas of interest Advisor

are known to each party (lead role);
External
Relations
Staff

Communications Improvements

25. Improve communications/ Director ADO/ED, - Sept. Includeq improved coordina- Chapter II

working relationships (lead staffs; December tion, "4ountry coverage" ANNEX XI

role) ADG/CPX, 1976 responsibilities; time shar-

a. EFD/rest of Unesco Secre- staffs; ing, staff rotation program

tariat (via education others as

sector/CCO/CPX) appropriatu
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Proposed Implementation Plan Page 10

Respo sibility
11nesco Bank_

Recommendation/Implementation Other CPS Reg.Educ.
Action EFD (specify) Educatton divisions Timing __ Comments ____ ef'-r -r

Communications Improvements (Cont.)

b.. E1D/Bank Director Participa- Director, Division Sept. Includes improved procedures Chapter II

(lead tion as CP Liaison Chiefs December for EFD work staff rota- Annex XI

role) above Officer (lead rolel 1976 tion program; management

(lead role) visits; professional seminar
policy and procedures commu-
nication

c. CPS/Regions - - Director, Division Sept. Includes improved coordinati Chapter
CP Liaison Chiefs, 1976 on onguidelines requirement, III,
Officer, CPS staffs plans, operations, review of Annex XI
staff CP work

(lead role) (lead role
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